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Den Stil verbessern – das heisst 
den Gedanken verbessern, und 
gar Nichts weiter!

– Friedrich Nietzsche
(Der Wanderer und sein Schatten, §131)

[Translation: Improving your writing style means 
nothing other than improving your thinking.]
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Scienti!c journal papers are the predominant means of communicating new informa-
tion and ideas in the !elds of medicine, life sciences, and health sciences. They serve 
many important functions in society today. Physicians and healthcare professionals 
routinely consult journal papers to guide their decisions on patient care and learn about 
anything new since they left medical school. Researchers and companies rely heavily 
on journal papers in their work to gradually develop new medical treatments. 
Government agencies draw on the scienti!c literature to set health policies and provide 
proper healthcare and public health programs. Even some patients and their family 
members sometimes look at medical journal papers to learn about their health condi-
tions and possible treatments. Over 1.1 million journal items were published in 2017 
and indexed in PubMed by the US National Library of Medicine [1].

Unfortunately, the published journal literature of medicine, including the related 
life sciences and health sciences, is plagued with substantial errors, nonsensical 
statements, lethal omissions, illogical reasoning, false discoveries, and misleading 
conclusions. For example, the world-famous German pharmaceutical !rm, Bayer, 
has tried to reproduce many promising preclinical studies published by other 
researchers, but Bayer reports that about two out of every three such studies were so 
irreproducible that the projects were canceled [2]. Similarly, the well-known 
American biotech !rm, Amgen, has reported that they were only able to con!rm the 
!ndings of 6 out of 53 “landmark” preclinical studies on cancer, even after confer-
ring with the original investigators [3]. Thus the leaders of the National Institutes of 
Health (NIH) in the United States recognized that the irreproducibility of published 
studies and the frequent failure to publish studies at all are widespread problems in 
preclinical medical research, and they attributed these problems in large part to poor 
training of researchers and poor quality of research reporting [4]. Several other lead-
ers in medical science have also discussed the extent and gravity of irreproducible 
preclinical research [5–8].

Clinical research also has its own laundry list of problems. Numerous reviews of 
the published literature have shown that papers frequently lack essential  information 
about the methods and results [9–13], report their studies in self-contradicting ways 
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[14–17], and draw conclusions that are unsupported by their own results [18, 19]. 
Errors in statistical analysis, methodology, and reporting are so frequent and serious 
that one leading expert has described the medical literature as a “scandal” [20, 21]. 
Other experts have expressed similarly dismal viewpoints [22–25]. Subtle and non-
so-subtle forms of bias are considered to be pervasive in the literature [26–30], as 
well as in the selection of what actually gets published at all [31–34]. And much of 
the published medical scienti!c literature is so badly written that even other native 
English-speaking researchers and clinicians struggle to understand what it even 
says [35–42]. Thus, it is no wonder that most medical doctors rarely bother to read 
anything more than the Abstracts, if even that much [43–45].

It must be emphasized that none of these problems refer to illicit deviations from 
the expectations of the medical community, such as falsi!ed data or plagiarized 
articles, which are retracted from the literature when they are caught. Instead, all the 
problems described above refer to the “normal” state of affairs, regrettably. They 
can be found throughout the medical literature, even in the most prominent journals. 
Thus, much of the published medical scienti!c literature could be viewed as a waste 
[46]. Furthermore, over half the research studies that are completed are never pub-
lished in a scienti!c journal at all [47–50], so virtually no one even knows what they 
found. In most cases, those studies remain unpublished because the researchers sim-
ply did not have all the capabilities and resources needed to write up a report that 
would meet even the current low standards of typical scienti!c journals.

But what is the root cause of all these de!ciencies in the medical scienti!c litera-
ture that are decried by leaders in the medical research establishment? There are two 
closely related reasons for these de!ciencies, one of which is discussed here, the 
other of which is discussed at the end of this book. The !rst part of the explanation 
is that universities, governments, and societies fail to provide suf!cient education 
and training speci!cally for the performance and reporting of scienti!c research. 
The usual four-year medical school program is designed – rightly so – to train future 
physicians to take care of patients, not to conduct scienti!c research. Medical school 
provides excellent education about human health and diseases, the underlying biol-
ogy, the available treatments, the clinical reasoning and medical skills needed to 
provide good healthcare, and so on. But medical school provides virtually no class-
work in statistics or research methodology, and provides no training in how to write 
academic essays. Because most graduates of medical school will dedicate their lives 
to patient care instead of scienti!c research, there is little or no reason why the 
medical curriculum should change. Unfortunately, the opportunities after medical 
school to retrain for scienti!c research are mostly haphazard and unappealing. The 
need for better training of medical researchers has been widely recognized by lead-
ers in the scienti!c community [4, 20, 51–58], but actual changes to the education 
and training system have been sparse.

Consequently, most people involved in performing and reporting medical 
research have insuf!cient education and training in the speci!c skills that are needed 
to be doing that research work, such as ethics, methodology, statistics, logic, and 
writing. They have only subject knowledge about the disease or treatment they 
 studied. Some medical doctors !ll this training gap by pursuing an additional  
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university degree, such as a Master of Public Health (MPH); others !ll this gap by 
just working together closely with life scientists and/or health scientists who have 
spent years learning these subjects and skills (instead of clinical subjects and patient 
care). But in most cases, medical doctors simply perform and report their research 
as best they can, on the basis of their expert subject knowledge, despite insuf!cient 
formal education and training in the subjects and skills needed speci!cally to per-
form and report scienti!c research. Even in the life sciences and social sciences – 
where the doctoral degree programs are geared toward producing scienti!c 
researchers – education and training in the speci!c skills needed to write scienti!c 
papers is often less than adequate, (and thus is supplemented by years of post-doc-
toral training). At bottom, the blame here lies entirely with the educational system 
and society for failing to provide medical researchers with suf!cient education and 
training to do that work as well as everyone says it should be.

The consequence of these shortcomings in the education system is that most 
medical researchers struggle to write their journals papers and struggle to get them 
published – understandably so. They spend substantial amounts of time and energy 
trying to !gure out what to write and how, and then trying to !nd a journal that will 
agree to publish their paper after further extensive revisions. Even after the papers 
are published, they are often still full of problems, as described above, that will be 
critiqued in later review papers or subsequent research publications. And unfortu-
nately, less than half of all completed research studies are ever published in a scien-
ti!c journal at all [47–50]. Undoubtedly this re#ects the real dif!culty of writing 
and publishing a journal paper [59, 60].

Researchers whose native language is not English but who strive to publish their 
work in English anyway have the added challenge of trying to write in a non-native 
language. It seems reasonable to estimate that more than half the co-authors of 
medical journal papers published in English today are not native speakers of English, 
so this is important to address here. Unfortunately, the dif!culty for non-native 
speakers to write in English often hides the fact that these researchers (just like most 
native English speaking researchers) have many other dif!culties with scienti!c 
writing that have no relation to using English as a second language. In other words, 
non-native speakers often believe – quite mistakenly – that if someone would just 
correct the English grammar of their manuscript, it would be perfect for publication. 
Unfortunately, that is rarely the case. Most of the problems that lead journals to 
reject manuscripts (besides the scienti!c contents) are more substantial than mere 
problems with just the English language itself. These problems are frequently 
encountered among native English speaking researchers too. Thus when peer 
reviewers recommend that non-native researchers have someone correct “the 
English” of their manuscript, the peer reviewers are usually pointing to larger prob-
lems of composition and logic that go far beyond mere issues of English grammar. 
When peer reviewers encounter such problems in manuscripts by native speakers of 
English, instead of recommending that the authors !nd someone to correct “the 
English”, the peer reviewers simply say that the manuscript is poorly written and 
dif!cult to comprehend and should be rewritten. So both native and non-native 
speakers of English have mostly the same needs for improvement of their scienti!c 

1 Introduction
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writing – most of which is not simply an issue of the English language itself. Most 
non-native speakers may need some additional support in English as a second lan-
guage. But honestly, many native English speaking medical researchers also have 
bad English grammar in need of improvement. At least non-native speakers are 
conscious of their need to achieve good English grammar; whereas, most native 
English speakers remain oblivious to their poor written English.

This book serves as an initial “self-teaching” book that guides researchers 
through the main phases of writing better research papers: preparing, analyzing, 
drafting, revising, and publishing. It aims to enable medical researchers (including 
also life scientists and health scientists) to get their papers published with less strug-
gle and fewer rejections – precisely by improving the quality of their papers. No one 
book can substitute for years of university teaching and training in the subjects 
mentioned above – ethics, methodology, statistics, logic, writing. But hopefully this 
book will be worth your time to read and reread, by reducing the amount of time 
needed to get your papers written and published, while simultaneously improving 
their quality. This book provides explanations and justi!cations for its recommenda-
tions – it does not simply tell you what to do, but also why, so you can use your own 
mind to decided if the advice is any good. This book also strives, whenever possible, 
to guide readers to the vast but poorly known literature on various aspects of medi-
cal scienti!c communication, so you will know where to !nd further guidance 
whenever needed. (In this regards, this book may be one of the !rst on this topic that 
consciously strives to go beyond mere “expert opinion” and develop a scholarly 
account of the subject of medical scienti!c writing, grounded in the relevant litera-
ture. And hopefully, the annotated bibliography will serve as a valuable resource.)

Books and articles about scienti!c writing often think about “good writing” 
mainly in terms of English grammar and style. They equate “good” scienti!c writing 
with texts that would be pleasing to a secondary school English teacher. They then 
proceed to instruct researchers about the rules of good grammar, simple syntax, clear 
word choices, proper punctuation, etc. Good English grammar and a clear writing 
style are important, and they are often sorely lacking in the medical scienti!c litera-
ture. So this book provides some guidance on these issues in part V, “Revising”. 
However, these issues of grammar, word choices, syntax, and so on are a rather 
limited notion of “writing”. These aspects are really just the craft of writing, or more 
precisely, the craft of editing. The craft of editing is important, to ensure that your 
paper communicates clearly. Otherwise, people will not understand what you are 
telling them, regardless of how brilliant your research !ndings might be. But these 
aspects of good English grammar are not speci!c to medical science and are not suf-
!cient to ensure high-quality medical scienti!c papers. Beautifully written sentences 
will still be terrible scienti!c writing, if the content is irrelevant, illogical, erroneous, 
muddled, incomplete, inconsistent, biased, scatter-brained, etc. Better scienti!c 
writing requires eliminating these kinds of problems from the thoughts being 
expressed. Editing for good English grammar is then just further !ne polishing.

Excellent scienti!c writing requires excellent scienti!c thinking. In fact, the pro-
cess of writing up a scienti!c paper is equivalent to thinking scienti!cally about 
what you want to say, why, and how. The majority of published scienti!c papers are 
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poorly written, not mainly because the authors have bad English grammar that got 
past the journal Editors, (though that happens frequently too). Instead, most medical 
scienti!c papers are poorly written because the authors really were not sure what 
exactly their research was really about: which results to present, why, how, what to 
say about them, and many other such substantial scienti!c issues of the contents and 
presentation. These kinds of issues are beyond the capabilities of any English lan-
guage copy-editor to !x for you. Clear scienti!c writing is a re#ection of clear sci-
enti!c thinking, which can only come from scientists themselves.

The writing process is not a mere supplemental task to do after the research is 
done. Instead, writing is an essential continuation of the scienti!c research, whereby 
the researchers think through their data and what they mean. In some sense, the 
write-up phase (not the data collection phase) is the true core of science because this 
is when a nebulous amount of private thoughts from a long period of time must 
!nally crystallize into a permanent public record. The writing phase is when 
researchers must make !nal !xed decisions about what they really did, what they 
found, and what it all really means. For example, do you discuss the high economic 
costs of the current standard treatment for disease X as part of the rationale for why 
you performed this study on a potential new form of treatment? How much detail 
should you provide to explain how you recruited and selected patients to participate 
in the study? Do you compare each study group’s clinical score at baseline versus 
follow-up and report the p-values for each group’s change across time, or do you 
calculate the median and 95% con!dence interval of the difference between the two 
groups’ clinical scores at baseline and at follow-up, or do you report on a multivari-
able linear regression analysis with the change in clinical score from baseline to 
follow-up as the outcome variable and the study group as one of several predictor 
variables? Do you conclude that your study shows that treatment X is safe for use in 
adolescents or do you instead focus on the 6% loss-to-follow up as a puzzling study 
limitation? These are examples of some of the kinds of choices you will make dur-
ing the writing phase of your research. Writing forces you to put your thinking into 
!nal form. (And again, neither a copy-editor nor your secondary school English 
teacher can provide you any guidance about how to write better papers in regards to 
these kinds of substantial aspects of scienti!c thinking/writing.)

A written text is also the social transmission of your thoughts from your mind 
over to the minds of the readers. In order to transmit your thoughts clearly to some-
one else, you must !rst clarify to yourself exactly what you are thinking. Muddled 
writing re#ects muddled research and muddled thinking. Learning to write better 
scienti!c papers goes hand in hand with doing better research and thinking more 
scienti!cally. Indeed, learning to communicate clearly is an essential prerequisite to 
becoming a fully quali!ed scientist. Otherwise, no one will know what you are 
doing or why it matters, and no one will support your research work.

The goal of this book is to improve the quality of the scienti!c medical literature, 
by improving your capabilities to write better scienti!c medical papers. This book 
does not accept the notion that getting a paper published is “good enough”, because 
the published medical journal literature, including the life sciences and health sci-
ences, is plagued with substantial errors, nonsensical statements, lethal omissions, 
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illogical reasoning, false discoveries, and misleading conclusions. We can and 
should do better. So this book assumes that even if you are writing your very !rst 
paper, you will need to exceed the current level of quality in the published literature. 
If you have already published journal papers, your forthcoming papers should get 
better and contribute to quality improvement of the literature. That is what is meant 
by “scienti!c progress”: every year, we learn more and reach new higher standards. 
This book will help you write better papers and contribute to scienti!c progress. 
Better quality medical research publications will lead to better health for humanity.
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Chapter 2
The Ethical Foundations 
of Medical Scienti"c Writing

 Introduction
Striving to be a better person, who lives more ethically today than you did yester-
day, is the !rst and most essential step for writing better scienti!c papers. If you 
give only super!cial thought and lip-service to the ethics of scienti!c research – i.e. 
if you simply think “yeah, yeah, yeah, I already know all this ethics stuff; let’s 
move along to the ‘real’ science” – then you will not know the right way to conduct 
and report medical research. And if you do not know the right way to conduct and 
report medical research, you will do it in ways that are wrong. Conducting and 
reporting research involves making dozens, or even hundreds, of little choices per 
day – most of them without much conscious realization that another little choice is 
actually being made. Even if one does stop to notice them, most of these choices 
seem to be only technical choices about methods or grammar or whatever else, but 
they are not only that. Viewed in another light, they are also moral choices about 
what to do and say, or not do and say, why, and how. If you do not recognize this 
deeper moral dimension of scienti!c research, or if you fail to respond to it appro-
priately, then you risk making choices that will seem appropriate for reaching your 
practical goals, but which may often run counter to the greater purposes of scien-
ti!c medical research. When you spend time reading the ethical guidelines and 
earnestly re#ecting on how they apply to your research, the quality of your research 
and reporting will improve. You will !nd yourself making subtle but important 
changes in your work. And you will !nd yourself prepared to make better decisions 
going forward.

Unfortunately, following all the ethical guidelines and expectations for scienti!c 
research and writing does not in any way guarantee that you will publish good sci-
enti!c papers. You might lack access to interesting and strong data; you might lack 
enough practice writing and rewriting; you might simply be a mediocre scientist; 
you might just have bad luck. But if you do not make conscience efforts to always 
follow all the ethical guidelines and expectations, then you will be stuck circulating 
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lousy manuscripts not worth reading. Indeed, there would even be a real risk that 
you would write junk science worthy of retraction if it ever did get published. If you 
lack the proper moral motivation and ethical guidance, your scienti!c work and 
writing will stagger off track at every step, without your awareness, like a drunk 
trying to walk home in the dark. And like most drunks, you will probably deny there 
is any shortcoming or fault in what you are doing. If you want to perform and pub-
lish high-quality research, the !rst and most essential step is to improve the ethical 
foundation of your work, so you will be able to run fast in a straight line.

Discussions of the ethical aspects of speci!c stages of the research, analysis, 
writing, and publishing are provided in later chapters of this book. Chapter 3 in the 
part “Preparing” brie#y summarizes the main ethical aspects relevant to conducting 
the research, including ethical approval of the study protocol, registration of clinical 
trials, written informed consent of the human subjects or animal welfare, and fol-
lowing ethical guidelines. Chapter 11 in the part “Analyzing” discusses the major 
misconduct issues of fabricating data or results and falsifying data or results, as well 
as the need to archive raw data. Chapter 21 in the part “Drafting” discusses the ethi-
cal issues that arise mainly during the phase of writing up the research, above all 
plagiarism, but also preserving patient con!dentiality, avoiding so-called “salami 
publication” (i.e. dividing the research into too many separate papers), and the obli-
gation to actually write up and publish the research. Chapter 46 in the part 
“Publishing” discusses the ethical issues that arise during the publishing phase, 
including redundant publication, falsi!cation of authorship lists, disclosing poten-
tial con#icts of interest, and reporting errors discovered after publication. This 
introductory chapter here addresses only the deeper ethical issues that serve as the 
foundation for excellent science across all phases of research, analysis, writing, and 
publishing.

Most unethical behavior arises when researchers are acting primarily for their 
own gain (advancing their careers, getting more money for themselves, etc.) If mak-
ing more money or advancing your career are really your main goals, there are many 
other not disreputable !elds where that is accepted or even expected, and where one 
has much higher chances of reaching those goals. The goal of medicine and science 
by contrast is to improve the health and knowledge of humanity. That can only be 
achieved if everyone contributing does so honestly and for the right humanitarian 
reasons. Most ethical rules in scienti!c publishing revolve around honest communi-
cation, because dishonest communication winds up wasting other people’s time and 
resources and demoralizes them. Adhering to high ethical standards also improves 
the scienti!c quality of research and reporting and puts authors in a stronger moral 
position to defend their work.

 Moral Vices and Virtues
Although there are many different kinds of ethical violations in research and report-
ing, they can all be explained, at bottom, by just three root causes: ignorance, lazi-
ness, and/or greed. Of these three, ignorance is surely the most widespread and 
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forgivable cause of unethical conduct in research and reporting. Many people con-
tributing to medical research and reporting are either relatively new and inexperi-
enced in this !eld (i.e. junior researchers and trainees) or are only sporadically or 
tangentially involved in the work (e.g. healthcare professionals not working pri-
marily in research). Such people often have inadequate education and training spe-
ci!cally about the ethics of research and scienti!c reporting. Because they are not 
thoroughly familiar with the ethical guidelines and expectations, they sometimes 
violate them, unknowingly. In other words, ignorance can result in unethical con-
duct. Second, somewhat less forgivable but still not quite reprehensible in most 
cases is laziness. Sometime people know or sense that what they are doing is not 
really the right way that research or reporting should be done, but doing things the 
right way would require more time and effort (often unpaid). Because they do not 
want to expend more time and effort to do things the right way, some people simply 
try to slip by with the work done in ways they know are not right or at least have 
been told are not right. In some cases one might be able to argue that the root prob-
lem is not simply laziness but instead that the researchers have not been provided 
suf!cient resources to do the work any better. In most cases though, authors of 
papers know that they could correct or improve something in their paper that is not 
right ethically (or not right scienti!cally and therefore also ethically), but they sim-
ply do not want to be bothered. In other words, laziness is the bottom line explana-
tion for the ethical problems, not merely insuf!cient resources. Finally, and most 
reprehensibly, many ethics problems – including nearly all of the most unbeliev-
able scandals – can be explained entirely by the greed of the researchers for more 
money, either directly or indirectly. Greed for money also usually explains most 
misconduct of people who are well-established in research and know (or surely 
should know) how unethical their misconduct really is. Whenever someone is 
caught falsifying their data or reports, or stealing other people’s work (through 
plagiarism or otherwise), or even “merely” falsifying authorship lists, the explana-
tion almost always is that the culprits expected to obtain more money than they 
otherwise would have, through commercial pro!ts, obtaining research grants, 
increased clinical activity through “fame” of research, advancing their career, etc. 
So greed for money and other personal gains is almost always the root cause of the 
worst ethical violations in medical research in the current era. The explanation is 
not something else.

Thus almost all ethical problems in research and reporting have the root causes 
of ignorance, laziness, or greed. In other words, unethical conduct in medical 
research is ultimately due to character #aws or vices of the researchers themselves 
(and not really to some other external or systemic factors).

It is important for all medical researchers to realize that these vices – ignorance, 
laziness, and greed – are the root causes of nearly all unethical misconduct in medi-
cal research, because that realization points the way toward better prevention of 
unethical misconduct. Because these vices are the root causes of unethical miscon-
duct, researchers must make efforts to cultivate the opposite moral virtues, in order 
to reduce their own risk of acting unethically. And because the vices are speci!cally 
ignorance, laziness, and greed, the speci!c virtues that researchers should make 
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efforts to cultivate are their opposites: ethical knowledge, “extra-mile” diligence 
(or   “extra- kilometer” diligence), and disinterest of money and personal/career 
gains. Gaining ethical knowledge is the !rst and easiest virtue to cultivate. It starts 
by reading the relevant ethical guidelines. Most of them are only a page or two in 
length, so it is odd that they are not all routinely read and discussed by the medical 
research community. Because they are so brief, it is helpful to reread them at the 
start of every new study and paper and re#ect on how they apply to your ongoing 
work. Cultivating the virtue of diligence is a bit more elusive. But most people who 
gain some experience in research and reporting will quickly notice that many little 
situations arise, where they know (or have been told) that something they are doing 
is not really right (ethically, or scienti!cally and therefore also ethically), but they 
do not want to bother doing more work to !x it, because “extra” work seems tedious 
and time- consuming. Cases where this would be !nancially dif!cult (e.g. addi-
tional data collection is needed) are different, but in most cases, the only barrier is 
the researcher’s willingness to expend more time and effort doing the work. The 
amount of extra work required is often not much (a few hours to a couple days), 
especially considering the bigger picture of how much work a person can do in a 
year, but strangely many people still put up quite a fuss at the thought of having to 
do even a small amount of “extra” work. People often rationalize their laziness with 
phrases such as “it’s good enough”, “no one will notice”, “it doesn’t really matter”, 
and so on. When researchers !nd themselves in those situations, where a choice 
must be made between either leaving things as they are, despite knowing that some-
thing is wrong or suboptimal, or being diligent and going the extra mile to do things 
the right way, researchers should make that choice of going the extra mile, for the 
mere sake of doing better quality work and being a better researcher. Finally, 
researchers should cultivate disinterest in !nancial or personal/career gains. Of 
course most everyone in medical research will say that they do not give much 
thought to money and that it does not affect their decisions in their research and 
reporting. To a large degree, that is indeed true. But it is quite rare that this is com-
pletely true. Most people in medical research still hope to obtain better positions, 
more salary, more research funding, more fame and recognition, more everything. 
Understandably so. But not really. It is very rare to !nd anyone who comprehends 
that money is actually a noxious system of arti!cial rewards (like food pellets for 
lab rats) that can distort their judgments and behaviors and therefore is better to 
avoid and give away than to want and pursue. True scienti!c curiosity, objectivity, 
and judgment begins just a little bit beyond the point where all interest in money, 
praise, and career advancement truly ends. So researchers must make a choice. Just 
ask Dr. Faust.

 Responding to Ethical Misconduct
Regrettably, there is one more major reason why you need to know all the ethical 
guidelines and expectations really well. One might assume that people working in 
medical research have above average moral character and high ethical standards. 
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And most of them do. But unethical conduct, especially in minor forms, is also not 
uncommon in the world of medical research [1]. A metaanalysis of 18 surveys 
found that 12.3% of respondents had observed data fabrication or falsi!cation by 
their colleagues, an unweighted median of about 40% of respondents from a sub-
sample of 10 studies knew of cases of fraudulent reporting more broadly de!ned, 
and overall “misconduct was reported more frequently by medical/pharmacological 
researchers than others” [2]. These were conservative estimates that excluded pla-
giarism and several other forms of misconduct unrelated to changing study results. 
So if you spend at least a year in medical research, there is a substantial likelihood 
that you will notice at least some minor forms of unethical conduct. Indeed, you 
might even !nd yourself being negatively affected by that misconduct. Therefore, 
you need to thoroughly learn the research ethics ahead of time, so you are able to 
clearly identify misconduct as such when you encounter it, and so you are ready to 
report it, if it is not simply an unintended mistake. Fortunately, most unethical mis-
conduct in medical research is unintentional and is quickly corrected by the people 
involved when someone else makes them aware of it.

But if you observe unethical misconduct that appears conscious/deliberate or 
that does not get fully corrected when pointed out, you have an ethical obligation to 
report it [3], even if it seems that doing so will have negative repercussions for you. 
Start by documenting everything (including conversations) very well. People who 
knowingly engage in misconduct may also destroy evidence, and they will certainly 
deny or reframe anything that lacks undeniable evidence. Next, contact lawyers to 
discuss the situation and get their advice. Always follow your lawyer’s advice; if 
you are not satis!ed with your lawyer’s advice, !nd a new lawyer, and follow his or 
her advice. Never report cases of research misconduct to the institution where it is 
occurring, (unless your lawyer advises you do to so). Regardless of whether the 
institution is a university, a company, a government agency, or whatever else, it is 
not an independent and neutral institution of justice, and you should not expect 
neutrality or justice from them [3, 4]. Instead, these institutions all have their own 
self-interests [5]. Any internal committees they have set up to !eld such complaints 
about misconduct exist primarily to protect the self-interests of the institution, not 
to administer justice and promote ethics. The one and only goal of institutions is to 
protect themselves from lawsuits and/or bad press, because those consume their 
!nances and damage their reputation (and thus their future revenues). Cases of mis-
conduct will only receive a fair and objective review from courts of law or other 
external commissions with absolute nothing to lose by reaching a guilty verdict and 
proclaiming it publicly in full detail.

So never make a report or complain to your university or other institution, nei-
ther in writing nor orally, unless your lawyer advises you to do so and writes it for 
you. Anything you report to your institution will be used by their legal team to 
protect the institution and possibly to attack you. Do not be fooled by their pre-
tenses to neutrality, whistleblower policies, and so on. If there is a problem, let your 
law !rm handle it for you. Because of the potential legal issues, no university ethics 
board will ever provide feedback on anything you tell them, unless the university’s 
legal team has assured themselves that there is no basis for your claims and wants 
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you to stop complaining. If you bring research misconduct to light, it is probably a 
good idea to start looking for another job elsewhere. Even if you are entirely inno-
cent, the institution will probably try to get rid of you, because your complaints are 
potentially damaging to their reputation. Moreover, it is usually easier for them to 
shoot the messenger than to address any real problems reported to them. Finally, 
whatever the situation is or however much it is harming you, do not take it person-
ally or get too upset. Just follow your lawyer’s advice and move forward. There is 
always some other better research paper you could be writing somewhere else 
instead.

 Conclusion
The purpose of medical scienti!c research is to improve the health of humanity, 
by increasing our collective knowledge on how best to prevent, identify, and treat 
illnesses. People who want to do better medical research should commit them-
selves to serving that deeper purpose of medical research. Ethical guidelines on 
the performing and reporting of research (discussed in subsequent chapters) serve 
as an initial explanation of how researchers are expected to behave. Ethical guide-
lines tell researchers what they should and should not do, but the guidelines are 
generally unable to provide guidance about why. Although researchers should 
always follow the explicitly recommended behaviors of the ethical guidelines, it 
is even more important to recognize the underlying, unspoken moral foundation 
of the guidelines, and then adopt that spirit in everything you do. Primarily that 
means recognizing that the only purpose of medical scienti!c research is to 
improve the health of humanity, by increasing our collective knowledge on how 
best to prevent, identify, and treat illnesses. Researchers who dedicate themselves 
to this intrinsic purpose of medical research will !nd that it goes a long way 
toward ensuring ethical conduct more reliably and robustly, right down into little 
detail choices that ethical guidelines often fail to consider. Dedication to this pur-
pose of medical research has a further advantage besides ensuring better ethical 
conduct. People dedicated to this deeper intrinsic purpose of medical research 
will also !nd that it leads them toward accomplishing research with greater rele-
vance and impact. Without this proper deeper moral orientation, researchers inev-
itably drift down toward narrow technical studies on obscure topics. Their work 
then achieves their petty practical goals of career advancement and so on, but it 
has limited real impact on human health and knowledge. You should of course 
always read and follow the ethical guidelines (which are discussed in subsequent 
chapters). Yet ideally you should also honestly assess your motivations for doing 
medical research (rather than clinical care, non- medical research, or whatever 
else). And you should assess how well your motivations are aligned with the 
deeper inherent purpose of medical research – to improve the health of humanity, 
by increasing our collective knowledge on how best to prevent, identify, and treat 
illnesses.
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Chapter 3
Ethics of Conducting Research

 Introduction
Medical research must be conducted ethically. That requires preparation before 
beginning to collect any data. It is the one most important matter to attend to before 
starting the research, because it is the one aspect that cannot be corrected later dur-
ing the writing phase. Moreover, laying a solid ethical foundation for the research 
before it ever starts will substantially improve the scienti!c quality of the research 
as well. This book is not about how to conduct research, nor about the ethics of 
research, so these topics will not be discussed in much depth here. But they must be 
presented brie"y, because the quality of the papers depends fundamentally on these 
matters and because the Methods section of any paper must mention the ethical 
aspects of the research. There are four main elements for ethical research: ethics 
committee approval, study registration, written informed consent or animal welfare, 
and following ethical guidelines.

 Ethics Committee Approval
First, the study protocol should be approved by a Research Ethics Committee (often 
referred to as an “Institutional Review Board” (IRB), regrettably [1]) – before the 
research begins [2, 3]. The ethics committee is a panel of people responsible for 
ensuring that research studies have been designed to be suf!ciently safe, sensible, 
and fair to the subjects who will be participating [4–6]. If your institution does not 
have an ethics committee or if your research is being conducted outside of any such 
institution, you must still !nd some other independent ethics committee that can 
review the study protocol [7, 8]. Although some research ethics committees require 
extensive paperwork and/or revisions to the study protocol, nearly all submissions 
will eventually be approved [9], unless the risks to the participants clearly outweigh 
the possible bene!ts of the research or there are irresolvable concerns about the 
participants’ rights. The process of having the study protocol reviewed by the ethics 
committee and revising for their concerns and questions usually leads to substantial 
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quality improvements in the research methods. If you are conducting a retrospective 
study, you still need to obtain approval from an ethics committee – before you begin 
extracting data from the medical records into a study database. Some other types of 
human research that are not actually medical are exempt from the requirement for 
approval by an ethics committee, but it is strongly advisable to ask an ethics com-
mittee (or a lawyer) to con!rm that exemption in writing, even though this is legally 
super"uous if the research is indeed exempt. If a research study should have obtained 
approval from an ethics committee but did not, it will be virtually impossible to 
publish it in any scienti!c journal.

 Study Registration
Second, if you are conducting a clinical trial, you must register it in a registry of 
clinical trials, before recruiting any subjects, (but after obtaining approval by an eth-
ics committee) [2, 3, 10, 11]. A “clinical trial” is de!ned by the International 
Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) in this context as essentially any 
prospective study of any health intervention on people [3]; only retrospective stud-
ies, observational studies, or studies without human subjects or samples would fall 
outside that de!nition of a “clinical trial”. Registration is not currently required for 
research that is not a clinical trial, but registration of such non-trial research is still 
encouraged [3]. Inadequate registration of clinical trials makes it dif!cult for the 
scienti!c community to estimate the degree to which the available scienti!c litera-
ture provides an incomplete and distorted body of evidence, due to publication bias 
in favor of positive !ndings [10–14]. If you do not register your study before start-
ing data collection, the best journals will refuse to even review your manuscripts 
about that clinical trial [3, 10], and many reviewers at standard journals will cite that 
as a reason to reject your manuscript. A list of clinical trial registries can be found 
on the website of the World Health Organization. The registration must contain 
adequate information for all trial registration items [3]; there is little point in regis-
tration with blank or vague entries.

 Written Informed Consent and Animal Welfare
Third, “written informed consent” must be obtained from each of the subjects 
participating in the research, if your research is a prospective study on humans 
(or on samples collected from humans) [2, 15–17, 18 (pp. 20–21)]. The study 
purpose and risks must be clearly explained to them, and they must have the 
opportunity to ask any questions. The subjects must be able to freely choose to 
participate or not [2, 15]. They must sign a written statement that they agree to 
participate in scienti!c research, which should document real understanding and 
willingness, rather than being an empty bureaucratic formality [16, 19–22]. This 
written informed consent to participate in research is distinctly different from 
whatever consent documents they must sign to receive medical treatment. 
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Furthermore, the subjects should clearly understand that they are participating in 
scienti!c research, and therefore any drugs, devices, or interventions that they 
are receiving may be inadequately understood and/or not necessarily in their per-
sonal best interest [23–25]. People who are not clearly able to provide written 
informed consent (e.g. minors or people with substantial mental health problems) 
may still participate in research if they provide assent and their legal guardian 
provides consent [2, 15, 17]. The ethics committee reviewing your protocol can 
provide further guidance on such scenarios. Written informed consent is not nec-
essary for retrospective studies of data that were already collected for routine 
patient care. And written informed consent is of course not applicable to studies 
that do not involve human subjects (or human samples). Because animals cannot 
provide informed consent (and surely would not if they could), researchers are 
instead expected to uphold high standards of animal welfare, to minimize the 
suffering and distress of the animals involved.

Use of animal models plays an important and well-established role in basic sci-
enti!c research. However, there is obviously something about animal research that 
is ethically fragile. It is beyond the scope of this book to discuss the ethical aspects 
of animal research, much less to take a position on it. But as stated in the previous 
chapter, the !rst and most essential step to improving the quality of your research 
and your papers is to make efforts to act more ethically today than you did yester-
day. (Further improvement is always possible for anything we do.) Many scientists 
may legitimately reach the conclusion that the use of animals is a necessary and 
ethical part of their research, and this book does not debate that. But what must be 
said here is that any scientist who does not seriously re"ect on the ethical issues of 
conducting research on animals will be missing a major opportunity to improve the 
quality of his or her research and journal papers. Re"ecting on the ethical issues of 
animal research forces you to re"ect also on important methodological and episte-
mological aspects of your research that otherwise remain hidden from view. It may 
lead you to methodological improvements or innovations that are not only better for 
the animals but also for the scienti!c knowledge gained. Above all, researchers 
should think seriously about how to apply “the 3 Rs” – replacement, reduction, and 
re!nement – to their research plans potentially involving animals [26–28]. Because 
written informed consent is not applicable to research on animals, best practice 
would instead involve documenting (e.g. in the study protocol) the variety of mea-
sures taken to minimize or eliminate harm (pain, stress, disability, etc.) to the 
animals.

 Following Ethical Guidelines
Fourth, the research must be conducted in accordance with the Declaration of 
Helsinki [2], any applicable laws, and any relevant guidelines. Every researcher 
should devote some time to reading the relevant guidelines, applicable laws, and 
ethical literature, and understanding how they apply to his or her research projects. 
As mentioned before, making efforts to live more ethically today than you did 
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yesterday, is the !rst and most essential step for writing better papers. Part of those 
efforts is rereading the relevant ethical guidelines yet again every time you start a 
new study. It is not suf!cient that you read them a couple years ago, unless you also 
memorized them. Whenever you reread ethics guidelines, you will be reminded of 
important details you had forgotten. Always check that you have the most recent 
version; guidelines are often updated for recent advances in science, law, ethical 
reasoning, societal concerns, public consensus, and so on.

 Conclusion
The four ethics elements discussed in this chapter should be ful!lled before the 
research even begins, for three reasons. First, the scienti!c community will hold 
researchers accountable for their ethical conduct. Journals will reject (or retract) 
manuscripts that are based on unethical research, at which point it is too late to cor-
rect the problem. Second, the process of ensuring that research is ethical improves 
the quality of the research. The researcher is obliged to review all the details of his 
or her research plan and to obtain approval from other people who are unfamiliar 
with the topic. Aside from ethical issues, this communication and review process 
always leads to identifying methodological points in the research plan that could be 
done better some other way or otherwise need re!nement. Third, these three ethics 
elements should be ful!lled simply because it is the right thing to do. Presumably, 
we all want to live in a fair and just world [29], so we all have to make the extra 
effort to live in a fair and just way. If you yourself do not make that effort, do not be 
surprised to !nd yourself living in a world where no one else does either [30].
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Chapter 4
Foresight

Some medical researchers spend a substantial amount of time and resources per-
forming and writing up a study only to discover in the end that it is impossible (or 
very dif!cult) to publish their manuscript, because of some speci!c problem with 
the study. Most journals are quite selective about which manuscripts they will pub-
lish, and passing peer review is a necessary (but not suf!cient) prerequisite for jour-
nals to accept a manuscript, (as discussed in more detail in part VI, “Publishing”). 
Most of the critical feedback from peer reviewers can be overcome by rewriting the 
manuscript and revising the data analysis if necessary. But there are many problems 
that are embedded so fundamentally into a study that no amount of rewriting or 
additional analysis can correct them. Most of these shortcomings of study design or 
methodology will not preclude publication at some good journal somewhere, if they 
are adequately addressed in the limitations section of the Discussion. But some of 
these problems of study design and methodology are so serious that they will lead 
to complete rejection of the manuscript at every journal to which it is sent. These 
kinds of problems are sometimes called “fatal "aws”. Regrettably, many authors are 
quite oblivious to the existence of a fatal "aw in their manuscript until they receive 
several rejection letters in a row, at which point it is far too late to salvage all their 
work.

So the purpose of this chapter is to make you aware of these potential fatal "aws, 
which cannot be revised during the journal submission phase, and which make it 
dif!cult or even impossible to publish the manuscript in any respectable journal. If 
you consider them from the very outset, most of these fatal "aws can be completely 
avoided with just a little effort. Sometimes, some of these fatal "aws cannot be 
solved. In such cases, it is best to know that from the start, before wasting time and 
energy naively pursuing a particular study that has little or no chance of ever being 
published. Foresight about potential fatal "aws will help ensure that you channel 
your time and efforts into work that has reasonable chances of being published in an 
appropriate journal. This chapter presents ten fatal "aws, roughly in the order in 
which they should be considered and resolved.
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First, you should always conduct a thorough literature review on your precise 
study topic, to ensure that the study question is relevant but has not already been 
answered suf!ciently. Most medical researchers substantially overestimate their 
own familiarity with the scienti!c literature that is available on their topic [1, 2]. 
Many manuscripts are rejected from journals because they address questions that 
have already been answered suf!ciently in previous publications, and therefore the 
new manuscript would not add anything much to the existing literature [3, 4]. Even 
when a topic does need more research, reviewing the literature often leads to impor-
tant re!nements of the study question and methods. Further discussion about 
reviewing the literature is provided mainly in chapters 6 (“Reading”) and 7 
(“Searching the Literature”). Failure to conduct a thorough literature review before 
performing a study will not preclude publication, but it will lead to multiple weak-
nesses of the study that are dif!cult or impossible to remedy during the publication 
phase and that push the paper toward much lower quality journals. If a literature 
review is done well enough, it could even serve as its own publication.

Second, you should give careful consideration to your study design and/or con-
sult with a methodologist about it. The overall study design is fundamental for 
determining the study’s level of evidence [5–8] and for grading the quality of the 
evidence [9–11]. In particular, prospective studies are generally much stronger than 
retrospective studies. Choices about the details of the study design will have a major 
in"uence on the quality of the evidence collected and therefore of the responses of 
the journals. Indeed, one study suggests that poor study design may be the leading 
cause of outright rejection of most manuscripts [12]. Furthermore, there is very little 
that can be done during the publishing phase to try to correct problems related to 
study design [13]. Consequently, problems with study design will push a manu-
script toward lower quality journals, and if the problems are serious enough, they 
may lead even low-quality journals to reject the manuscript as invalid. Study design 
is a vast topic, just outside the scope of this book on medical writing, so it will not 
be discussed much further here. Readers are advised to read the relevant literature 
on study design, and/or to consult with methodologists. Researchers should take all 
reasonable steps to strength their study design from the outset, and they should 
avoid investing their time in studies with inherently weak designs. Improving the 
study design as much as possible prior to ever starting the study will greatly improve 
the quality of the research and the chances of publication.

Third, you should always use a valid comparison and/or control group whenever 
sensible. Preliminary research – such as pilot studies, case series, or retrospective 
analyses – can normally be published just !ne without any kind of comparison or 
control group. But research that aims to provide more de!nitive answers – such as 
prospective clinical trials – can be dif!cult to interpret without a valid comparison 
and/or control group. In particular, placebo control groups are really only accept-
able if there is no other available treatment in routine practice. Otherwise, the com-
parison group should always receive the current standard of medical care. Matched 
case-control studies should be carefully matched for the variables that other 
researchers will consider most relevant. Cross-over studies should have suf!cient 
wash-out time and random assignment to the sequencing, to ensure that each subject 
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is reliably serving as his or her own control. Experimental studies should have both 
positive and negative control groups. Failure to use an appropriate comparison 
group will not preclude publication, but it will normally push a manuscript toward 
lower quality journals, because the results become dif!cult to interpret without a 
valid comparison group. Using a valid comparison group more than doubles what 
you can do in the statistical analysis. Further information on appropriate compari-
son groups can be found by reading the relevant literature on research methodology 
or even simply by consulting any experienced researcher in your !eld.

Fourth, always use validated methods to collect data, and use the best such meth-
ods whenever possible. Above all, this point refers to any questionnaires being used 
in the research. Many researchers have a strange tendency to reinvent the wheel and 
make up their own questionnaires for their research studies. Except in surveys, this 
is always a very bad idea, unless it can be rigorously documented that no other rel-
evant questionnaires have already been developed – something which is rarely the 
case anymore for anything you might want to assess. Data that is collected with 
questionnaires that have never been validated will generally be viewed as invalid 
data. Manuscripts that contain invalid data are essentially worthless and unpublish-
able. Furthermore, for many commonplace patient outcomes (such as depression, 
quality-of-life, patient satisfaction, etc.), there are many different questionnaires 
available. But some of them are better quality than others, and some of them may be 
better suited than others to your speci!c research topic or study population. So you 
should not simply use the !rst questionnaire that comes to mind or the one that 
seems easiest to use. Instead, you should !nd out what all the possible question-
naires are and then carefully choose the ones that will be viewed as most appropriate 
for your study. Otherwise, peer reviewers will assert that the questionnaires you 
used were not so good, and therefore neither are your data. Using validated ques-
tionnaires also ensures that there will be a body of literature you can draw upon to 
interpret your results. If you cannot !nd relevant questionnaires or you are not sure 
which questionnaires are most suitable for your study, consult a social scientist, 
psychometrician, or other appropriate expert.

Fifth, always calculate how large your study needs to be, before you actually 
start it. Many research studies – even those that are published – are too small to 
provide reliable answers to the questions they address [14, 15]. So whenever the 
results are not statistically signi!cant, it is dif!cult to know if this is because the 
results would always be negative or simply because the study was too small to 
obtain statistically signi!cant results. These issues of statistical power and adequate 
sample size are discussed further in chapters 14 (“Statistics: Common Mistakes”), 
23 (“The Methods”), and 24 (“The Results”). If you are conducting a pilot study or 
other preliminary research, the sample size may be determined mainly by practical 
issues, especially if you are not intending to publish it. Otherwise, a power analysis 
should always be performed – before starting the research – to determine how large 
a sample size is needed to answer the study question [14, 16]. It is advisable to ask 
a statistician to perform the sample size estimate for you. You should also seriously 
consider how to minimize loss to follow-up and other causes of missing or invalid 
data [17]. These issues of sample size, missing data, and statistical power are gener-
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ally not themselves reasons that journals give for rejecting a manuscript (though 
sometimes they are). Instead, excessive missing data and/or insuf!cient statistical 
power will lead to results that are inconclusive, vague, non-signi!cant, and unreli-
able. That will disappoint and bewilder you, and it will make it dif!cult to publish 
the manuscript. Giving thought from the outset to these issues of sample size and 
missing data will help ensure that your database can provide useful results.

Sixth, if your research involves human or animal subjects, or even just biological 
samples from them, then you must obtain approval of an ethics committee – before 
you start the research, (or before you start the data extraction and analysis, in the 
case of retrospective studies). Most researchers know this, but attempts to publish 
manuscripts lacking approval from an ethics committee are not unknown. The topic 
of obtaining approval by an ethics committee was discussed in the previous chapter, 
“Ethics of Conducting Research”. Failure to obtain the necessary approval of an 
ethics committee prior to starting the research will make it virtually impossible to 
publish the research anywhere. Seeking and obtaining approval of an ethics com-
mittee almost always leads to at least some improvement of the study, because it 
forces the researchers to explicitly articulate what they intend to do and why, and 
sometimes leads to feedback from other experts (the ethics committee).

Seventh, if your research is a clinical trial, you must register your trial in a trial 
registry prior to starting data collection. The topic of trial registration was discussed 
in the previous chapter, “Ethics of Conducting Research”. Failure to register a trial 
will make it impossible to publish the paper in top-tier journals and will be viewed by 
peer reviewers and Editors at all other journals as a suf!ciently good reason to reject 
your manuscript, if they feel a need to provide a reason. Registering a trial completely 
and correctly will improve your research by making you explicitly consider many 
methodological issues that might otherwise remain vague or overlooked.

Eighth, if your research was prospective and involved human subjects (or samples 
from them), then you must obtain written informed consent from them – to participate 
in a research study. If your research was prospective and involved animals, then you 
must follow all applicable guidelines to ensure animal welfare. These issues of written 
informed consent and animal welfare were discussed in the previous chapter, “Ethics 
of Conducting Research”. Failure to obtain written informed consent from human 
subjects will make it virtually impossible to publish the research anywhere. Failure to 
implement appropriate animal welfare measures will make it much more dif!cult to 
publish your research, proportional to how much your research deviated from what 
would have been expected if you had implemented appropriate animal welfare mea-
sures. Obtaining written informed consent and following all possible measures of 
animal welfare will help ensure that your research subjects are cooperative willing 
partners, rather than being stressed-out resisting objects of undesired investigation.

Ninth, you should meet with all your co-researchers to assess their intended 
involvement in the project and their expectations of what they will receive in return. 
In fact, best practices involve writing up an informal agreement or formal contract 
among everyone involved, detailing who will do what, what they will get in return, 
how decisions will be made, and who will be the co-authors on the publications 
[18–23]. Miscommunication and/or misunderstandings about such matters are 
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regrettably uncommon, and often lead to bitter disputes [24–27]. Failure to properly 
assess everyone’s intended contributions has caused many research projects to fall 
apart before they are even completed [18, 28–30]. Disputes during the write-up and 
publication stage have also led to many manuscripts remaining unpublished and/or 
people losing credit for the work they did [21, 25, 31–35]. The best way to prevent 
these kinds of problems is to solve them from the outset before they even occur, by 
getting everyone involved to make a written agreement. Such a written agreement 
ensures everyone is committed to the research and will be contributing as much as 
expected.

Tenth, you should estimate the time and effort that are needed to carry out all the 
research work and honestly assess whether suf!cient !nances and other resources 
are available to complete the research, including getting it published. Data collec-
tion is often started but never completed, due to lack of resources or other unantici-
pated but foreseeable dif!culties [28, 36]. About half of all studies that are presented 
at conferences are never published in journals [29, 30, 37]. The main explanation 
given by the authors of such unpublished studies is lack of time [29, 30, 36], which 
is another way of saying that there was a lack of funding to pay people to spend their 
time doing the write-up. Research that is started but never published is essentially a 
waste of time and resources [4]. So it is prudent to realistically assess whether or not 
you have suf!cient time and resources to actually !nish and publish the research – 
before you actually start it, not a year after the whole project is obviously dead in 
the water. If everything takes twice as long as you think it should, will you still be 
able to !nish and publish the research? If not, you should probably acquire more 
funding !rst, or plan a more modest research study, or just direct your time and 
energy to some other activity. In particular, early career-phase researchers should 
seek and heed advice from disinterested experienced colleagues about the amount 
of time and effort really needed to collect new data of publishable quality. Although 
prospective studies are generally stronger than retrospective studies, it is far better 
to !nish and publish a retrospective study than to undertake a prospective study that 
never reaches completion and publication. Realistically assessing the research 
workload and available resources will ensure that you channel your life toward 
fruitful undertakings.

These ten fatal "aws relate mostly to research methodology, research ethics, and 
the socioeconomic practicalities of carrying out research. Any of these ten fatal 
"aws can make it dif!cult or even impossible to publish manuscripts from that 
research. During the publication phase, there is almost never any way to resolve 
these kinds of problems by rewriting the manuscript, or even redoing the data analy-
sis. So the only way to avoid such heartbreaking rejections is to consider and avoid 
all these fatal "aws from the very outset. Whenever you start to think about a 
research study or paper, you should consider these ten fatal "aws. If you cannot 
adequately resolve all ten, then it is probably better to not proceed with that study at 
all, because it may be dif!cult or impossible to publish it. At the very least, these 
problems will push the paper toward much lower quality journals (and make presen-
tation at conferences less likely). In such cases, it is better to just direct your time 
and resources into some other research study or some other activity. The best proof 
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that someone is a master of the game of chess is that he or she recognizes a check-
mate scenario many moves before it happens, and either takes steps to avoid it, or 
gracefully admits defeat and stops the game. By contrast, inexperienced or lousy 
players of chess walk right into checkmate, and even then sometimes do not recog-
nize it, until someone else carefully explains it to them. Foresight has a similar role 
in scienti!c research and publication.
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Chapter 5
Time

Writing a paper does not take much time, but writing a paper that a scienti!c journal 
Editor will offer to publish does require a substantial amount of time. A paper that 
is written quickly and carelessly will simply be rejected from the journals. So the 
!rst step for writing up a good scienti!c journal paper is to plan when and how you 
are going to dedicate the necessary time from your life to do all the work involved 
in writing a publishable paper. Several scienti!c studies have reported that “lack of 
time” is the leading explanation that researchers give for why they have not pub-
lished their work as journal papers [1–3]. So if you cannot !nd the time to do the 
writing, then your paper will also never get written and published, regardless of 
whatever else this book or anyone else teaches you about writing a journal paper. 
Time is the fundamental prerequisite for writing. And taking more time is the essen-
tial prerequisite for writing a better paper that will be published in a better journal.

So how much time does it really take to write a paper? Most researchers under-
estimate this substantially, partly because they do not have much experience with 
being the lead author [4], partly because they never keep precise track of what they 
do with their time. Furthermore, the time spent working on a paper is often spread 
out over weeks or months, with various people contributing to various parts of the 
work. Consequently, it is easy to lose sight of everything that is actually involved in 
the whole process, from the day data collection is completed to the day the !nal 
paper appears in the journal. But many different time-consuming tasks are involved 
in writing a journal paper: searching and reading the literature, preparing the data-
base, discussing the intended paper and outline with the co-authors, performing 
statistical analysis, making !gures and tables, drafting the manuscript, revising the 
contents of the manuscript, revising for co-author feedback, revising for good 
English composition, writing up legends and references, selecting potential target 
journals, formatting for the journal, writing a cover letter, submitting the manuscript 
to the journals, revising for peer review feedback, resubmitting to the journal (or 
reformatting and submitting to a new journal), correcting the printer’s proofs, etc. 
Altogether this easily adds up to about 100–200 hours of work, depending on the 
type of paper, the complexity of the data, the extensiveness of the relevant literature, 
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the quality standards of the target journal, the contributions of the co-authors, etc. 
That is about 2–4 weeks of full-time work. If you are inexperienced (i.e. if you have 
not already written !ve or more published papers as the lead author), it will take you 
even longer. If you are writing in a language that is not your native language, the 
writing and editing will take you longer. If neither you nor anyone else on your team 
has a strong command of statistical analysis, the process will take you longer (and 
yield a weaker paper). But if you put in all the time required, you can write and 
publish a good journal paper.

So you need to plan when you are going to put in that time to do all that work [5]. 
If you simply try to do it whenever you !nd some time between seeing patients or 
doing lab duties or during lunch breaks without actually scheduling dedicated writing 
sessions on your calendar, then you can be certain that the work will never actually get 
done. So if you want to write a paper, start by blocking off 100 hours of work time on 
your calendar to do the writing and related work on the paper. It is best that you sched-
ule blocks of a few hours or more, rather than many short periods, so you can really 
sink into the work. Although there are some tasks that can be done with an hour here 
and an hour there (such as writing legends or formatting the manuscript for the jour-
nal), the core activities of analyzing your data and drafting the paper require longer 
periods of sustained thinking and working. If you try to work just an hour per day, it is 
inef!cient, because you stop thinking and working each time just as you are getting 
started. So start by trying to schedule, for example, 25 sessions of 4 hours each. If you 
block off 2 afternoons per week, with 4 hours each session, then within about 3 months, 
you should have completed about 100 hours of work on your paper. Hopefully a good 
quality !rst draft will be ready to circulate to your co-authors by then. By scheduling 
time each week to focus on doing the work, you will ensure that the paper actually gets 
done. If you cannot schedule the time, (or if you schedule time but then do not actually 
do the writing during the scheduled time), then the paper will not get written.

Each time one of your scheduled writing sessions arrives, you need to be mentally 
focused on the writing work that you are doing. In this busy and noisy day and age, 
you need to take measures to secure your concentration, in order to ensure that you 
will remain mentally focused on that work. First, disappear someplace quiet – such 
as the top #oor of the library or an unused exam room in another wing of the hospi-
tal – where other people cannot !nd you and nothing else can distract you. If you sit 
in your usual of!ce, other people will knock on your door and bother you about other 
nonsense, or you will !ddle with other paperwork, etc. Furthermore, turn off all your 
communication gadgets  – mobile phones, beepers, internet, fax machines, smart 
watches, google glasses, etc. – so no one can interrupt your concentration and work. 
Otherwise, people, robots, and other machines will interrupt you constantly to dis-
cuss some other pointless nonsense, and your scienti!c paper will never get written. 
As the solitude and calm quiet settles in around you, you will be amazed to redis-
cover that you have a thinking human mind with something so important to say that 
it is actually worth writing down and publishing.

Of course, writing a scienti!c paper is usually not a solitary undertaking but 
instead a team project. The work to write-up the paper might be distributed to some 
degree among the various co-authors, but the team altogether still needs to put in 
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the time to do the work. Most often, the !rst author takes the lead to write the !rst 
draft [6], while other co-authors make more limited contributions (oftentimes too 
limited). The team should decide from the outset who will do what to produce the 
paper and how they will be credited [7–10]. If you are the lead author, you can 
expect that you will probably put in at least one-third of the total time, regardless of 
how many other co-authors there might be. If you expect other co-authors to make 
speci!c contributions to the paper, make sure that you get them to schedule the cor-
responding amount of time on their calendar to do that work. Otherwise, that work 
will not get done. Indeed, it is a good idea to schedule a weekly team meeting to 
make sure that everyone is making appropriate progress on the work that each per-
son agreed to do.

Writing a scienti!c paper requires suf!cient “protected time” to actually do that 
work. “Protected time” is the speci!c paid hours during the work week, when your 
supervisor and employer will expect you to be working on writing up the paper and 
not be giving you other work responsibilities to do instead [11–13]. As discussed 
above, writing a publishable journal paper can require about 100–200 hours of work 
from the time data collection is complete until the time the journal actually pub-
lishes the paper, and you must deliberately schedule that volume of time onto your 
calendar (or your co-authors’ calendars). If your supervisor or employer disrupts 
that work with other assignments and responsibilities  – taking care of patients, 
doing lab experiments, !lling out paperwork, or whatever else – then the paper will 
not get written. Moreover, writing up a scienti!c paper is indeed work being done 
for your employer, just like any other work; it is often enjoyable, but no one is doing 
it merely for their own amusement. There is no reason why you should be volunteer-
ing to do unpaid overtime work on the evenings and weekends in order to write up 
the research and publish it. You could be visiting your friends and family instead. If 
you are spending time writing up research, you should be paid for that work time. 
Do not fool yourself into thinking that writing several papers will lead to better 
work opportunities later, because most often that is not really the case. If no one is 
willing to pay you to write the paper you are currently working on, then no one is 
going to pay you later to write the follow-up paper either. So if your supervisor or 
employer wants you to write up papers for publication, then your supervisor or 
employer must provide you with paid protected hours to actually do that work [14, 
15]. If they do not provide you with protected time, then the work will not get done 
[16]. Regrettably, your supervisors and employers will probably never tell you that. 
They will just pretend that writing a paper does not take much time, and they will 
implicitly expect you to put in unpaid overtime, evenings and weekends, to do that 
writing, for the great honor of being named as a co-author. So you need to discuss 
all this with them clearly from the outset – do they expect you to work on the write-
 up of papers? If so, how many papers as lead author, how many as a mere co-author? 
And when exactly during the work week would they like to schedule the protected 
time for you to do that writing work? If they are not willing to schedule at least 
100–200 hours per paper as lead author and 20–40 hours per paper as co-author, 
then you are in an unrealistic and/or exploitative work situation. As mentioned 
already, several scienti!c studies have reported that “lack of time” is the leading 
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explanation that researchers give for why they have not published their work as 
journal papers [1–3]. So if your supervisor or institute is not giving you protected 
time to write your papers, then your papers will probably also never get written and 
published. Protected time is the necessary prerequisite for writing scienti!c papers.

So far, for simplicity and ease of understanding, I have been making statements 
such as, “writing requires a substantial amount of time” and “time is the prerequisite 
for writing”. But even these formulations are super!cial and make time seem less 
essential and more external to writing that it actually is. In reality, writing is essen-
tially nothing more than the process of converting some amount of your !nite time 
alive on earth into a printed document that you hope will be read by other people and 
maybe even outlive you. The thinking of the human mind is more invisible than air 
and more immaterial than light. Writing is like the sedimentation of human thoughts 
from a period of time into the durable visible record of a publication. So the !nal 
paper will always reveal how much time and thought was actually put into it.
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Chapter 6
Reading

If you want to write a good paper, you must read good papers [1–3]. You must read 
dozens of good papers. You must read the entire paper, closely, not only parts of it. 
By reading the literature, you will know which issues really interest the medical 
community and why. You will discover important details about “the facts” and what 
is known. You will notice important variations in the methods to take into account. 
You will !nd alternate theories and explanations that you have not yet considered. 
You will become up-to-date on the latest scienti!c !ndings and thinking on the 
subject. All great writers have done a lot of reading. Reading trains the mind to think 
better like other great writers.

One mistake many medical researchers make is that they read only the Abstracts 
of other papers. Medical researchers usually have many other responsibilities and 
not much time. They think that one way to get more done faster is to simply skim 
the Abstract, maybe glance at the !gures and conclusions, and skip the rest of the 
paper. But if you do not read the full paper, then you have not really read the scien-
ti!c literature. You will not know what other researchers really did in detail, and you 
will not know all the subtleties of what they are thinking. Reading the literature 
thoroughly is an integral part of doing the research.

You will gain two main bene!ts from reading the scienti!c literature. First, reading 
the literature will equip you with ideas and facts that you will use later to write a paper 
with rich content. Not reading the literature is like showing up an hour late for a 
meeting, and saying, “I’m not sure what exactly you all have been talking about or 
what was already said before I arrived, but I’d like you all to listen now to my opinions 
anyway.” So reading the literature will give you a better sense of what might be worth 
saying versus what has already been discredited. Second, reading the literature 
provides you with examples of good writing, (or at least “not bad” writing). Medical 
scienti!c writing has a certain style, which is different from other kinds of writing. By 
reading the literature, you will become familiar with how medical papers should be 
written. But there is one caveat: many journal papers today are not written well, 
especially in run-of-the-mill journals. Fortunately, the papers in top-tier journals are 
usually very well written, so they are the preferred source for your readings.
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Over one million journal papers are published every year, and it is impossible for 
anyone to read all the papers that might be relevant to their work. So researchers 
often wonder how to select the best papers to read, aside from just looking at the 
Abstract and deciding whether the paper seems relevant to their needs. Here are 
eight informal criteria to help steer you toward the more worthwhile readings. 
1)  Books are usually at least as reliable as journals, but their contents are often 
broader and less specialized. They serve as a good foundation but are generally 
insuf!cient as a basis for writing journal papers. 2) Papers in top tier journals are 
almost always of much better quality – regarding both the research and the writing – 
than papers in standard specialty journals. They should be a part of every research-
er’s reading diet. 3) If you need a broad overview, review papers and metaanalyses 
are generally much more useful than primary research papers. 4) Editorials are usu-
ally very good to stimulate your thinking, and they are comparatively quick and easy 
to read. 5) Case reports and letters are anecdotal and therefore low priority options, 
unless they address something speci!c with direct relevance to your own work. 6) 
Conference abstracts, academic theses, and other gray literature are usually prelimi-
nary, unreliable, and low quality; they should be avoided unless there are no journal 
papers on the topic. Webpages are almost always garbage because there is usually 
no quality control at all; you should avoid reading them even if you have all the time 
in the world. 7) Medicine and science are constantly progressing, so papers that are 
too old will probably have outdated information based on less valid methods. How 
old is “too old” depends greatly on the topic, but if a paper was published more than 
10 or 20 years ago, you should ask yourself whether people still use the same medi-
cal or scienti!c methods now as they did then. 8) The author(s) of the paper and the 
institution(s) where they work are misleading indicators of the paper’s value. You 
should generally avoid selecting your reading based on who wrote it or where.

There are two ways to read a paper: a poor passive way and an enriching active 
way. In the poor passive way, the reader simply takes in the words and numbers, page 
after page, without pause, and without much reaction, just to see what it says and get 
to the end of it. That is !ne if you are reading a Sunday newspaper to relax. But that 
is an inappropriate way to read scienti!c literature. Do not read scienti!c papers like 
a sponge absorbing water. Scienti!c literature must be read thoughtfully, critically, 
and reactively, in order for it to be enriching and useful. Actively re#ect on the papers 
you are reading. Does the context and aim of the study really make sense? Has each 
step of the research been designed appropriately, or would you have done it differ-
ently? Do the results really say what the authors claim, or would you interpret them 
some other way? Are their arguments and conclusions logical, relevant, and convinc-
ing, or do you view the matter differently? Is the paper rigorous and insightful or dull 
and dubious? In your mind, dialogue further with the authors: argue back if they 
seem wrong, re#ect further if they say something enlightening. When you get to the 
end of the paper, don’t rush off to your next task; stop and think some about what you 
just read. Discuss the paper with your colleagues.

Part of the scienti!c process is that every researcher must assess the scienti!c 
merit of previous publications. If the evidence and thinking is good, researchers 
cannot simply ignore it. If the evidence or thinking is not good, they must reject it. 
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If researchers do not read and critically assess the papers they cite, then they do not 
contribute to creating true scienti!c knowledge. Instead, they only report their own 
tinkering and contribute to unfounded rumors (“So-and-so said that Goldberg et al. 
found that …”). Science depends centrally on this process of critically assessing the 
existing scienti!c literature and building further upon it. Reading the literature criti-
cally is fundamental to the scienti!c enterprise.
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Chapter 7
Searching the Literature

So how do you !nd relevant papers to read and cite? There are three main ways, 
which should be suf!cient, unless you are writing a literature review or cannot !nd 
references on some speci!c point.

First, choose half a dozen or more journals in your !eld and "ip through the table 
of contents every time a new issue comes out. This will help ensure that you are 
familiar with the latest research !ndings, as well as the topics that currently interest 
journal Editors.

Second, look at the reference lists of the papers you read. Whenever someone 
writes something interesting followed by some endnote numbers, "ip to the end of 
the paper, and look at what those references are. Often they will be uninteresting or 
outdated, but sometimes they will be worth tracking down and reading.

Third, and most importantly, use online search engines, such as PubMed (or 
other NCBI databases), Google Scholar, Europe PMC, PubPsych, and so on, to 
locate all the articles you would never have known about otherwise [1–5]. Whenever 
you write a paper, you should start by running multiple literature searches on differ-
ent aspects of your paper (e.g. the patient population, the pathology, the treatment 
studied, the methods you used, etc.), to obtain some relevant literature on all aspects 
of your paper. Most search engines have various !lters, so you can restrict your 
search in various ways to reduce the number of articles to a manageable list. You can 
then read the Abstracts to determine which papers will or will not be useful for you. 
But if a paper does seem useful, you should always retrieve and read the full article; 
do not rely only on the Abstract. The full paper will have much richer information 
and re"ections, which is what you need, in order to write better papers.

Whenever you start to work on a new study or paper, you should run a thorough 
literature search on your study question and try to !nd the answer in the literature 
that has already been published [3, 6–8]. That is much easier than running a whole 
new research study, merely to con!rm something that was already well-known to 
other people. If answers to your study questions have already been provided suf!-
ciently in previous papers, then there is no need for you to conduct yet another study 
on that speci!c issue, (except perhaps a metaanalysis or systematic review of the 
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literature). This is particularly important for animal studies [9], because they are 
more likely to be small and reported only in poorly known gray literature (e.g. con-
ference presentations, academic theses, etc.), and because there is an ethical need to 
reduce the use of animals in research [10]. So always start by running a thorough 
search, to !nd out whether you are really addressing questions that have not yet 
been answered adequately. When your research is completed and you are ready to 
start writing your paper, you should thoroughly search the literature again, to catch 
anything that you overlooked before or anything that was published after your initial 
literature search for your research design.

As a rough rule of thumb, you should read at least 2 papers and cite 1, for every 
100 words of your paper’s total word count. So if you’re writing a 3000 word paper, 
you should read at least 60 papers, and cite 30; for a 500 word letter, read at least 10 
and cite 5.

More importantly, every claim you make in a paper should be supported by 
 citations (if not based on your own data). So for example, if your paper starts by 
saying, “Lower respiratory infections are the leading cause of death worldwide,” go 
to a major search engine such as PubMed, run a search on the epidemiology of 
lower respiratory infections and/or the leading causes of death, and !nd papers to 
support that claim [11]. Maybe whatever you asserted is not really true, or at least 
not the exact way you formulated it. (For example, lower respiratory infections are 
the leading infectious cause of death worldwide [12, 13] or the leading cause of 
death in children under !ve worldwide [13; personal communication from AH 
Mokdad on 23 March 2018] or the !fth leading cause of death worldwide [12] or the 
third leading cause of years of life lost to early mortality worldwide [13]; whereas, 
“the leading cause of death worldwide” is actually ischemic heart disease [13]. 
Notice also how it is important to carefully verify that the assertion in your manu-
script corresponds to what the references actually say. It is counterproductive, or 
even deceptive, to provide citations that do not actually support the statements to 
which they are attached.) Even if whatever you asserted is true and correctly formu-
lated, readers will often want to know how you know that. If you fail to provide 
citations, readers may doubt what you say or be unable to obtain more information 
to improve their understanding. For example, if your manuscript says, “Road injury 
is among the top 10 causes of early mortality worldwide”, but you do not provide 
any citations, then readers might wonder whether or not that statement is really true. 
So you should look at each sentence in your manuscript and re"ect on whether it 
needs supporting citations. If you already have references to back up an assertion, it 
is often nonetheless helpful to run a quick literature search on that point anyway. 
More recent or better quality references might assert something somewhat different, 
in which case you will want to update your manuscript accordingly.

Similarly, if you use a particular questionnaire in your study, such as the CES-D, 
run a literature search on that instrument. Identify, read, and cite a few of the key 
papers on that instrument, so you are familiar with its measurement properties and 
applications. This will also enable other people to learn more about it if they are 
unfamiliar. This is especially important when using questionnaires that are new or 
not well known.
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By searching, reading, and citing the scienti!c literature, you will embed your 
research and thinking within the investigations and debates of the broader scienti!c 
community. Science is scienti!c because it is based upon the conversation that the 
scienti!c community is publishing in the scienti!c literature.
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Chapter 8
The Elevator Speech

Most researchers spend so much time deeply sunk into the details of their research 
that they lose sight of what they are doing or why. They can talk for hours  
about their research, but they cannot really sum it all up in one minute or less. 
Moreover, they simply assume that everyone else understands what they are talking 
about. But that is rarely the case. Scienti!c research today usually involves the study 
of unusual questions that very few people ever think about and no one already 
knows what the answer to them might be. It uses specialized terminology and unfa-
miliar concepts and methods. The consequence is that whenever researchers talk or 
write about their work, they often only spew out a long ramble of technobabble that 
remains incomprehensible to most everyone else.

So before you start drafting your paper, try to compose an “elevator speech”: 
summarize your research in one minute or less, in such a way that any university 
student could understand what you are saying [1–3]. Your elevator speech should 
include the general problem that you are trying to address and a basic description of 
the study you are conducting. If the research is not yet completed, you should sum-
marize your study aims and why it matters. If your research is already completed, 
you should summarize your main !nding, and why it matters. Do not whip up a 
sloppy summary in ten minutes. Put some time and effort into it, re"ecting on what 
exactly you are doing and why. Think about how best to communicate it clearly in 
one minute or less, as if all your research funding for the next year depended on this; 
(in fact, it might).

Then review this elevator speech with all your co-authors, and see if they agree 
with you that it is the clearest and most accurate summary possible of your research 
(or that speci!c paper) [4]. You will be surprised how often your own co-authors 
would summarize the work differently or put the focus on other aspects. If you reach 
consensus about the elevator speech before starting work on the paper, the rest of the 
write-up will go more smoothly.

If anyone else asks you about your research, you can deliver this elevator speech 
to tell them what you are doing and why they should care. Even if people do not ask 
you about it, stop anyone you see at work, and give them your elevator speech. It 
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does not matter who they are: your co-workers, your friends, the secretary, the Dean 
of the College, the cleaning lady, a visiting Professor from another !eld, the deliv-
ery man, the wisecracking teenage intern down the hall, the narcoleptic security 
agent at the building entrance, and so on. Give them your elevator speech, and then 
ask them: “Does that make sense to you?” If they respond, “Umm, well, uhhh…”, 
then you and your co-authors need to revise your elevator speech before doing any-
thing else.

If you cannot summarize what you did, why, what you found, and how it matters 
in a one-minute nutshell, they your paper lacks suf!ciently sharp focus or your 
thinking is muddled. Similarly, if you cannot explain your research in a way that any 
university student (or patient) can understand, then either your research is too 
obscure and irrelevant or you yourself do not really understand clearly what you are 
doing. In either case, no one else will understand it either, including other experts in 
your !eld.

Do not skip the step of composing a good elevator speech; skipping it will only 
make the rest of the process of writing the paper much more dif!cult. When you 
have composed an elevator speech that other people understand and all your co- 
authors support, then you are ready to start writing the outline of your paper.
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Chapter 9
The Outline

When you are ready to start writing, the !rst step is to write an outline of the paper. 
The outline of a paper is equivalent to the blueprint of a building. No one would try 
to build a real building these days without !rst creating a blueprint. The same prin-
ciple applies to writing: never try to write a paper directly without !rst writing an 
outline.

So what does an outline look like and how do you write one? This is what the 
beginning of an outline might look like for a !ctitious paper about a new treatment 
for children with “Kazil” disease who are not cured by conventional treatment.

Introduction
 A. General Background (Kazil disease)

 1. what is Kazil disease
 2. how many people have Kazil disease
 3. what its effects are on people who have it
 4. the current standard treatment options

 B. Specific Problem (children who become refractory)
 1. some children become refractory to treatment
 2. clinical description of what happens
 3. speculation on why this happens
 4. recent laboratory study in Nature that may be relevant to this
 5. suggested alternative treatment for these refractory children

 C. This Study
 1. general description of this research study
 2. the two treatment regimens that were compared
 3. the aim of this particular paper
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Methods
 A. Ethics

 1. IRB approval
 2. study registration
 3. written informed consent from the patients’ parents
 4. laws and guidelines followed

 B. Patient Population
 1. recruitment setting and timeframe
 2. inclusion criteria
 3. exclusion criteria

[etc.]

As you can see, the outline has three levels. The !rst level simply presents the 
major sections of the paper (for example, “Introduction, Methods, Results, 
Discussion” in a standard research paper). The second level (A, B, C, etc.) presents 
either the subsections (when using subsections, such as in the Methods) or the top-
ics of the paragraphs (when there are no subsections, such as in the Introduction). 
The third level (1, 2, 3, etc.) then presents all the main points that you want to cover 
in that paragraph or subsection. Generally, three levels are suf!cient for the outline 
of a journal paper.

So now that you see what an outline looks like, how do you go about writing an 
outline for a paper? You do not write an outline from start to !nish, top to bottom, 
line by line, like the !nal outline will appear. Instead, you start by writing just the 
!rst level. Then you go back and expand out each section with just the second level 
(A, B, C, etc.) Then you go back again and expand out each of those sections with 
the third level (1, 2, 3, etc.) So start by writing just the major sections; for 
example:

Introduction
Methods
Results
Discussion

That !rst level is normally already determined by the type of paper you are writing 
and the format of your target journal. You do not have much choice about it, so that 
!rst level of the outline is very easy to write.

Next, go back and write brie"y what each subsection or paragraph will be about; 
for example:

Introduction
 A. General Background (Kazil disease)
 B. Specific Problem (children who become refractory)
 C. This Study

9 The Outline
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Methods
 A. Ethics
 B. Patient Population
 C. Study Design
 D. Treatments
 E. Outcome Measures
 F. Statistical Analysis

[etc.]

That second level (A, B, C, etc.) depends some on the contents of your paper but 
also loosely follows some conventions. Later chapters of this book will provide 
more guidance about which subsections or paragraphs commonly make up the 
Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion. You can also look at recent papers 
in your target journal as model examples. When you are done writing the second 
level, stop, look it over, and make sure it seems complete, accurate, in the right 
order, and otherwise correct. Revise it as needed before proceeding.

Then go back through the outline and expand each subsection or paragraph by 
adding the speci!c points that each subsection or paragraph will cover. For 
example:

Introduction
 A. General Background (Kazil disease)

 1. what is Kazil disease
 2. how many people have Kazil disease
 3. what its effects are on people who have it
 4. the current standard treatment options

 B. Specific Problem (children who become refractory)
 1. some children become refractory to treatment
 2. clinical description of what happens
 3. speculation on why this happens
 4. recent laboratory study in Nature that may be relevant to this
 5. suggested alternative treatment for these refractory children

 C. This Study
 1. general description of this research study
 2. the two treatment regimens that were compared
 3. the aim of this particular paper

The contents of this third level (1, 2, 3, etc.) depends mostly on the contents of your 
speci!c paper – i.e. what you want to say. Whatever you write here, you should try 
to write it simply in a “bullet-point” or “key idea” summary form, like you see 
above; do not try to write out full sentences. Writing full sentences is more dif!cult, 
and you will get caught up in the process of writing your paper rather than creating 

9 The Outline
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an outline. Also, using only “bullet-point” or “key idea” summary form will enable 
you and your co-authors to see the underlying logical skeleton of your paper, rather 
than looking at the “"esh” of how everything will be said.

Creating an outline enables you to plan ahead what you will write and make 
changes now before you begin writing. Don’t worry about wording everything 
exactly right. This is only an outline. Just try to create a clear plan of what you will 
write later, on another day. When you are done, spend some time looking at your 
blueprint and re"ecting on whether this is really the house you want to build, or did 
you want to say something else instead? Are you saying everything you need to say, 
but nothing more? Are you saying it all in the right order, or would it make more 
sense to readers if you switched around some sentences or sections?

After you are done drafting the detailed outline of your paper, you should also 
compare it to current reporting guidelines for your type of paper. Reporting guidelines 
for many different kinds of papers can be found online from the EQUATOR Network 
[1, 2]. Review your outline to check whether it contains all the essential elements in 
the applicable reporting guidelines. There may sometimes be good scienti!c reasons 
to not report every element recommended in some guidelines, but failure to review the 
guidelines is not one of those good reasons. Nonetheless, the reporting guidelines 
should be checked only after you have drafted a detailed outline yourself; otherwise 
your paper may become a mere “!ll in the blanks” exercise that fails to communicate 
anything beyond the standardized basic information of the guidelines checklist.

You should ask all your co-authors to carefully read the outline and make revi-
sions. Everyone should agree on a !nal outline before you start writing the actual 
paper. Even if you worked together closely on the actual research, they may think 
that the paper will present or discuss something in a different way. So it is important 
to agree upon the outline before you spend many hours writing a manuscript that 
they will not support. Once everyone agrees on the outline, it is relatively easy to 
convert this detailed outline into an actual paper.

Now you can see why it is so important to always write an outline !rst. It pro-
vides you with a clear blueprint for your building. It serves as the logical skeleton 
that you will “"esh out” into a full written paper. There would be two negative 
consequences if you did not write this outline !rst but instead tried to simply dive 
right into writing the paper directly without an outline. First, it would probably be 
much more dif!cult for you to !nd the words to say anything you !nd satisfying, 
because you would not have a clear plan of what the paper should say. You would 
spend more time staring at the computer not writing, or writing something you !nd 
unsatisfactory and then changing it again and again. Second, because you would not 
have a clear overview, you might start your paper in the wrong way (for example, 
with sentence #3 above – the effects of Kazil disease). Not sure what to say next, 
you might write about how expensive it is to treat Kazil disease. Then you might 
summarize a couple clinical studies you recently read. Soon the paper would be a 
disorganized mess. But after writing several pages of text, it would be more dif!cult 
to see why the paper was not coming out the way you hoped. So always always 
always write an outline !rst. Ultimately, it will save you a lot of time and lead to a 
much better paper.

9 The Outline
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Chapter 10
Envision Your Readers

The purpose of a scienti!c paper is to communicate the work, !ndings, and thoughts 
of the authors to other people. If such communication was not the goal of the 
authors, there would be no need to write the paper. Yet writing is mostly a solitary 
activity done almost entirely in isolation from any readers. Authors generally do not 
see their readers or ever hear any feedback from them. The regrettable consequence 
is that many scienti!c papers are written in ways that show a lack of awareness of 
who the readers really are and what they will or will not understand in a paper. 
Insofar as a scienti!c paper is not understood by its readers, it does not succeed in 
ful!lling the purpose of a scienti!c paper.

Authors of scienti!c papers should repeatedly give thought to who their reader-
ship will probably be. This includes both the primary intended audience and the 
variety of other plausible types of readers. The primary intended audience is the set 
of people with whom the authors are trying to communicate. Authors should con-
sider who exactly is the primary intended audience: other researchers vs. practicing 
clinicians, medical doctors vs. other healthcare professionals, specialists in a single 
!eld vs. a broader audience. Authors should also consider what other types of peo-
ple might be reading the paper (besides the types just mentioned): medical students, 
patients, administrators, policy makers, other healthcare professionals, and so on. 
Generally speaking, technical research papers intended for specialists are not read 
by people outside that !eld, but major clinical studies, literature reviews, or view-
point articles might indeed reach a broad and heterogeneous audience. Whomever 
the readership is, the authors should clearly envision those readers.

You should then write your paper with your primary intended audience always 
clearly in mind. Consider what they already know or do not know. If you are writing 
for a narrow audience of other specialists in your sub!eld, there is no need to bela-
bor points that are already common knowledge in your !eld. If you are writing for 
a broad multidisciplinary audience, you may need to explain and justify many basic 
points that you otherwise just take for granted. For medical scienti!c papers, it is 
especially important to keep in mind how much knowledge the readers already have 
about the precise topic of your research and also how well they understand any 
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forms of statistical analysis you are reporting. If something might be unfamiliar to 
them, explain it (without being pedantic). You should always write in a way that is 
comprehensible to your primary intended audience. If you can make your paper 
accessible to other possible types of secondary readers without boring your primary 
readers, then do so.

The one and only legitimate goal of every medical scienti!c paper is to increase 
the knowledge of the readers. So whenever you have a choice between two different 
ways of writing something, choose the version that will be more effective at reach-
ing that goal. There are many rules, recommendations, tips, and so on about how to 
write well. For medical scienti!c texts, all those rule and tips are ultimately subser-
vient to this one general underlying principle: maximize the knowledge gained by 
the readers.

10 Envision Your Readers
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Chapter 11
Ethics of Data Analysis

 Introduction
Research is the process of methodically gathering and analyzing new information 
on a topic, in order to generate more reliable knowledge about the world. The data 
that is gathered in research is often not accessible to other people reading the !nal 
reports and is only rarely reviewed by anyone else even when it is available. Because 
most readers of research reports do not have the time or even access to review the 
raw data from the research themselves, they place their trust in the authors of the 
report that the results refer to accurate data from research that truly took place as 
described. Thus the knowledge gained and shared from research depends critically 
on a system of social trust in the veracity of the data and results. So the ethics of data 
analysis concerns two major forms of research misconduct – fabrication of data or 
results and falsi!cation of data or results – as well as the minor practical issue of 
preserving the data for future reexamination.

 No Fabrication
“Fabrication” means making up numbers, in the database or reported results, with-
out ever doing the research to which those numbers supposedly refer. It seems 
absurd that scienti!c researchers would ever need to be told, “Do not make up your 
data or results.” Fabrication of the raw data or the results is so blatantly contradic-
tory to the inherent purpose of scienti!c research that it is dif!cult to imagine who 
would ever do that. But it does happen. Although data fabrication is not common-
place, it is also not a very rare anomaly [1, 2]. After all, doing research and collect-
ing real data requires time, effort, and funding, and then often fails to prove the 
conclusions that the researcher already had in mind from the outset anyway. So per-
haps it is not so surprising that some people decide to simply skip all the work of 
research and create their data from their imagination instead.
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Never fabricate your data. (Of course you would never do that, but it has to be 
said anyway for the record.)

Although you yourself will never fabricate data, you should remain aware that 
maybe one of your co-authors, or non-co-author research assistants charged with 
data collection, might sometimes fabricate data [3–6]. It does not happen very often, 
but when it does, it is a deadly problem, precisely because it is so antithetical to the 
essence of scienti!c research. If you co-author a paper using fabricated data, it may 
be dif!cult to absolve yourself of that research misconduct when it is discovered, 
even if someone else is guilty and you yourself honestly had no awareness of it at 
all [7]. So unless you were personally involved in all the data collection, you should 
always take a moment to mentally screen for this risk. Have you yourself seen the 
data collection and the original study records? If not, do the results seem “too good 
to be true”? Even if not, take a moment to skeptically suspect that some (but not all) 
of the data is fabricated. Can you somehow objectively disprove that doubt? If not, 
you should probably ask to see the original data records. If they are not forthcom-
ing, you should probably remove yourself from the project.

 No Falsi"cation
Falsi!cation of data or results is a related but different form of research misconduct. 
The difference here is that research is actually carried out and real data is collected, 
but then parts of the raw data and/or the reported results are altered (“falsi!ed”), usu-
ally because they are not showing what the researcher wants to show. Regrettably, 
falsi!cation of data or results is very easy to slip into and accordingly is not at all 
rare [1]. The most basic and crass form of falsi!cation is simply changing numbers 
in the database to obtain different results or merely reporting different results than 
what was actually obtained. But falsi!cation can take several other forms, which 
are not as obviously crass or blatant, and which may even seem to have a veneer 
of scienti!c rationale. Selective exclusion of data (e.g. removing some subjects 
from the database) is actually falsi!cation, unless it is clearly reported, along with 
valid scienti!c justi!cations for the exclusion. Inappropriate editing or manipula-
tion of images for !gures is another form of falsi!cation. (Chapter 19, “Figures: 
Photographs and Images”, provides guidance on what is acceptable image edit-
ing and how to safeguard against suspicions of misconduct.) Not reporting known 
harms from a clinical study (or reporting them in a deliberately vague way) – a 
problem that is quite commonplace [8, 9] – is also actually a form of falsi!cation 
of research results. Use of inappropriate statistical methods is equivalent to falsi-
!cation of results, if it is done with awareness that the methods are (or may be) 
inappropriate and is nonetheless done for the purpose of obtaining results that are 
preferable for the researchers’ wishes [10, 11, 12 (p. 453)]. Consciously misrep-
resenting or misinterpreting results to make unsupported statements may also be 
a borderline form of falsi!cation, blending over into the problem of “spin” [13–
15]. Of course, researchers who !nd themselves sliding into these various forms 
of falsi!cation never admit to themselves that what they are doing is falsi!cation. 

11 Ethics of Data Analysis
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Instead, they !nd various euphemisms, rationalizations, and doublespeak to make 
it all more palatable to themselves and others: “improving the presentation of the 
results”, “focusing on the main message”, “massaging the data”, “enhancing the 
clarity of the !gures”, “database cleaning” (a term for legitimate procedures that 
is sometime misapplied to illegitimate procedures that should actually be termed 
“database cleansing”), etc.

It can be challenging to guard against falsi!cation of data or results, because 
falsi!cation takes so many forms, some of which are subtle and not far removed 
from legitimate preparation, analysis, and presentation of the data. Falsi!cation 
usually arises when a researcher has a preferred conclusion in mind, and wants the 
data and results to support that conclusion. Falsi!cation (or suppression) of data 
and results can also arise, inversely, when the researcher wants to avoid showing 
something from the research, (e.g. harms). In other words, when a researcher 
starts to feel pressure to make a certain conclusion that is not fully supported by 
the data, or to avoid a conclusion that is supported by the data, that mental pres-
sure is usually what drives the falsi!cation. But the moment a researcher starts to 
falsify (or suppress) data or results, the research is no longer scienti!c. Instead, 
the researcher drifts off into making statements that are not truly supported by 
empirical examination of reality. You must always keep in mind that drawing con-
clusions that are truly supported by accurate data and results is more important 
than maintaining any pet theory from your own mind, even if !nancial rewards 
depend on proving those pet theories. Falsi!cation of data or results, however 
subtle, is an unscienti!c way of fooling yourself and others into believing some-
thing that is not true.

So always ask yourself: are you mentally ready to publish results that contradict 
your current beliefs or otherwise are inconsistent with your interests? If not, you 
may be experiencing the kind of mental pressure that puts people at risk for drifting 
off into subtle (or not so subtle) forms of falsi!cation. One of the best safeguards 
against falsi!cation of data or results is to work together with a statistician (or other 
methodologist) who has no personal preferences or interests for or against any par-
ticular conclusion on the research topic, but instead has only a strong professional 
interest in doing rigorously accurate data analysis, regardless of whatever it might 
show. It is also bene!cial to document, report, and justify every step of your data 
preparation and analysis, especially any changes you make to the data or results, so 
it is all transparent to the readers. The line between legitimate and illegitimate prep-
aration, analysis, and presentation of data is not always sharp and clear, so if you are 
anywhere in that gray zone, it is best to seek expert guidance from your colleagues 
and transparently document what you do. If you have other co-authors involved in 
the data preparation, analysis, and presentation, it is probably worth your time and 
efforts to re#ect about whether they might have inadvertently drifted off into subtle 
forms of falsi!cation without even realizing it [16]. Falsi!cation of data or results 
can arise without deliberate malicious intent or conscious awareness. Indeed, that is 
part of the reason it occurs so easily and so often. And that is why you should 
 scrutinize all your papers for it, rather than sleepily waiting for someone else to 
notice it and accuse you of misconduct.

11 Ethics of Data Analysis
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 Preservation of the Raw Data
The raw database, and all primary data collection forms, should be archived for a 
minimum of ten years after publication of the research [17], preferably in more than 
one location, so multiple back-up copies exist. In pure theory, destruction of the 
primary data is not by itself truly research misconduct. But if anyone ever asks to 
review the primary data later, the non-existence of the data would be viewed as 
strong circumstantial evidence that the published results and/or the data on which 
they were based were probably fabricated or falsi!ed [18]. And even if no one ever 
questions the veracity of your results, destruction of raw data is very poor research 
practice and wasteful mismanagement of scienti!c resources, because it eliminates 
the possibility of further secondary data analysis studies or meta-analysis from 
combined primary data. For these ethical and scienti!c reasons, you should never 
delete the raw data or destroy the original study records, not even after publication 
of the paper. Instead, you should make adequate efforts to preserve multiple copies 
of them, in case there is ever any need later to review or audit the research or to 
reuse the data in further new analyses.

 Conclusion
Ethical data analysis means honestly reporting appropriate analysis of accurate real 
data, and not “fudging” anything. Other people’s research work and medical deci-
sions will be in#uenced by the research they read. They must be able to trust that the 
results they read are a truthful and accurate report of real research. Research reports 
with fabricated or falsi!ed data or results have direct negative consequences on 
readers who make use of those reports, but more importantly such reports also have 
a widespread corrosive effect on people’s capacity to trust the veracity of research 
reports in general. To maintain that necessary system of social trust, researchers 
must themselves have the self-discipline to remain entirely truthful and transparent 
about their data and analysis.
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Chapter 12
Data Preparation

Most medical papers rely centrally on some kind of statistical analysis. Good sta-
tistical analysis starts with a good dataset: garbage in, garbage out; gold in, gold 
out. Yet it is amazing how many researchers try to generate a paper using a data 
spreadsheet that is a disorganized mess riddled with errors and useless numbers. 
Before you even begin any statistical analysis, you need to spend time: 1) organiz-
ing your database, 2) doing database cleaning, and 3) performing quality control of 
the dataset.

First, you need to organize your database. Researchers often collect more data in 
a study than they actually intend to use in the current paper they are writing. So the 
!rst step is to create a data !le for the speci!c paper that you are writing. In that !le, 
you should remove or separate out all the variables that you will not be using in the 
current paper. If you are not reporting on all the subjects for some reason, you 
should remove or separate out all the subjects that are being excluded. For example, 
if you are writing a paper on the subset of obese patients, create a column for BMI, 
delete the data on raw height and weight measurements, and eliminate all the sub-
jects whose BMI is below your de!ned threshold of “obese”. Further, you should 
arrange the variables in a logical order (e.g. the order you expect to present them). 
Also avoid using typographic formatting or other features that may be lost if the 
spreadsheet is imported into some other software program for statistical analysis, 
(except to temporarily mark data that needs further review). You should also write 
up a key to your data coding scheme and abbreviations, so anyone else who looks at 
the data spreadsheet can quickly understand it. Your spreadsheet should be well- 
organized and clear to read.

Second, you must spend time doing database cleaning. What this means is that 
you look through your database for missing or erroneous cells of data, or data that 
is poorly coded. Again, it is surprising how many researchers will run analyses on 
datasets that are missing data that they do in fact have in their records somewhere. 
So look at each and every cell in your spreadsheet. If there are any empty cells, go 
back to the original study records and see if the missing data is there. If not, see if 
the information is available in other patient records. If the data is still missing, you 
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should try to !gure out why: what went wrong that the data is not there? You should 
also check for erroneous data. Typing numbers into a spreadsheet can be tedious, so 
people do make mistakes with it. The easiest and best way to check for errors is to 
have two different people type all the data into two original databases indepen-
dently, and then compare the two !les for discrepancies. It is unlikely that two 
people will both make the same error. You should also look through your entire 
database for implausible values. Numbers may have been recorded wrong on the 
original records, and they can skew your results. Finally, always make sure that each 
of your variables is coded in the most logical way. For example, if your database has 
a variable, “current smoker (Y/N)”, do not code it as “1 = yes” and “2 = no”. Instead, 
it should be coded as “0 = no” and “1 = yes”, because zero represents the absence 
of something. Or if you asked your patients, “When you ride a bicycle, how often 
do you wear a helmet: always, usually, sometimes, never?”, do not code the data as 
“1=always, 2=usually, 3=sometimes, 4=never”. Instead, it should be coded as: 
“0=never, 1=sometimes, 2=usually, 3=always”, because that order of the numbers 
corresponds more sensibly to the order of the words. Coding your variables in the 
most logical way will make it easier to perform, understand, and present your statis-
tical analysis. This becomes particularly important for more complex analysis, such 
as multivariable regression. Scienti!cally correct data coding also depends critically 
on understanding the kinds of variables being coded;  these issues related to data 
coding are discussed in chapter 14.

Third, you should perform quality control of your dataset. Take the original study 
records from say 10 random subjects, and compare those study records to your cur-
rent dataset. If all the information matches correctly, you may proceed with some 
con!dence that your dataset is correct. But if you !nd discrepancies in this random 
quality-control sample, then you should continue to compare the original study 
records to your database. This step is particularly important in retrospective studies 
on routine patient care, where both the original patient records and their subsequent 
entry into an electronic database may have been done with less diligence than they 
would be done in a carefully run prospective study.

Some people may feel that it is unnecessarily time-consuming to go through this 
triple process of database organization, database cleaning, and dataset quality-con-
trol, but there are several reasons why it should be done. First, this process ensures 
that your data and statistical analysis will be accurate. Second, it makes you more 
familiar with your raw dataset, which can lead to insights or a better understanding 
of your observations. It also helps you to organize and clarify the results that you 
will or will not be presenting in your paper. Third, “a stitch in time saves nine”. If 
you do not go through this process, a peer-reviewer might question some “surpris-
ing” result in your paper, and you might then realize that this result was actually due 
to problems with your dataset. At that point you would have to redo your statistical 
analyses and !gures and revise your paper accordingly. If you do careful good work 
from the outset, you will not be forced to waste more time and energy later cleaning 
up a mess. And last but not least, as mentioned in chapter 2, laziness is a vice that 
leads to scienti!cally and ethically dubious research; whereas, diligence is an ethi-
cal virtue that leads to better science.

12 Data Preparation
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Chapter 13
Statistics: General Principles

Most medical research papers rely upon at least some statistical analysis, so it is 
important to address this here. Yet, this is not a book of statistics, and it would not be 
!tting here to try to provide even a brief summary substitute for such a book. This 
book (about how to write medical papers) presupposes that you either already know 
how to do the statistical analysis for your paper or you are working together with 
someone else who does. In either case, there are many textbooks of statistics to guide 
you through that analysis with suf!ciently full explanations and examples [1–3]. The 
journal literature also has numerous papers that either provide basic reviews of com-
monly used tests or discuss speci!c applications or advanced techniques. Search 
engines can point you toward any such papers you might need. On the other end, this 
is also not a book merely about how to properly type up your statistical results. So 
this book will not delve into all the tiny details of how exactly to present your statis-
tics in your paper, as that has already been thoroughly covered elsewhere [4, 5].

This is a book about how to get your research written up and published. Getting 
your paper written and published requires making numerous substantial choices 
about which way to analyze your data and which way to present it. Most textbooks 
and classes about statistics do not really provide guidance on these issues. They will 
tell you which kinds of tests are appropriate for which kinds of data (e.g. to compare 
two independent groups for an ordinal variable, use a Mann-Whitney test). But they 
do not really provide any guidance about what is relevant or not (e.g. should you 
bother to calculate and report a Mann-Whitney U test at all, even if it is applicable 
to some selection of your data). So this chapter will brie"y discuss how to concep-
tualize which statistical analyses will make a better paper. For any given scienti!c 
study, there are always many different legitimate ways to analyze the data and report 
the results. But some approaches to the analysis and presentation of statistics yield 
better papers than others. Moreover, there is never anywhere near enough space in a 
journal paper to report all the statistical analyses that could legitimately be per-
formed. So the aim here is to improve the approach and quality of the statistical 
analysis that you report, so your paper will be published in a better journal with less 
revision.
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The main challenge facing all medical researchers regarding statistics is envi-
sioning the optimal way to analyze and present their data. This conundrum has two 
interrelated aspects: choosing which data to analyze and then choosing which statis-
tical procedures to perform (from among those that are legitimately applicable for 
the data). All too often researchers run statistical analyses that are methodologically 
valid but nonetheless do not make much sense, in regards to the communicational 
goals of the paper. They also often choose the tests that they are most familiar with, 
not the ones that are most appropriate. And some researchers have an unfortunate 
tendency to present many statistical tests, simply because someone punched them 
out on a computer at some time in the past, even though those tests lack any clear 
relevance for their paper. In most medical studies, it is possible to do more statistical 
analysis than would ever possibly !t into the space limits of a journal paper. The 
selection of which statistical analyses to perform cannot be guided only by the prin-
ciples of statistics and the data itself. The statistical analysis must also be guided by 
the line of thinking that the paper as a whole is developing, along with a sense of 
which analyses will advance the understanding of the readers.

The best way to prevent the analysis from becoming confusing and messy is to 
write out a statistical plan before doing any analysis on the data. A statistical plan is 
simply a list of all the statistical tests you are going to present in the paper, in the 
order you intend to present them, including which variables you will use for each test 
and how you intend to present the results (text, table, or !gures, including which 
kinds exactly). This information might already be available in a general form in your 
study protocol, but usually more detail is needed. The statistical plan can also be seen 
as a technical elaboration on part of the outline you wrote for your paper. Writing out 
a statistical plan enables you and your co-authors to clearly see and discuss what you 
intend to do – and why and how – before you get caught up in the (often messy) 
process of actually doing the analysis. A further advantage of writing out a statistical 
plan before doing any data analysis is that your results will be, insofar as possible, 
preplanned instead of post hoc, and thus less susceptible to error and bias. Writing 
out a detailed statistical plan enables you to do the optimal analysis the !rst time (or 
close to it), and to spare yourself the time and effort of doing other pointless analyses 
that never make it into the !nal paper or that should not be in the paper.

So what might a statistical plan look like? For the sake of illustration, let us 
imagine a very simple study. Let us imagine that you have been using a new medica-
tion in an outpatient pain clinic, and it seems to be quite helpful among patients with 
co-morbid depression. So you want to publish a retrospective brief report on the 
clinical data you already have, as a basis for further work. Keeping it simple for the 
sake of illustration, a statistical plan for this study might be written as follows:

Sample Enrollment (text)
1.  N of patients treated
2. n (%) of patients with follow-up data
3. qualitative comparison of baseline data of patients with versus without 

follow-up data

13 Statistics: General Principles
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Sample Characteristics (text and table)
4.  sex of patients: n (%) of majority group (text)
5.  age of patients: median and range (text)
6.  baseline pain score (0–100 VAS): min, 25th quartile, median, 75th quar-

tile, max (table)
7.   baseline depression score (0–60 CES-D): min, 25th quartile, median, 

75th quartile, max (table)
Clinical Improvement (figure and text)
8. pain score: change scores from baseline to follow-up (histogram)
9. depression score: change scores from baseline to follow-up (histogram)
 10. correlation coefficient of change in pain score and change in depression 

score (text) [Pearson’s if both change scores are Normally distributed, 
Spearman’s otherwise]

Analysis (text or table)
 11.  multivariable linear regression: do age, sex, and baseline depression 

predict change in pain score?
 12. multivariable linear regression: do age, sex, and baseline pain predict 

change in depression score?

Do not worry too much here about the contents of such a study or whether this really 
would be the ideal approach to the statistical analysis. What is important to see here 
in this simple !ctitious example is how you can write out a detailed plan (about how 
you intend to analyze and report the data), before you actually do that analysis. The 
statistical plan states clearly which variables you will analyze, using which tests or 
calculations, how you will present them, and in which order. The statistical plan can 
then be discussed with all the co-authors and/or statistical consultants, and improved 
accordingly, prior to spending time and effort actually doing that work. The statistical 
plan makes it easier for you to decide which analyses you are going to do, how, and 
why. It enables you to determine whether the statistical analysis you intend to per-
form is well matched to the precise points that the paper is supposed to address and 
also whether you have selected the optimal statistical procedures for each part of the 
analysis. The statistical plan also helps prevent you from falling into aimless data 
dredging.

So while you are developing your statistical plan, how do you decide which sta-
tistical procedures you should perform and report? Simple: look at the outline of the 
paper that you wrote and think about the questions you want to answer. You should 
choose statistical procedures that will enable you to discuss these questions with 
your readers in a sensible and comprehensible way. There should be a clear purpose 
behind each calculation that you perform and report. In other words, each test or 
calculation you report should correspond to a speci!c link in the chain of thinking 
you want to lead the readers through. Choose the tests that will advance your line of 
reasoning (not the tests yielding the smallest p-values or whatever else). When 
reviewing your statistical plan, weed out any statistical calculations that have no 
point for the further discussion and are not otherwise interesting for the readers. 
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Above all, avoid !shing around aimlessly for statistically signi!cant !ndings or 
choosing which results to report based on the numbers themselves. Know ahead of 
time why you are running each analysis; if there is no strong reason for it, then just 
drop it. If there is a strong reason for it, then do it and report it, regardless of how it 
comes out. Here, a “strong reason” usually means “the readers need to know these 
numbers to understand our answers to the study questions”.

When designing your statistical plan, it is important to keep in mind that nearly 
all research studies are performed only on a small sample from the entire population 
they represent [2 (pp. 26–31)]. If the study had been conducted in some other sam-
ple, the results would be different, perhaps even substantially so. This may seem 
self- evident, but researchers often lose sight of this point and start talking about 
their results (from their small study sample) as if they are identical with the results 
that would be found in everyone (in the larger population). The fact that research 
studies are conducted only on a small sample of the larger population has two 
important implications for the analysis and presentation that should be built into the 
statistical plan from the outset. First, it is important to thoroughly characterize the 
study sample, using descriptive statistics of their baseline characteristics [6, 7]. This 
enables readers to compare the study sample to their own patients, in order to form 
some sense of how applicable the study results might be to their sample of patients. 
Second, in addition to reporting the actual results of a study, it is important to calcu-
late and report a con!dence interval (CI) for those results whenever possible. For 
any result you report, that result is only for your study sample; the true result of the 
larger population, from which you drew your study sample, will be different. So the 
con!dence interval is the possible range for the true result of the population from 
which your study sample was drawn [8–10]. More speci!cally, the 95% con!dence 
interval is the range within which we are 95% con!dent that the true result from the 
larger population lies. Typically, researchers calculate the 95% CI, but other CIs 
such as 90% or 99% are also possible [1 (p. 163)]. The CI thus provides readers with 
an understanding of what the range of possible results might be in some other sam-
ple (such as their own patients) drawn from the same population [8–11]. When 
discussing the results, the range represented by the 95% CI is in some sense actually 
more important to report than the actual result itself, because the result only tells 
readers what was found in that particular study sample, while the CI tells them the 
range within which the real results in the larger population could possibly be. So a 
wide 95% CI leaves the research issue more indeterminate, while a narrow 95% CI 
provides a more de!nitive answer.

Although there are many different statistical tests, three broad types of statistical 
calculations will get you through most medical papers you might want to write: 
descriptive statistics, group comparisons, and regression analysis. Descriptive sta-
tistics (frequencies, percents, ranges, medians, quartiles, means, standard devia-
tions, etc.) are the simplest form of statistical analysis [2 (pp. 41–53), 6]. They are 
used to report on the study sample itself (rather than to make inferences about the 
larger population from which the sample was drawn), primarily to characterize the 
sample at baseline. Their main graphic forms in medical research are histograms 
and box-and-whisker plots (see the chapters on !gures) [2 (pp. 41–53), 6]. Strangely, 
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descriptive statistics are somewhat underused, perhaps because researchers feel that 
their papers will not seem sophisticated if they rely too much on descriptive statis-
tics [12]. But you can do a lot with simple descriptive statistics. Just tell us (or even 
show us): what did you !nd? How many patients reported whatever it is you stud-
ied? What was the distribution of values of the main variable you measured? Unless 
there are already many papers on the exact same topic, your simple data probably 
already contains novel knowledge, even without doing any more sophisticated anal-
ysis. If your sample size is small or your study is preliminary, it may be advisable to 
not go beyond descriptive statistics [13]. Descriptive statistics also have the major 
advantage that every reader quickly and clearly understands what they mean  – 
something which is not often the case with most other types of statistical analysis. 
A clear presentation of descriptive statistics also provides a solid foundation for any 
further inferential statistics.

Group comparisons have become a standard workhorse in medicine. The tests 
most often used for this include paired and unpaired t-tests, Mann-Whitney U-test, 
Wilcoxon matched pairs test, Chi-squared test, and Fisher’s exact test, depending on 
the type of variables, whether the groups are paired, and the distribution of the data 
[1 (pp. 179–181), 2 (pp. 214–216)]. In all these approaches, two groups are com-
pared on some outcome variable (or two measurements for one group are com-
pared). Generally, group comparisons are a simple and clear way to determine if one 
form of treatment is better than another. Since medical research does often involve 
comparing two kinds of treatments, group comparisons are often useful and easy to 
understand. Unfortunately, group comparisons are also widely overused. If your 
study was really designed to compare two groups – for example, a randomized trial 
comparing two kinds of treatment to decide which is more ef!cacious – then group 
comparisons are acceptable. Otherwise, there are probably better ways to analyze 
your data than to transform it into a football match of group A vs. group B; (e.g. 
comparing old patients vs. young patients). Unplanned comparisons of subgroups 
should also be avoided [1 (pp. 466–467), 2 (pp. 123–124), 14–19]. Furthermore, 
even if your study was designed well to compare two different groups, there is often 
a subtle mismatch between these statistical tests and the question you are really try-
ing to answer. The real question that many clinical studies are trying to answer is 
not, “Was there a difference in outcome between group A and group B?” but instead, 
“Is treatment A more effective than treatment B?” The effectiveness of the treatment 
may depend on or be obscured by multiple other variables (e.g. age, sex, BMI, etc.), 
but simple group comparisons never account for these other factors, which are often 
imbalanced, even in randomized trials. Group comparisons in such situations are not 
invalid, but most researchers should be more reserved about their use and meaning.

Regression analysis is a powerful way to determine which variables had an 
in"uence on the outcomes [2 (pp. 159–167), 20–25]. For example, a multiple linear 
regression analysis can be used to determine how much in"uence age, sex, BMI, 
and smoking have on the patients’ blood-pressure. The main forms of regression 
currently used in medical research are multivariable linear regression (for continu-
ous outcome variables, such as blood pressure) and multivariable logistic regres-
sion (for dichotomous outcome variables, such as death). Unfortunately, regression 
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analysis is not used nearly as often as it should be, probably because most medical 
researchers are not suf!ciently familiar with this advanced technique. Regression 
analysis uses algebraic modeling to determine how much the value of the outcome 
variable (e.g. blood pressure) depends on the values of various predictor variables 
(e.g. age, sex, BMI, smoking, etc.) In the results, each predictor variable has a coef-
!cient (for linear regressions) or an odds ratio (for logistic regression), which 
shows how much the outcome variable depends on that predictor variable. Each 
predictor variable also has a p-value, which tells how statistically signi!cant that 
calculated relation is, or in other words how probable it would be to obtain that 
study’s set of raw data (or more extreme data) if there was no such relation between 
that predictor variable and outcome variable in the larger population from which 
the study sample was drawn. Regression analyses also provide an overall “adjusted 
r2” value for the entire model, which tells us how much of the total variance of the 
outcome variable is explained by the predictor variables in the regression model 
[1 (pp. 345–346)]. Since regression analysis can provide deeper insights in most 
clinical studies with a suf!cient sample size, it should at least be considered for 
every report. So all medical researchers should become familiar enough with 
regression analysis to know how it could be used in their papers, even if they hand 
over the actual work to a statistician or someone else. (In fact, regression analysis 
should still be within the capabilities of most doctoral-level researchers to carry 
out themselves, though working together with a statistician is often advantageous.) 
Regression analysis enables researchers to disentangle the effects of a study inter-
vention from other confounding factors, such as patient characteristics. It should 
be used more frequently. In particular, whenever the sample size is suf!ciently 
large, multivariable regression is a better approach to statistical analysis than 
any kind of simple group comparison or correlation coef!cient [1 (pp. 320–321), 
2 (pp. 216, 227–228)].

Another set of statistical analyses called ANOVA (ANalysis Of VAriance) are 
closely related to regression analysis but with slightly different applications and 
output. They can be used when the main predictor variable is categorical, e.g. dif-
ferent study groups, and the outcome variable is continuous. However, ANOVA 
may only be used for experimental studies, not for observational studies, due to 
ANOVA’s prerequisites about the data structure [1 (pp.  325–326, 336)]. So 
ANOVAs are used more frequently in the life sciences and behavioral sciences, 
but in clinical medicine, regression analysis is the right choice of method, not 
ANOVA.

Medical researchers should always consider working together with a statisti-
cian, especially when approaching the limits of their own capabilities [26–28]. 
Statistics is not a simple add-on to medical research that anyone can do after read-
ing a few webpages or taking a quick tutorial on how to use some speci!c statistical 
software package. Statistics is its own complex !eld, in which people earn doctoral 
degrees. If your study involves more than some basic statistical analysis, it is sen-
sible to at least consult a statistician or even hand over that part of the work to a 
statistician or other person with advanced training in statistics. Even if you know 
what you are doing, an expert in statistics can probably point out some better ways 
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of doing the analysis or provide oversight that the approach is correct and optimal. 
At the same time, anyone planning to contribute to medical research for more than 
a few years ought to learn all the most commonly used techniques up through 
regression analysis, even if someone else is performing or supervising the actual 
analysis.

Finally, there is one last general principal that is crucial for good statistical analy-
sis and write-up: keep your readers in mind. First, if you are doing any kind of sta-
tistical analysis that the majority of your readers will not immediately understand 
(i.e. anything much more than descriptive statistics and group comparisons), then 
you should try to explain your methods and results also in a simple non-technical 
way, so readers without a solid background in statistics will still be able to under-
stand your !ndings. There is no point in presenting statistical analyses that are over 
the head of your readers, if you are not going to make it accessible to them. If your 
readers do not understand what you write, then you are talking only to yourself. 
Second, avoid doing anything so unusual that even people with a solid knowledge 
of statistics will not easily follow it. There is no need to be too clever for your own 
good. And medical research virtually never requires the use of statistical procedures 
that have not already become well-established and familiar through use in other 
neighboring !elds !rst. So stick to the established approaches and explain them in 
a way that all healthcare providers should understand.
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Chapter 14
Statistics: Common Mistakes

Because most medical researchers do not have extensive training in statistics and 
fail to work together with someone who does, the published literature contains 
many mistakes in the analysis or presentation of data. These mistakes then become 
perpetuated, because new researchers see them and imitate them. Fortunately, these 
errors are often caught in the peer-review process, and manuscripts are sent back for 
revision. This chapter reviews some of the most commonplace errors, so you can 
avoid making them and improve the quality of your paper. Reading a textbook of 
statistics [1–3] will help you avoid making many other less common errors that are 
not covered here. Working together with a statistician (or someone with advanced 
training in statistics) and having him or her review the !nal manuscript is another 
good way to avoid making errors. (Nonetheless, it must be kept in mind that many 
statisticians have little sense about how to present statistical information for non- 
statisticians and/or in a medical scienti!c context, so care must be taken to not rely 
blindly on their approaches to reporting.)

First, the biggest and most common error medical researchers make when doing 
statistical analysis is that they rely on a computer to perform statistical analyses that 
they themselves do not adequately understand. A computer can crunch numbers a 
zillion times faster than you can, but it does not know what it is doing and it cannot 
correct any mistakes or outright foolishness of the user. So never rely on a computer 
to automatically spit out statistical analyses that you yourself do not really under-
stand [1 (pp. 108–110), 2 (p. 2), 4]. Learn what you are doing before even turning 
on that machine – it is the most dangerous piece of equipment in your clinic or lab. 
Statistical software can spare you from learning mathematical formula and perform-
ing complex calculations. That is an enormous advantage, as anyone knows who has 
tried to calculate statistics with paper and pen, or even a calculator too. Many of the 
better statistical software programs will even provide you with some useful expla-
nations and will block any attempts to perform entirely inappropriate analyses. But 
computer programs will not tell you which data to analyze, how, or why. They will 
not tell you what all the output really means, nor what you should report or not. So 
please, do not try to #y an airplane, without !rst going to #ight school. Once you 
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have a solid understanding of which kinds of statistical analysis are appropriate and 
useful for which kinds of data and what all the output really means, then you can 
make use of the statistics software, to save yourself the Herculean labor of perform-
ing the mathematical calculations yourself. Indeed, although it can be helpful, you 
do not really need to learn all the mathematical formulas involved in statistics, as 
most old-school textbooks and courses still assume. The computer will do the math 
anyway [5]. But you do need to learn – conceptually – what is appropriate or not for 
which kinds of data, and what it really means. If you want to learn the math too, all 
the better; (doing the math yourself can be good exercise for your mind). Until you 
have thoroughly studied statistics, work together with someone else who has.

Second, recognize which kind of variables you have (continuous, ordinal, nomi-
nal, etc.) and analyze them accordingly. A continuous variable is one where all 
intermediate values are possible, such as weight. A categorical variable is one where 
intermediate values are not possible; they are further subclassi!ed as follows. A 
dichotomous variable is one where there are only two possibilities, such as sex (M, 
F). A nominal variable is one where there are three or more possibilities, which have 
no inherent ordering, such as nationality (French, Belgian, Swiss, Italian, etc.) An 
ordinal variable is a categorical variable that has an inherent order, but intermediate 
values are not possible and the intervals between categories are not equivalent, such 
as rating the severity of a symptom as “0 – absent”, “1 – mild”, “2 – moderate” or 
“3 – severe”. Researchers often make the error of converting a continuous variable 
(such as age, BMI, or visual analogue scale scores) into a categorical variable or the 
error of collapsing several categories of an ordinal variable together, usually so they 
can make a simple comparison of groups of subjects. That crude approach to statis-
tical analysis has no justi!cation and leads to a loss of information and statistical 
power [1 (pp. 12–13, 271–272), 6, 7]. So never convert continuous variables into 
dichotomous or ordinal variables; instead, analyze the continuous variable in its 
original form. For example, if you are thinking of creating two groups of patients 
(e.g. “normal” and “obese”) to try to compare them, use regression analysis instead 
to examine the in#uence of the continuous variable (BMI) on the outcome. Similarly, 
do not collapse categories together for an ordinal variable (e.g. comparing “absent 
and mild” vs. “moderate and severe”) [1 (p. 11)].

Third, the reverse error sometimes occurs quite unknowingly. Researchers often 
record some kind of ordinal variable and then code it numerically. For example, 
they might assess symptom severity as “absent, mild, moderate, severe” and then 
code this as 0–3, or they might ask a patient to rate symptom frequency as “never, 
rarely, sometimes, often, always” and code this as 0–4. That is entirely !ne, but an 
error emerges if these numerical codings or groupings are then analyzed in the same 
way that a continuous variable such as BMI is analyzed. The problem is that the 
distance between ordinal categories cannot be assumed to be homogeneous. In other 
words, “moderate” (2) is not necessarily twice as bad as “mild” (1), and “always” 
(4) is not twice as often as “sometimes” (2). So ordinal variables cannot be analyzed 
in the same way as continuous variables are. For example, it does not make sense to 
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calculate the means of an ordinal variable, because (using the examples above) it 
cannot be assumed that the difference between “moderate” symptoms (2) and 
“mild” symptoms (1) is the same magnitude as the difference between “mild” 
symptoms (1) and “no” symptoms (0). Instead, one can only report how many 
patients’ symptoms were “mild”, “moderate”, etc.

Fourth, do not report means and standard deviations (SD) if your data is not 
“Normally distributed” (i.e. has a histogram with a “bell-shaped” curve). If your SD 
is greater than half the mean, then your data is de!nitely not Normally distributed. 
In that case, reporting the mean and SD will be very misleading for most readers 
and therefore is inappropriate, despite how frequently this basic misstep can be 
found in the literature. Instead, you should present the median and some kind of 
range, usually the interquartile range (the interquartile range is the 25th and 75th 
percentile datapoint, just as the median is the 50th percentile datapoint). Unlike the 
mean, it is never erroneous or misleading to present the median and interquartile 
range. Yet if the data is indeed Normally distributed, the mean and SD is more use-
ful. But never report both the median and the mean for the same variable; that is 
pointless and tedious.

Fifth, many commonplace statistical calculations rest on the assumption that the 
data do represent a Normal distribution (aka “Gaussian distribution”) [2 (pp. 86–93), 
8, 9], so you should always determine whether or not your data are Normally dis-
tributed, if you might be using any such statistical calculations. There are many 
ways to test Normality, some better than others. Looking at a histogram of the data 
provides an initial sense but is not always reliable [1 (pp. 59–60), 2 (pp. 93–94), 8]. 
Currently, the best approach to determining whether data are Normally distributed 
seems to be a combination of: 1) a Normality plot (either a so-called “q-q plot” 
or a “p-p plot”) and 2) the Shapiro-Wilk or Anderson-Darling tests of Normality 
[1  (pp. 132–142), 2 (pp. 93–96), 10]. Advanced researchers might also consider 
L-moments [10, 11]. If your data is Normally distributed, then you may use para-
metric statistical tests (e.g. t-tests or ANOVA). If your database is large enough 
(n>100), mild violations of the assumption of Normality sometimes may not matter 
much [1 (p. 223), 2 (pp. 141–142, 189–190), 12], but it is better to check with a 
statistician in such cases before using any methods with uncon!rmed assumptions. 
If the data is not Normally distributed, textbooks of statistical analysis recommend 
transforming the data by taking the logarithm or other methods, in order to try to 
make it Normally distributed [1 (pp. 143–146), 2 (pp. 93, 138–141), 7, 8, 12, 13]. 
But in practice it seems rare to !nd that anyone actually did that, (probably because 
numbers on logarithmic scales are not intuitively comprehensible for most people). 
Using non-parametric tests (e.g. the Mann-Whitney U test or the Kruskal-Wallis 
test) is the much easier standard solution [2 (pp. 189–190), 9], albeit usually at the 
cost of a slight loss of statistical power [2 (p. 189), 12]. The problem of a non-
Normal distribution of data seems to arise more often for small samples (where, 
moreover, it is more of a problem), so oftentimes the best solution would probably 
be to just go collect more data – especially if your study is underpowered. Space 
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permitting, you should brie#y state in the Methods how the assumption of a Normal 
distribution of data was con!rmed (or simply that it was not), but the actual results 
of such checks should not be reported in journal papers, because those details are 
not relevant for most readers to review themselves.

Sixth, ensure that your study sample is large enough for each statistical test that 
you want to use. Many statistical tests may become unreliable or inapplicable if the 
sample size is too small. So if N<100, you should check whether the statistical tests 
you are using are still applicable [2 (pp. 142, 214, 215)]. If your sample size is too 
small for some test, statistical textbooks can always recommend an alternative test 
that is suitable for small samples. Using bootstrapping to calculate a 95% CI is also 
often a superior alternative approach. However, if your sample size is really small 
(say N<50), then the best solution these days is probably to just go back and collect 
more data, or to limit yourself to a brief report or case series type paper using only 
descriptive statistics. If a power analysis shows that your study is underpowered – 
i.e. is too small – then you should de!nitely go back and collect more data; (see the 
tenth point below for further explanations about power analyses). In today’s era of 
big data and over a million new medical scienti!c papers being published each year, 
there is rarely any solid scienti!c justi!cation for publishing clinical studies based 
on small samples. Experimental studies (especially with animals) or human studies 
on very rare conditions are probably the only situations where statistical tests 
designed for small samples are still defensible.

Seventh, many strange habits have become commonplace in the literature, because 
no one remembers anymore what p-values actually mean, above all the frequent 
habit of splitting results as “signi!cant” or “not signi!cant” around one arbitrary 
threshold of p=0.05 [14, 15]. Whenever a p-value is calculated, it always refers to a 
speci!c hypothesis (e.g. there is a difference between two groups), even if the 
researchers have never explicitly stated that hypothesis. The p-value is basically the 
probability that the results of that speci!c study sample could be obtained by random 
chance alone, if that hypothesis was not true in the larger population from which the 
study sample was drawn [1 (pp. 165–168, 170), 7, 16–18]. For example, a p-value of 
0.35 means that there is a 35% probability (35 in 100) that the results are due to sam-
pling chance if the hypothesis tested is not true; a p-value of 0.06 means that there is 
a 6% probability (6 in 100) that the results are due to chance alone; and a p-value of 
0.003 means that there is a 0.3% probability (3 in 1000) that the results are due to 
chance alone if the hypothesis tested is not true. There is absolutely nothing magical 
about a p-value of 0.05. Traditionally, this was an arbitrary threshold for deciding 
whether or not the results were due to chance [18]. But as can be seen, there is hardly 
any difference in meaning between p=0.06 and p=0.04 [1 (p. 168), 2 (p. 117)]. In 
either case, the results are probably not due to sampling chance (but still might be); 
instead, the more likely explanation is that the hypothesis tested on the study sample 
is also true in the population from which the study sample was drawn. So instead of 
splitting your results into the black and white categories of “signi!cant” or “non-
signi!cant”, report the exact p-value and re#ect more carefully about what it actually 
means – as a gray scale of probability [2 (p. 117), 14, 15].
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Indeed, if p-values must be categorized at all, the threshold of p<0.05 is outdated 
and should be replaced. In the computer era, too much statistical testing is done to 
continue relying on p<0.05. At that threshold, 1 in 20 “statistically signi!cant” !nd-
ings are actually type I errors, i.e. false positives [1 (p. 170), 4, 14]. Furthermore, a 
single threshold is too dichotomous for such interpretations. A better approach for 
most clinical studies would be to consider that p≥0.1 is not statistically signi!cant, 
0.01<p<0.1 is inconclusive but strongly suggests that further research is warranted, 
and p≤0.01 is statistically signi!cant [2 (p. 117), 14]. Why? Because at p≤0.01, a 
type I error (a false positive) is quite unlikely; at p≥0.1, a type II error (a false nega-
tive) is suf!ciently unlikely; but with 0.1<p<0.01, neither possible error can be eas-
ily dismissed. In any case, you should decide your interpretive policy for p-values 
prior to doing the statistical analysis and state it clearly in the Methods section of 
your paper. And keep in mind that even very small p-values (“highly statistically 
signi!cant” results) do not actually prove or disprove anything. The p-value is only 
the probability that the results from your sample were obtained by random chance 
and do not represent what would be found in the population from which your sam-
ple was drawn. Scienti!c “proof” is based on entirely different criteria, such as 
independent replication.

Eighth, many researchers report only p-values when presenting their results. 
That is insuf!cient. You should also report the actual results that you are analyzing 
and the 95% con!dence interval [15, 19–23]. Your results are based on data from a 
sample of patients, not the entire population of people with that condition. The 95% 
CI is a statistical calculation that represents the range of values within which we 
have 95% con!dence that the true results for the larger population lie, based on the 
data from your study sample. Thus a narrow 95% CI means that the true results must 
be quite close to the results that are reported; whereas, a wide 95% CI means that 
the true results may lie rather far from the reported results. Because the 95% CI is 
expressed as a range of the outcome variable, it simultaneously provides the neces-
sary information about the statistical signi!cance and the clinical relevance. It is 
therefore preferable to the p-value, which provides information only about statisti-
cal signi!cance [15, 19–21]. The 95% CI is related to a p-value of 0.05 and is just 
as arbitrary. It is equally possible and sensible to calculate other CIs, such as a 90% 
CI or a 99% CI, though this remains quite uncommon so far [1 (p. 163)]. Whenever 
you want to report results with a p-value, try to calculate a 95% CI of your result and 
report that too. If your 95% CI is very narrow, you could calculate and report a 99% 
CI, though if it loses narrowness, it is not preferable. A 95% CI can also be calcu-
lated for results that do not have a p-value and sometimes it is sensible to calculate 
and report such 95% CIs. CIs can be calculated at any such width desired, for any 
statistical result you calculate, by using bootstrapping with 1000 or more iterations 
of the sample. This recent approach of using bootstrapping to generate CIs is cur-
rently still extremely rare to see but will surely become well-established and com-
monplace in the coming years. Making a graph (of the raw data and/or summary 
statistics of the results and con!dence intervals) is another better approach to the 
statistical analysis than calculating p-values for hypothesis tests [24].
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Ninth, many researchers make the blunder of emphasizing differences in out-
comes while simultaneous conceding that these differences were not statistically 
signi!cant. They are making double-talk that misleads the readers. They often use 
the phrase a “trend toward signi!cance”, but this shows a lack of comprehension 
of what statistical signi!cance is all about. The lack of signi!cance tells us that 
the difference observed in the study sample is probably due only to random chance 
of the sampling and thus does not represent a real difference in the larger popula-
tion from which the study sample was drawn. There is no such thing as a “trend 
toward signi!cance”; the p-value is exactly what the p-value is, no more, no less. 
A p-value of 0.08 means there is an 8% probability that the results are due to ran-
dom chance. It does not mean that the results were moving toward a p-value less 
than 5% [25]. The expression “a trend toward signi!cance” is simply nonsense 
written by biased researchers who refuse to admit that their own results do not 
meet their own standards for generalizability. It can be viewed as a commonplace 
form of “spin” [26, 27]. It is better to just report the results, the 95% CI, and the 
p-value, and avoid making any dichotomous judgments about the results being 
“statistically signi!cant” or not. But if researchers are going to adopt thresholds 
for “statistical signi!cance” (whether p<0.05 or p<0.01 or whatever other value), 
then they need to rigorously enforce those thresholds, not ignore them when a key 
result falls short. Yet keep in mind that the lack of statistical signi!cance may be 
merely because the study was underpowered – i.e. too small to detect statistically 
signi!cant !ndings. This is one reason why it is so important to always calculate 
and report a 95% con!dence interval [15]. Oftentimes, when the p-value is 
between 0.05 and 0.1, most of the 95% CI will included values similar to the cal-
culated results, thus reinforcing the interpretation that the effect observed proba-
bly is real (but weak). In other cases, the 95% CI will be quite broad, including 
many values that do not have the same meaning or relevance as the result obtained, 
thus indicating that the results are imprecise, presumably because the study is 
indeed too small. So a 95% CI eliminates any perceived need to talk unscienti!-
cally about “a trend toward signi!cance” by showing instead the range of results 
that we are 95% con!dent would be found in the larger population from which the 
study sample was drawn.

Tenth, many studies are underpowered and lack awareness of this problem [28]. 
The consequence is that they make type II errors: they fail to !nd results that would 
be statistically signi!cant and instead report false negatives. Researchers should 
always try to estimate how much data will be needed to address their main study 
aim before they actually start collecting data [7, 16, 29]. This is referred to as a 
“sample size estimate” or “power analysis”. Very regrettably, only a minority of 
published studies ever actually do this, and among those that do, most fail to report 
this crucial information. If the main outcomes of the study are statistically signi!-
cant, it probably does not matter so much. But if the main outcomes are not statisti-
cally signi!cant and the paper does not report this information about the study’s 
power, then readers cannot be sure whether the main outcomes were not statistically 
signi!cant because the results are indeed negative or only because the study was too 
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small to !nd a reliable answer. This kind of power analysis or sample size estimate 
should always be performed prior to starting the research (even for retrospective 
analyses), so you know how large a sample you need and do not waste your time and 
resources conducting a study that is too hopelessly small to provide reliable results. 
(Generally speaking, power analyses are not highly complex to do, but they are so 
critical to study planning that they should be performed by a statistician or someone 
else with training and familiarity in doing them.) If your team performed a power 
analysis prior to collecting data (or for retrospective studies, prior to analyzing the 
data), then you should at least state that; if space permits, you should brie#y sum-
marize the most basic information for that calculation, as described further in the 
chapter on The Methods. If your main outcomes were not statistically signi!cant, 
your 95% CI will provide the readers with some information about whether you 
might have missed a positive outcome [30]. Nonetheless, you should also perform a 
post hoc analysis of how much power your study actually had – using the results 
you actually obtained – and report that in the Results; that information enables read-
ers to judge how much your results re#ect the reality that would be found in the 
larger population from which your sample was drawn versus re#ecting random 
chance of your study sampling [4, 16, 31].

Eleventh, “statistically signi!cant” is not the same as “clinically meaningful” 
[2 (p. 119), 19, 20, 32]. As just discussed, “statistically signi!cant” only means 
that the observed results are very probably not due to random chance. But the 
actual difference of the measurement between groups (or between timepoints or 
whatever is being analyzed) may not be very large. For example, if we conduct a 
clinical trial on a new weight-loss pill in a very large sample, we might !nd after 
ten weeks that the weight-loss pill group has lost a mean of 2 kg while the placebo 
group has lost a mean of 1 kg and that this difference is statistically signi!cant 
(p=0.003). But the difference between losing 1 kg or 2 kg is not really relevant 
(and certainly would not justify any side-effects, risks, or costs). So it is not suf-
!cient that your results are statistically signi!cant. They must also be “clinically 
meaningful”, i.e. the absolute difference between the two groups (or timepoints) 
for the outcome variable must be large enough to make a relevant difference for 
the patients’ health. You must always make sure that your results are not only 
statistically signi!cant but also clinically meaningful. As discussed above, it is 
better to avoid ever using the word “signi!cant”; (just report the exact 95%CI and 
p-value instead, without making any dichotomizing judgments about them). But if 
you must use that word, always write “statistically signi!cant”, not merely “sig-
ni!cant” [7, 22]. And then follow-up immediately with more information about 
whether that statistically signi!cant !nding was clinically meaningful or not. 
Many studies are available on the minimum clinically important differences for 
various measures. When such information is lacking, using sound clinical reason-
ing to comment is better than no such commentary at all. Finally, to avoid confu-
sion, do not use the word “signi!cant” if you do not mean “statistically signi!cant”; 
use some other word, such as “substantial”, “important”, “meaningful”, etc. 
depending on what you are trying to say.
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There are of course many other mistakes that people make in their statistical 
analysis and presentation. But the errors listed above occur quite frequently, because 
these statistical procedures are performed often and because many researchers do 
not know better. If you can avoid all these common errors, your paper will get a 
much better start in the peer-review process. The best way to avoid these and other 
errors of statistical analysis is to study statistics (take a class, read a book, etc.) or to 
work together with someone who has.
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Chapter 15
Presentation: Figures versus Tables  
versus Text

There are three ways you can present your numerical results: in a !gure, in a table, 
or in the text. Choose one place. Never present the same results in more than one 
way [1–3]. So how do you know which is the optimal form of presentation? There 
are two ways to think about this: a formal perspective and a functional perspective.

The formal perspective simply considers how your results will appear, and what 
the effects on the readers will be, in each of the three forms: !gure vs. table vs. text. 
Figures and tables present your results in very different ways. A !gure presents 
some overall pattern of your results, visually, within a spatial !eld. Thus the strength 
of a !gure is that it enables your audience to quickly see some big picture of what 
your !ndings say. And that visual presentation usually captures readers’ attention 
and makes a stronger impression on them than other forms of presentation would. 
The weakness of !gures is that they almost never allow an exact numerical determi-
nation of the results or data (unless the results are superimposed in typed numbers), 
and even an approximate determination of the numbers by looking over at the axes 
can be a bit dif!cult and/or imprecise. A further limitation of !gures is that some 
kinds of results do not lend themselves well, or at all, to graphing as !gures, espe-
cially if you are trying to present unrelated kinds of results together at once. A table 
by contrast enables people to read many numbers, organized according to any two 
de!ned features of the results (in the rows and columns), without the interference of 
grammatical sentences. A table is capable of presenting results to any level of 
numerical precision, even far beyond what a !gure could possibly achieve. 
Furthermore, while many results cannot be graphed easily or at all, tables should be 
capable of presenting any results you can possibly generate. The weakness of a table 
is that it is less engaging and interesting for readers, especially if it presents substan-
tially more information than they really want to know. So use a !gure if you want 
your readers to quickly see the big picture of what your results say or a pattern in 
your data. Use a table if you believe that your readers will want to scrutinize the 
exact numbers of your results or you believe it is important for them to know the 
exact numbers.
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One other major capability of !gures must be emphasized. Although !gures are 
often used to simply present summary statistics (e.g. means, SD, range, etc.), they 
are also capable of presenting the raw data (e.g. in a scatter plot). Figures that plot 
raw data can have a powerful effect on the viewers. The human visual system has 
remarkable capabilities for processing complex visual information and patterns. So 
when used thoughtfully, !gures that plot raw data can be highly engaging and highly 
informative [4 (pp. 13–14, 161–169), 5 (pp. 36–79), 6 (pp. 40, 221–222)]. In con-
trast, tables and text are generally incapable of presenting raw data, unless the sam-
ple size was very small. Thus if you believe that there are meaningful patterns in 
your raw data, you should try to plot that raw data, rather than generating summary 
statistics for a table or text.

If you present your results in a !gure or table, it is acceptable to concisely sum-
marize the main point in the one sentence of the text that refers to that !gure or 
table, for example: “The treatment group recovered more quickly than the control 
group, but they had equivalent outcomes by the end of one year (!gure X)” [where 
!gure X shows the two groups’ outcomes at several follow-up timepoints]. (Indeed, 
some such summary sentence will be necessary if you want to present that result in 
your paper’s Abstract.) But you should not then repeat the results of the !gure or 
table in further text. Even the one summary sentence referring to the table or !gure 
should also not contain numbers that repeat the results in the table or !gure.

From a formal viewpoint, text usually serves to present a small amount of num-
bers. Figures or tables that present very few numbers usually seem to be made by 
and for dimwits [4 (pp. 53, 79–81, 87, 136), 5 (pp. 33–35)]. So if you can replace all 
the results, data, and/or information of a table or !gure with three sentences or less, 
you probably should. There is no need to make a pie chart to show us that 50% of 
the study sample were women (and wow, the other 50% were men!) Similarly, there 
is no need to make a pair of “dynamite plungers” (vertical bar charts with whiskers), 
if all you really want to report is the mean and SD for two groups with a p-value; 
that can be accomplished just !ne in text, (e.g.: “The mean (SD) baseline heart-rate 
was statistically signi!cantly higher in the hypochondriacs than in the controls (97 
(4) vs. 82 (3) bpm, p=0.02”). So if there are not many numbers to actually present, 
it is usually best to present them in text [7]. How many is “not many” depends on 
the kind of information, but surely a half a dozen or fewer should always be pre-
sented in text. If a table or !gure presents few numbers but relies critically upon 
organizing the information spatially in two directions, then there is somewhat 
greater justi!cation for using a table or !gure despite the low quantity of numbers 
represented.

On the other end of the spectrum, text is usually not capable of presenting a large 
amount of numbers without losing the readers’ attention. A single sentence that 
contains more than about half a dozen numbers (or is poorly organized) will start to 
lose the readers’ attention, depending some on what those numbers are and how the 
sentence presents them. Several consecutive sentences with numbers on the same 
related point will also start to become tedious for many readers, even if each indi-
vidual sentence seems !ne by itself. (Several consecutive sentences with numbers 
on different unrelated points is !ne.) In these scenarios of text with a large amount 
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of numbers, see what they would look like in a table (or a !gure), and consider if 
they would be easier for the readers to digest in that form. You might then still 
decide to present those numbers in the text, but too often papers present a mess of 
numbers in the text simply because the authors were too lazy to make a table or 
never even considered it. The consequence is that the readers cannot easily digest 
that information from the text and start skipping over it. A table allows the readers 
to pause from the reading, to appraise the numbers in a visually easy and meaning-
ful format for as long or brie#y as they want, and then to return to reading.

If you are still unsure whether it would be better to present some set of your 
results in a !gure or table or text, try making them all (or the two forms you are 
considering), show them to your co-authors, and ask them which they think is better. 
But never present the same set of results in your paper in more than one of these 
three forms – that is redundant, wastes the readers’ time, and can lead to discrepan-
cies too. Be decisive and make a choice for just one form.

This chapter opened by saying that there are two ways to think about the choice 
of presenting results in a !gure, table, or text: a formal perspective and a functional 
perspective. The functional perspective considers the function that each set of results 
serves within your overall paper and takes into consideration all the other results 
you are also presenting. Most readers will give their highest attention to your !g-
ures, because people !nd pictures interesting to look at. Most readers will give 
medium attention to tables, because they can pause from reading and look at the 
table separately for as long as they want. (Of course, if a table looks long, disorga-
nized, or boring, readers might simply skip over it altogether, but that is a separate 
issue.) And most readers will give their lowest attention to results in the text, because 
they will usually read them once without stopping and then keep rolling right along 
to reading the next sentence. That is just how people read. They move along to the 
next sentence, and they rarely stop or go back, unless something is really puzzling, 
confusing, or alarming. (And if the amount of numbers in the text seems heavy or 
cluttered, they might even skim or skip over them to get to the next sentence. But 
again that is a separate issue.) So given these differences in how much attention 
readers usually give to !gures vs. tables vs. text, it is generally preferable to put 
your main results in !gures, if that is possible. Numbers that are of the lowest 
importance should usually just be stated in the text, if possible, rather than being 
given the prominence of a table or !gure. Such information usually includes statisti-
cal analyses that are not really results of your study but rather are formal assess-
ments of the quality of your research, such as the rate of loss-to-follow-up or an 
assessment of how often two radiologists rated the x-rays identically in a clinical 
study. Between these two ends of the spectrum (main results in !gures and least 
important information in text), there is open space to decide which results need 
more or less prominence in your paper, or what you want to emphasize more or less.

It is also important to think ahead about the expectations of your target journal(s). 
Most journals put a limit on the number of tables and !gures, but the limits are quite 
variable between the journals, as is the actual enforcement of those limits. It is better 
to look up that information from the outset and plan your presentation accordingly. 
Although some journals will allow you to publish additional !gures and tables as 
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internet-only supplemental !les, many people reading your article will not have 
immediate access to such supplemental !les, and even those who do will often not 
bother retrieving them. So you should only make use of such internet-only supple-
mental tables and !gures if you want to present additional information only for 
people with a strong interest in your topic (e.g. other researchers of the same topic) 
and you do not expect most other readers to ever look at them. Generally speaking, 
if you have more tables and !gures than your target journal allows, you probably are 
trying to present too much information without suf!cient selection. The journal 
limits on tables and !gures are usually suf!cient or even generous, so even if the 
journal does not enforce them, you should try to discipline yourself to adhere to 
them. On the other hand, you should use either !gures or tables to present the bulk 
of your results. If you have a large amount of numbers in the text of your Results 
section and you have not reached the limits of your target journal(s) for !gures and 
tables, then you probably need to spend more time trying to put those results into 
tables or !gures instead.

This chapter has presented a formal and a functional perspective on how to chose 
between !gures, tables, or text. You should keep both perspectives in mind, and try 
to !nd a balance between them. Moreover, these are in no sense “rules” to follow. 
You should use your own judgment. This chapter simply presents some guidance 
and a framework for thinking about how your readers will view your results in these 
various modes of presentation.
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Chapter 16
Tables

The purpose of a table is to advance the readers’ understanding of the topic. To serve 
its purpose, a table must present a coherent set of results (or raw data) accurately, in 
a form that will engage the readers and increase their comprehension of the topic. 
Some tables do not advance the readers’ understanding, despite the readers’ efforts 
to look at the table, because the table contains unimportant information, lacks the-
matic coherence, is poorly organized, is typographically confusing, or various other 
reasons. Tables that do not advance the readers’ understanding, despite the readers’ 
efforts to review the table, do not serve the purpose that a table is meant to serve. 
They should be revised or !xed until they are able to ful!ll their purpose. A table 
that most readers refuse to even look at – because it contains too much information, 
lacks relevance, is confusingly arranged, or any other reason – serves no purpose at 
all. If most readers are not going to even look at a particular table, then that table 
should be either replaced with a table that most readers will look at or just deleted 
altogether. (If some subgroup of readers would make good use of that table, it could 
be dumped to a supplemental internet-only !le.) Some tables mislead the readers 
into a false or confused misunderstanding  – because they contain miscalculated 
numbers, numbers that are inconsistent with the same results in the Abstract or 
Discussion, numbers that are based on inappropriate statistical tests, or other errone-
ous information. These kinds of confusing or misleading tables negate the goal of 
scienti!c research, which is to improve our understanding of the world. Every table 
should be double-checked to verify that its contents are accurate and consistent with 
the rest of the paper, so the readers will not become confused or misinformed. Tables 
that would mislead the readers into a false or confused misunderstanding should be 
corrected, replaced, or deleted. Tables accomplish their purpose by presenting accu-
rate results (or raw data) in a form that enables the readers to review those results (or 
data) ef!ciently yet precisely. Tables accomplish their purpose even better by engag-
ing the readers to discover more information in the table than is actually printed on 
the page, by making comparisons of the basic information within the table.

The !rst step in creating a table is deciding which contents it will present and 
why. Every table should have thematic coherence, and it should serve a speci!c role 
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within the overall paper. A table might present a variety of different variables and 
calculations, but there should be some reason why they all belong together in the 
same table and why the paper needs that table. The contents of a table should con-
tribute toward answering the study’s questions [1]. A table in a journal paper is not 
an appropriate place to dump a bunch of numbers simply because you have them 
available or have not !gured out what to do with them otherwise.

A table in a journal paper should be neither too small, nor too large. If a table 
contains less than say a dozen cells of contents, it would probably be better to just 
present that information as text rather than as a table. At the other extreme, if a table 
takes up more than one page, consider whether all the information in the table is 
really necessary, and try to be more selective. Even a table that takes up more than 
one-third or half of a printed page is less likely to be read completely, partly because 
it contains too much information, and partly because it becomes dif!cult to see the 
entire table at once, especially on electronic screens. The most useful tables can be 
seen completely in one single visual !eld. So try to distill and/or compress your 
table down to under one-third or at most one-half of a page, if possible. If a table can 
be formed appropriately using portrait page-orientation, then do so, because many 
people will not bother reading tables in landscape page-orientation on electronic 
screens, because it requires rotating the page (or their head). (The fact that books 
and journals are printed on paper in portrait page-orientation is curious and unfortu-
nate, considering that the human visual !eld is in landscape orientation.)

Whereas !gures have a wide variety of different forms, tables all have essentially 
the same form or structure: a gridwork of columns and rows. So in contrast to making 
!gures, the design of better tables involves only limited choices about the overall 
form. Instead, the design of better tables depends mostly upon careful editing of the 
visual details of the table, (as discussed later in this chapter). Nonetheless, the arrange-
ment of the columns and rows has a major in#uence on the usefulness of the table. 
Regardless of whatever the contents of a table might be, people can read the table 
either by scanning across the rows or by scanning down the columns [2 (pp. 30–31), 
3 (p. 179)]. If both directions of scanning are meaningful, many readers will indeed 
scan the table in both directions, even though this amounts to viewing the information 
in each cell twice. When people view tables, they are reading the information in each 
cell of the table, one by one. Yet their higher aim is to make comparisons between 
cells within each row or column, (or to look for patterns within rows or columns), if 
the table contents provides that kind of higher-order multicell information. So the 
main principle of good table design is to streamline the graphic presentation in ways 
that will make it faster and easier for readers to extract meaningful information from 
the table, especially as they scan across the rows or down the columns.

For any table, it is always possible to swap the rows and columns, but it is never 
the case that the presentation of the table’s contents is equally good in either con-
struction. So whenever you make a table, try switching the columns for the rows, to 
see which construction will be more natural and meaningful for the readers. The 
contents of the table, the portrait orientation of the journal page, and/or the general 
expectations and habits of readers will often impose a preference for constructing 
the table either vertically or horizontally. If no such preference is apparent, then it is 
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usually better to put the numbers that you want the readers to compare into the same 
column, not the same row, because the eyes can scan and compare numbers faster 
and more ef!ciently in a column, because the digits are lined up vertically 
(table 16.1) [4 (p. 42), 5]. But if you are comparing two or more study groups, then 

Table 16.1 Example of Constructing a Table in Two Different Directions. The two tables in this 
example present the mortality rate (per million inhabitants) due to a pandemic, for 7 geographic 
regions, divided by 7 age strata, plus “totals” (actually more like “weighted averages” here). The 
contents of tables A and B are the same; only the direction of organizing the contents has been 
swapped. (The regions are in order of decreasing total mortality rate; the age strata are in order of 
increasing age.) A legitimate case could be made for either orientation here, depending on the 
authors’ intentions and the expectations about the readers, but ultimately version B is probably 
preferable in most contexts. In this example, it is possible in both tables to read either horizontally 
or vertically, in order to make comparisons either between age groups (within one region) or 
between regions (within one age group). Although both such comparisons are meaningful, most 
readers would probably choose the geographic region(s) of most interest to them, and then within 
that one region, look to see which age groups were affected worse. Most readers would probably not 
choose a particular age group to focus on, and then see which geographic region(s) were worse for 
that age group; (though some readers might do that, e.g. a pediatrics policy-maker might be curious 
which regions were safest for children under 10). For that reason, it is more sensible to make the 
geographic regions the column headers (as in version B), so readers can choose a region and then 
scan vertically to understand the age distribution of mortality due to this pandemic in that region of 
interest. However, version A does make it easier to compare the totals for the 7 regions and to see 
the ranking of which regions had the highest mortality rates for this pandemic. If the authors did not 
expect most readers to look at anything more than the totals, then version A might be more useful. 
In either case, the important point is that the authors consider how each orientation of table 
construction emphasizes different readings, and the authors make a conscious choice between them.

A) Age
0–9 10–19 20–29 30–39 40–49 50–59 60+ Total

Region

Oceania 0.62 0.29 1.13 1.41 1.62 2.10 1.61 1.28
Africa 0.93 0.24 1.65 1.39 1.64 1.81 0.68 1.13
UK 0.83 0.48 0.22 0.43 1.15 0.81 1.48 0.83
USA 0.31 0.51 0.65 0.52 0.76 0.81 0.42 0.56
East Asia 0.07 0.17 0.07 0.08 0.44 0.20 0.21 0.16
South America 0.17 0.09 0.25 0.23 0.06 0.16 0.10 0.16
Europe 0.44 0.25 0.00 0.13 0.12 0.00 0.08 0.13
Total 0.30 0.24 0.46 0.43 0.54 0.57 0.36 0.40

B) Region

Oceania Africa UK USA
East 
Asia

South  
America Europe Total

Age

0–9 0.62 0.93 0.83 0.31 0.07 0.17 0.44 0.30
10–19 0.29 0.24 0.48 0.51 0.17 0.09 0.25 0.24
20–29 1.13 1.65 0.22 0.65 0.07 0.25 0.00 0.46
30–39 1.41 1.39 0.43 0.52 0.08 0.23 0.13 0.43
40–49 1.62 1.64 1.15 0.76 0.44 0.06 0.12 0.54
50–59 2.10 1.81 0.81 0.81 0.20 0.16 0.00 0.57
60+ 1.61 0.68 1.48 0.42 0.21 0.10 0.08 0.36
Total 1.28 1.13 0.83 0.56 0.16 0.16 0.13 0.40
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by convention they would usually be the column headings. After choosing the con-
struction direction, scan the results in your table both horizontally and vertically, 
and ask yourself whether meaningful insights can be derived from the results in 
each of those reading directions without having to ignore or skip over numbers. If 
the answer is “no”, consider revising.

Generally, tables in medical scienti!c papers should have only one level of head-
ings for the columns and only one level of headings for the rows. Although it is pos-
sible to build tables with more than one level of headings for the columns and/or rows, 
any such second level of overarching or nested headings will disrupt the readers’ 
ability to scan straight across the rows or straight down the columns. So those kinds 
of complex tables should usually be avoided in contemporary medical publications.

Whenever possible, the order of the rows and/or columns should not be arbitrary. 
Instead, the order of the rows and/or columns should be determined by the data, to 
make meaningful patterns appear. So arrange the information in a logical order, 
both from left to right and from top to bottom [4 (p. 42)]. From left to right, the most 
logical order is usually the order in which such information would be presented if it 
was written as a normal sentence. From top to bottom, the most logical order is 
often the order of decreasing magnitude, frequency, or importance of the results 
presented, (except for placing a “total” in the !nal row) [5, 6, 7 (pp. 244–247)]. For 
example, a table that lists the cost of treating a dozen different diseases should list 
the diseases in the !rst column, neither randomly nor in alphabetical order, but 
instead in the order of decreasing cost, (with the costs then shown in the second 
column). In this way, when the readers view the table, they see not only the actual 
!nancial data for each individual disease, but they also see a rank ordering of all the 
diseases by cost. For another example, a table listing harms in a clinical trial should 
not list them alphabetically, chronologically, or haphazardly. Instead, the table 
should list them in order of decreasing frequency and/or severity, so the readers see 
the most important harms !rst, as they read the rows from top to bottom (table 16.2).

Whenever you create a table, you must also spend time editing its layout. Your goal 
should be to make the table as simple and clear to read as possible, while also maximiz-
ing its meaningfulness. That requires re#ecting on how to present the information as 
clearly and logically as possible, so the readers can focus on your results, rather than 
wasting time trying to decipher a messy table. Each table needs its own particular 
graphic editing, but the following tips provide a start for the most commonplace aspects.

First, tables should be carefully cleaned up, so the readers’ eyes can scan 
smoothly across the rows and/or down the columns. Eliminate any irrelevant 
 information or other unnecessary clutter in the table. Unit labels (such as “%” or 
“mg”) should be placed in the headings of the column or row, not next to the results 
themselves [6, 8]. If such heading placements are not possible, then your table prob-
ably contains information that does not really belong together in the same table. 
Numerical results in a table should never be reported to more signi!cant digits than 
is meaningful and scienti!cally warranted [5, 9]. All decimal points (including 
“invisible decimal points” for whole numbers) in each column of the table should be 
aligned vertically [9], so the table looks neat and the readers can immediately see, 
for example, that the “21.3” in row 4 is larger than the “4.58” directly beneath it in 
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Table 16.2 Example of Constructing a Table in a Meaningful Order. The two tables in this 
example present the rates of minor harms reported at the end of an open-label, phase IV trial of a 
medication, as assessed by clinical interview (N=523). (These harms were classi!ed as “minor” 
because the patients had not needed immediate medical treatment for these experiences.) Table A 
presents the harms in alphabetical order; table B presents them in the order of decreasing frequency. 
Tables in alphabetical order are appropriate when it is expected that readers will only look up 
information for a limited number of rows but will never read the entire table, (such as tables 
spanning several pages in a reference manual). Here, version B is better, because the ordering 
makes it easier to see which harms occurred frequently and which ones were uncommon, and 
perhaps even to discern a pattern or reason underlying the reported frequencies. Tables should be 
constructed to make rank ordering or other patterns of the data apparent.

A)       B)
n %

asthenia 74 14
constipation 110 21
dizziness 117 22
dry mouth 108 21
diarrhea 51 10
headaches 171 33
insomnia 134 26
muscle cramps 6 1
nausea 166 32
nervousness 46 9
respiratory dif!culties 58 11
rhinitis 14 3
sinusitis 10 2
somnolence 210 40
sweating 42 8
tremor 64 12
none of the above 32 6

n %

somnolence 210 40
headaches 171 33
nausea 166 32
insomnia 134 26
dizziness 117 22
constipation 110 21
dry mouth 108 21
asthenia 74 14
tremor 64 12
respiratory dif!culties 58 11
diarrhea 51 10
nervousness 46 9
sweating 42 8
rhinitis 14 3
sinusitis 10 2
muscle cramps 6 1
none of the above 32 6

row 5, before even really reading those numbers. Yet the numbers should all contain 
the same number of digits after the decimal point, unless there is some reason why 
not (e.g. different kinds of numbers, measurements were not all made to the same 
degree of accuracy, p-values of different magnitudes, etc.) The use of footnotes in 
tables should be minimized, because the information they present is usually of little 
or no interest to most readers. But if a footnote must be used, try to put the footnote 
symbol in the nearest row or column header, not in the cell with the data or results.

Second, attention should be given to the graphic form of the table itself, as a con-
tainer for the results or data. If you are going to emphasize anything visually with a 
bold font or other such graphic features, emphasize the results themselves, not the 
other elements of the table such as headings [2 (pp. 52–65), 3 (pp. 91–95), 7 (p. 25)]. 
Generally, such emphasis is not necessary unless the table contains more numbers than 
most people would read [10], though putting totals in bold is a sensible standard prac-
tice. If you can, downplay any inessential features that do not represent results (such as 
lines beneath headings or footnote symbols) by putting them in light gray or reducing 
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their size/weight. Grid-lines should be avoided if possible or muted otherwise [3 
(pp. 112–116)]. Spacing between the columns and proper vertical alignment is usually 
suf!cient to make vertical grid-lines super#uous [5]. Similarly, horizontal grid-lines 
can usually be forgone if space is set between every 3–5 rows. If gridlines must be 
used, they should be razor thin and halftone gray, to minimize their visual prominence. 
Similarly, background tones should always be avoided (unless the table is very large 
and intended only for looking-up values, which is extremely rare in journal papers). An 
illustration of several of the graphic editing points above is provided in table 16.3.

Table 16.3 Example of Graphic Editing of a Table. The two tables in this example present the 
baseline demographic and health characteristics of two study groups (n=300 each) in a 
randomized comparative trial (of surgery vs. non-surgical treatment for chronic low back pain). 
Table A is before graphic editing; table B is after graphic editing. For the graphic editing, the 
following steps were taken in this order. 1) The column of p-values was deleted, because it is 
invalid to calculate p-values for baseline characteristics, as explained in the chapter, “The 
Results”. 2) The information presented in each column was reduced to one single number, so the 
two groups can be compared more ef!ciently. Although it is commonplace to report more than 
one number in each column (e.g. both the n and the % or both the mean and the SD), visually 
this slows down or muddles the comparisons of the two groups, because the two numbers to 
compare always have another number between them. For example, the readers’ eyes must skip 
over “56”, to see that the rate of smokers in the two groups was 15% vs. 19%. Moreover, the 
information in each cell of the table is redundant. Most readers will not really make use of both 
the n and the %; either one is suf!cient and acceptable. In this example, the % was retained, 
because it is more meaningful here than the exact number. Similarly, although the SD does add 
different information beyond the mean, most readers will not really make use of it. If an 
indication of data variability must be given, it would be preferable to add another row (and 
report the range). 3) Version A reports the mean ± SD for the age and pain duration, but it does 
not clearly label the results as the mean and SD. So the word “mean” was added in the !rst 
column. The abbreviation “yr” was replaced with “years”, because saving the space or ink of 
three letters is pointless. 4) Version A reported the mean for pain duration, but the SD made it 
clear that the raw data was not Normally distributed for this variable. It was therefore 
inappropriate to report the mean. Version B replaces the mean with the median. 5) The results 
for BMI have been rounded off to one decimal place, because any more is excessive. Rounding 
to whole numbers would also be acceptable here. 6) Although it is not easy to notice this, spaces 
were added in front of the results for age, disability bene!ts, pain duration, and BMI, so all the 
numbers in each column aligned vertically. 7) All the footnotes were deleted. Although the 
information in the footnotes was neither meaningless nor irrelevant, it would not have made any 
real difference in the readers’ understanding of how comparable the two study groups were to 
each other or to the population from which they were drawn. In other words, the footnotes went 
too far into detail in this context. 8) The word “Characteristic” was deleted as unnecessary and 
distracting. The characteristics are row headers and therefore do not need a column header. And 
it is self-evident that they are characteristics of the patient sample. 9) The use of bold typeface 
for the column headers was eliminated as unnecessary. 10) The word “gender” was replaced 
with “sex” as recommended by the ICMJE. 11) The word “female” was placed after the “%” 
because it is one of the answer options or data codes for this variable, not part of the name of 
the variable. For the same reason, “college” was placed after “%” and then it was replaced with 
the word “post-secondary”, to be more comprehensible to international (non-USA) readers. 12) 
Borders around the table cells were eliminated. (Version A has heavy black lines around each 
cell of the table;  whereas, version B has only the default light gray guidelines). Most publishers 
will eliminate table cell borders and take care of other such formatting issues, but it is better to 
bring the table as close to its intended !nal form as possible yourself. (Indeed, your version is 
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exactly what readers will see, in cases of conference presentations, internet-only supplemental 
!les, and author manuscripts in public repositories.) Although some of these changes may seem 
too nit-picky and others too drastic, altogether they add up to make a table (version B) that 
better achieves the goal of this kind of patient characteristics table for a randomized comparative 
trial. The original (version A) presents too many numbers and words that the readers either will 
not or should not really see. And that scatters their mental efforts in unproductive directions. By 
contrast, the edited table (version B) focuses their mental efforts on comparing the surgical and 
non-surgical treatment groups, so they can see that they were comparable groups of patients, 
which is important for a comparative trial.

A)

Characteristic Surgery
Non-Surgical 

Treatment p
Female Gender – n (%) 200 (67) 212 (71) 0.30
Age – yr 66.0 ± 10.0 66.1 ± 10.6 0.86
College Education – n (%) 201 (67) 199 (66) 0.98
Married – n (%) 198 (66) 198 (66) 0.98
Employed* – n (%) 116 (39) 102 (34) 0.42
Disability Bene!ts – n (%) 21 (7) 20 (7) 0.99
Pain Duration** – yr 9.6 ± 8.7 9.2 ± 8.9 0.87
BMI 29.134 ± 5.7 29.278 ± 6.7 0.91
Smoker† – n (%) 46 (15) 56 (19) 0.55
Depression – n (%) 56 (19) 42 (14) 0.16
Joint Problem – n (%) 175 (58) 169 (56) 0.72
Other Comorbidity – n (%) 121 (40) 113 (38) 0.58
Daily Narcotics – n (%) 64 (21) 69 (23) 0.68
*Employed full-time or part-time.
**Pain duration according to patient self-report at intake visit.
†Current smoker of tobacco or e-cigarettes.

B)

Surgery
Non-Surgical  

Treatment

Sex – % female 67 71
Age – mean years 66.0 66.1
Education – % post-secondary 67 66
Married – % 66 66
Employed – % 39 34
Disability Bene!ts – % 7 7
Pain Duration – median years 7.3 6.9
BMI 29.1 29.3
Smoker – % 15 19
Depression – % 19 14
Joint Problem – % 58 56
Other Comorbidity – % 40 38
Daily Narcotics – % 21 23
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Third, look at your entire table as a whole from a meter away (or however far is 
needed to make it too dif!cult to read the individual numbers), and ask yourself 
whether the table is pleasing to look at and well laid-out. If not, revise the layout 
and/or design.

Finally, when you are completely done designing your table, double-verify that 
all the numbers in the table are accurate, are not repeated in the text of the Results, 
and are consistent with any repetition of those numbers in the Discussion or Abstract. 
The worst table possible is one that contains erroneous numbers.

Guidance on what to write in the legends is provided in chapter 20 (“Legends”).
The readers are not going to memorize all the numbers in your table. Indeed, they 

will probably have forgotten all the numbers in the table already by the time they 
!nd the spot in the main text to resume reading. So whenever you are done making 
a table, you should look at it again and ask yourself, “How does this table advance 
the readers’ understanding?” Different readers will focus on different aspects of the 
table and with different levels of attention, but by the time they are done looking at 
it, there should be some simple idea that most readers will retain from the table. For 
example, a table about the study patients’ baseline characteristics might lead a 
reader to conclude, “These patients are similar to the ones I treat except that they 
were older than my patients” or “The two study groups appear to have been suf!-
ciently similar to each other.” If a table does not lead to some such overall take-away 
message, above and beyond all the individual numbers or words in the table, then 
that table may not be serving its purpose well. If a table does lead to an overall take-
away message but that message does not really contribute toward answering the 
study’s questions, then that table is probably in the wrong paper. Every table in your 
paper should serve a table’s purpose of advancing the understanding of the 
readers.
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Chapter 17
Figures: General Guidance

Figures are a crucial component of most research papers. Unfortunately, judging by 
the published literature, most medical researchers do not give their !gures much 
thought. Figures are used far less often than they could be, and they are often low 
quality. Figures present much of the evidence from most research studies, so they 
should be designed more thoughtfully. When made well, they can be very engaging 
and convincing to the readers. Indeed, some people will even look at the !gures 
!rst, and use them as the basis for deciding whether or not to read the rest of the 
paper (regrettably). Thus good !gures are a key part of your paper, and you should 
devote time and attention to them. To paraphrase Alice in Wonderland, “What is the 
use of a journal paper without pictures?” [1].

Although your statistical plan may have already started to do this, take a moment 
to plan out the !gures that your paper will present. Each !gure should make one 
clear point. In other words, you should be able to say in one short sentence what 
each !gure shows or “proves”. Each !gure should be relevant and necessary for 
your paper. Do not throw in extra !gures simply because one of your co-authors 
already made them for a conference presentation last fall. Choose your set of !gures 
to illustrate the main points of your paper.

You can use one !gure to illustrate your paper’s topic or methods, if this seems 
appropriate. Some such examples are as follows: a study on a skin disease could 
show a photograph of an affected patient’s skin; a study on a new medical device 
should have a photograph of that device; a laboratory study could present a sche-
matic diagram of the experimental set-up; and so on. The Results section of a clini-
cal trial should start with a "owchart of the patient recruitment and allocation [2–6]. 
Although study sample characteristics can be presented in a multipanel !gure with 
small graphs, it is generally preferable to present that information in a table (or the 
text), because the study sample characteristics are not worth the prominence of !g-
ures and usually are too heterogeneous for a !gure anyway.

Next, you should always have one major !gure for your main results, whatever 
they are, if it is possible to present them in a !gure [7 (p. 54)]. Then, you can create 
further !gures for your secondary results, however seems most useful in your paper. 
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Think about several possible ways to graph your data, and choose the graph that best 
enables your readers to see what you found. Try to graph your raw data if possible, 
instead of graphing summary statistics. In other words, try to create graphs that 
show the outcomes for each individual patient, instead of calculations about the 
whole sample, such as the mean, especially if your sample size is small (ca. N<100). 
Graphing raw data can reveal important aspects of reality that vanish if summary 
statistics are graphed instead (e.g. that a small subset of patients actually got worse, 
not better). (The graphing of data is discussed in more detail in the next chapter.)

Whenever applicable, try to show picture results of your research, such as x-rays 
or histology slices. These kinds of images are highly engaging for readers, especially 
clinical professionals. Also these kinds of images usually convey a substantial 
amount of information, even though they are only illustrative examples from speci!c 
individual subjects. (Further guidance about such !gures is presented in chapter 19, 
“Figures: Photographs and Images”).

When you are done making all your !gures, look at your !gure !les alone. If 
someone looked only at all your !gures and legends, but never read the rest of the 
paper, would he or she still get the gist of what you found? If not, you probably need 
to work on your !gures more. The !gures should not be mere supplemental illustra-
tions of certain parts of your paper. Instead, they should be a somewhat self- 
suf!cient slide-show of your research report, if possible [7 (pp. 54–55)]. The !gures 
will then serve as a visual backbone for the paper, providing support to the larger 
line of thinking you present.

Journals have tight word limits. A !gure is surely not worth a thousand words, 
but it can present a substantial amount of information without using up the word 
limit of your text. Use good !gures to say much more than you otherwise could.
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Chapter 18
Figures: Data Graphs

Although !gures are a crucial component of medical papers, most medical papers 
have rather low-quality graphs. They present substantially less information than 
they could. The information they do present is usually shown in a suboptimal or 
inappropriate form. And then visually the graphs are often cluttered with many 
other useless and distracting marks. Probably many researchers do not give much 
thought to the visual presentation of their data, since training in data visualization 
and graphic design is very rare in the medical scienti!c world. So this chapter starts 
by identifying some types of low-quality graphs that are often seen in medical 
papers and explains why and how to replace them. Next, this chapter will present 
some other types of higher quality graphs that could be used often but currently are 
rarely seen. Finally, this chapter discusses some graphic editing steps that can be 
used to improve any graph you make. By putting some thought and clarity into your 
graphs, you will greatly increase the interest and comprehension of journal Editors, 
peer-reviewers, and readers.

There are several types of graphs that are common in the literature but should 
never be used. First, any kind of 3D graph (!gure  18.1) should not be used [1 
(pp. 71, 77, 118)]. The third dimension here does not have any meaning and is visu-
ally confusing [1 (pp. 71, 118)]. These 3D graphs could always be #attened out to 
2D, without any loss of scienti!c information [1 (pp. 71, 77)]. Researchers some-
times attempt to create 3D graphs where the third dimension does convey informa-
tion about the data. This is scienti!cally acceptable, yet it is not advisable without 
the support of an experienced graphic designer. Because the graph is still presented 
on two- dimensional paper or screens, it can be dif!cult to create a 3D graph with 
exactly the right proportions to convey that much information accurately [2]. 
Although it is possible to convey three or more dimensions on two-dimensional 
paper or screens [3 (pp. 12–35), 4 (p. 193)], doing that successfully requires exten-
sive professional training and experience in data visualization. Interestingly, suc-
cessful visualization of a third variable on the 2D plane of the paper or screen almost 
never involves an illusion of 3D space.
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Second, do not use pie charts (!gure 18.2). They present very little information 
for the space they take up. Furthermore, studies have shown that people cannot 
accurately perceive the relative proportions of the pie slices [1 (pp. 55–56, 69–73), 
2, 4 (pp. 262–264), 5], probably due to the lack of a reference scale [4 (pp. 262–
264), 5]. For these reasons, pie charts are not considered acceptable in scienti!c 
reports [1 (p. 178), 4 (pp. 262–264), 6]. Instead, if you are going to use a !gure, you 
could use a column graph (!gure 18.3). If there are only a few items (only a few pie 
slices), the information should probably just be reported in the text. If there are 
many items, it is probably best to present them as a table (in order of decreasing 
magnitude). As text or table, it becomes easy to add con!dence intervals for each 
item (calculated through bootstrapping); whereas, such a feature on a pie chart 
would be quite confusing.
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Figure 18.1 A 3D Graph. Three-dimensional graphs should never be used (unless the third 
dimension represents a third data variable). Here, the third dimension does not add any information 
and only creates optical distortions (the red columns occupy more 2D area on the page or screen 
than the blue columns because the sides of the red columns can be seen too, in another darker 
shade). The background shading and horizontal gridlines are also disruptive.
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Figure 18.2 Pie Chart. Pie charts should not used. The relative sizes of the slices are dif!cult to 
compare. Instead, use a column graph or table, or just report the results in the text.

18 Figures: Data Graphs
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Third, !gure 18.4 presents a commonly seen type of vertical bar chart with whis-
kers, typically used to present the mean and SD or SEM. Because of their overall 
shape, these graphs are derisively referred to as “dynamite plungers”. This kind of 
graph can be found quite frequently in the literature (especially in the laboratory 
sciences), but it is no longer considered acceptable [7–14]. Dynamite plunger graphs 
present very little information (only two numbers per column), and the ink at the 
base of the dynamite plunger does not correspond to any data. Instead of dynamite 
plungers, you should use box-and-whisker plots (!gure 18.5). In a box-and-whisker 
plot, the middle bar is the median (the 50th percentile), the top of the box is the 75th 
percentile, the bottom of the box is the 25th percentile, the top whisker is the maxi-
mum, and the bottom whisker is the minimum. (Box-and-whisker plots sometimes 
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Figure 18.3 Column Graph. A standard column graph should be used instead of a pie chart. This 
one was made from the same dataset as !gure 18.2. It could probably be improved further by order-
ing the 8 disease groups, from left to right, in descending order of their portion of the study sample. 
Notice also that the use of color in !gure 18.2 has been eliminated here.
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Figure 18.4 Dynamite 
Plungers. Although 
commonplace, dynamite 
plunger graphs are no 
longer acceptable in 
medical scienti!c research. 
They convey very little 
information (here, only the 
mean and standard 
deviation).
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end the whiskers at various other cut-off points before the minimum and/or maxi-
mum and then show any further subjects (“outliers”) as individual dots beyond the 
whiskers [4 (pp. 139–143), 12, 15 (pp. 49–50)]. Although that approach is valid, it 
should usually be avoided, because it puts too much visual emphasis on those indi-
vidual subjects for no good reason and distracts the readers away from the main 
results. It also makes the de!nition of the whisker ends more dif!cult to comprehend 
for most readers. So the whisker ends should just be the minimum and maximum 
values.) Box-and-whisker plots present more and better information than dynamite 
plungers, for the same amount of page space and ink. Figures 18.4 and 18.5 here 
have been generated from the same dataset. Notice how the two groups seem roughly 
similar in the uninformative dynamite-plunger graph (!gure  18.4); whereas, the 
box-and-whisker plot (!gure 18.5) reveals that the two groups have clearly different 
distributions of data. If the sample size is small enough (ca. n<50), it is usually even 
better to just plot all the raw data as individual dots, instead of the summary statistics 
of the box-and-whisker plot [7, 13, 14, 16 (pp. 40, 221–222, 488)].

More generally speaking: many researchers make graphs using their database 
spreadsheet software, but this usually contributes to low-quality [17]. Whenever 
possible, you should graph your data using the same software you use for statistical 
analysis or (even better) a program made primarily for graphing data. After making 
and revising the graph in that program, you can import the !le to a vector graphic 
editing program to re!ne it further for visual elegance and clarity, (taking care to not 
alter the positioning of any marks representing results).
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Figure 18.5 Box-and-Whisker Plot. A box-and-whisker plot should be used instead of a dyna-
mite plunger. It shows the minimum, 25th quartile, median, 75th quartile, and maximum. (Many 
other variations are possible but rarely preferable.) This box-and-whisker plot was made from the 
same dataset as !gure 18.4. The many differences between the two study groups are now revealed. 
(Additionally, the Y-axis has been graduated by 10s rather than 20s for greater accuracy. And the 
axes, ticks, and labels have been reduced from black to 50% gray, to give them less prominence 
than the results plotted in the graph.)
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There are many ways you can create better quality graphs. The general goal is to 
transform your numerical data into a visual form that will quickly and clearly con-
vey the pattern (or lack of pattern) in your data. The main barrier that prevents 
researchers from doing this is that they cannot imagine how that visual form would 
appear, because they have not previously seen such graphs often enough to have a 
model in their mind. So here are a few useful graphs that many researchers could 
use repeatedly.

First, you can use a scatter plot (!gure 18.6) to present the distribution of data 
for any two continuous variables. Scatter plots can be used whenever there is some 
reason for looking at how much two variables relate to each other (or not); it does 
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Figure 18.6 Scatter Plot. In a scatter plot, each dot represents one subject, and shows two vari-
ables for that subject. The overall pattern of dots shows the distribution of data for the two vari-
ables, as well as the correlation between them (or lack of correlation). There need not be an obvious 
pattern in the data to make use of a scatter plot, so long as the two variables have some reason to 
be shown together. In this example, from a small clinical trial, the X-axis shows the change in the 
pain score (on a visual analogue scale) from baseline to follow-up, and the Y-axis shows the change 
in the score from a disability questionnaire. Positive numbers represent improvement; negative 
numbers represent worsening. Each dot represents the outcomes from one patient. Dashed lines at 
“0” (no change) have been added to better distinguish between patients who improved versus 
worsened. This example scatter plot suggests a moderate relationship between the improvement in 
pain and the improvement in disability; (in fact, r=0.53, p<0.001). This example also reveals that 
the pain of some patients worsened, yet their disability improved nonetheless (upper left quadrant 
of the graph), thus showing that a patient’s disability is not always directly dependent on their pain, 
as is often assumed in this !eld. Such insights would be lost in the typical approach of graphing 
summary statistics (e.g. mean and SD) at baseline and follow-up, separately for pain and for 
disability.
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not matter whether or not the results actually show a correlation between the two 
variables. One advantage of this graph is that it gives the readers a quick and clear 
picture of the full distribution of the raw data (for two variables and their relation-
ship), because each dot represents one single subject. Whenever you make a scatter 
plot (or other graphs using dots for each subject), consider replacing the dots with 
symbols that represent another relevant categorical variable [18], for example “M” 
and “F” for male and female [19].

Second, you can use a stacked column graph (!gure 18.7) to present the distribu-
tion of categorical or ordinal variables such as disease severity or employment sta-
tus. This kind of stacked column graph is often superior to the more commonly used 
cluster column graph (where a column for each category is placed side-by-side). In 
either graph, the viewers will mainly compare the vertical levels of the bars. Whereas 
a cluster column graph emphasizes comparisons within each group, a stacked col-
umn graph will emphasize comparisons between study groups, which is usually the 
main point.
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Figure 18.7 Stacked 
Column Graph. This 
kind of !gure shows the 
percent of the study 
sample in different 
categories of a variable, 
here itching severity 
(none, mild, moderate, 
severe), under three 
different study 
conditions in a 
cross-over clinical trial 
(baseline, after placebo, 
after the study drug). 
This kind of graph is 
useful for any such 
categorical or ordinal 
variable.
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Third, you can use a before-and-after paired-points graph (!gure 18.8) to show 
the distribution of responses to an intervention. This graph has the advantage that it 
enables the readers to see an overall pattern of response while still being able to look 
at exceptions. When using a before-and-after paired-point graph, the length of the 
two axes must be chosen carefully, because they determine the slopes of the lines 
connecting the pairs of datapoints. The slopes of these lines in turn determine the 
implicit overall impression the graph gives the viewer about the change from the 
intervention. This graph is best suited for small sample sizes (say n<50), where 
readers can still look at all the individual pairs of datapoints. It can also work well 
in larger samples, if there is a clear overall pattern of response without notable outli-
ers. Otherwise, histograms of the variable at pre-treatment and post-treatment and 
the magnitude of change would be clearer.

Fourth, the display of con!dence intervals would improve many graphs in medi-
cine. In most cases, when readers look at your !gures, their primary interest is not 
really the data or results from your speci!c study sample. Instead, their real interest 
is the results they could expect to !nd in the larger population from which your study 
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Figure 18.8 Before-and-After Paired-Points Plot. This kind of graph can be used for plotting 
the change of a variable from pre-treatment to post-treatment. Each subject in the study is repre-
sented by a line connecting two dots (here, one for their pre-op pain score, the other for their post-
op pain score). This kind of graph is well-suited to showing the distribution of changes in the data, 
for a small to medium size sample. It is much more informative than graphs of summary statistics. 
Here we can see for example that although the patients improved overall or on average, some 
patients actually got worse. By contrast, any graph of summary statistics (such as a line graph of 
the mean and SD) would only show that the subjects got better (on average) while hiding the fact 
that some got worse.
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sample was drawn. In other words, your readers generally do not really care what 
you found in your patients; instead, they want to know what your !ndings imply for 
their own patients. For this reason, whenever you make a !gure, you should try to 
!nd a way to present the con!dence interval for those results [20]. The con!dence 
interval shows the readers what they might expect to !nd in their patient samples, (if 
their patient samples are drawn from the same larger population as yours). Con!dence 
intervals often have a graphic appearance similar to the ubiquitous but less useful 
error bars that represent SD or SEM, so they should be easy for any researcher to 
make. Such error bars showing SD or SEM should be replaced with con!dence 
intervals [4 (pp. 217–219)]. Graphically, it is easy to even show two different con!-
dence intervals on the same graph (e.g. a 50% CI and a 95% CI, or a 90% CI and a 
99% CI) [4 (pp. 217–219)], in situations where readers may want more than one CI.

There are many other good graphs you could use, depending on what you are 
trying to show with your data, but they cannot all be covered here. These examples 
are some of the most frequently useful graphs, and they should get you off to a good 
start. You can consult books of graphs to !nd more possibilities [1, 3, 4].

Finally, there are some general principles of how to make any graph convey 
information in a clear and scienti!cally acceptable way. Too many researchers sim-
ply use the graphs that their computer program spits out, without ever bothering to 
spend time cleaning up the appearance of their graphs. The consequence is predict-
able: messy graphs that readers cannot clearly understand or do not want to view for 
long. So spend some time looking carefully at each graph you make and visually 
adjusting and editing it. This should be done !rst in the program that generated the 
graph as far as possible and then re!ned further in a vector graphic editing program, 
taking care to not alter the positions of marks representing data.

The number one rule is to intensify the data presentation while simultaneously 
eliminating useless clutter [1 (pp. 91–105), 3 (pp. 36–65), 4 (pp. 25–54, 64–66, 
110–111), 21 (p. 81)]. Graphs should always be visually clear. And depending on 
the data or results presented, they should be either simple or elegantly complex, but 
never complicated or cluttered [1 (p. 191)]. Eliminate any unnecessary marks and 
lines. In particular, many graphs add asterisks to indicate signi!cance levels (p<0.05, 
p<0.01, etc.) But this is imprecise and clutters the graph unnecessarily [8]. The 
graph should put the main focus on the results themselves, (not on statistical tests 
about the results). If possible, the 95% CI should also be plotted on the graph itself; 
[22] otherwise, it can be reported in the !gure legend. The exact p-values may also 
be reported in the legend, but they should not clutter the !gure itself. Also, avoid 
using an insert box with a key to the symbols used in the graph for the various study 
groups; whenever possible, delete such insert boxes and label the results directly [4 
(pp. 45–46), 21 (pp. 2, 81, 94–95)]. The ideal graph maximizes the data: ink ratio, 
by minimizing the amount of ink that does not represent actual data (also known as 
“chartjunk”) [1 (pp. 90–121), 3 (pp. 33–35), 4 (pp. 25–30)]. Put another way, the 
best graphs minimize meaningless “noise” that does not refer to data and maximize 
meaningful “signal” that does refer to the data. Similarly, do not shade part or all of 
the background, because such shading does not represent data and decreases legibil-
ity by decreasing the contrast of the black ink of data against the white page. 
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Information that is of primary importance (data, results) should be shown in black, 
while information that is of secondary importance (axes, labels, error bars) should 
be shown in half-tone gray [2].

Many medical researchers use color in their data graphs (especially at confer-
ences), but this is almost always a bad idea without any scienti!cally defensible 
justi!cation. The use of color in data graphs almost never encodes meaningful infor-
mation (at least not better than other graphic techniques), and it often has undesir-
able effects on viewer perceptions. Cleveland identi!es only two uses of color that 
he believes do indeed improve graphs: encoding a third categorical variable (e.g. 
blood type) on an otherwise bivariate plot or encoding a quantitative variable in a 
surface plane (e.g. a topography map) [4 (pp. unnumbered frontispiece page with 
!gures 1 and 2, 209–212, 230–231)]. The latter scenario occurs often enough in 
geology and other such earth sciences, but it is exceptionally rare in the medical 
sciences and can be accomplished better in grayscale than in colorscale anyway. So 
that leaves only one well-founded use of color in graphing data in the medical sci-
ences: encoding a (third) categorical variable in a scatter plot or other such bivariate 
dot plot. In such a scenario, the color coding is genuinely bene!cial, as Cleveland 
elegantly shows [4 (pp. unnumbered frontispiece page with !gure  1, 210)]. 
Nonetheless, this function of color-coding can also be accomplished (though less 
well) by use of different symbols (e.g. “A”, “B”, “+”, “O” for blood types) [4 
(pp. 234–239)]. Ideally, such coding of a third variable should use both color-coding 
and symbols redundantly, in case the color cannot be perceived by some readers. 
Tufte’s beautiful re#ections on communicating information through color [3 
(pp. 80–95)] do not obviously suggest any further applications for data graphing in 
the medical sciences beyond what is discussed by Cleveland (except perhaps for 
maps of epidemiological data). And while marveling over color in general, Tufte 
repeatedly warns against its many possible negative effects for scienti!c graphics, 
as though color were potentially quite toxic for data communication [3 (pp. 80–95)]. 
One other possible exception in the medical sciences might be to use one color 
(such as red or orange) in an otherwise black-and-white or grayscale graph, in order 
to draw the attention of the readers to some speci!c detail in a graph that is explic-
itly emphasized in the main text. For example, a paired-points graph such as 
 !gure 18.8 might use red for the three patients who had a major intraoperative com-
plication, or it might use orange to identify the two patients that are presented in 
more depth as case examples. In such scenarios, color serves to highlight speci!c 
details, so the readers can !nd them faster and give them special attention. But aside 
from these few unusual exceptions, color serves no valid function in medical scien-
ti!c graphs and should never be used. Beside the fact that some readers are color-
blind, if anyone prints or copies your paper in black-and-white, the information you 
encoded with color will lose clarity [15 (p. 68), 22, 23]. Even when the color is 
clearly visible, it often looks garish and/or puts more emphasis on some parts than 
on others, usually for no good reason. So instead of using different colors, use 
clearly different gray tones, different geometric shapes, or different forms of pat-
terning. Nonetheless, avoid stippling and stripes, because they cause distracting 
optical effects [1 (pp. 107–112, 120–121)] and look outdated.

18 Figures: Data Graphs
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The axes of a graph must be scaled correctly. They should not be truncated to the 
range of the data collected, and they should certainly never be truncated to “zoom 
in” on part of the data, such as the region of differences between two study groups. 
These kinds of truncations of the axes distort the overall visual impression the graph 
gives to the data, thereby leading to misinterpretation of the !ndings [24]. Instead, 
each axis should show the full range of possible values for that variable. For the 
same reason, you should avoid breaks in the axes. If it seems unmanageable to make 
a graph without a break in the axis, then that break should extend across the entire 
graph, effectively creating two panels [4 (pp. 104–109)]. Logarithmic scales distort 
the overall visual form given to the data, leading to misunderstandings. In Medicine, 
logarithmic scales should be avoided (except for odds ratios) because most readers 
do not see enough of them to interpret them well. If you feel there is some compel-
ling reason to use a logarithmic scale, present the data !rst on the usual linear scale 
and then in another panel of the !gure on a logarithmic scale [15 (pp. 68–69)]. In 
that way, readers can !rst see the results in the form they are accustomed to and then 
can see whatever it is you are trying to show through use of the logarithmic scale.

The ticks on the axes should not be any more frequent or speci!c than the preci-
sion of the raw data, because this may lead readers to infer greater precision from 
the graph than the data warrant [20]. For example, if estimated blood loss during 
surgery was only recorded to the nearest 100 mL, then the axis of a graph reporting 
that data should not included ticks every 10 or 50 mL; it should only include ticks 
every 100 mL. Nonetheless, tick-marks should be used in moderation [4 (pp. 39–41)]. 
If for example you are graphing patient height, there is no need to put 200 tick- 
marks on the Y-axis simply because you measured height to the nearest centimeter. 
Tick-marks should be placed outside the data-space formed by the axes, not inside 
[4 (pp. 31, 33–35, 37, 40)].

The formatting and style of the graphs should be consistent across all your !g-
ures in the paper, insofar as possible. For example, if squares represent cases and 
circles represent controls in one of your !gures, do not reverse those symbols or use 
triangles for controls in another one of your !gures [2].

Finally, remember that your graph will be shrunk to !t the space allotted on the 
journal page – typically about a quarter page. Although most journals handle this 
production aspect, you should make all your numbers and marks large enough that 
they will remain legible when reduced for the printed journal page [17]. The easiest 
way to do this is to think about how much space the journal will probably allot your 
!gure [21 (pp. 104–111)], and then make your !gure at that scale from the outset. 
Numbers or words inside the !gure itself should often then be written a font size or 
two larger than you initially think is needed, to ensure their legibility.

High-quality graphs give power to your paper. Text, tables, and low-quality 
graphs tell your readers what you found, but high-quality graphs actually show your 
readers the evidence. They will get readers more engaged with your paper, because 
everyone likes to look at good !gures. So high-quality graphs may also increase the 
chances that journals will want to publish your article. It is always well worth the 
extra time to re#ect on your !gures and improve their visual quality.

18 Figures: Data Graphs
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Chapter 19
Figures: Photographs and Images

Medical research sometimes makes use of a variety of photographs or images: pho-
tographs of a patient or part of a patient, x-rays and other forms of radiography, 
MRIs, CT scans, nuclear medical imaging, ultrasound images, histology slides, 
other micrographs, gels, blots, etc. These kinds of !gures are generally quite engag-
ing for readers and can be quite convincing too. For those reasons, you should pres-
ent these kinds of !gures whenever available and sensible. However, you must also 
be quite careful and vigilant to not present these kinds of !gures in ways that could 
be viewed as misleading. Scienti!cally rigorous presentation of these kinds of !g-
ures has two aspects: unbiased selection of which images to present [1] and then not 
editing the images in ways that could be viewed as falsifying them [2–5].

With the exception of case reports or very small lab experiments, all research 
studies that collect photographs or other images will have far more images available 
than they can actually present. Consequently, !gures that present photographs or 
other images almost always present mere examples. The readers are then supposed 
to assume that that example shown in the !gure is representative of the other images 
that are not shown, unless the authors explicitly state otherwise. So photographs and 
images should be selected that are truly representative of the results generally 
obtained, (unless the purpose is precisely to illustrate an extreme or atypical case). 
It is biased and misleading to choose one of the best images (or images from the 
patients with the best outcomes) but then present it as “typical” or “representative”. 
The most scienti!cally rigorous approach is to use an image that illustrates the 
median from the study sample. If space is available for further examples, the images 
with the best and worst results can also be shown. If a pair of images is shown to 
illustrate pre-treatment versus post-treatment, then images should be selected from 
a patient with the median amount of improvement from pre-treatment to post- 
treatment. The legend should in any case state clearly how the images presented 
were selected from all that were available, (e.g., “The MRI in the !gure is from the 
patient with the median improvement on the main clinical outcome score.”) 
Photographs and images from patients who are not part of the study sample should 
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never be used, unless there are no such photograph or images from the study sam-
ple, in which case, the legend should make that clear.

If you are using a photograph of a patient (or even just a part of the patient), you 
must obtain written permission from that patient to use his or her photograph. For 
practical reasons, it is better to seek that permission from the outset, before spend-
ing time working on that !gure. The !gure must also mask the identity of the patient, 
so that people who know that patient would still not recognize him or her. Merely 
masking the eye region is no longer considered suf!cient in most cases [6].

Photographs and images are essentially raw data [3, 7, 8 (p. 21)], so they should 
not be edited in misleading or suspicious ways. Some graphic editing for clarity of 
presentation is acceptable and even preferable, but researchers are always at risk of 
wandering too far with such editing. Two important measures will protect you from 
accusations of falsifying your photographs or images. First, whatever editing you 
decide to do, document step by step what exactly you did. Anyone with access to your 
raw !les, your editing documentation, and the software you used, should be able to 
reproduce the exact image you submitted for publication. The documentation should 
be made available as a supplemental !le, so readers can check what visual editing you 
did on your !gures. Second, you should also make the raw !les of the unedited pho-
tographs or images available as a supplemental !le for your paper, so readers can see 
what that visual data looked like before you edited it [9]. If you are unable or unwill-
ing to make the original raw image available, then you should probably just not pub-
lish an edited version either. If the raw !le is a photograph of a patient, then use a 
version that masks the patient identity, instead of the purely raw !le.

With those two safeguards in place, it is entirely acceptable, even preferable, to 
perform some light visual editing on most photographs or images, to improve the 
clarity of presentation [2, 7]. All editing should take place in the TIFF !le format, 
using software designed for image editing; other !le formats or software programs 
will degrade the quality and accuracy of the images [3]. If two or more images are 
supposed to be compared to each other (e.g. experimental and control conditions, or 
pre-treatment vs. post-treatment), any editing they undergo should be equivalent for 
all images [3]. Files should be clearly labeled and well organized, so they do not get 
mixed up [5]. The !rst step of any editing is to make a copy of the original raw !le; 
the original raw !le should be retained untouched, while the editing is performed on 
a copy [3]. The next step is usually to crop the !le, in order to remove irrelevant 
margins and focus the image on the area of interest. Such cropping should not remove 
any areas containing potentially relevant or meaningful content; it should only 
remove irrelevant space, background, borders, or entirely unrelated content. The 
cropping should also not remove context that changes the interpretation of what 
remains in the image [3]. Next, it may be necessary to adjust the brightness, contrast, 
or color balance, if the raw image was not clear. This should only be done to improve 
visibility; it should not alter the meaning of the image. If signal intensity/brightness 
or color conveys meaning, then such adjustments should not be made. Such adjust-
ments of contrast or colors should never truncate the signal histograms of the original 
!le [3]. Further editing may be acceptable, depending on the speci!c type of imaging 
being presented and the expectations of specialists in your !eld. Details within the 
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image should never be cut out, erased, blurred, or otherwise modi!ed, nor should 
anything ever be pasted in, duplicated, collaged together, or otherwise inserted. Any 
editing that is performed should be applied uniformly to the entire image that will be 
presented, not to only details or parts of the image [2–4]. Labels or arrows may be 
added if they do not obscure relevant details of the image [8 (pp. 22, 27–29), 10], but 
it may sometimes be better to just place arrows in the X and Y margins of the image, 
and let the readers !nd their point of intersection on the image. If applicable, a scale 
bar should be added directly into the !gure (before any editing is performed), instead 
of stating the scale or magni!cation in the legend [3]. The !nal image submitted to 
the journal should be high resolution. If you zoom in to 1600%, the image should not 
become blurry or pixelated. If it does, the image resolution is too low and that !le 
should not be used. In that case, go back to the raw !le, which generally should have 
suf!cient resolution for zooming in 1600%. If it does not, your original image acqui-
sition was probably performed inadequately, but such issues of research methodol-
ogy and data collection are outside the scope of this book.

Photographs and images are very engaging for readers, and they can be quite con-
vincing. Researchers must be careful though to not select or present them in mislead-
ing ways. Legitimate visual editing can easily veer off into data falsi!cation, especially 
if it is performed by people with no special training in such editing, as if a scienti!c 
image was no different than a holiday snapshot. The best protection against such 
suspicions is to make the raw image available to readers in supplemental !les, along 
with meticulous step-by-step documentation of any editing that was performed.
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Chapter 20
Legends

Most researchers do not really know what to write in the legends for their tables or 
!gures. Often they write nearly nothing. Sometimes they repeat the corresponding 
part of the Methods. Sometimes they comment on the meaning of the results. All 
these approaches are wrong and should be avoided. Instead, the legends should 
clearly explain how to decipher the information in the table or !gure.

Legends for tables should start with a brief table title, which descriptively names 
the contents of the table (e.g. “Patient Characteristics”). The legend should then 
explain brie"y what information is presented there, if it is not obvious from the table 
itself. The legend should end by de!ning any abbreviations or measurement units 
used. The legend should not repeat the study methods or start discussing the results 
in the table. Also try to avoid using footnotes with the table, because they look clut-
tered, are dif!cult to read, and rarely say anything of any real interest.

Similarly, legends for !gures should start with a descriptive title that states 
clearly what the !gure presents (e.g. “Heart rate and blood pressure of the study 
groups over time”), in order to identify it. Then, the legend should explain all the 
visual elements of the !gure [1 (p. 59)]. Assume that your readers have never seen 
such a graph before, and explain simply to the readers what they are even looking 
at: what all the bars and dots actually represent. For example, do the whiskers on a 
box-plot represent the SD, the SEM, the 95% CI, the 5th and 95th centile, 2.5 SDs, 
the min/max, or something else? Do not belabor the explanation, but make sure no 
reader will sit there wondering, “What does that line there indicate?” The legend 
should enable the readers to translate all the visual elements of your graph into con-
cepts and numbers that they can think about further. Indeed, that is the main purpose 
of the legend. It is not necessary though to repeat anything clearly marked in the 
!gure itself.

Although many people will look at !gures and tables without reading the rest of 
the paper, the legends should not be written under the assumption that people are not 
reading the rest of the paper. If someone does not understand the !gures or tables 
correctly because he or she is not reading the full paper, then he or she has no one 
to blame but himself or herself. In particular, a !gure legend should not repeat or 
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elaborate on the methods; [1 (p. 58)] that information belongs in the Methods sec-
tion. Legends should be written for the people who are in the process of reading the 
full paper. Legends should not repeat information found elsewhere in the paper, 
because this makes them too long and tedious for all the good readers who are read-
ing the full paper.

Good legends enable the readers to make sense of the information being shown 
in the table or !gure. They do not consume the readers’ time and mental energy 
repeating information in the main text, nor do they provide additional information 
that is inconsistent with the main text. Good legends just quickly explain, at the 
most basic level, what is being shown. And then they stop, so the readers can look 
at the actual table or !gure instead.
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Chapter 21
Ethics of Scienti"c Writing

 Introduction
Scienti!c writing is the process of putting information and thinking into a !nal 
permanent report, so it can be read and used by other people. For any given research 
study, there are innumerable various ways to legitimately write that report (depend-
ing on what exactly the authors want to say and how). But readers expect that each 
journal paper corresponds appropriately to the research reported. The amount of 
writing published about a research study should correspond appropriately to the 
amount and value of the actual research performed, and the writing about that 
research should be original, scienti!c, and truthful. Ethical problems arise when-
ever there is a gross disconnection between the writing activity of the authors and 
the actual research they have done. So ethical scienti!c writing involves several 
issues: 1) avoiding plagiarism – the copying of someone else’s expressions or ideas, 
2) writing a report that is accurate and unbiased, 3) maintaining patient con!denti-
ality, 4) not writing too many papers from a research study  – so-called “salami 
publication”, and 5) not failing to actually write-up and publish a peer-reviewed 
journal paper about a completed study.

 No Plagiarism
Plagiarism is the copying of someone else’s expressions. Traditionally, it has been 
considered, along with fabrication and falsi!cation (discussed in chapter 11), as one 
of the three major forms of research misconduct [1–3]. (Recent scholarship on 
research misconduct has displaced that traditional triplet with more useful taxono-
mies [3–6], but plagiarism is still viewed as serious misconduct.) Plagiarism usually 
refers to copying texts written by someone else or “borrowing” their underlying 
ideas, but it can also refer to copying their graphs, images, or other forms of expres-
sion. Plagiarism is a serious offense, and it can be suf!cient grounds for retracting 
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a published article [1, 7, 8]. Indeed, it seems that a much greater portion of journals 
are explicitly concerned about plagiarism or duplicate publication than about data 
fabrication or falsi!cation [9], perhaps because the publishers of the journals view 
plagiarism and duplicate publication as infringing directly on their business 
interests.

In chapter 2, it was asserted that all research misconduct has one of three vices 
as its root cause: ignorance, laziness, or greed. This explanation is clearly applica-
ble to plagiarism. Some people (mostly students) plagiarize because they do not 
know it is serious misconduct or because they do not fully understand how to prop-
erly cite other works or otherwise avoid it [10 (pp. 191–192, 195)]. Other people 
(mostly early career researchers with poor motivations for being in research) are 
aware that they should not plagiarize but do it anyway, in order to reduce the amount 
of work they do to generate publications. And !nally some people (mostly well-
established researchers) plagiarize other people’s work (especially unpublished 
cutting-edge ideas) to try to grab more resources (especially grants) for themselves. 
Whatever the cause of plagiarism, the consequence is that whenever someone is 
plagiarizing, he or she is failing to contribute anything new and instead is just taking 
credit for someone else’s contributions. Plagiarism is essentially a form of theft of 
intellectual property  – and the social recognition and material rewards that are 
received for that intellectual property [10 (pp.  196, 197, 275–276), 11, 12]. 
Interestingly, disdain for plagiarists appears to be deeply rooted in human beings’ 
way of viewing the world; it is not something arti!cial !rst learned in the university. 
Clever studies have shown that children as young as 6  years old express less 
approval of “copy-cats” [13, 14].

It has sometimes been asserted that researchers who are not native speakers of 
English need to copy other people’s papers in order to express themselves in good 
English [15, 16]. That argument is pathetic rubbish [17]. Although it does usually 
require more time and effort to write in a foreign language than one’s native lan-
guage, that is no excuse for stealing someone else’s work. And there is no validity 
to anyone’s claims that they are less capable of originally expressing their own ideas 
and/or less capable of upholding high ethical standards, simply because they grew 
up speaking some language other than English. Au contraire, people who speak 
English as a second (or third or fourth or !fth) language are oftentimes more capa-
ble of expressing their own thoughts in their own words than are native speakers of 
English, because people who learn a second language become consciously aware of 
the medium of language that we all use to communicate our thoughts. (And for that 
reason among many others, everyone should learn at least one other non-native 
language.) Several people who were not native speakers of English became famous 
for literary works they wrote in English – Joseph Conrad, Joseph Brodsky, Jack 
Kerouac, Chinua Achebe, V.S. Naipaul, Arthur Koestler, Salman Rushdie, Kahlil 
Gibran, Vladimir Nabakov, and many others.

Never copy phrases or sentences from another source without citing that source. 
It is equally illegitimate to copy a sentence while replacing words with other syn-
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onyms to try to hide the copying. In that scenario, the plagiarist is still copying 
something that someone else wrote, and stealing credit for that person’s thoughts 
behind the speci!c word choices. When you are drafting your papers, look inside 
your own head, and !gure out what it is you want to say. If you need to, talk aloud 
to yourself or to someone else, to help you !gure out what you want to say. When 
you think you know what you want to say, type it – in your own words. If you !nd 
yourself getting stuck at the keyboard, make an audio recording of yourself talking 
(either to yourself or to someone else), and then type it later from the audio record-
ing. Don’t worry about how good it is. It is only a !rst draft. You can revise and edit 
it later.

If you can speak your own thoughts in English, you can also write your own 
thoughts in English, without plagiarizing someone else’s text. But if you !nd it 
dif!cult to express yourself in English as a foreign language, just write the !rst 
draft of your paper in your own native language. Then you can also publish it in a 
journal of your own native language. Or if you really want to publish your paper in 
English, you can translate it into English (or have someone else translate it for 
you). Indeed, you can even do both: publish your paper !rst in your own native 
language, and then publish a translation in English. Just be sure to tell the journal 
Editors when you submit the manuscripts about the other version in the other 
language.

When you do !nally have something written down, if you know someone else 
has already said something similar, put a citation to their work at the end of your 
sentence. However, there is probably no need to try to cite multiple “sources”, if you 
are writing something generic (e.g. “The study was designed as a randomized con-
trolled trial”) or if you are writing something that has already been said so many 
times that it has become common knowledge (e.g. “The limbic system regulates 
emotions”). But even in these cases, do not copy anything from a speci!c source; 
write what you want to say in your own words without using someone else’s text as 
a model.

If you need to use material from another work, charges of plagiarism can be 
avoided by citing the source that you are summarizing. If you are quoting the 
exact words that were written by someone else, you should put their copied words 
inside quotation marks and cite your sources in the references. Yet the use of such 
direct quotations is rare in medical science. Direct quotations are usually only 
used in medical science if: A) the source quoted is a higher authority (e.g. a gov-
ernment report or an of!cial document from a professional society) and conse-
quently it is important to use their exact wording, or B) the source text is being 
quoted in order to emphasize and discuss the way those original authors worded 
their ideas (e.g. disputing their way of talking about the topic). Otherwise, the 
preferred standard approach in medical science to cite someone else’s text is to 
summarize (or at least paraphrase) their text, without quotation marks, and cite 
the reference. Typically this means writing just one sentence to summarize an 
entire paper.
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 Completeness and Balance
Research reports must be accurate, complete, and reasonably balanced [18]. In 
other words, errors, omissions, or bias are not merely low-quality work, they are 
viewed as unethical, just as carelessly providing sub-standard care to patients 
would also be viewed as unethical, not merely as low-quality medical services 
[19]. If you feel unable to write a research report that is accurate, complete, and 
reasonably balanced, seek out further education and/or training before continuing 
with research. Accuracy can usually be achieved almost completely by double-
checking and triple- checking every detail of everything you do, and then checking 
it again a few more times, and then asking a few other people to do the same. 
Completeness is much easier to achieve – just do not intentionally exclude any-
thing that could be considered important. Writing a paper that is reasonably bal-
anced can be somewhat more dif!cult to judge. It does not require writing 
something that is neutral or agnostic about the topic. Researchers often have view-
points about their topics, and these are a valuable component of scienti!c progress. 
But writing reasonably balanced reports requires thinking seriously about other 
competing interpretations of your results and other viewpoints and arguments 
about the topic.

 Patient Con"dentiality
Your research report must maintain the con!dentiality of the patients’ identities 
and/or obtain their permission to publish the information, depending on the 
details of the content. Any photographs of a patient that might enable someone 
to identify him or her must be masked to the extent possible and require the 
patient’s written permission to publish. Published radiographic images should 
not contain the patient’s name or date of birth on them, as they often do in routine 
clinical practice. Case reports or other narrative accounts of a patient’s medical 
condition or treatment history usually also require the patient’s written consent 
to publish.

 Avoid Salami
Researchers are encouraged to avoid so-called “salami publication”, which evokes 
the image of slicing a stick of salami into thin layers. “Salami publication” refers to 
the practice of unnecessarily dividing up the results of a study into two or more 
papers, for the main purpose of publishing more papers from a !xed amount of 
results [20, 21]. The consequence is that each paper contains less substantial content 
and readers have less information if they do not obtain and read the other papers. 
There may often be legitimate reasons to publish more than one paper from a study 
[21, 22], especially for major studies or if the target audiences are very different: for 
example, a multinational randomized controlled trial on a new treatment might 
yield one paper on the clinical outcomes for care-providers and another on the 
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economic aspects for policy-makers. If instead the papers could be sensibly pub-
lished all together but the investigators simply want to get more publications out of 
the study, then they are engaging in salami publication. Salami publication is not 
inherently unethical, but it is discouraged as a self-interested low-quality approach 
to reporting research [23, 24]. Journals usually also view it as wasteful of their 
resources [20, 24, 25]. And if readers and journal Editors are not clearly informed 
about the related papers, then salami publication is deceptive and unethical [25]. 
(If researchers report substantially overlapping data in two or more manuscripts or 
papers, then what they are doing is not “salami publication”, but “redundant publi-
cation” – a more unethical issue discussed later in the chapter on the ethics of pub-
lication.) Although the term “salami publication” refers to publishing, the problem 
actually arises during the writing of a study (or even earlier during the planning of 
the writing). So whenever you are writing a !rst draft of your research, it is prefer-
able to pack as much of the results as sensible into just one paper. Do not try to 
divide up your results from the outset, unless there are clear justi!cations inherent 
in the contents. Always inform the readers and journal Editors of any other related 
publications or manuscripts in preparation.

 The Ethical Obligation to Write and Publish
Finally, if you conduct research, you have an ethical obligation to write it up and 
publish it. The ethical obligation to write up and publish the research is usually 
incurred because most researchers say they will conduct the research according to 
ethical guidelines and those guidelines usually state that the researchers are obliged 
to publish the research [18]. But in any case, the ethical obligation to write up and 
publish the research is essentially an implicit obligation or debt to the people (or the 
animals) that participated in the research and to the people who paid the costs of the 
research. Unless there is a scienti!cally legitimate explanation, failure to write up 
and publish a research study means that the efforts and risks of the participants (or 
the lives of animal subjects) and the funders’ !nancial resources have gone to waste 
[26–28]. Failure to publish the research would be a betrayal of their trust and 
support.

It does not matter if the results were negative or inconclusive. All research should 
be published, regardless of the results or conclusions, to prevent publication bias 
from distorting the overall sum of evidence available in the literature [29–32]. The 
only exception is when the research had problems that were suf!ciently substantial 
to render the results not publishable, from a scienti!c viewpoint.

“Publication” here means some kind of peer-reviewed report in an indexed jour-
nal, (or in some special cases in a book). The obligation to publish research is not 
ful!lled by publishing a conference abstract, self-posting a webpage or other inter-
net document, or publishing in a periodical that is not peer-reviewed and indexed. 
(Nonetheless, some of those actions might preclude subsequent publication at many 
peer-reviewed journals – especially if the copyright has already been transferred to 
a third party.) It is generally accepted that research conducted for an academic 
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degree need not be published beyond whatever the university requires, (though it 
remains questionable why not).

Unfortunately, many studies are never published, simply because the investiga-
tors run out of time, budget, and/or interest [33–36]. But those are not really ethi-
cally legitimate reasons to not write up and publish a study; they are more akin to 
poor excuses for leaving debts unpaid. Such researchers should not undertake any 
new research, until they have published all the valid data that they already have.

 Conclusion
The ethical issues that arise during the writing phase – plagiarism, incomplete or 
biased reporting, failure to maintain patient con!dentiality, “salami” publication, and 
non-publication are quite different from each other. Yet what they all have in common 
is disregard for the community of readers and failure to understand writing as a social 
service for that community. Think of it this way. Non-publication is a like a party 
guest who sits silently in a corner refusing to talk with anyone else. “Salami” publica-
tion is like someone who hogs the conversation by talking endlessly in detail about 
one small event. Incomplete or biased reporting is like someone who spins !sher-
man’s tales that lead people astray about what actually happened. And plagiarism is 
like someone who, instead of adding something new to the dinner conversation, 
merely repeats what someone else just said ten minutes ago. So when writing your 
papers, try to keep an image in mind of the readers for whom you are writing. Then 
remember that writing is a social service you are performing for those readers, to 
share your new knowledge with them. They want you to be a good conversationalist. 
Writing is not merely the task of typing words on a computer to !nish an assignment. 
Writing serves to communicate truthfully and socially with other human beings.
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Chapter 22
The Introduction

The Introduction is a crucial part of every paper for four reasons. First, the 
Introduction serves to draw the readers into the paper, gradually orienting them to 
what this paper is really about. Second, the Introduction serves to frame the research 
that will be presented later in the paper. In other words, the Introduction provides a 
set of issues and meanings that the authors implicitly ask the readers to consider 
when assessing and interpreting the actual data. Third, the Introduction makes it 
clear why this research is important to read about. Fourth, the Introduction lets the 
readers know whether the paper will be engaging or boring to read. If the Introduction 
is confusing or dull, the readers will assume that the rest of the paper is also. They 
will then switch to skimming mode or jump to the conclusion and then put the paper 
down.

Unfortunately, many researchers sabotage their paper by leaving the Introduction 
underdeveloped or poorly utilized. Often they only write one short muddled para-
graph, probably because they do not know what they should say in the Introduction. 
Most researchers seem unsure what to write in the Introduction, probably because 
there is comparatively little guidance about it in the literature and because general 
guidelines also provide rather thin information about the Introduction relative to 
other sections of the paper [1]. (Indeed, due to its empirical orientation, the scien-
ti!c community in general seems to have a weak conception of what the Introduction 
is really for.) Some medical researchers, realizing that the Introduction ought to say 
something, write a long historical background or a summary of all the existing lit-
erature on the topic, neither of which is appropriate or useful. The Introduction 
should not be a history lesson (e.g. all the different treatments for a disease since 
1883) and should not be a literature review of all past studies [2, 3].

Instead, the Introduction should lead the readers into the general topic, then lay 
out the set of speci!c problems that the scienti!c and/or healthcare community is 
trying to solve, and !nally present the study that the authors conducted. Thus, the 
Introduction should normally have a beginning, a middle, and an end. For full- 
length papers, these three sections are normally one paragraph each [4], though the 
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middle might be longer, as discussed below. For shorter reports, these three sections 
still exist but are usually condensed into a single paragraph.

The beginning of the Introduction (i.e. the !rst paragraph for full-length papers) 
presents an overview of the general topic. It should be written as if the reader is 
someone far outside the authors’ !elds and knows little to nothing about the topic of 
the paper, (yet without being too tedious or pedantic for people who are in the !eld). 
Typically this paragraph or passage quickly de!nes and characterizes the disease or 
condition that is being studied, in very basic terms. It often presents background 
information on its epidemiology or economic dimension. The beginning of the 
Introduction should avoid saying anything complex or specialized. In a sense, it 
serves as a fast warm-up paragraph that situates the readers and lets them get com-
fortable with the paper, especially readers from other backgrounds. Yet the !rst para-
graph is deceptively simple. Although it is written in a simple and clear way that 
anyone should be able to understand, the choices that the author makes about what 
exactly to say and how will have a profound in"uence on framing the rest of the paper 
and orienting the perspective of the readers. For example, an opening paragraph that 
matter-of-factly states the economic burden of treatment for a particular disease 
implicitly presents this economic dimension as a problem that needs to be addressed, 
and thereby creates a !nancial frame for all further information in the paper.

The middle of the Introduction (i.e. the second paragraph of full-length reports) 
serves to develop the speci!c issue(s) that this study will address. If the study is 
about a form of therapy, this paragraph or passage presents that therapy. If the paper 
is about some particular problem in medical care, this paragraph or passage explains 
what that problem is. If the paper is about some special group of patients, this para-
graph or passage explains who they are and what their issue is. Normally, an integral 
part of this development is to summarize the relevant scienti!c literature on the 
subject. But the literature should not be summarized merely for its own sake, one 
paper after another, (“So-and-so et al. found that….. Other-person and colleagues 
found that…. Etc.”) Instead, these passages should be explaining what the precise 
issue is, using citations and summaries of the literature to show that this speci!c 
issue really does exist and is not merely the authors’ own opinions and imagination. 
In other words, the focus should be on the medical or scienti!c contents of those 
publications, not on the research studies or the papers themselves. It should provide 
the readers with a succinct awareness of what is already known about the topic. 
Equally important, it should also highlight what key points remain unknown. Yet 
when describing what remains unknown, you should always be careful to !nd recent 
publications stating that those points do in fact remain unknown; otherwise, what-
ever you are claiming remains unknown might often only be due to your own unfa-
miliarity with the recent literature [5]. Indeed, many papers have been entirely 
super"uous – addressing questions that had already been answered repeatedly and 
better in the previously published literature [1, 5–7]. While presenting the speci!c 
issue of the paper, the second paragraph or passage should also be explaining why 
it matters. It should make it clear what the real world stakes are and why a research 
study was needed on this topic.

22 The Introduction
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As stated above, the Introduction always has a beginning, middle, and end, and 
three paragraphs is often suf!cient for the Introduction of a full-length research 
paper. It is entirely permissible though to write more paragraphs if needed. More 
paragraphs in the middle might be necessary if the speci!c issue of the paper is 
complex or if the paper has several subtopics. For example, if the paper is about a 
clinical trial of a new drug in a subpopulation of patients that is refractory to con-
ventional treatment, then it might be necessary to have three middle paragraphs 
instead of just one: one about the refractory subpopulation, another about the basic 
biological rationale underlying the novel therapy, and another about any previous 
clinical experience with this new drug. As can be seen in this example, these addi-
tional paragraphs would serve to lengthen the middle of the Introduction. If the 
Introduction is concise and coherent, the number of paragraphs does not matter; the 
three paragraph approach is simply a guide to ensure an adequate Introduction for 
full-length papers. Yet for research reports, it should never be necessary to use more 
than one paragraph for each the beginning and the end of the Introduction; it is only 
the middle that might need more.

The end of the Introduction (i.e. the last paragraph of a full-length report) serves 
to present the authors’ research study. This paragraph or passage is usually brief and 
simple. It should summarize the type of study succinctly and generally, to make it 
clear to the readers what the study was. It should also state the aim of the study (or 
the aim of this speci!c paper, if multiple papers are being written from the same 
study). The study aim should not be a description of the study itself, (e.g. “The aim 
of our research was to report the rate of surgical complications in obese patients.”) 
Instead, it should focus on the real world problem that you tried to illuminate, (e.g. 
“The aim of our research was to determine if obesity should be considered a relative 
contraindication to surgery for safety reasons.”) If you conducted an experimental 
(i.e. laboratory) study, then you might state the hypothesis here, but hypotheses 
(which are more speci!c than study aims and also formulated in more statistical 
terms) are usually better placed in the Methods [1]. The !nal paragraph might also 
state what the researchers expected to !nd, prior to starting the research. But the 
Introduction should never present a summary of the study !ndings. Regrettably, 
many papers (especially in the life sciences) do summarize their !ndings toward the 
end of the Introduction, but that is unnecessary, unscienti!c, and uncollegial. It is 
unnecessary, because the !ndings were already summarized in the Abstract, which 
the readers just read 5 minutes ago. It is unscienti!c to summarize the !ndings in the 
Introduction, because this amounts to presenting the study outcomes before the 
readers have had the chance to examine the methods and assess the evidence. Thus 
it is also uncollegial, because it asks the readers to simply believe the authors, rather 
than using their own scienti!c education and experience to assess the veracity of the 
new knowledge presented. For all these same reasons, the Introduction should also 
not state any conclusion [8]. The !nal paragraph of the Introduction should limit 
itself to summarizing the nature of the study and the aims of the paper. Need be, it 
may elaborate on these points, but it should not jump ahead to presenting results or 
conclusions [9].
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The study aims are in some sense the culmination of the Introduction. They truly 
do introduce the rest of the paper, by stating what the purpose or goal of the research 
was. The study aims should always be quite clear to the researchers, and furthermore 
special care should be given to formulating them. But strangely, many researchers 
write muddled study aims or too many of them, as if they were not really sure why 
they were doing their research. Every scienti!c paper should have one clear question 
that it aims to answer [2, 4, 9–11]. Although the study aim is normally formulated as 
a statement, not as a question, it should always be possible to say that the aim of the 
study was to provide an answer to the question “X”. That is why we do research – to 
!nd answers to questions we have. If your study aim cannot be reformulated as a 
question (or if it is uninteresting as a question), then something is wrong – probably 
you are trying to report data without really knowing why. Some papers try to state 
more than one study aim, but usually this re"ects a lack of mental focus by the 
authors more than a justi!ed need to report on multiple study aims in one paper. If 
you !nd yourself drafting more than two or three study aims, you are going astray – 
probably you are trying to present too many different results in the same paper or 
you are formulating your study aims in the wrong way. If you have two or three 
study aims, but one of them seems clearly more important to you than the other(s), 
then the most important one is your study aim. Any other “secondary” study aims 
are probably not really study aims; they are probably only descriptions of other 
aspects of your results that you want to report. “Secondary study aims” should be 
either clearly labeled as such or not mentioned at all. If instead, you have two or 
three study aims that all seem equally important to you, then you might be formulat-
ing your study aims too speci!cally. Try to write one single study aim that encom-
passes everything you are trying to say with your two or three study aims. If you 
cannot formulate a single overarching study aim, then your paper probably lacks 
suf!cient focus and unity. In that case, you would probably be better off writing two 
or three separate papers, each one focused on a speci!c question or aim. You should 
consider how the paper might be cut up into two or more papers, each with separate 
aims; (while still be careful to avoid “salami” publication). Of course, formulating a 
good study aim requires understanding why the research was actually conducted.

Many scientists are very good at the actual research that they do but not so good 
at understanding and explaining the relevance of the research they are doing. In 
other words, they know what they are doing, but they do not really know why they 
are doing it or why anyone outside their own specialty should care. Medicine exists 
to improve the health of real people, so medical research is always to some degree 
or other an applied science. Although medical researchers do experience scienti!c 
curiosity and pure wonder about the human body and health, ultimately all medical 
research is conducted to solve the problem of human illness. So when writing a 
paper, researchers should ask themselves, “What exactly is the speci!c (health) 
problem in the real world that this study tries to help solve?” Most researchers could 
probably !nd a good answer to this simple question, if they spent some time think-
ing about it. But because many researchers are engrossed in the technical or clinical 
details of their work and rarely stop to think about and discuss the larger context 
around their research, the relevance of their research often remains opaque to most 
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everyone else. So always take a step back from your research study, look at the 
larger real world, and ask yourself, “What exactly is the one problem that this study 
tries to help solve?” Writing a good Introduction requires thinking for awhile about 
something bigger than your own clinic or laboratory, something bigger than your 
numerical data. If the speci!c problem addressed by your research sounds unim-
portant to you, then your research has probably become too technically specialized 
or too academic [12–14]. Reading papers of public health or health policy may help 
to reopen your !eld of vision and see better where your research !ts into the big 
picture.

The Introduction as a whole should accomplish four goals. First, the Introduction 
should demonstrate command of the !eld of relevant scienti!c literature within 
which your paper is situated. Scienti!c medical research is mostly not an act of 
individual creative genius; it is a collective undertaking to build up knowledge piece 
by piece. Accordingly, each study must take into account what is already known 
about the subject and build logically upon that. Although the Discussion will also 
make use of the literature (in a slightly different way), the Introduction is the place 
where the authors provide an account of the state of scienti!c knowledge prior to 
their research and how that led logically to the research they conducted. Indeed, the 
Introduction should make it clear that the question addressed in the present study 
had not already been suf!ciently answered by past research, because super"uous 
research on living subjects is considered unethical [1]. If the Introduction fails to 
demonstrate command of the literature, readers will assume that the authors are not 
suf!ciently familiar with the scienti!c work that has already been done on the topic, 
nor with the current debates and interests of the scienti!c community. Reading a 
large number of papers relevant to your topic is the indispensable prerequisite to 
being able to write an Introduction that demonstrates command of the literature. But 
then the Introduction should be very selective, not comprehensive in the papers it 
cites. Citing many papers without clear reasons does not work well. And the goal of 
the Introduction is certainly not to just demonstrate that the authors have read the 
literature, like doctoral candidates trying to prove their erudition. The Introduction 
should make thoughtful choices about which previous papers are most relevant for 
presenting the current topic and the state of best evidence. Moreover, those papers 
should not be discussed in detail in the Introduction. They should be quickly cited 
as support for steps in your own thinking about what was known on the topic and 
what else still needed to be studied and why. Thus the Introduction as a whole 
should leave no doubt in the readers’ minds that the authors have read the relevant 
literature, thought seriously about it, and know how their study relates to the still 
unsolved issues.

Second, the Introduction as a whole should provide the readers with at least an 
approximate sense of how probable it was, prior to your study, that the research 
would yield positive evidence [15, 16]. For example, if your study was a clinical 
trial on medicine D for disease Q, the Introduction should provide the readers with 
some approximate sense of how probable it was that medicine D would be effective 
treatment for disease Q.  If your study hypothesized XYZ, then the Introduction 
should provide the readers with some approximate sense of how probable it was that 
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your study would support hypothesis XYZ.  If previous studies have already 
provided evidence on your speci!c treatment or hypothesis, it may be nearly suf-
!cient to summarize and synthesize their !ndings. Additionally, you would then 
just add another sentence stating how probable you felt it was that your study 
would also yield evidence supporting your form of treatment, hypothesis, or 
whatever. If there are no previous studies on the same treatment, hypothesis, or 
whatever, then you may need to provide more reasoning and explanations. For 
example, you might need to discuss the underlying biological basis for the treat-
ment or hypothesis you were testing and then state, numerically, how probable 
you felt it was that your research would support that new treatment or hypothe-
sis. If your study is not testing a speci!c treatment or hypothesis but instead is 
more broadly exploring a study aim, it should still be possible to have a sense of 
how likely it was to !nd or con!rm whatever you were exploring. Thus by the 
end of the Introduction, the readers should have some approximate sense – to 
about the nearest 10% – of how probable it was that your study would have posi-
tive !ndings, and why it was that probable (or improbable). Regrettably, only 
very rarely do medical scienti!c papers really ful!ll this goal so far, but doing 
this is epistemologically important for understanding how your results relate to 
and alter the prior state of knowledge.

Third, the Introduction as a whole should also elucidate what the relevance of 
the study is. It should explain how the study will shed light on the real world prob-
lem identi!ed by the authors. It should make it clear why the readers should care 
what the results were. If the authors do not make this chain of associations (real 
world problem – this study – future improvements), then it will remain dif!cult for 
most readers to fully understand why the study was done and what would be the 
relevance of the !ndings [17, 18 (pp. 45–48)]. Instead, the research will seem like 
an academic exercise that was done merely because the authors have a university 
job to conduct research on whatever obscure topics landed on their desks [2, 12, 
19, 20] or simply are trying to not “perish” [21, 22]. Your research does not need 
to be earth-shaking news, but whatever you are researching, you should be able to 
explain why it matters. This step is really a crucial part of writing a paper, because 
it will have major in"uence on journal Editors’ and peer reviewers’ assessment of 
the value of the paper [13, 14, 23–26]. One of the key questions that Editors and 
reviewers always ask themselves is: “How relevant is this paper?” The “relevance” 
of your research is how it will improve patient health (or save resources or other-
wise improve the world). Editors and peer reviewers want to know what difference 
each paper will make in the health of real people. They do not expect every paper 
to be a groundbreaking cure for cancer, but they do want to see how the paper will 
make some small improvement in a real world issue. If the authors do not eluci-
date the relevance of their research, it will remain opaque, and readers will feel 
that the paper is irrelevant. So you should always think clearly about the larger 
context surrounding your research and explain why your study is relevant to the 
real world.
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Fourth, the Introduction should get the readers engaged with the paper and put 
them in a favorable open-minded mood for reading the rest of the paper [27 
(pp. 32–33, 112)]. Providing a clear explanation of the paper’s topic and relevance, 
as described above, serves as the foundation for accomplishing this goal. Writing in 
a quick and simple style, as described below, also makes it easier for the readers to 
get engaged with the paper. Yet the Introduction should also convince the readers to 
take the authors’ viewpoint and listen openly to what will be said in the rest of the 
paper. Care must be taken to not put the readers in a defensive, oppositional, or 
close- minded mood already in the Introduction. One of the most common ways that 
happens is when the Introduction makes it seem that the authors either already had 
a conclusion in mind before doing the research or they now want to sell the readers 
on their conclusions. Introductions that reveal such bias by the authors make many 
people read the paper more critically and argue back in their minds every paragraph 
from the very start. Another common way of making readers oppositional already in 
the Introduction is to come across as pompous or arrogant. Again, that puts many 
readers in the mood of wanting to show that the authors are not as smart as they 
pretend, and thus it makes the readers more critical. The Introduction should avoid 
these kinds of effects, and instead it should convince the readers to read the paper 
cooperatively. An Introduction that is too brief and underdeveloped is a lost oppor-
tunity to get the readers more engaged and favorably disposed before revealing the 
methods and results.

The writing style of the Introduction should be comparatively simple and fast- 
"owing. It is less ponderous than the Discussion, (and of course it does not involve 
the technicalities, numbers, and details seen in the Methods and Results). Since the 
Introduction serves to present the background and rationale for the study, it is 
something that should be readily comprehensible to most anyone reading the 
paper. The Introduction achieves this comparative simple and fast-"owing style 
mainly be using shorter and less complex sentences. It minimizes the use of techni-
cal vocabulary and numbers when possible. It quickly summarizes and cites litera-
ture without belaboring what those past papers said. The use of !gures, tables, 
insert boxes, and so on is very rare but is acceptable if truly needed and relatively 
simple. Above all, the Introduction does not dwell for long on any one point or 
idea; each sentence moves forward to the next link in the chain of thinking. There 
should not be any useless or super"uous sentences that go astray on tangents or dig 
too deep into details. The Introduction should pursue a clear sequence of thoughts, 
one sentence after another. It should already be clear to you what that sequence of 
thoughts will be, if you carefully wrote an outline, (like you should have), as 
described in chapter 9.

In sum, the Introduction should not be written as a barrier wall that makes 
people stop reading the paper. It should be written in a style that quickly guides 
them into the paper and prepares them for what will follow. By the end of the 
Introduction, the readers should be engrossed in the paper and eager to read the 
rest of it.
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Chapter 23
The Methods

Many researchers do not put much thought and effort into writing the Methods sec-
tion, because they assume that most readers will skip over it anyway. While unfor-
tunately this is often the case, the Methods section is still important, because the 
people who do read it will use it to judge the quality of the research. For experimen-
tal research, they may even use it to try to verify the results by replicating the study. 
Above all, peer reviewers often scrutinize the Methods section to !nd "aws in the 
research that will require revision or justify rejection [1, 2]. If the Methods section 
is weak or confusing, readers will view the results as unreliable. And a sloppy or 
senseless Methods section re"ects sloppy or senseless research. So it is important to 
write the Methods section as rigorously as you conducted the actual research.

Ideally, you should draft the Methods section before you even start the research, 
as part of your study proposal or protocol. This will enable you to see clearly what 
your research will look like to the eyes of your readers. You should ask yourself 
what are the "aws, limitations, or shortcomings of this research. You should ask 
yourself how the methods could be improved. Is your study designed properly? Will 
your study have suf!cient statistical power? Are you using the best outcome mea-
sures to address your study questions? Is your statistical plan appropriate? And so 
on. You and your co-authors should spend time scrutinizing your draft of the 
Methods section in the study protocol and should do everything possible to improve 
your methodology before you start the research. The Methods section is really the 
only part of a paper that cannot be substantially improved after the research has 
been done, so it is the one part of the manuscript that must be done right from the 
outset to avoid unsolvable major criticisms from reviewers.

Nonetheless, when it is time to write your !nal paper, it is best to !rst write the 
Methods section anew, without looking at your earlier study protocol or proposal. 
If you merely copy your earlier study protocol or proposal, you may introduce 
errors into the paper, because the methods may have been altered since that earlier 
document was written (even though they should not have been). After you have a 
new !rst draft of your Methods section, you can compare it to your earlier study 
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protocol or proposal, to make sure you did not make any mistakes or omit impor-
tant information.

For full-length reports, most medical journals use a Methods section that is struc-
tured into subsections with subheadings. There are no absolute !xed rules about 
these subsections; you may choose whichever ones you need to present the relevant 
information on your study. Reporting guidelines are now available for most types of 
studies [3, 4], and those guidelines provide good indications about the most essen-
tial subsections of the Methods. It can also be helpful to look at several papers in 
your target journal with similar topics or designs, to see which subsections are in 
common use. Typically, a clinical paper might contain the following subsections: 
Ethics, Study Design, Subjects, Interventions (or “Treatment”), Outcome Measures, 
Statistical Analysis. Whichever subsections you use in the Methods, they should be 
presented in a logical order, which most often is their chronological sequence.

Thus the !rst subsection should be the one on Ethics, because of course none of 
the research should be done before the ethics have been squared away. Many papers 
omit the subsection on Ethics and simply throw this information in elsewhere or 
skip it altogether. But that is a sign of a low-quality Methods section. Most well-
written papers in high-quality journals will have a separate subsection on Ethics, so 
your papers should too. The Ethics subsection is usually brief and to the point. At a 
minimum, it should have one sentence on who (which Research Ethics Committee) 
approved the study or determined that it was exempt from review, including any 
date or number assigned to that decision [5]. If the study was registered in a study 
registry, the paper should state which registry, the date of registration, and the reg-
istration number; (if the Methods contains a “Reporting” subsection as described 
below, information about study registration is better placed there). If informed con-
sent was obtained from the study subjects, the Ethics subsection should state 
whether it was written or oral, and whether it was for participating in research or 
merely for the medical treatment. If any speci!c laws or ethical guidelines (such as 
the World Medical Organization’s Declaration of Helsinki [6]) were explicitly 
reread and followed by all members of the research team, that should also be stated 
[5]. You should not cite any such guidelines or laws that you did not really read, 
re"ect upon, and apply to your research.

Next, the Methods should have a subsection on the Study Design. Many papers 
omit this subsection too and simply throw this information in elsewhere. But again, 
that is a sign of a low-quality Methods section; most well-written papers will have 
a separate subsection for the Study Design, even if it is brief. This subsection should 
succinctly describe the design, using standard terminology (e.g. “prospective”, “ret-
rospective”, “multicenter”, “randomized”, “single-blind”, “cross-over”, cross- 
sectional”, “cohort study”, “survey”, “mouse model”, “pilot study”, and so on) [7].
The timepoints for follow-up data collection can be stated here in the subsection on 
Study Design, if that information is simple and does not require specifying which 
types of data were collected at which timepoints. Otherwise, it is probably better to 
explain that later in a subsection on Data Collection.

For clinical and observational studies, the Methods should also describe the 
study setting, so readers can determine how applicable the study is to their own 
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practice. The Study Setting subsection describes the kind of place where the research 
was conducted, in terms of the type of institution (e.g. “large university hospital”, 
“small outpatient clinic”), level of care (i.e. general population, primary care, sec-
ondary care, etc.), !nancial accessibility (i.e. public vs. private), and the kind of 
geographic region from which that institution draws its patients (e.g. “rural European 
town”, “large Asian city”, and so on) [8, 9].

As discussed in chapter 14 (“Statistics: Common Mistakes”), researchers should 
always perform a sample size estimate or power analysis prior to starting the 
research, in order to estimate how much data is actually needed. Regrettably, only a 
minority of studies actually do this, and most of them fail to report it. Without this 
information, it is dif!cult to know whether statistically non-signi!cant results are 
reliably negative or only re"ect an inadequate sample size. So if you performed a 
sample size estimate or power analysis (as you should have), then your Methods 
should have a subsection (e.g. “Sample Size Planning”) succinctly reporting those 
calculations [8, 9], especially if your main outcomes were not statistically signi!-
cant. This subsection would typically report your expectations for the main out-
comes, the resulting effect size sought, the α and β values used, and any adjustments 
to the target sample size to account for anticipated loss to follow-up or missing data. 
If no such power analysis was performed, then any information about the intended 
sample size may simply be reported in the subsection on Subjects. In any case, the 
Methods should not discuss the actual !nal sample size; (that belongs in the Results); 
the Methods should only discuss the intended minimum sample size. The Methods 
section should also not report any post hoc power calculations made from the actual 
data; those should be reported in the Results.

Next, there is normally a subsection on the Subjects. This subsection should 
explain clearly where, when, and how you recruited your subjects and the eligibility 
criteria for participation. Many researchers report here how many subjects were 
actually screened, excluded, and enrolled, and sometimes also their basic demo-
graphic characteristics such as sex and age, but all that is inappropriate for medical 
research. Any information that could not be known before the study was started 
should instead be presented in the Results (except for the selection of statistical 
tests, or other purely methodological decisions made after data collection) [5]. 
Instead, the Methods subsection for Subjects should focus on the methodological 
aspects: the eligibility criteria and the approach to recruiting [8–10]. If your paper 
reports an experimental study (on animals for example), then your study protocol 
probably did specify exactly how many subjects would be included and what their 
characteristics had to be. In that case, it is appropriate to report that information here 
in the Methods. But any further data that was determined only after selecting those 
subjects (animals or otherwise) should still be reported in the Results, not in the 
Methods.

The further types of subsections in the Methods become more variable here, 
depending on the topic and contents of the research. But most often the next subsec-
tion is about the “Treatment” or “Interventions”. This subsection should explain 
clearly but succinctly what you actually did (for example, the medical treatment you 
provided). If your interventions (or aspects of them) are already well-known among 
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practitioners, you should remain as brief as possible when summarize them. You do 
not need to explain at length anything that can be found in every introductory medi-
cal textbook; it is suf!cient to provide a very brief summary and citations to those 
textbooks or past papers. Nonetheless, your summary of any medical treatment 
should provide exact details on the dosage, frequency, means of administration, and 
so on, with suf!cient detail that someone else could provide the exact same treat-
ment. If other imaginable accompanying treatments were prohibited or permitted, 
you should state that too.

The “Outcome Measures” subsection should explain which kinds of data you 
collected and how you measured them. Try to use and prioritize direct outcome 
measures that are comprehensibly relevant to the patients themselves. Whenever 
possible, avoid or subordinate any indirect outcomes, i.e. surrogate variables or 
physiological measurements that are not directly experienced by the patients and 
thus are only relevant to healthcare professionals and researchers [11]. This subsec-
tion should make it clear how all the variables in the database were coded (or the 
units in which they were measured) [12, 13]. In prospective clinical trials, this sub-
section should specify which variable(s) was considered the main outcome vs. 
which were secondary outcomes [8]. If the variables were measured at multiple 
timepoints, the Methods should specify which timepoint was considered the main 
outcome. If you used questionnaires, you should provide a brief description of them 
(number of items, types of contents, types of answer possibilities, number of scales, 
possible score ranges, etc.) for readers who are not familiar with those instruments. 
You should also cite any relevant literature about the validation, translation, or sta-
tistical properties of those questionnaires. If your outcome measures involved rat-
ings by clinicians or other experts, you should specify what their quali!cations 
were, whether they were blinded to study conditions or purposes, and how disagree-
ments between them were resolved [8]. If applicable, you should also explain how 
harms were monitored and assessed [14, 15]; clinical trials may even need an entire 
separate subsection of the Methods for this.

Depending on the contents of your research, you might need further subsections 
on speci!c types of outcomes, such as “Radiological Imaging”, “Hematological 
Labwork”, “Genetic Analyses”, and so on. If so, these subsections should just 
describe which kinds of data were collected, how it was analyzed, and so on. 
Generally speaking, if some other specialist was involved in analyzing a particular 
kind of data, then you probably need a separate subsection in your Methods to 
explain those procedures. Indeed, those subsections are often drafted by those spe-
cialists who did that particular kind of data analysis. But again, there is no need to 
explain the details of well-established standard techniques that can be found in any 
medical textbook; it usually suf!ces to present brief summaries and references for 
those textbooks or previous papers.

Next, your paper might need a subsection on Data Collection. This could specify 
the timepoints at which different kinds of data were collected (e.g. the follow-up 
timepoints) and how the data were actually collected (e.g. paper forms, electronic 
questionnaires, nurses taking blood samples, etc.) Alternately or additionally, your 
paper might need a subsection on Database Preparation and/or Quality Control. 
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This subsection might specify how the data was entered into a database and how the 
dataset was checked for errors or audited for accuracy.

Finally, nearly all papers have a subsection on statistical analysis. This subsec-
tion should start by stating how missing data was handled (e.g. ignored, last obser-
vation carried forward, maximum likelihood estimation, multiple imputation, etc.), 
unless there was none [9, 16, 17]. Most researchers forget to do this, because they 
simply ignore missing data, which is surely the weakest way of dealing with miss-
ing data. If there was absolutely no missing data, that fact can be stated early in the 
Results somewhere. The “Statistical Analysis” subsection should then state which 
statistical tests you used and why you choose those tests (e.g. due to the types of 
variables being analyzed, the distribution of the data, etc.) Although many papers 
state the threshold p-value deemed statistically signi!cant, that is a practice that 
should be abandoned, as explained in chapter 14 (“Statistics: Common Mistakes”). 
If space permits, it is not irrelevant to state which software you used for the statisti-
cal analysis, because different programs do sometimes come to slightly different 
outputs depending on their models and ways of handling data. Readers may also 
want to feel reassured that you used reliable statistical software.

Although almost no one does this yet, the Methods section should often end with 
a subsection “Reporting”, placed after the subsection “Statistical Analysis”. This 
subsection should name and cite any reporting guidelines that were read and fol-
lowed (e.g. CONSORT). It should identify and cite any other publications or gray 
literature about the same study, such as trial registry entries, study protocols, confer-
ence abstracts, prior related publications, or translations; forthcoming publications 
should also be mentioned. Any other such information that is relevant to how the 
study has been written up and reported could also be placed in this subsection.

Researchers often wonder how much detail their Methods section needs, or what 
must be reported and what should be left out. One rough and dirty way to get an 
initial answer to this question is to just look at the word count of your Methods sec-
tion compared to the total word limit set by your target journal in their Instructions 
to Authors. If you Methods section is more than about one-third of the total word 
count limit, you are probably reporting too many details (or writing them too word-
ily). On the other end, if your Methods is less than about one-!fth of the total word 
count limit, you are probably either not providing enough detail or are omitting 
important kinds of information altogether. However, looking at the word count is 
merely a rough initial guide; what really matters is the contents of what you wrote 
compared to the expectations of the scienti!c community. In that regards, the expec-
tations are quite different, depending on whether your research was an experimental 
study versus a clinical or observational study.

Experimental studies aim to demonstrate causal relationships by showing that 
when someone does ABC under conditions LMN, the result is always 
XYZ. Experimental studies are not intended as descriptions of one-time real-world 
events that happened at a speci!c time and place. They are intended as timeless, 
placeless demonstrations of natural relationships between things, which can be 
repeated again and again, as often as anyone wants. Accordingly, an essential fea-
ture of experimental science is that other research teams must be able to repeat the 
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same experiment at another time and place and obtain the same results, in order to 
verify the causal relationships. If they repeat the experiment but obtain different 
results, this is usually suf!cient to invalidate the earlier study, or at least throw it 
into question. So if you are reporting an experimental study, you must report enough 
details of your Methods that another research group will obtain the same (or at least 
consistent) results if they replicate your research. If another research group cannot 
repeat your research because they are not sure what exactly you did, or if they obtain 
contradictory results because they had to guess about some details of your research, 
then your paper did not report enough details about its methods. The irreproduc-
ibility of vast amounts of experimental research has recently been recognized as a 
major problem in the life sciences [18–21]. So if you are reporting an experimental 
study, ask a few colleagues (who were not involved in your research) to read your 
Methods section and tell you if they believe they could repeat your experiment 
exactly enough to obtain the same results. If they do not believe they could, add the 
details that they say are lacking.

Clinical and observational studies, by contrast, follow different epistemological 
principles. They are studies conducted at a single speci!c time in history and a sin-
gle speci!c place in the real world. No one will ever attempt to replicate them 
exactly. It would be impossible to control all the confounding variables in the real 
world anyway, so it would be futile to aim for such reproducibility in the clinical, 
health, and social sciences, as we do in the experimental sciences. Even if someone 
attempts to repeat a study but obtains contradictory results, this does not disprove 
the earlier study, the way it would for an experimental study. In clinical and obser-
vational research, evidence merely piles up, even if it is inconsistent or contradic-
tory. Whereas the experimental sciences use replication in an attempt to obtain 
consistent results that demonstrate some inherent law of nature, the clinical, health, 
and social sciences instead use metanalysis and other forms of evidence synthesis to 
try to obtain a relatively reliable understanding of the way the human world usually 
works. Accordingly, there is no need in the clinical and health sciences to report all 
the nitty-gritty details of what exactly you did and how, because no one is ever going 
to try to repeat your research exactly and no one is interested in reading every last 
banal detail of how you did everything. But at a minimum, readers do need to know 
all the essential methodological features that might have had a noteworthy in"uence 
on your results or their meaning. So you should present your methods in enough 
detail that readers can understand what you did and can assess the validity of your 
results. If certain details about the methods would not really change your results or 
their meaning, then those details are probably irrelevant and should be skipped. 
Furthermore, your Methods section should report all the details that anyone would 
need to know if they wanted to include your research into a systematic review, meta-
analysis, or other form of evidence synthesis and grade the methodological quality 
of your evidence [22]. So look at recent systematic reviews and metaanalyses in 
your area, and try to see which kinds of methodological information they examined, 
and what complaints they made about inadequate reporting. In sum, experimental 
studies need to report enough methodological detail to be reproducible, while clini-
cal studies need to report enough methodological detail to be synthesizable. And 
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both modes of research need to provide enough information about the methods that 
the readers can assess the validity and meaning of the results reported. But anything 
beyond that is unnecessary clutter that does not belong in a journal paper.

Regardless of whether you are reporting experimental or clinical research, if part 
of the methodology you used has been presented in an earlier publication, you can 
and should refer readers back to that earlier publication for the full explanation. 
Then you should present just a brief summary of those methods, so readers will not 
be lost if they do not read that earlier publication. If a study protocol is available 
somewhere, the paper should explicitly tell readers where they can access that pro-
tocol [8]. If the methods reported in the paper differ from the study protocol, the 
differences should be explained in the paper [8].

In the Methods section you can also present brief justi!cations and explanations. 
If you choose to do things one way rather than another, you should probably explain 
why you made that choice, especially if many researchers would have done it 
another way. If you used questionnaires, you should always brie"y describe and 
explain them, because readers cannot be expected to be suf!ciently familiar with all 
the hundreds of questionnaires that exist. If you used uncommon statistical meth-
ods, it is helpful to brie"y explain and/or justify them, rather than expecting the 
readers to go consult a textbook of statistics or remain in the dark. Nonetheless, the 
Methods section is not the place to provide long defenses of your methodology, 
especially if you used suboptimal methods that reduce the validity of your results. 
That kind of longer defense of your Methods belongs in the Discussion section. 
Ideally, it is avoided altogether by improving your methods before you even start the 
research.

The Methods section is normally written in a matter-of-fact technical style. Its 
most characteristic feature is that it is usually written in the passive voice with the 
object of the action being the subject of the sentence (e.g. “The patients were ran-
domly assigned to three study conditions” or “The test-tubes were centrifuged for 
two minutes”), not in the active voice with the subject of the action being the subject 
of the sentence (e.g. “We randomly assigned the patients to three study conditions” 
or “We centrifuged the test-tubes for two minutes”). Elsewhere, the passive voice is 
not preferable, but the rationale for using it in the Methods section is to put the read-
ers’ attention on what was actually done (e.g. “randomly assigned” or “centri-
fuged”) and the objects to which it was done (e.g. “patients” or “test-tubes”), rather 
than on the doer (e.g. “We”). If you have a reason why you want to use the active 
voice in a speci!c sentence, you may, (e.g. to put the emphasis on why you chose to 
do something one way rather than another). Otherwise, just stick to the convention 
of using the passive voice in the Methods. Aside from that, the Methods section is 
written in a plain and simple way. Its goal is to transmit essential technical informa-
tion, including all necessary details. The best way to do that is to state the informa-
tion as directly and precisely as possible, without any unnecessary embellishment or 
complexity.

Overall, your Methods section should convince the readers that you have done 
rigorous research and that your results are reliable. That depends mainly on actually 
doing high-quality research in the !rst place, (which in turn depends on thoroughly 
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thinking through everything that you will have to report later in your Methods sec-
tion). But once the research is done, convincing readers that your results are reliable 
depends on writing up a rigorous Methods section. That requires presenting all the 
relevant technical details, concisely, in a logical order, without any additional "uff 
or useless information. If you do that, then readers will read your Results section 
with con!dence that your !ndings are reliable.
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Chapter 24
The Results

It seems that most researchers are already convinced that the Results section is an 
especially important part of their paper. After all, it is the part where they talk the 
most about their own work and the least about anything else, so it must be the most 
important part. Accordingly, many researchers simply present whatever they feel is 
interesting, in the way they feel is best. But the reality is a little bit different, requir-
ing a bit more humility and social awareness. The Results section is indeed the only 
part of the paper where you are providing truly new information that no one else 
already knows, and therefore your Result section is increasing the amount of knowl-
edge available to the scienti!c and healthcare communities. But if the Results sec-
tion is somewhat more important than the other sections, the real reason is because 
the Results section is where most readers will form their judgment about what this 
particular paper adds to the existing body of knowledge already available in the 
scienti!c literature. Thus although you are the expert in your Results section, your 
role is more akin to that of an expert witness in a court trial, while the readers are 
the jury who may or may not give weight to your evidence. So it is crucial to write 
your Results section in a way that is clear, focused, comprehensible, and compelling 
for the readers.

To help you in that regards, most medical journals use a Results section that is 
structured into subsections with subheadings. There are no absolute !xed rules 
about these subsections; you may choose whichever ones you need to present the 
relevant information on your study. Reporting guidelines are now available for most 
types of studies [1, 2], and those guidelines provide some indications about impor-
tant subsections of the Results. It can also be helpful to look at several papers in 
your target journal with similar topics or designs, to see which subsections are in 
common use. Typically, a clinical study might contain the following subsections: 
Data Collection, Study Sample, Main Outcomes, Secondary Outcomes, Harms. 
Whichever subsections you use, they should be presented in a logical order.

The very !rst subsection should be a brief presentation of the data completeness 
and accuracy. For a clinical trial, this would start with information about the num-
ber of patients screened, enrolled, assigned, treated, and then seen at follow-up [3]. 
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A "owchart can be helpful if this information involves more than a half-dozen or so 
numbers [3–7]. If possible, present a brief analysis of whether excluded and/or non- 
participating subjects differed demographically or clinically from subjects enrolled 
in the study. Studies that were not clinical trials usually have some kind of analo-
gous information to present on the number of subjects or the amount of data col-
lected. Above all, this subsection should make it clear how much missing data there 
was, due to loss to follow-up, subjects not answering items on questionnaires, radio-
graphic imaging not always being done, or whatever else. If the rate of missing data 
is high (say >10%), there should be an analysis of whether the data was missing at 
random or whether subjects with incomplete data (e.g. “drop-outs” in a longitudinal 
study) differed from subjects with complete data (in terms of demographic or clini-
cal characteristics) [8–12]. All this information can normally just be presented in the 
text itself. This subsection of the Results might also provide a brief analysis of data 
accuracy, if needed. This might be an assessment of the accuracy of a new measur-
ing device you used or an analysis of how often two radiologists rated the study 
x-rays in agreement. Alternately, such statistics of data accuracy might be presented 
at the start of the subsection of the Results where that data is actually presented (e.g. 
a statistical analysis of how often two radiologists’ ratings of x-rays agreed could be 
presented at the start of the subsection on radiographic outcomes). This “Data 
Collection” subsection of the Results is essential, because it enables readers to 
understand the completeness and accuracy of the database underlying the rest of the 
results they will see. Unfortunately, many researchers completely skip this subsec-
tion, due to lack of awareness. This lowers the quality of their papers.

Next, in the subsection “Study Sample” (or “Subjects” or “Patients”) characterize 
your study sample as best you can. Your study’s results may not apply equally to 
everyone in the world. Readers need to form a sense of who your study sample was, 
so they can assess how applicable your results would be to their patients [3]. Start by 
presenting the demographic characteristics of the study subjects: sex (not “gender” 
[13]), age, ethnicity, education level, employment, socioeconomic status, etc. You 
should present not only means or medians but also an indication of the data spread 
(standard deviation, range, interquartile range, etc.), because many people are not 
exactly an “average” person. Then continue with the relevant baseline clinical or 
health characteristics. Again, the goal is to give the readers a clear picture of who 
your study sample was, medically, at the start of your study. The characterization of 
the study sample is normally presented in a table because it is far from the most 
important information and because readers usually want to know the exact numbers 
for this information. If you are comparing the baseline variables of two or more 
study groups, you should never make the commonplace mistake of reporting p-val-
ues for those differences [3, 5, 14–16, 17 (pp. 461–462)], because dissimilar groups 
will have statistically non-signi!cant p-values in small studies while adequately 
similar groups may have statistically signi!cant p-values in studies with large sam-
ple sizes [14]. Moreover, the p-value, even if it was reliable, would be irrelevant, 
because the difference between your two study groups really did exist in your study, 
regardless of whether or not that difference would be found in the larger population 
from which your sample was drawn. In other words, there is no meaningful null 
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hypothesis here for which to calculate a p-value. Instead, you should simply com-
pare the results of the baseline characteristics themselves and decide whether the 
magnitude of the difference between the two groups is meaningful or not [14]. If it 
is meaningful, you may need to control for that variable in your further statistical 
analysis of the study outcomes. Although rarely done, what is surely more important 
than comparing the study groups to each other is comparing the entire study sample, 
at least qualitatively, to the general patient population they supposedly represent. 
Thus if you notice that your study sample differs demographically from the usual 
patient population (e.g. the median age is a generation higher in your study sample 
than in the general patient population for that condition), then you should point this 
out during the characterization of your study sample (or address it in the Discussion).

Then you come to the major subsection of your Results: the “Main Outcomes” of 
your study. As mentioned earlier, you should choose the results that will address the 
study aims and questions you stated in the Introduction. The worst mistake anyone 
can make in the Results section is to do a “data dump”. This occurs when research-
ers present lots of data, !gures, tables, and statistical calculations without adequate 
reasoning and selectivity about what to present and what not to present. Chose the 
!ndings you need to address your paper’s aims, and save the rest of your numbers 
and statistical analyses for some other paper or lecture [18]. Similarly, the Results 
section should put the main focus on the results that respond to the question(s) that 
the study was designed to answer, regardless of whether those results were positive 
or negative, and regardless of whether they were statistically signi!cant or not. The 
Results section should not switch its main focus to some other set of !ndings simply 
because they had lower p-values [3]. If at all possible, it is best to present your main 
results as !gures, because most readers will give more time and attention to !gures 
and are more likely to remember information in !gures.

All but the most experienced research teams usually have a particular shortcom-
ing in the presentation of their main outcomes: they rush on to something else too 
soon. It is usually possible to dwell on your main outcomes longer, in the sense of 
providing further supplementary statistical analysis of the same data. For example, 
in a clinical study comparing two treatments, researchers would typically present a 
!gure showing their main clinical outcome results for the two study groups at base-
line and follow-up. And that is !ne. Regrettably, most researchers would then just 
move on to showing !gures or tables for the other secondary outcomes from their 
study, but rushing onwards is usually suboptimal. If the study is mainly about that 
main clinical outcome and that main clinical outcome data is what will answer the 
study aims, then it is often sensible to spend more time analyzing that data, and 
reporting more statistics about it, rather than rushing to report the basic results of 
some other less important study variable. Returning to the example of a clinical 
study, the !gure just mentioned would provide only a rough sense of the magnitude 
of the treatment effect size, and it certainly does not provide a 95% CI for that treat-
ment effect. So those numbers can and should be calculated and reported in the text 
[3, 19]. Similarly, calculating the number needed to treat (NNT) might help readers 
interpret the practical implications of the main outcomes shown in the !gure [19–
22, 23 (pp. 108–109)]. It might also be useful to present alternative analyses, for 
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example, how much would that main outcome change if we assumed that none of 
the 8% of patients lost to follow-up had any bene!t from treatment? Running a 
regression analysis on the main outcome is almost always highly informative, 
assuming the sample size is large enough to support such an analysis. If your main 
results were not statistically signi!cant, you should calculate and report a post hoc 
power analysis [24–26], to assess how conclusive or inconclusive your !ndings are, 
though this should usually be presented in its own separate subsection. (Although 
con!dence intervals also give a sense of this [27], a post hoc power analysis is more 
explicit and informative for most readers.) These are just a few hypothetical exam-
ples; the speci!cs will depend on the topic of your study and the kind of main out-
comes data available. But the general point is that it is often possible to run additional 
meaningful statistical tests on your same main outcome data, in addition to your 
basic presentation of that result. Chosen thoughtfully, those additional analyses will 
help you and your readers dig deeper into your main outcome and understand it bet-
ter. Lingering on your main outcome will also help ensure that it remains central in 
your readers’ minds.

After your main outcomes, you should present your relevant secondary out-
comes. Certainly this would include any secondary measures directly related to 
your main topic. In clinical trials, there might also be subsections on radiographic 
!ndings, results of laboratory tests (bloodwork, genetics, histology, etc.), quality- 
of- life measures, patient satisfaction, etc., if these were not the main focus of the 
study. It might also include deeper analysis or modeling of the data to understand 
what is happening, for example through regression analysis. You can also present 
other results that are important to know even though not directly related to your 
main themes. If you found anything unusual or unexpected, you can include it here 
toward the end of your Results, though it may be better to save it for another paper 
or try to con!rm it in further research. There might also be subgroup analyses, but 
caution is needed in presenting these. Generally, subgroup analyses should only be 
performed and presented if they were planned in the study protocol and are reported 
according to guidelines [28]. Unplanned subgroup analyses are unreliable and 
should be avoided [3, 16, 17 (pp. 466–467), 23 (pp. 123–124), 28–31]. If you found 
something interesting from an unplanned subgroup analysis, it is probably best to 
save it to use as the basis for your next study. All these different kinds of secondary 
results should each be presented in their own separate subsections, not all lumped 
together. They should be presented in a logical order. And take care that you do not 
bury your main results underneath too many secondary or tangential !ndings. On 
the contrary, secondary results should work to support and further develop the main 
themes of the paper as expressed by the study aims and main outcomes. Secondary 
outcomes that have no clear relation to the study aims should perhaps be dropped 
(or dumped into a supplemental !le). Secondary outcomes might be presented in 
!gures, tables, and/or text, depending on which is most suitable to each result and 
how important that result is in the overall paper.

Last but not least, you certainly must report on any harms that were observed. 
These should be descriptively named (e.g. “tension headaches”, “nausea”, “cardiac 
arrhythmia”), and their duration should be speci!ed. They can also be graded as 
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“mild”, “moderate”, or “severe”, and also speci!ed as “treatment-related” or prob-
ably not [32, 33]. But if these judgments are made, then explanations should be 
provided (in the Methods) about how they were made and by whom. What you then 
did to treat these harms is usually not really relevant, especially if that treatment was 
standard procedure for such a harm; what matters is the description of the harm 
itself, so patients and other healthcare providers are aware of the risks. If there were 
more than say about a half-dozen harms, then it is probably best to present them in 
a table. If such a table would take up more than a page, you might simply summa-
rize the frequency of various types of harms (by organ system or severity or 
treatment- relation) and offer the readers more details upon request or in an internet-
only supplemental !le. But failure to report at all on known harms (or reporting 
them in an overly vague way) is a form of falsi!cation of the results, which can 
endanger future patients, and thus is serious research misconduct. So reports of 
clinical studies should always have a subsection on harms.

There are two things that should not be done anywhere in the Results section: 
repeating the methods or discussing the results. Unfortunately some researchers 
sometimes do one or both of those. Reread your Results section. If you have sum-
marized what you did anywhere, delete it or move it up to the Methods section. If 
you have commented on your Results or started discussing them, cut those passages 
out or move them down to the Discussion.

Many medical papers present results of advanced level statistical analysis with-
out any explanation of how to understand them. Many authors do this without 
awareness; others do it to show off how smart they are (or believe they are). In any 
case, this is always a serious mistake and unscienti!c. The goal of a scienti!c paper 
is to increase the readers’ understanding of the topic. Statistical results that are too 
advanced or unfamiliar for the readers will probably not be understood by them, 
unless clear and simple explanations are provided. In most cases, those readers will 
simply skip over those parts of the paper and feel confused. So any paper that pres-
ents statistical results that are too advanced or unfamiliar for the typical readers of 
that journal, without providing further explanations, does not ful!ll the goal of a 
scienti!c paper. Therefore, if you are presenting results from any kind of advanced 
or unusual statistical technique, you should present the results twice: !rst, present 
them in the usual form that other advanced researchers would expect for presenta-
tion of those results, and then present and explain them again in basic layperson 
terms that any second-year university student could comprehend [18]. When doing 
this, care must be taken to only restate and explain the results in simple terms, and 
not to veer off into interpreting the results or commenting on them. If you cannot 
explain your results in a way that any student can understand, then you probably do 
not suf!ciently understand them yourself. Scienti!c truth is always clear and sim-
ple, never complex and muddled.

So for example, if you performed a multivariable logistic regression to assess if 
the likelihood of having a reoperation depended on patient age, sex, and body mass 
index (BMI), then you might normally present the main results as follows. “In the 
multivariable logistic regression analysis, the likelihood of having a reoperation 
depended on patient age (OR=1.04, 95% CI: 1.02 to 1.07, p=0.002) and sex 
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(OR=0.5, 95% CI: 0.2 to 0.9, p=0.04) but not on BMI (OR=0.8, 95% CI: 0.4 to 1.8, 
p=0.6).” Yet even in this somewhat simpli!ed or minimal form, it would be reason-
able to suspect that many readers of medical journals would not understand that 
sentence well enough to explain what exactly it all meant. So it would be sensible 
to provide further explanation, such as with the following sentences. “In other 
words, for each additional year of age, a patient’s odds of having a reoperation rose 
cumulatively by 4% (i.e. OR=1.04), thus a likelihood of reoperation about 48% 
higher for patients a decade older (1.0410). Compared to men, women had half the 
odds of having a reoperation (OR=0.5), though in the larger patient population from 
which our study sample was drawn, women’s odds of reoperation may have been, 
with 95% con!dence, anywhere from 20% to 90% the odds of reoperation for men 
(95% CI: 0.2 to 0.9).” Notice that the explanations are selected in such a way to 
focus the readers’ attention on the key !ndings and make those comprehensible, 
while simultaneous serving as a model to decipher other parts. If results need more 
explanations than would be sensible in the text, then it is preferable to present the 
results in a table and use the table legend to explain in detail how to understand 
those results.

So how do you decide if some result you are reporting is “advanced” or “unusual” 
and needs this kind of accompanying explanation? Well, it is worth keeping in mind 
that most readers of medical journals are not researchers; they are practicing health-
care professionals, with little or no formal training in statistical analysis [34]. 
Accordingly, almost everything beyond basic descriptive statistics might potentially 
need further explanation in plain English. Even if readers do already have some 
understanding of the results when reported in the standard style of researchers and 
statisticians, most readers will appreciate the support of hearing the results explained 
again in everyday language. Yet readers’ lack of familiarity with a particular method 
or technique is never a reason to avoid using that method or technique. The choice 
of techniques should depend only on what is methodologically most appropriate 
and valid.

Aside from the foregoing, all the information in the Results should be written 
succinctly. Many researchers make the mistake of talking too much in the Results 
section. Just show your results and get on with it. There is no need to belabor the 
Results section, (except for providing clear explanations, as described above). In 
fact, if you present your data well (in !gures and tables), there is usually little need 
to say much more. Your Results section can become very short and easy to read. In 
other words, let your results speak for themselves, and cut out any unnecessary "uff 
and chatter.

There is a tiny but frequent error in reporting numbers that must be diligently 
avoided: many researchers report their !ndings with too many decimal places. 
Most readers will not take in more decimal places than are relevant for under-
standing the meaning of the results. But it is mentally taxing for readers to round 
off numbers themselves. For example, if someone writes that the patients’ mean 
body weight was 74.875 kg, most readers will simply register that the mean body 
weight was 75 kg. Therefore, round off all your numbers to the maximum number 
of digits that remains meaningful (here: 75 kg), so readers can actually read your 
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paper [17 (pp.  18, 487–488), 23 (pp.  58–60), 35–37]. Nonetheless, your data 
should always be measured and recorded as precisely as possible [23 (p. 314)], 
and statistical analysis should then be performed to as many decimal places as 
possible. Only at the last minute – when writing up results in the paper – should 
the numbers be rounded off to the appropriate number of signi!cant digits. 
Rounding off should never be performed earlier, neither during the research, nor 
during the statistical analysis [17 (pp. 17–18)]. But at this !nal stage of the write-
up, the results should always be rounded off appropriately; results should never be 
reported to more signi!cant digits than needed.

The contents and form of the Results section depends substantially on how the 
statistical analysis was performed, so the earlier chapters about statistical analysis 
contain a large amount of information that is relevant to the write-up of the Results 
section. Nonetheless, the following basic point is worth repeating here, because it 
applies to almost all medical research. Whenever you report a p-value, be sure to 
report the actual result to which that p-value refers and also a con!dence interval 
(usually the 95% CI) for that result [14, 38–42]. Furthermore, avoid interpreting the 
results as “signi!cant” vs. “non-signi!cant” in the Results section; instead, just 
report the numbers themselves, and save your interpretations about statistical sig-
ni!cance for the Discussion.

Ideally, you want your Results section to be compelling. (Even if your results are 
negative, you still want them to be compelling. For example, if your research found 
that NewDrug does not work, then you want your results to convincingly show that 
NewDrug does not work.) So what makes results compelling? The main character-
istic of compelling results is beyond your in"uence: strong results (e.g. large, clini-
cally meaningful effect sizes) with undeniable statistical signi!cance [43]. But four 
other features of compelling results depend largely on your efforts. First, your anal-
ysis must be rigorous. You must select the right statistical methods, apply them 
purposefully, and report the right details that demonstrate that you know what you 
are doing. If you feel unsure about the statistical analysis you are doing, seek sup-
port from a statistician, because even readers who themselves do not have a strong 
understanding of statistics will notice if your analysis was amateurish. In particular, 
although most readers do not appreciate it, 95% CIs that are narrow enough that the 
conclusions would not change if the results were anywhere else inside that CI 
should make the results much more compelling. Second, strive for a sparse presen-
tation of your results without any "uff or chatter. Although some surrounding text is 
useful to describe what you are presenting or explain it to non-statisticians, try to 
keep the text minimal, so the readers can focus on the results themselves. Third but 
very importantly, clear !gures are often what makes results compelling, especially 
when they make distinct patterns in the raw data undeniably visible. If you can show 
clear and meaningful patterns in your raw data, it is dif!cult for readers to ignore or 
refute that, and often they will not want to anyway. So it is always worth the extra 
effort to think about how you could present your main results in the !gures. Fourth 
and most importantly, if you want your results to be compelling, there must be a 
logical selection and presentation of your results. Behind each result you present, 
there must be a clear reason why you are presenting that result, in that form, at that 
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point in the paper. The Results section should never be a thoughtless and disorga-
nized dump of !ndings [18]. There should be an underlying silent rational for what 
is presented in the Results, when, and how. So altogether, if you re"ect carefully on 
these four features, your results should become as clear and convincing as they can 
be. And if your results are compelling, you will be in a strong position to in"uence 
your readers’ thinking on the topic during the Discussion.
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Chapter 25
The Discussion

The Discussion is probably the most important part of the main text of research 
papers, because it serves three crucial functions. First, the Discussion provides 
another opportunity (along with the Introduction) to de!ne some important issue in 
medicine that people really need to learn something new about. Second, this is the 
place where researchers can provide an interpretation of the meaning of their data, 
as it relates to the study questions or aims. Third and most importantly, the 
Discussion is your main opportunity to actually in"uence the way readers think 
about something or the way they do something. Unfortunately, the Discussion is 
also the section that most researchers have the most dif!culty knowing what they 
should write, or not.

When researchers do not know what they really should say in the Discussion, 
they commonly take one of the three following approaches, all of which are major 
blunders. One of these three blunders is that they merely repeat the Results section 
in some other words. There is never any need for this – if you reported your results 
in the Results section, you do not need to repeat them in the Discussion section. In 
the Discussion section, you should comment on the meaning of your results. The 
results rarely speak for themselves. They require interpretive commentary to acquire 
meaning for the readers. And explaining the meaning of the results de!nitely 
requires much more than repeating numbers and !gures in words. It requires saying 
something additional that is not already apparent in the Results section itself. 
Another major blunder researchers commonly make is to launch into a review of all 
the literature (“So-and-so et al. reported that… Other-person and colleagues found 
that… Etc.”). The Discussion section should never be a literature review, and the 
readers do not need a summary of all past studies, one after another, with no ratio-
nale for their presentation. The Discussion can and should use past studies to sup-
port its exposition on the topic under discussion. It may compare the results to those 
of closely similar studies. But the Discussion does not need to cover all past studies 
[1], and the focus of the Discussion should not become the past studies themselves. 
The focus of the Discussion should remain the topic that your paper (and previous 
papers) studied. A third common blunder is that some authors simply ramble on 
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more generally about the medical topic at hand from their own clinical experience. 
But a scienti!c research report is not the place to discuss one’s clinical experiences 
and opinions, nor to write a general review of the medical topic. It is sometimes 
okay to brie"y mention one’s clinical experience to suggest an explanation for some 
particular !nding in the report. But otherwise, discussing one’s personal clinical 
experience quickly becomes quite vague and unscienti!c. So personal clinical expe-
rience should be saved for “viewpoint” type articles, letters to the Editor, conference 
presentations, or brainstorming your next research proposal, while general reviews 
of a medical topic should be saved for book chapters or teaching students. 
Researchers fall into these three common blunders – rehashing results, academic 
literature reviews, and personal clinical rambling – when then they have not given 
enough thought to what they really want to say in their Discussion. If you are not 
sure what to write about in your Discussion section, have a brainstorming session 
with your co-authors, to determine what are the key issues and what are the main 
points you want to make.

The advice literature consistently provides a certain model for how to write the 
Discussion section [2–5], which will be referred to here as the “template” Discussion. 
The template Discussion is certainly better than any of the three common naive blun-
der approaches just mentioned, but otherwise it is of limited value. The template 
approach prescribes a !xed topic for each paragraph of the Discussion, and authors 
are expected to simply !ll in the contents from their research for each of those pre-
given topics, (thus the label “template”). In the template approach, the !rst paragraph 
of the Discussion should summarize the key !ndings of the study. The second para-
graph of the template Discussion should try to provide an interpretation or explana-
tion for those results, for example, in terms of the underlying biological mechanisms. 
The third paragraph of the template Discussion should then compare the results of 
the study to the !ndings from similar previous studies. In the fourth paragraph of the 
template Discussion, the authors are expected to discuss the limitations of their 
study, which are usually supposed to be about three in number. Since most people are 
averse to actually doing this, many authors also quickly rebut or downplay those 
limitations and also list the main strengths of their study. The !fth paragraph of the 
template Discussion should suggest some of the possible implications of the study 
for further research or clinical practice. There are some variations on the contents of 
this template, but those are the basic elements that are usually found in advice papers 
recommending a template approach for the Discussion section.

The template approach to the Discussion is certainly not “wrong”, and it is 
indeed better than the three kinds of common naive blunder approaches to the 
Discussion mentioned above. If you are a basic scientist (where this template origi-
nated and still predominates), or if you are a novice researcher (i.e. have not yet 
published at least !ve papers) who has also not had any much formal training in 
writing essays, then it is probably a good idea to just start with that safe and easy 
template approach to the Discussion until you gain more experience writing. That 
kind of template Discussion usually makes it easier to draft the Discussion, espe-
cially if you are having dif!culty thinking of what to say, and it usually yields a 
Discussion section that is safe from major criticisms of the composition.

25 The Discussion
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But the template approach inevitably produces Discussions that are relatively 
dull and  predictable, much like a paint-by-number picture or anything else that is 
mass-produced from a pre-given template. Furthermore, the individual paragraphs 
of the template Discussion often seem like an unrelated series of dead-end state-
ments that do not add up to anything. So most medical researchers who have already 
published some papers will be better off ignoring that template and instead writing 
a more expository Discussion, modeled upon the kind of essay writing used in the 
Social Sciences. Researchers should start from a blank page, with no pregiven pat-
tern, put on their thinking cap, and try to write an original, custom-tailored 
Discussion from their own scienti!c mind. That may often yield a Discussion with 
some of the same elements as the template approach, but the overall effect is more 
robust and more thought-provoking.

Instead of the disjointed template approach, the Discussion should be a uni!ed, 
rigorously scienti!c argument about what your research means for the real world. 
The goal is to advance the knowledge and practices of the medical and/or scienti!c 
communities. So before you start writing, think seriously about what it is that you 
really want to say to the medical and/or scienti!c community. Need be, brainstorm 
with your co-authors about what are really the essential themes and messages of the 
paper. That essential theme or message should then be developed across the entire 
span of the Discussion. Of course, you should have already written a detailed out-
line of your Discussion long before you start to draft the actual discussion (see 
chapter 9, “The Outline”). One of the worst ways to write a Discussion is to simply 
type up a jumble of various thoughts about the topic and the data, as often happens 
when people do not write an outline and have no clear plan about what they want the 
Discussion to say. The outline should make it possible to see and plan how you will 
develop a uni!ed commentary, argument, line of thinking, or message across the 
span of the Discussion. Thus the Discussion should have a beginning, middle, and 
end that work together; it should not simply switch from one unrelated topic to the 
next, as the template approach often seems to do.

The beginning of the custom-tailored Discussion should start by presenting the 
big picture that contextualizes your results and gives them relevance. The !rst para-
graph of the Discussion should never be about your own study, much less about 
merely your data; your Discussion should not even mention them at all in the !rst 
paragraph. Save that for later. Instead, the beginning of the Discussion should pres-
ent some larger context that bestows meaning and relevance upon the study. In other 
words, the start of the Discussion should be about the topic you are going to discuss. 
And the topic you are going to discuss is not really your study or your data. The 
topic is something larger, which your study !ndings shed light on. So the Discussion 
should just use your study’s !ndings to discuss the larger topic that makes them 
relevant. For a simple example, if you conducted a clinical trial of a new low-cost 
treatment, your Discussion might start by reviewing the fact that many patients do 
not use the available treatments, because the cost is high. The beginning of the 
Discussion should be consistent with and aligned with the Introduction of your 
paper, but it should not simply repeat the Introduction in other words. Oftentimes, 
one engaging way for the beginning of the Discussion to “set the stage” without 
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merely repeating the Introduction is to !nd some recent major publication on the 
topic, such as a government report, and review how they presented the issues and 
problems that your study now tries to address. But however your approach it, the 
beginning of the Discussion should reawaken the readers’ minds to why your 
empirical !ndings make any difference to the real world.

The middle of the custom-tailored Discussion should then develop your line of 
thinking about what your study means for the issue it addresses [6]. This line of 
thinking will probably include many of the elements traditionally seen in template-
style Discussions, but it might not. Almost certainly, it will include a synopsis of 
your key results, your interpretation of those results, and commentary upon their 
meaning for the real world issue. This should include clear answers to your study 
questions or aims. Your discussion might also comment on methodological aspects 
of your research if these are needed to understand your !ndings. Your Discussion 
will probably also draw upon past literature (either on the same topic or other 
related topics) to elaborate your thinking on the issues. If there are other well-
known studies of comparable quality on the same issue, your Discussion will prob-
ably cite them brie"y as further support or provide possible explanations for 
divergences between them. But as stated above and contrary to an older opinion 
still heard sometimes [7], you are not obliged to review all previous studies on the 
topic. If the medical community wants a comprehensive review of all the literature 
on a topic, they will fund a team of people to write a review paper. Your Discussion 
should focus on discussing your research !ndings, which may or may not require 
comparisons to previous studies. Your Discussion section might also contain rec-
ommendations for clinical practice, healthcare policy, or subsequent research. If 
so, you should carefully consider whether or not your study really provides enough 
evidence to support such recommendations. (In most situations, a single study by 
itself does not.) In contrast to the template Discussion, all these elements are not 
included into the Discussion for their own sake and merely because someone said 
they should be. Instead, they are included (if they are included) for the purpose of 
developing a line of thinking about what your results mean for the issue. 
Accordingly, they should be ordered in the way that best develops your line of 
thinking.

Present your case like a lawyer. Explicitly or implicitly, every Discussion that 
says anything meaningful is presenting an argument for or against something, how-
ever moderately. Your Discussion should present your line of reasoning, based on 
the past literature and your current !ndings. This argument that you present should 
be logically ordered (like a lawyer presenting a case for something) and be well-
reasoned, so readers will be persuaded [8]. Researchers must be objective, but this 
does not mean they must be “neutral”. Researchers always have viewpoints about 
the way things are or should be, and there is no point in trying to suppress or hide 
this in a report. Yet (unlike lawyers) scientists cannot present spurious arguments to 
support their viewpoints. So your Discussion must present a fair and rigorous inter-
pretation of your results; you should not spin the presentation of your results to 
support the conclusion you want while ignoring equally plausible interpretations. 
Be careful to not generalize your study !ndings to other types of patients or settings 
to which they might not apply [2, 4]. And do not make unsupported claims [2]. 
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In any case, your readers are not stupid, so the best way to convince them of any-
thing is to present a tight, rational, and fair discussion of your study.

Traditionally, many researchers have felt obliged to discuss the limitations of their 
study, but generally this winds up being a useless waste of the Discussion, especially 
considering the word limits imposed on most journal papers. Because most authors do 
not really want to do this, they reluctantly admit three (or fewer) limitations of their 
study and then immediately refute each limitation and downplay its relevance anyway. 
The real limitations of most studies are usually points that the authors are unable to 
recognize, so the limitations they do mention are often points that are either already 
apparent to readers or too trivial to make any difference, thus pseudo-limitations. This 
kind of dutiful listing of some minor limitations and immediately rebutting them gen-
erally does nothing much to enrich the Discussion. It is merely a boring formality from 
an older academic era, which should be avoided. Certainly, you should spend some 
time thinking about the methodological limitations of your study – ideally before you 
even start the study so you can correct those limitations before it is too late. At the 
write-up phase, if you genuinely want to restrain how your readers interpret your data, 
or if you feel there really is an important problem in your study methodology that 
should be explicitly emphasized, then certainly bring up this limitation in your 
Discussion. But otherwise, just stick to the case you are making about the topic you 
are discussing. No one needs to hear you state, for example, that your study was only 
conducted at one location and therefore may not be applicable to other locations. That 
is true of all single-site studies (which are the vast majority of studies), and everyone 
should already know that there might be geographic differences. If the journal Editor 
or peer-reviewers insist that you mention some particular study limitation, you can 
always add it in later, after they request it. Until then, remember that medical papers 
have tight word limits. So initially, save your precious few allotted words for saying 
something meaningful that you want to say about your topic, rather than commenting 
on minor methodological issues that obviously did not bother you enough to make you 
do the study differently. You do not need to write about your study limitations simply 
because someone else said that every paper should do so – use your own judgment to 
decide what is most relevant to your Discussion. That all said, one !nal point should 
be added. If you have a strong command of methodology, it can be quite effective to 
openly identify all the substantial limitations of your study, without apology or 
 minimization. If you know exactly how much validity your results still retain after 
acknowledging their limitations, then it is easy to draw corresponding conclusions 
from those results without any much further objection. But it is very rare that anyone 
can actually strengthen their argument by hitting the limitations head on in this way. If 
you are going to do this, you should do it early in the Discussion to get it out of the 
way [6]. And again, really the best way to handle limitations is to prevent or correct 
them before you ever start writing your paper, so there is nothing much left to discuss 
about them.

The end of the custom-tailored Discussion should be its conclusions. Some jour-
nals have a separate “Conclusions” section at the end of each paper; most journals 
do not. For the authors writing a paper, this makes no difference. The last paragraph 
of your Discussion should be your “conclusions” paragraph. If the journal uses a 
separate “Conclusions” section, then you or the journal editorial team will simply 
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insert the heading “Conclusions” between the last paragraph of your Discussion and 
the preceding paragraph. In either case, the content you write, should be the same, 
(especially since you may need to resubmit to another journal with the other for-
mat). The conclusion paragraph should be clear, direct, simple, and brief: three to 
!ve short sentences usually suf!ce, especially since the rest of your Discussion 
should have been driving home toward this conclusion.

There are a few things the conclusion should not do. First and foremost, the con-
clusion paragraph should not be a summary of the entire study; the Abstract serves 
that purpose [6]. Second, do not bring up some new point or topic that you have not 
already discussed. The conclusion paragraph should be the logical culmination of 
the rest of the Discussion (and the entire paper). Third, do not state “conclusions” 
that go far beyond the evidence you have presented or otherwise are not supported 
well by your !ndings and the overall body of literature [2]. Unsupported conclu-
sions are quickly dismissed and forgotten by readers, (if they even make it through 
peer-review at all). In particular, do not conclude that your study shows that the 
medical treatment used there is “safe”, “well-tolerated”, “low-risk”, etc. Most medi-
cal studies do not have a sample size even remotely close enough to draw any such 
inferences, and making such claims can endanger patients. You can conclude that a 
medical treatment is “unsafe”, “harmful”, etc. if that is what your data showed, but 
a lack of evidence of harm can almost always be attributed to insuf!cient sample 
size (and possibly inadequate safety monitoring and loss-to-follow-up too). Finally, 
unless your study was indeed inconclusive, do not conclude in one way or another 
that “further research is needed” [5, 9]. That hackneyed remark is silly and thought-
less. If your study addressed a precise question and obtained valid results, then you 
should be able to present some kind of conclusion on that question, however tenu-
ous, so “further research” should not be necessary. No one single study ever pro-
vides a !nal de!nitive answer on any question, nor does any study ever present 
information on everything we might want to know. So it goes without saying that 
“further research” would be needed for those reasons. If “further research” is truly 
needed to provide any kind of answer at all to the question your study addressed, 
then you are probably trying to publish your paper prematurely and should instead 
!rst go do that “further research” yourself.

The conclusion paragraph should instead present a clear “take-home message”. 
No one is going to memorize your entire paper. In fact, a week later, most readers 
will barely remember anything from your paper. So what is the one point your want 
to really hammer home, so your readers will (hopefully) still remember it a week 
later? What is the one point that you want your readers to remember, so they will 
think and act differently than they did before they read your paper? Now write that 
point in one short, simple, memorable sentence, so readers can and will remember 
it a week later; (for example: “Drinking coffee reduces the risk of depression.”) That 
short, simple, memorable sentence you wrote is your take-home message. Every 
paper should end with its take-home message. The rest of the paper should support 
that take-home message.

When readers reach the end of the Discussion, there is nothing much else in your 
paper for them to read. Some of them might glance brie"y at the Acknowledgments 
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and/or the References. Others might go back and look at some of the other sections 
of the paper, especially if they skipped over them before. But most people will feel 
that they are done reading your paper. If your Discussion section was dull or frag-
mented into multiple different directions, most people will probably just continue 
on with their other activities. So your Discussion section needs to give them some-
thing coherent and engaging to keep thinking about after they are done reading it. If 
your Discussion section succeeds in keeping the readers thinking, then oftentimes 
the readers will soon go back to other sections of the paper, to read them again and 
see if it all really adds up. Thus it is important that your Discussion section is also 
consistent with the other sections of the paper. If your Discussion section is consis-
tent with the other sections of the paper and also gives the readers something engag-
ing to think about, then your paper will probably be successful in in"uencing the 
thinking and/or behavior of your readers.
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Chapter 26
Aligning the IMRD

All four sections of your paper (Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion) need to 
work together as one coherent paper. Unfortunately, some researchers never look at 
their overall paper. First, they bring up three different issues in the Introduction. 
Next, they describe Methods that are poorly suited to addressing any of the issues 
they mention in the Introduction. Then they present Results that only partially cor-
respond to the Methods they just described and do not really answer any of the 
issues raised in the Introduction. Finally, they write a rambling Discussion that 
brings up new issues not mentioned in the Introduction and spends less time dis-
cussing their current Results than they do talking about results from other research-
ers or their own clinical observations not from the present study. Probably the most 
common cause of this kind of mess is failure to write an outline prior to writing the 
paper. Lack of coordination between multiple co-authors drafting the paper may 
also sometimes be a contributing factor. But regardless of how this discordance 
between the four sections comes about, it does not work, and the paper will not 
make much sense.

So when you write your outline and now again after your have drafted your 
paper, look at the overall composition of the paper. Compare each section to each of 
the other three, and examine how well they are working together. Even more impor-
tantly, ask yourself what is the one single story, message, or argument of the paper 
as a whole? Write that down in one clear sentence. Now take a close look at each 
section of your paper. Do all the sections support that one story, message, or argu-
ment? Are all four sections on the same single track? If each section of your paper 
goes off in a different direction, the readers will not understand where your paper is 
going and will only get lost in your labyrinth of unrelated thoughts and numbers. If 
all four sections of your paper are on the same track, your readers will travel 
smoothly from the starting point of your investigation, through your research pro-
cess and !ndings, to your !nal conclusion.

You should also streamline your paper to stay focused on that one single track. 
Do not try to cover too many different subtopics. Stay on topic; stay focused; stick 
to your main message. If your paper starts to bring up something else that veers off 
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in another direction, cut it out. A journal paper is like a train ride: you do not want 
to be making stops at every little tiny town along the way; you want to be on an 
express train that rockets forward to one major destination. So cut out all the other 
side-points, interesting little observations, etc. that do not advance the main line of 
your paper. If you have too much data or too many different ideas, try cutting it up 
into two (or more) smaller, more tightly focused papers, (while still taking care to 
avoid falling into “salami” publication). This will enable each paper to have a sin-
gle, sharp focus, which is how research papers should be written. A journal paper is 
not a doctoral dissertation or reference book. Every research paper should be tightly 
focused on one single research question. Two (or more) short sharply- focused pub-
lications are usually better than one long and wide-ranging paper. Within each 
paper, all four sections of the paper – Introduction, Methods, Results, Discussion – 
should be on the same track, working together.

26 Aligning the IMRD
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Chapter 27
Citing the Literature

Science is not scienti!c unless it is based on the scienti!c literature. Regrettably, 
many authors make all kinds of vague assertions without supplying references [1–3]. 
Consequently, these assertions are often misinformed or outright wrong, thus weak-
ening the papers’ positions and the authors’ credibility. So look at each single sen-
tence of your paper (especially in the Introduction and Discussion) to identify any 
such assertions without supporting references. Whenever you make an assertion 
about something, you should verify it against the scienti!c literature and provide 
adequate citations to back up that assertion [4 (pp. 110–112)]. For major points in 
your paper, provide more than one reference, if possible. Yet you should not cite 
numerous references at any one point [5]. If many papers are available as possible 
citations, choose the few that are the best (i.e. are the highest quality evidence, most 
recent, most relevant, etc.)

Thus the question arises, “What can be considered a scienti!cally valid refer-
ence?” This question can be answered by !rst mentioning all the kinds of docu-
ments that people sometimes try to cite that are not scienti!c and not acceptable as 
citations. Any kind of unpublished research manuscript is unacceptable, regardless 
of whether it is marked as “under review”, “in preparation”, “personal communica-
tion” etc. These manuscripts have not yet passed peer-review and are not available 
to readers to examine, so they cannot be used to support assertions. Conference 
abstracts and posters are also not acceptable as scienti!c citations [5, 6], because 
they have never really undergone peer review and revision (and therefore are not 
scienti!cally reliable) and because they are generally unavailable to your readers 
anyway. Newspaper and magazine articles are not acceptable as citations, because 
they have never undergone peer-review and thus are not scienti!c. (They are accept-
able as citations when they provide the source for information on some news event 
or opinion statement.) Websites are also unacceptable to support facts or assertions, 
because they have not undergone peer review and because they are not permanently 
archived anywhere, so there is no guarantee that readers will still be able to !nd 
them even 2 months later. (Of!cial websites of established groups are !ne as a refer-
ence when this is used to provide the source of opinions or claims from those groups, 
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such as a position statement from a medical society or a country report from a non-
governmental health organization.) There are other kinds of sources that people 
sometimes try to cite as references that are also not scienti!c. Of course, if you drew 
information directly from any of these subscienti!c sources, you must cite it, in 
order to avoid plagiarism. But you should either !nd further acceptable scienti!c 
citations for that assertion, or remove that assertion from your paper as unsupported 
subscienti!c speculation.

The only truly acceptable scienti!c citation – the “gold standard” so to speak – is 
another paper already published in a peer-reviewed journal. And even these journal 
papers are not really acceptable as citations unless you have actually read them in 
full and double-veri!ed that they do in fact provide valid evidence for the point for 
which you are citing them. Journal papers are also unacceptable as citations if they 
have been retracted (unless you are citing them precisely to discuss that retraction). 
So just prior to submitting your manuscript, you should always double-check that 
none of your references has been retracted [5].

The main criteria for judging any source is whether it has undergone peer review, 
(or if not, what else, if anything, assures its credibility). With that in mind, you 
should also always be careful to not cite papers in journals produced by “predatory 
publishers”. “Predatory publishers” are publishers that produce journals that look 
quite similar to scienti!c journals but that will publish anything (or virtually any-
thing) for a fee, without using peer review and editorial judgment to assess its qual-
ity [7–10]. Consequently, articles produced by predatory publishers are no more 
reliable than a webpage posted directly by the authors.

Established textbooks, reference books, and scholarly books are also entirely 
acceptable as citations, but they are cited much less often in medical research. In 
medicine and health care, books usually present knowledge that is already well- 
established, not emerging new evidence, current debates, or highly specialized 
information. If your paper is stating something that is already well-established or 
has been reviewed well in a book, then it is appropriate to cite that book. But most 
of the assertions made in journal papers that are most in need of supporting citations 
will require citations to other journal papers, not to books, because journals are 
where that emerging information and debate in being published. Books are entirely 
acceptable as citations, but in medicine they serve mostly for the transmission of 
established knowledge.

Of!cial government publications, either on the internet or in print, are usually (but 
not always) acceptable as a source of statistics, information, or government positions. 
(Exceptions arise if there are public doubts about the willingness of that government 
agency to publish accurate and reliable information on the topic in question.)

Citations should only be made if they are warranted for scienti!c/scholarly rea-
sons. Do not cite papers for the primary sake of manipulating citation metrics or 
courting favor with other people [11, 12]. This includes especially citing your own 
papers, your colleagues’ papers, speci!c papers recommended by anonymous peer 
reviewers, or papers published in your target journal [5, 13].

Finally, you (or your co-authors) should always read every reference you cite, in 
full, and verify that it actually says what you claim it says. Sometimes papers say 
something in the Abstract that they do not really say in the full paper, or they say 
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something in both the Abstract and full text that is not really supported by the data 
they present [14–18]. It is the responsibility of every scientist to verify that the lit-
erature cited truly provides evidence for the claims it is cited to support [19]. Not 
doing this is how unfounded claims become received wisdom that is actually erro-
neous. So always read the papers you cite, and – as a rigorous and responsible sci-
entist – decide for yourself whether or not those papers provide adequate evidence 
for the statements you want to support.
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Chapter 28
The Abstract

The Abstract is the most important part of a journal paper, because most people will 
never read the rest of the paper. Often, there is no reason why they should. People 
read the abstract to determine whether or not that particular paper is applicable to 
the clinical or scienti!c issues they want to learn more about. If the full paper is not 
relevant to a reader’s needs and the abstract makes this clear, then the abstract has 
successfully ful!lled its main purpose: preventing a reader from squandering time 
and effort reading the wrong paper [1]. If a reader of an abstract decides that this 
publication is relevant to his or her needs, then he or she should always read the full 
article, because an abstract is never long enough to provide all the information a 
clinician or scientist should understand before applying the paper to his or her work. 
Regrettably, many readers either cannot or will not retrieve the full article, so the 
abstract must accurately summarize all the most important information from the full 
paper. In some cases (especially readers in low-resource parts of the world or clini-
cians in private practice), people would like to read the full paper but do not, because 
they do not have immediate free access to it. In other cases, there are readers who 
judge the paper relevant to their questions and have access to the full paper, but very 
regrettably, they simply do not bother to read the full paper (often with the illusion 
that they are “too busy”). Even the journal Editors to whom you submit your manu-
script may never read further than the abstract [2–7], especially if the abstract is 
poorly written. Because most people will never read the full paper, it is crucial to 
spend several hours, even days, perfecting every aspect, word, and number of the 
abstract. The abstract should make it clear to readers whether or not the paper is 
relevant to the issues they want to know more about. It should also provide a com-
plete and accurate summary of the full paper, in case a reader relies on the abstract 
without ever reading the rest of the paper [8, 9].

Before discussing the abstract further, it must be clari!ed that this chapter refers 
only to the abstracts of journal papers, not also to abstracts for scienti!c confer-
ences. Even though they are both called “abstracts”, there are several meaningful 
differences between these two types of documents. The most important difference 
is that abstracts for scienti!c conferences are usually stand-alone documents with 
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no further information available to the readers; whereas, abstracts in journal papers 
are always accompanied by a full paper providing more numbers and explanations. 
Because conference abstracts are stand-alone documents, they are better understood 
as (very brief) Brief Reports. (In fact, it would be better to call them “Conference 
Reports”; “abstracts” is usually a misnomer.) So if you need to write a conference 
abstract, the chapter on Brief Reports will be of more help than this chapter on 
Abstracts. Abstracts for scienti!c conferences are just outside the scope of this book 
about journal papers, so they are not discussed speci!cally here. There are numer-
ous papers in the literature providing advice on how to prepare a successful abstract 
for a scienti!c conference [10–12]; search online for possible additional papers pro-
viding guidance for your speci!c !eld or conference.

When it is time to write up a journal paper, many authors start by writing the 
abstract !rst. But this is wrong and inef!cient, and it often leads to substantial prob-
lems. By de!nition, an abstract is a summary of the main points of the full paper. 
But how can anyone know exactly what the main points of a paper are, much less 
how to summarize them, if the paper has not yet been written? As you and your 
many co-authors write and rewrite the paper again and again, the contents and focus 
of the paper will evolve substantially. If the abstract is written before the main paper, 
the abstract will not accurately re"ect the !nal paper [6, 9]. Several studies have 
documented and criticized the fact that there are substantial discrepancies between 
published abstracts and the full papers [1, 13–19]. The main explanation for these 
discrepancies is surely that the authors of these papers wrote the abstract before the 
main paper, and then never seriously compared the two at the end. Many researchers 
make the mistake of writing the abstract !rst, so they have a brief overview of what 
their paper will be about [20, 21]. But this is the not the right approach. You should 
write the outline !rst (see chapter 9) to serve as your blueprint for the paper, and you 
should get your co-authors to agree to that outline before starting to write the paper. 
Because the outline serves as the blueprint for your paper, there is no reason to write 
the abstract before writing the full paper. (If you already have an abstract from a 
scienti!c conference, just forget about it and start over with a new outline, new full 
paper, and new abstract. Ultimately, you will not save any time or effort by trying to 
recycle the material from a conference abstract, and doing so will probably only 
lower the quality of your journal paper.) When you and your co-authors are !nally 
done writing the main manuscript, it will be easy to draft an abstract that accurately 
re"ects the !nal paper. You simply go through the main manuscript, subsection by 
subsection, copying and then condensing the main points from each subsection. The 
abstract should be an accurate summary of the paper, so it should only be a very 
short version of exactly what you wrote in the paper. The abstract should not say 
anything different from the main paper. Do not worry about sounding repetitive. 
Repetitiveness is good. It makes things sink in. (And remember, many people will 
never read the full paper anyway.)

Abstracts should be as informative as possible, within the word limit allowed. To 
help reach this goal, most journals converted to structured abstracts with subhead-
ings (instead of unstructured summaries) a couple decades ago, at least for research 
papers, and often for other types of papers as well [22, 23]. Although some journals 
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use a highly structured format with eight subheadings, the majority of journals 
today prefer just four subheadings [24]  – Background, Methods, Results, and 
Conclusions  – which correspond approximately to the Introduction, Methods, 
Results, and Discussion subsections of the main paper. Check your target journal’s 
“Instructions to Authors” for their required format for Abstracts, and follow their 
instructions exactly. The amount of words devoted to each of these four subsections 
should not be grossly imbalanced. Some authors write abstracts consisting of mostly 
Background and Methods, with little or no speci!cs about the Results and 
Conclusions. This occurs most often in unstructured summaries, which were more 
common in the past. These authors mistakenly believe that the readers are less likely 
to read the full paper, if the authors give away their !ndings and conclusions in the 
abstract. But these kinds of “teaser” or “movie trailer” type of abstracts are inap-
propriate, because they do not summarize all the most important information from 
the paper [25, 26]. Many readers will have no reason to read the full paper or will 
not have access to it, so the abstract must be an accurate and complete summary. 
And most readers today are more likely to read a full paper if the abstract already 
tells them the main !ndings and conclusion, because they become curious to learn 
more; whereas, abstracts lacking this vital information fail to engage the interest of 
the readers and provide the information necessary to decide if the full paper is worth 
retrieving or not. Conversely, some authors write abstracts that are heavy on the 
Results or Conclusions. Abstracts that are disproportionately long in the Results 
subsection come across as an unselective data-dump, the meaning of which remains 
foggy to the readers (and probably to the authors as well). Abstracts with dispropor-
tionately long Conclusions subsections are rare, but they usually seem like unscien-
ti!c editorializing. So the amount of material in the four subsections of the abstract 
should not be grossly imbalanced.

Abstracts should be more informative than they usually are. Indeed, the abstract 
should pack as much of the most important information as possible into the space 
available. The problem is that most authors do not really know which types of infor-
mation are “the most important” for inclusion in the abstract. Fortunately, an expert 
working group has already devoted substantial time and effort to developing guide-
lines – “More Informative Abstracts” – which describe and justify which kinds of 
information should be included in the abstracts [27–30]. Most medical journals 
have endorsed these guidelines and encourage authors to follow them. The “More 
Informative Abstracts” guidelines are one of the most important publications for 
medical scienti!c communication. Every researcher should read them and use their 
checklists each time he or she writes an abstract. There may sometimes be legiti-
mate reasons to deviate from these guidelines, but there is no excuse for never read-
ing them or ignoring their advice altogether. The next few paragraphs attempt to 
summarize which kinds of material should appear in each subsection of the Abstract, 
based largely on the “More Informative Abstracts” guidelines and more recent dis-
cussions in the literature.

The Background subsection of the Abstract should start with one or two sen-
tences on the issues that motivated the research and why it is important. This serves 
to orient the readers to the topic, clarify the rationale for the research, and provide a 
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 framework for understanding the rest of the information in the abstract. The 
Background subsection should end with a sentence that precisely states the main 
study aim, question, hypothesis, or objective. The three sentences of the Background 
subsection of the Abstract correspond roughly to the three paragraphs of the 
Introduction; (see chapter 22 for further guidance on the kinds of contents to write). 
But three short sentences is not much, so you really need to think long and hard 
about how best to summarize the issue you studied and why.

The Methods subsection of the Abstract should simply make it clear to the readers 
which type of study this was, what was done, where, on which kind of subjects, and 
what was measured. There is no need to go further into unnecessary details. For a 
clinical study, it should start with the study design (e.g. “prospective crossover 
active-comparison trial”, see “More Informative Abstracts Revisited” [29] for a list 
of common terms to use). If the kind of study performed could conceivably be either 
prospective or retrospective, then it is essential to state which one it was, because 
this is a major determinant of the data quality and level of evidence. The Methods 
subsection should continue with the setting (e.g. “outpatient referral clinic at a large 
urban university hospital”). Authors often forget or skip this item, but it is thought 
to be important for helping clinicians decide whether the study applies to their prac-
tice [29, 31]. Research is still needed on whether this is always truly essential infor-
mation that affects the interpretation, selection, and/or use of abstracts. Next, the 
Methods subsection should name the study population from which the subjects 
were drawn. This includes the clinical disorder (e.g. “diagnosed with type 2 diabe-
tes”, “reporting chronic low back pain”), key eligibility criteria (e.g. “non-smoking”, 
“receiving disability payments”), and how they were sampled (e.g. “consecutive 
convenience sample”, “chosen at random within pregiven quotas for age blocks”). 
Demographic data on the subjects that were actually enrolled is usually not impor-
tant enough to justify space in the Abstract, but when it is, it should be in the Results 
subsection, not the Methods subsection (contrary to the advice in “More Informative 
Abstracts” [29]; for further explanation why, see chapter 23). Then, the Methods 
subsection should state the intervention, in enough numerical detail that a clinician 
would know precisely what was done. For clinical studies of medication for exam-
ple, this would include the generic drug name, dosage, administrative route, fre-
quency, and duration [29, 31]. Finally, the Methods subsection should state what the 
main outcome was, including both its timepoint and means of measurement. The 
duration of follow- up should also be stated, if it differs from the main outcome’s 
measurement timepoint [32]. Beyond all these items, you do not need to go further 
into details in the Abstract Methods subsection, and the word limit will probably 
prevent it anyway. If readers really want to know any details about the methods, they 
will look them up in the full paper. In the Abstract Methods, you just need to give 
readers brief clear descriptions of these points, so they can judge whether this study 
meets their search criteria and will know how the results were obtained.

The Results subsection of the Abstract should present all the key !ndings using 
exact numbers. It should start with a description of the patients actually enrolled, 
including the exact number in each study group and the rate of follow-up comple-
tion [31]. If a post hoc power analysis was performed (as it often should be), the 
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Abstract Results should state how much power the study had, with the given sam-
ple size, to detect what magnitude of clinically meaningful effect. (If only an a 
priori power analysis was performed, it could be stated in the Abstract Methods.) 
The “More Informative Abstracts” guidelines do not mention power analyses, 
probably because the issue of statistical power was less well recognized at the era 
those guidelines were written. But this is surely key information worthy of the 
Abstract, because it clari!es what a relevant outcome would be, and whether the 
study was large enough to detect it. Thus it also clari!es whether negative !ndings 
are reliable or not. If the main outcome was negative, it is essential that a post hoc 
power analysis be performed and reported in the Abstract Results. The Abstract 
Results subsection should continue with the main outcome, in exact numbers, 
including the 95% con!dence interval. Space permitting, further secondary results 
may be mentioned, but avoid trying to pack in many secondary results at the 
expense of other important information elsewhere. Any quantitative results 
reported in the abstract (especially p-values) should be reported using exact num-
bers; (see chapters 13 and 14 on Statistics and 24 on The Results for further guid-
ance on the optimal ways to report statistical results). If there were any major or 
frequent treatment-related harms, they absolutely must be reported in the abstract. 
Although it is poor practice, many clinicians will make treatment decisions based 
in part on reading only the abstract of a study, without ever reading the full paper, 
sometimes because they cannot access the full paper [33–35]. If a study !nds treat-
ment-related harms but does not report them clearly in the abstract, then patients 
will be exposed to risks of harm that neither the patients nor the treating clinicians 
are aware of. Thus, it is unethical and unacceptable to omit such data on harms 
from the abstract. Regrettably, many abstracts are de!cient in this regards [36–39]. 
On the other hand however, if no treatment-related harms were observed, this 
should not be stated in the abstract, because it gives a false impression of safety. 
The sample size of any one study is almost never anywhere near large enough to 
draw any kind of statistically reliable inferences about safety from the absence of 
observed harms. Also, harms may not have been observed simply because the 
method of collecting data on them may have been suboptimal or inadequate. But 
most readers will mistakenly infer that a treatment is safe, if they read a statement 
that no harms were observed. (For further elaboration of this point, see chapter 24.) 
So reporting the absence of observed harms should be reserved for only the full 
paper, where it can be accompanied by caveats on the sample size and methodol-
ogy of recording harms.

The Conclusion subsection of the Abstract should be scienti!cally rigorous and 
sober. It should start with the main conclusion of the study, whether positive or 
negative or inconclusive. It should be kept in mind that !rm conclusions and recom-
mendations cannot be made on the basis of a single study (except for metaanalyses 
and systematic reviews with a good base of primary research evidence), so you 
should word your conclusions with appropriate restraint. Studies and commentaries 
have complained about conclusions in Abstracts being unsupported by the results of 
the full paper [40, 41]. Do not contribute to this problem. Critically assess whether 
the wording of your conclusion is really supported by the main outcome of the full 
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paper. Do not overgeneralize your !ndings to other patient populations (e.g. a study 
only on young adults may not apply to geriatric patients), and do not pretend that 
your study is the !rst or last word on the subject. The Abstract Conclusion subsec-
tion may continue with the main limitations or a statement of what further work is 
!rst needed before clinical implementation. It should end with a succinct and mem-
orable take-home message, which must however be supported by the paper’s !nd-
ings and the body of previous scienti!c literature. If the study was a clinical trial, 
then the Abstract should provide the trial registration number at the end [42]. If the 
raw data is publicly available, its location should be indicated at the end of the 
Abstract [42].

Although you should not go into non-essential details, your abstract should be as 
informative as possible, meaning you should pack in all the key information that 
people need to quickly comprehend and assess your study. The best way to ensure this 
density of information is to start with a draft that goes well over the word limit: at least 
300 words for an abstract with a limit of 250 words. Then stare at each sentence, and 
!nd ways to boil it down, by saying things more succinctly, or cutting out information 
that is not really essential. (However, you should still use standard English grammar. 
Do not try to accommodate the word limit by using an abnormal writing style, unless 
this is consistent with the journal format (e.g. “Study Design: Prospective double-
blind randomized comparative trial.”)) This process of exceeding the word limit and 
then distilling the abstract to get back under the limit will help ensure that the abstract 
contains as much of the most important information as possible.

Middle co-authors are often unsure what they should do with a manuscript that 
has already been completely drafted by someone else. There are many things co- 
authors should do, but the most important activity is to scrutinize the abstract. In 
particular, co-authors should examine the abstract closely for the kinds of common-
place problems that studies have documented and criticized [13, 15, 36, 38, 40]. 
They should verify that every sentence  – and especially every number  – in the 
abstract matches the information and numbers in the main paper. Co-authors should 
also double-check that the abstract contains all the key information called for in the 
“More Informative Abstracts” guidelines [29], especially treatment-related harms. 
They should verify that the conclusions are supported by the results and do not 
exceed the study scope and level of evidence. Each co-author should spend at least 
one hour reading and revising just the abstract. By scrutinizing the abstract, co-
authors help ensure that readers will receive all the information they require to 
determine if the full paper is relevant to their needs.
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Chapter 29
The Capsule Summary

Some journals use capsule summaries in the table of contents, to help readers select 
papers to look at [1, 2]. A capsule summary can also be used in other contexts to 
quickly present your work, such as the cover letter for submission to the journal, a 
grant proposal, or a CV. Even if your target journal does not require a capsule sum-
mary, it is usually helpful to write one, to see clearly the essence of your paper.

Unless the journal speci"es otherwise, a capsule summary should have 50 words 
or less; otherwise, it is not really a capsule summary. With those 50 words, it should 
be possible to summarize: A) the study aim, B) the study design and sample, C) the 
main result, and D) the take-home message. And conversely, there is probably never 
any need to say anything more than that in the capsule summary of a standard 
research paper. The use of numbers is generally avoided in the capsule summary, 
because capsule summaries are only intended to quickly tell people what the paper 
is about, not to serve as a substitute for reading the report (or at least the Abstract). 
The capsule summary should be consistent with the paper’s Abstract (which should 
in turn be consistent with the full paper). The capsule summary is written precisely 
by summarizing the Abstract to hit those four elements listed above in under 50 
words.

Here is a "ctitious example of a capsule summary:

A double-blind randomized crossover trial was conducted to determine 
if NewDrug is better than OldDrug as treatment for chronic brainfog in 
overworked scientific researchers. NewDrug provided more rapid alle-
viation of symptoms but also more side-effects, so OldDrug remains 
the preferable first-line treatment for brainfog.

Notice how that example succinctly covers the four points listed above, in a mere 
44 words. In less than one minute, the readers have a snapshot picture of what the 
paper is about, so they can decide if the paper is one that they need to read.

You might compare your capsule summary to the elevator speech you wrote 
earlier, but in most cases, you should not alter your capsule summary just to match 
the elevator speech more. If the two texts are different, it is probably because your 
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understanding of the study has evolved through the process of writing up your 
paper. Differences may also exist because the two texts serve somewhat different 
purposes: the elevator speech is more about “what we are doing and why it matters”; 
whereas the capsule summary is more strictly about “what this paper reports”. 
Moreover, the capsule summary is written for people who might read the full paper; 
whereas, the elevator speech is usually spoken to a broader audience with no access 
to the paper.

The capsule summary should always be clear and engaging. If your capsule sum-
mary is confusing or boring, there are only two possible explanations: either your 
capsule summary is not well written or your research itself is confusing or boring. 
In either case, further re#ection is needed.
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Chapter 30
The Title

It is absolutely crucial to get your title exactly right, because most people will never 
read anything more than your paper’s title. Researchers look at dozens of titles to 
!nd just one paper that interests them. Looking only at your title, they will make a 
snap judgment about whether or not your paper is suf!ciently relevant and interest-
ing to them to go look at the Abstract. Your title should make it crystal clear what 
your paper is about.

The title should descriptively state your research topic and study design. Typically 
this is done by !rst naming the topic of the paper (e.g. “Use of High-Dose Arsenic 
in the Treatment of Migraine Headaches”), followed by a colon (“:”), and then end-
ing with a description of the study design (e.g. “A Double-Blind Randomized 
Controlled Trial”.) All your main keywords should appear in your title, so people 
will !nd your paper when searching databases (such as PubMed) for papers on your 
topic. Your title should be suf!ciently speci!c that someone who sees only the title 
will know whether or not this is the kind of paper he or she is searching for [1]. So 
for example, do not write “Treatment of Migraine Headaches”, because that is too 
vague and there are hundreds of different papers on that broad theme. Instead write, 
“Treatment of Migraine Headaches with High-Dose Arsenic in Outpatient Geriatric 
General Practice: A Retrospective Multicenter Chart Review”. This high speci!city 
of the title will help potential readers decide more quickly whether your paper 
matches their reading needs.

Titles should not use verbs, abbreviations, or numbers. Some researchers use 
verbs in their titles to broadcast their conclusion (e.g. “High-Dose Arsenic Cures 
Tension Headaches”), but this is uncollegial and unscienti!c. It expects readers to 
believe the conclusion before they have read anything else about the study. Further, 
the assertions of such titles with verbs are almost never justi!ed, because no one 
single study can provide a de!nitive answer about anything. Several studies must 
provide consistent results to achieve a suf!cient body of evidence to make !rm 
conclusions. The title should also avoid using abbreviations (unless they are better 
known then the words they stand for, such as “DNA”), because many readers will 
not know what the abbreviation means. Numbers should be avoided in the title 
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because such precision in the title is unnecessary, less readable, and unhelpful in 
understanding the paper’s topic. For example, the title may describe the study mag-
nitude (e.g. “Large”), but it should not state the study sample size numerically (e.g. 
“…in 2,158 Patients”).

Sometimes authors write a title that aims to be catchy, usually by being collo-
quial or witty. Done successfully, there is nothing wrong with this, especially for 
editorials, narrative literature reviews, qualitative research, or small studies making 
some interesting and unusual point. These kinds of catchy titles implicitly alert 
readers that this paper will give them something insightful to think about. Catchy 
titles are not really appropriate though for regular research studies, which rely upon 
a more formal and serious tone to ensure their credibility. Catchy titles also have the 
pitfall that people will not !nd them if they search for keywords in a database, such 
as PubMed. For this reason, catchy titles should only be used for less formal papers 
aimed at the regular readership of that journal, not for formal research reports.
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Chapter 31
Brief Reports

Paradoxically, brief reports can take even more time to write than a full report. 
Why? Because the only way to write a good brief report is to !rst write the full 
report and then boil that down to a brief report. If you try to simply write a brief 
report directly, it will never come out right. The contents will seem thin or diluted. 
A brief report is so short that it only works if the authors really make full use of 
every sentence and every word. The only way to do that is to write twice as much 
material as you are allowed (so you can see everything you might possibly say if 
you were allowed more journal space) and then to cut out all the "uff that is not 
essential for the readers to know. You may be disappointed to hear that a brief report 
actually requires more work than the longer full report. The compensation is that 
brief reports, when written that way, usually come out much better and people are 
more likely to actually read them.

The exact form of the brief report may vary some, depending on the target jour-
nal’s style guidelines. Generally though, it still consists of the same four sections – 
Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion – which are all written in a similar 
way to full reports, but denser.

The Introduction normally consists of one well-developed paragraph, which con-
denses the three paragraphs of a full report (general topic, speci!c issue, aims of the 
study). It should make it clear why there is a need for this study or paper.

The Methods is written as one uni!ed section without subheadings. It covers the 
same information as in a full report, in the same order, but in much less detail. If the 
study methodology is relatively routine (e.g. a standard retrospective clinical study), 
then the Methods might be written as one long uni!ed paragraph. If the methodol-
ogy was more unusual, the Methods might be written as several short paragraphs, 
going into more detail wherever the methodology was unusual.

The Results of a brief report takes a somewhat different approach to condensation. 
Instead of simply saying everything from the Results of a full report but in fewer 
words, a brief report focuses on the main outcomes and drops most everything else 
(except treatment-related harms). If you feel that you cannot delete your other 
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 secondary results, then you should stick to a full paper, not a brief report. You should 
use however many !gures and tables the journal will allow, so you can conserve your 
allotted word count for other parts of the paper.

There is more "exibility about how to reduce the Discussion for a brief report. It 
depends mostly on how many words the journal will allow you and what you have 
to say. Generally, one well-developed paragraph should suf!ce, because the 
Discussion section will be streamlined to make one single point. Yet you could write 
three short paragraphs, if you have more space. The Discussion should start by 
 stating the issue that justi!es doing the study at all, citing only essential past 
 literature. It should continue by providing your interpretation of the meaning of 
your results. It should wrap up by drawing a conclusion about the issue you raised, 
in light of the results you found. The last sentence should be your take-home 
message.

This process of distilling a long research paper down to a brief report is also the 
key to getting papers published in top-tier journals. Chapter 41 looks more closely 
at how to say more with fewer words. In some sense, only the main report from a 
major study truly justi!es a full report. Most other research papers in the medical 
literature could probably be written better as brief reports.

31 Brief Reports
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Chapter 32
Letters

There are essentially two kinds of letters in the medical literature: 1) original 
research, 2) responses to previous publications. They are written quite differently 
from each other.

Original research letters may be thought of as ultrashort Brief Reports. Indeed, 
some research letters are originally written as brief reports (or even full reports), but 
then the journal Editor offers to publish it (only) as a letter, (with the corresponding 
word limit). Other times, the authors themselves already realize that anything longer 
than a letter would not be justi!ed, either because the topic is too obscure or minor 
or because the research quality is not adequate for anything more. In either situa-
tion, a research letter is written like a brief report, condensed down to one essential 
point, expressed within the journal’s given word limits. If the word limit allows, the 
letter is typically written in four paragraphs – background, methods, results, conclu-
sion. Even without subheadings, readers will quickly comprehend this four para-
graph structure, and it enables them to make sense of the letter quickly and easily. 
Thus, the three paragraphs of a full report’s Introduction are often condensed down 
to three sentences: general topic, speci!c issue, aim of the study. Methods are boiled 
down to only the absolute essential information: study design, intervention, out-
come measures. The results quickly characterize the sample (e.g. number, sex, age, 
medical condition) and then present the one or two essential !ndings that the authors 
want to convey. If the journal allows it (as they usually do), a !gure or a table is the 
fastest and clearest way to present the main results. The discussion is then often 
drastically reduced to a quick and simple conclusion, based on the results. If the 
word limits are very tight, the letter is written with the same four components but 
altogether in one single paragraph. In short, a research letter is written much like an 
Abstract. Therefore, the best way to write a research letter is to !rst write a longer 
report (ca. twice the word limit permitted for a letter), and then to boil it down under 
the word limit. This process of condensation is quite similar to the way that Abstracts 
are condensed versions of the full paper and quite similar to the advice given in the 
chapter on Brief Reports.
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Letters responding to previous publications can be composed any way the authors 
want; there is no pregiven form. Nonetheless, it is important to understand why 
 Editors devote journal space to such letters, which are often nothing more than 
 personal opinions. Editors want their readers to have the feeling that there is a 
 community of other people who are intently reading that journal and stirred up 
enough by its articles to spend time writing response letters. This makes all readers 
feel that the journal is something important and exciting to read and that they can 
participate in a public debate. So Editors have an implicit preference that such 
response letters are composed in four passages. First, the letter should make it clear 
which earlier article it is responding to, and very brie#y, what that article was about. 
Many people reading a letter never saw the original article, and even those who did 
read it (a month or two ago) may not remember it well. So the !rst one or two 
 sentences of a response letter should summarize and cite the original article to 
which the letter responds. Second, the response letter should praise the original 
article for something it did well in regards to the speci!c point to which the present 
letter is responding. This serves two purposes: it focuses the readers’ attention on 
the speci!c issue that is relevant to the present letter and it demonstrates collegial 
 diplomacy toward the original authors. Third, the response letter should state and 
support its counterpoint. This can be done, for example, by stating your opposing 
thesis, and then providing three short reasons for your viewpoint. Alternately, it is 
possible to simply add more information on another aspect that the original authors 
did not consider, but generally this is not as interesting as a counterargument type 
rebuttal letter. Fourth, the letter should state its conclusion, often in just one crisp 
sentence. Finally, it is important to understand that a response letter must be written 
extremely succinctly. For a response letter is little more than personal opinion  
(i.e. it does not contain any new research), and no one wants to read a long-winded 
opinion. Above all journal Editors prefer letters that are pithy. So keep it brief.
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Chapter 33
Case Reports

Here is the best advice there is about case reports: do not waste your time writing 
them. Case reports are viewed as very low quality research (level 4 evidence) [1–5], 
barely worth more than personal opinion. Moreover, every medical doctor sees doz-
ens of patients every week. By mere statistical chance, every doctor will have “a 
really interesting case” sooner or later. But it is extremely rare that anyone has a 
single patient whose condition or treatment truly constitutes new and important 
medical knowledge. Furthermore, unless the patient’s treatment was deliberately 
designed and conducted to be published as a case report, it is rather unlikely that the 
data available will be suf!ciently comprehensive and rigorous to pass the skeptical 
standards of peer-review. Instead, the case report manuscript will be dismissed as 
poorly documented occupational gossip. For these reasons, journal Editors gener-
ally dislike case report submissions [6–9], and most good journals no longer print 
them at all [10–14]. Indeed, because case reports are almost never cited by other 
papers, they sink the impact factor of any journal that still publishes them. So almost 
by de!nition, a “good journal” is a journal that rarely to never publishes any case 
reports. But if you are still undeterred and want to write a case report anyway, then 
read on.

The !rst step in writing a case report is to obtain the patient’s written consent to 
publish his or her case. If the patient will not provide that written consent, it will be 
quite dif!cult to !nd a journal to publish it, and unethical and legally hazardous if 
you do. So if the patient will not provide written consent to publish his or her medi-
cal information, you can spare yourself the time and effort of writing that 
manuscript.

A case report generally consists of three parts: the case history, the discussion, 
and the conclusion. The case history attempts to recreate the “detective story” that 
the clinician went through to diagnose the patient and/or the “drama” of progres-
sively treating the patient. It descriptively presents information about the patient in 
roughly the same order that the clinician originally learned it. The case history does 
not jump ahead to the diagnosis before it was actually made, nor does it make hind-
sight comments on the case with knowledge only gained later. Yet the information 
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must also be written in an thematically organized way; it should not jumble together 
unrelated information merely to adhere to a strict minute-by-minute chronology of 
what happened. So the case history starts with the simplest facts about the patient 
(sex, age, occupation, and the patient’s reason for presenting). It continues with the 
relevant history and exams. The case history then proceeds to presenting results from 
the laboratory and other diagnostic tests. The diagnosis can be stated at the point the 
clinician became sure of it. If the main interest of the case is the therapy, rather than 
the disease and diagnosis, then the case history section continues with the therapy 
that was given, and the state of symptoms at subsequent follow-up visits. Case 
reports should continue up through the most recent information available. To write a 
more sophisticated case history, “narrative medicine” can be used to give the readers 
a better sense of what this speci!c human patient was like as a person [15, 16].

The discussion section aims to provide a lesson to the readers, based on the case 
material, analytic reasoning, and the relevant scienti!c literature. If the main interest 
of the case is a new or unusual medical condition, then the discussion often focuses 
on what was novel, what differentiates this case from similar known diagnoses, and 
especially the underlying biological mechanisms of this novel pathology. If the main 
interest of the case is a new therapy, then the discussion often focuses on why this 
treatment was better than conventional treatments and the supposed mechanisms of 
its action. Whatever the nature of the case may be, you should identify what is the 
novel and important knowledge to be gained from this case, and you should then 
streamline the discussion to focus on that novel important knowledge. The discus-
sion should not comment on every routine secondary aspect of the case. A case 
report should not be written as if the readers are residents who have only just begun 
to see patients; it should be written as if the readers are experienced specialists who 
already know everything they need to know, except what is novel in this particular 
case. A case report should cite the relevant scienti!c literature as appropriate, but it 
should not switch or slide into a literature review [17]. If you want to write a litera-
ture review, then write a literature review and drop the case history entirely.

The conclusion should be one short paragraph. It must be kept in mind that case 
reports are idiosyncratic level 4 evidence, so the conclusion should generally be 
restrained and not make any !rm clinical recommendations. Yet it should state the 
lesson to be learned by other clinicians from this speci!c case. Implicitly, the con-
clusion should make it clear why this case merits publication. If you are unsure why 
a particular case merits publication, reread the !rst paragraph of this chapter.
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Chapter 34
Literature Reviews

Literature reviews are extremely useful these days, because most people do not have 
enough time to read, evaluate, and synthesize all the medical scienti!c literature on 
every topic they might want to know about. So literature reviews serve the crucial 
function of providing an overview guide about what is currently known on some 
speci!c topic. They should be performed and published much more often than they 
currently are. Also, most journal Editors would like to publish more literature 
reviews, because generally they are read and cited much more often than original 
research papers. Unfortunately, despite all this, literature reviews can often be more 
dif!cult to publish (especially by inexperienced authors), probably because they do 
not really present any new and original data. And if they are not done well, literature 
reviews are actually quite unhelpful.

Although the majority of researchers will never try to publish a literature review 
in a journal, literature reviews (more broadly considered) are an essential part of 
every study and every paper. Prior to starting any new research study, every 
researcher should conduct a thorough literature review (for his or her own use, and 
maybe even for later publication), in order to get a clear overview of what is already 
known and what still needs to be studied [1, 2]. Failure to conduct such a literature 
review often leads to performing new research on a question that has already been 
answered several times by other people [2–4]. When it comes time to write up a 
paper, the authors should again perform an informal literature review, so everything 
is fresh in their minds and up-to-date. When drafting the Introduction and Discussion 
of a research paper, the authors should be drawing upon their literature review. (The 
Introduction and Discussion of research papers should never be written as literature 
reviews  – if you want to write a literature review, then write a literature review 
paper. But for brief moments, the Introduction and Discussion may resemble a lit-
erature review in some aspects.) So even if you are not planning to write a literature 
review, it is very useful to know how they should be written. Literature reviews can-
not simply be written up any old way one pleases. They have a certain methodology 
for how they should be conducted and how they should be written. The methods for 
conducting a literature review are beyond the scope of this book, so anyone wishing 
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to publish a literature review should learn more about how they are done. Here, we 
will only cover some of the essentials about how to write one, especially the points 
that are most applicable when literature is informally reviewed in a normal research 
paper.

There are two kinds of literature reviews: narrative literature reviews and system-
atic literature reviews. Systematic literature reviews follow a !xed set of protocols 
to gather all the available papers, grade each study’s methodological quality, and 
evaluate the overall strength of evidence for the therapy or procedure under consid-
eration [5–9]. The four parts of a systematic review paper (Introduction, Methods, 
Results, Discussion) follow the same general considerations as for a regular research 
paper. The Introduction identi!es an issue that justi!es a review of the literature. 
The Methods must clearly describe the search procedures used to gather all the lit-
erature. It should also spell out the criteria used to grade the studies and then to 
weigh the strength of evidence. The Results section often centers on a table that lists 
all the studies included and extracts their key characteristics (year, sample size, 
study population, main results, conclusion, grade of methodological quality, etc.) 
The Discussion puts the !ndings of the literature review into the larger context, 
draws a conclusion on the issue, and suggests what new research needs to be under-
taken (if any). One key difference between a systematic review and a regular 
research paper is that a systematic review really must sound as scienti!cally unbi-
ased as possible. The Introduction and Discussion should avoid saying anything that 
sounds like personal opinion, and they should avoid arguing for or against anything, 
beyond simply stating what the body of evidence in the literature supports or fails to 
support. A systematic literature review that sounds slanted will rapidly lose validity 
in the eyes of its readers.

Narrative literature reviews are more informal. Often they amount to little more 
than summaries of many papers with a commentary on the state of knowledge. 
Narrative literature reviews are still used when: A) the literature available is sparse, 
dif!cult to compare, and/or low quality, or B) the author is trying to reinvigorate 
research on some question and therefore wants to synthesize what is known and 
discuss what needs more scienti!c attention. Thus, in a narrative literature review, 
the main interest is not really the literature itself, but rather the main interest is the 
thinking of the author(s) when looking over the body of literature available – i.e. the 
“narrative” the authors tell about the literature. A narrative literature review is 
 typically written as one uni!ed essay without structural sections (Introduction, 
Methods, etc.) If the review is long, it might use topical subheadings on the different 
aspects, just to break up the paper and organize it all better. How much is said about 
each paper depends on how many papers are available and how long the literature 
review is. Up to an entire paragraph can be spent on a single paper if that seems 
sensible, but often it is not necessary to spend more than a few sentences on each 
paper. The key features of each paper, including its conclusion, can always be sum-
marized in as little as one single sentence, albeit a long one. Next, the unique 
strength or critical #aws of the study can be highlighted. Finally, the meaning of that 
study can be commented upon. Although a narrative literature review relies on sum-
marizing and commenting on many papers, what holds it all together and gives it 
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life is the new meaning and message imparted to the literature by the author(s) 
 writing the literature review. In other words, a narrative literature review can never 
be merely one summary after another. A narrative literature review depends upon 
having something new and important to say about the literature: the narrative the 
authors tell. Narrative literature reviews should not make recommendations for clin-
ical practice; any such recommendations should be based on a systematic review of 
the literature.

Although many people reading this book will never write a literature review 
paper, it is very useful to know how to write one. The techniques used in writing a 
literature review can and should be applied in any paper you write, whenever you 
summarize or comment on someone else’s paper. For example, the methods used in 
a systematic literature review to search and grade the papers available should be 
used whenever you need to !nd and select literature for a research paper you are 
writing. Similarly, the manner of summarizing and commenting on papers that is 
used in narrative literature reviews should be emulated when you summarize and 
comment on past studies in your research papers. So it is quite helpful to read many 
literature reviews on whatever topics, to acquire a sense of the right way to write 
about other papers. Indeed, you should always conduct a literature review on your 
topic before beginning your research, to verify whether there is even any need for a 
study on your topic.
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Chapter 35
Editorials

Editorials are of course written by the journal Editors themselves, so you will prob-
ably not be publishing an Editorial, strictly de!ned, anytime soon. But if we think 
about “editorials” a bit more broadly, we will see that they occur quite frequently in 
medical journals, simply under other names. An “editorial”, broadly de!ned, is sim-
ply an essay that presents the author’s thinking rather than new data. Besides 
research papers, most journals allow for other kinds of essay publications, which 
they give various names, such as “Perspectives” or “Viewpoint”. Furthermore, many 
journals allow for “Special Reports” or other scholarly essays that, although differ-
ent from mere “Editorials” or “Viewpoints”, usually still involve some degree of 
editorializing. Besides all these kinds of editorial-like essay publications, the 
Discussion section of a research paper often resembles an editorial, especially when 
the thoughts of the authors are more interesting than their data. Therefore, it is use-
ful to know how to write editorials, even if you are not yet the Editor-in-Chief of a 
journal.

An editorial is simply a well-written one-page essay. There is nothing especially 
different about such essays in scienti!c medical journals than in other scholarly or 
even non-scholarly !elds. An editorial might typically consist of 4–6 paragraphs. 
The !rst paragraph is an introduction, presenting what the issue is that this editorial 
is addressing. The next several paragraphs then develop a discussion on this issue. 
The author normally has a viewpoint to present, and lays out a line of thinking about 
the topic or even a clear argument for or against something. As discussed below (in 
the chapter, “Build Good Paragraphs”), each paragraph is a coherent block of 
thought or step in the argument. The paragraphs are presented in a logical order. 
Finally, the last paragraph is a conclusion paragraph, as discussed above (in the 
chapter, “The Discussion”). It ends on a “take-home message”.

An editorial may consider opposing viewpoints or other ways of thinking about 
the subject, but the author is not obliged to do so. If the author believes there is some 
validity in the alternative perspectives and wants to make them known, that is !ne. 
If he or she wants to rebut opposing viewpoints, that is also !ne. But no author is 
obliged to argue both sides of the issue, simply to appear “objective” or “scienti!c”. 
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For example, an editorial against smoking, does not need to be “fair” and also dis-
cuss the advantages of smoking. An editorial simply states the author’s position 
(e.g. smoking is toxic and deadly and should be banned) and then lays out his or her 
line of argument for that position. The readers achieve “objectivity” and “scienti!c 
knowledge” by reading many papers and thinking critically about them. Even if the 
author’s position would be widely debated in the medical community, he or she is 
not obliged to argue both sides of the coin. (That is why many journals publish two 
opposing viewpoints back-to-back, as “Point” and “Counterpoint” essays.) The 
only obligation for the author of an editorial is to truthfully state his or her own 
viewpoint and then support it with valid reasoning and evidence. Nonetheless, 
 editorials are always stronger if the author has actually thought about the opposing 
viewpoints and arguments.

35 Editorials
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Chapter 36
The Need for Revision

You have !nished drafting your title page, Abstract, Introduction, Methods, Results, 
and Discussion, including all your tables, !gures, and references. So now you are 
ready to send your manuscript in to the journal, right?

Wrong. At this point, you have only !nished your !rst draft. Now your manu-
script needs to go through several rounds of extensive revision. If you are lucky, 
your !rst draft will already be about half-way to the point where your manuscript is 
ready to submit to some journal. In other words, revision of the !rst draft is at least 
half the work involved in preparing a manuscript for publication. Revision is an 
essential part of all writing [1 (p. 72)].

Revision is the process where you closely reread what you wrote, delete passages 
that are low quality, re#ect on how the paper could be better, and then rewrite the 
paper. Rewriting is the secret key to good writing [2]. In the following chapters, we 
will look more closely at some of the ways you can actually revise your paper. 
Altogether, this process of revision is the way you improve the quality of your 
manuscript, in terms of the scienti!c contents, the thinking, and the writing style – 
all three of which are closely intertwined [3 (pp. 230–231, 233, 248)].

Whenever you have a complete !rst draft, you might think to yourself, “Oh, but 
is it really necessary to do that extra work of rereading the paper again and tinkering 
with it? It seems good already. Can’t I send it to the journal now, just to see what 
they think?” Well what happens if you do not do this revision (or do not do enough 
of it) and instead simply send your !rst draft to the journal, (“just to see what they 
think”)? The answer is simple: the journal will reject your manuscript with a long 
list of basic criticisms from the peer reviewers. In particular, they will point out 
obvious typographical errors, as evidence that you are a sloppy researcher who does 
not pay any attention to what you are doing or writing. Or more likely, the Editors 
will just reject your manuscript without a long list of criticisms. They will simply 
send you a standardized reply that they receive N manuscripts per year and only 
publish 17% of them, and your manuscript did not seem to merit further review. So 
if you send your manuscript in before it is truly ready for review, you will only be 
wasting your time and the journal’s goodwill. As mentioned in chapter 2, laziness is 
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one of the three vices that leads to low-quality (and erroneous) scienti!c reports; 
whereas, diligence is a virtue that leads to better scienti!c papers. At no point in the 
entire research process is this more applicable than the phase of revising manu-
scripts for submission to the journal.

Whenever you write a paper, plan to spend as much time revising your manu-
script as you originally spent writing the !rst draft. For it is unrealistic (even absurd) 
to assume that the !rst way you wrote something is the best possible way to write it. 
You need to invest time in improving the quality of your manuscript. Once you 
make that mental commitment – to invest time in making your paper as good as  
you possibly can, rather than rushing to get it off your desk as soon as possible – you 
will !nd that revising a paper is actually quite enjoyable. It is the opportunity to look 
closely at the fruit of your research and re#ect deeply about what you really want to 
say to everyone. It is the opportunity to take pride in doing high quality work that 
people will read and remember.

Revision is the difference between a bad !rst draft and a good publishable paper.
Revision is the difference between a manuscript that will be rejected and a sub-

mission that will be accepted.
Revision is the difference between a good paper that will be published in a good 

journal versus a better paper that will be published in a better journal.
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Chapter 37
Build Good Paragraphs

When you are writing the !rst draft, the most important goal is to get the scienti!c 
contents onto the page. During the initial drafting, it is usually a bad idea to worry 
much about how you actually write, because this can lead to writer’s-block, and then 
nothing gets done. It is better to start by getting all the information and ideas onto 
the page, and then to go back and revise it all afterwards for better writing style.

The !rst step in revision is to look at the structure of each paragraph. In fact, if 
you can, you should try to write your !rst draft already in good paragraphs. In either 
case, building good paragraphs is the !rst step in editing your manuscript.

In English, the paragraph is the basic building-block of any text [1 (pp. 15–17)]. 
It represents a coherent and developed unit of thought. It is composed of several 
related sentences that work together to develop that thought or subtopic. The series 
of paragraphs then build upon one another to develop the line of thinking or discus-
sion of the overall text.

Because the paragraph serves as a building-block of thought in any text, there are 
certain rules or guidelines about how to write a good paragraph in English. A para-
graph is normally composed of a “main sentence” and several supporting sentences. 
The main sentence expresses the topic or key idea of the paragraph. It is usually the 
!rst sentence in the paragraph, but it may appear elsewhere. The other sentences 
then support or develop the topic or idea presented in the main sentence. All other 
sentences in a paragraph relate to the main sentence somehow; they do not drift off 
onto other topics.

Normally, a paragraph has about 5–7 sentences. A paragraph should never have 
less than three sentences. There is in theory no upper limit on the number of sen-
tences in a paragraph, but most paragraphs with 10 or more sentences can be broken 
into two paragraphs and will then seem more conceptually coherent. Start each 
paragraph with its main sentence, which simply makes it clear what the whole para-
graph is about. The last sentence (and/or sometimes the !rst sentence) of a para-
graph may serve as a “transition” sentence”, to improve the #ow between paragraphs 
or to make the relation between the two paragraphs’ topics more clear.
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Here is a simple example of a !ctitious paragraph (and the beginning of the sub-
sequent paragraph), to illustrate the guidance just presented.

There are a few reasons why surgery is better than medication for 
treating Schmerzmeister’s disease. First and foremost, surgery has 
higher one-year clinical success rates. Second, there is no risk of sys-
temic toxicity. Third, surgical treatment is effective immediately; 
whereas, medications can take up to a month to show meaningful 
improvement in symptoms. For these reasons, surgery is usually the 
recommended treatment for Schmerzmeister’s disease.

Nonetheless, there are a couple advantages of pharmacological 
treatment that lead some patients to prefer it. […]

What makes this a paragraph is that all the sentences work together on one uni!ed 
idea: the advantages of surgery for Schmerzmeister’s disease. When the author 
starts a new idea (here: some patients’ preference for pharmacological treatment), 
the author starts a new paragraph. Structuring a text into paragraphs in this way 
enables readers to move more easily from one block of thought to the next.

When writing a medical paper, it is important to look closely at the construction 
of the paragraphs. The outline you write for your paper should list each paragraph 
in the paper. When you are actually writing, each paragraph in your paper should be 
conceptually uni!ed. It should consist of a main sentence and several related sup-
porting sentences. Then the series of paragraphs should be presented in a logical 
order that builds up a line of thinking, rather than jumping around from one idea or 
subtopic to some other unrelated idea or subtopic. It is especially important to 
examine the construction of paragraphs in the Introduction and Discussion, where 
there are no subheadings to guide the readers. If your paper has well-constructed 
paragraphs, the readers should be able to follow the thinking that your paper builds, 
block by block, step by step.
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Chapter 38
Edit Each Sentence

Long, complicated sentences are the bane of good scienti!c writing. Long sentences 
pack more words into the readers’ heads than they can hold in one thought. 
Complicated sentences are dif!cult for the readers to understand the !rst time. So 
good medical scienti!c writing uses short, direct sentences. “Short” sentences have 
less than 20 words, in only one or two clauses. “Direct” sentences reveal the most 
important information early and then proceed straight to their point. They do not 
start with inessential information !rst or make unnecessary detours during the 
sentence.

You need to go through your entire manuscript, sentence by sentence, and make 
each sentence as short and direct as possible. Look at each sentence in your manu-
script, and identify the main subject, the main verb, and any secondary verbs (in any 
form). That should give you a good sense of the structure of the sentence. In English, 
the main subject and verb should appear early in the sentence, and there should be 
no more than one or two other verbs, if any. Sentences should not be too long. They 
should be easy to read aloud [1 (p. 208)]. If you see long or complicated sentences 
in your manuscript, !nd some way to simplify them. Cut them into two short sen-
tences. Delete unnecessary clauses. Rearrange them into a better sequence of words. 
Simplify the wording. Make the sentence clear and direct, by any means 
necessary.

The worst offense of sentence structure is a so-called “run-on” sentence. These 
are sentences that seem !ne at the outset, but they never come to an end. Just when 
you feel it is time for a period to !nally end the sentence, the author adds something 
more and keeps going. Eventually the sentence no longer makes any sense. Here is 
an example of a “run-on sentence”, and a few possible ways to correct it:

Original: On a stack of short axis views covering the entire left ventricle, 
endocardial and epicardial contours were drawn in each slice, using com-
mercially available software (CAAS, Pie Medical, Maastricht, the 
Netherlands), in order to analyze functional parameters, such as ejection 
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fraction (EF), end-diastolic  volume (EDV), end-systolic volume (ESV), 
and stroke volume (SV) by multiplying the area with slice thickness 
according to Simpson’s method.
Comment: This sentence is quite long in any case, but when it adds 
“by multiplying…” it undeniably crosses the limit between a sentence 
that is merely “long” (but still grammatically defensible) and a “run-on” 
sentence that is unacceptably wrong. (Moreover, it is probably unnec-
essary to explain how stroke volume was calculated – that is simply 
too detailed for a journal paper.)
Minimal Correction: On a stack of short axis views covering the entire 
left ventricle, endocardial and epicardial contours were drawn in each 
slice, using commercially available software (CAAS, Pie Medical, 
Maastricht, the Netherlands), in order to analyze functional parameters 
such as ejection fraction (EF), end- diastolic volume (EDV), end-systolic 
volume (ESV), and stroke volume (SV). SV was calculated by multiplying 
the area times slice thickness, according to Simpson’s method.
Better: On a stack of short axis views covering the entire left ventricle, 
endocardial and epicardial contours were drawn in each slice, using com-
mercially available software (CAAS, Pie Medical, Maastricht, the 
Netherlands). These contours were used to analyze functional parame-
ters, such as ejection fraction (EF), end- diastolic volume (EDV), end-sys-
tolic volume (ESV), and stroke volume (SV) according to Simpson’s 
method.

That sentence could (and should) be edited even further for other reasons, but this 
example is limited to editing the “run-on” aspect.

A long subordinate clause at the beginning of the sentence is a much more fre-
quent problem. The main subject and verb should appear early in the sentence, so 
the readers know from the start what the sentence is about. Need be, it is acceptable 
to place a few words before the main subject and verb. But the use of long clauses 
or secondary verbs or nouns before the main subject and verb is only rarely prefer-
able in medical scienti!c texts. Most often, the sentence should be edited to move 
the main subject and verb closer to the front. Here is an example of how to improve 
poor use of a subordinate clause at the start of a sentence:

Original: As the real position of the anterior rectum wall cannot be char-
acterized after removal of the ultrasound probe, the potential rectum and 
prostate locations under this condition were evaluated.
Better: The potential rectum and prostate locations were evaluated under 
this condition, because the real position of the anterior rectum wall cannot 
be characterized after removal of the ultrasound probe.
Comment: Here the subordinate clause (“the real position…”) has been 
moved to the second half of the sentence. Notice also how the phrase 
“under this condition” has been moved back, so the main verb (“were 
evaluated”) appears sooner.

38 Edit Each Sentence
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Here is another example of how to improve poor use of a subordinate clause at the 
start of a sentence:

Original: Besides taking a look at dose coverage in the target volume, we 
focused on doses for organs at risk and the establishment of a fast and 
feasible quality assurance system, which has the potential to be univer-
sally adopted in other brachytherapy departments.
Better: We studied both the dose coverage in the target volume and the 
doses for at-risk organs. We aimed to establish a fast and feasible quality-
assurance system that can be implemented at any brachytherapy 
department.
Comment: The original version opens somewhat paradoxically. On the 
one hand, it gives prominence to “dose coverage in the target volume” by 
placing it early in the sentence. On the other hand, that same content is 
made to seem less relevant by constructing it as a subordinate clause 
starting with “Besides” . In the revised version, that content (“dose cover-
age in the target volume”) is both elevated up into the main sentence but 
also moved back after the main verb (“studied”). Also, notice how the 
original sentence actually contains two distinct sets of content: A) what 
they studied and B) what they aimed to do. Thus it is simpler and more 
logical to cut the sentence in two.

There are many other ways to edit sentences with cumbersome subordinate clauses.
Starting a sentence with a subordinate clause is acceptable under a few circum-

stances: A) the subordinate clause is only four words or less, B) the authors need to 
give special emphasis to the information in the subordinate clause, in order to con-
vey the right meaning to the main clause, or C) the logical relation between the 
subordinate clause and the main clause would change if their order was changed. 
Nonetheless, there should never ever be more than one subordinate clause before 
the main subject. That is too confusing for the readers.

Sentences can also have too many subordinate or relative clauses in places that 
break the #ow of the sentence. Remember: every sentence should be easy to read 
aloud. Each sentence should #ow smoothly. Here is an example of how to !x a sen-
tence that has too many clauses:

Original: By providing for a temporal resolution of 83 ms under use of two 
X-ray tubes and two corresponding detector units mounted onto a single 
gantry, DSCT allows visualization of coronary arteries at elevated heart 
rates and therefore a significant decrease of coronary segments unas-
sessable due to motion.
Better: DSCT uses two X-ray tubes and detector units mounted onto a 
single gantry. The higher resolution of this set-up makes it possible to 
visualize coronary arteries at elevated heart rates. DSCT thus reduces 
the number of coronary segments that cannot be assessed due to 
motion.
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Comment: In the original sentence in this example, “DSCT” is the main 
subject, but it appears far too late. The revised version cuts the sentence 
into three short simple sentences. Moreover, it rearranges the ideas into 
a more logical order. First, it describes the device itself. Next, it explains 
the advantage of that device. Finally, it presents the clinical benefit result-
ing from the technical advantage. In the original sentence, the readers are 
expected to absorb these three ideas all at once, but that is too much. 
(The original also thoughtlessly used the word “significant” without any 
intended reference to statistical testing.)

Whenever you see a sentence with multiple clauses, try to !nd some way to sim-
plify that sentence. Sometimes one of the clauses contains unimportant information 
that can be deleted. Sometimes the sentence needs to be rewritten as two separate 
sentences. Sometimes the clauses merely need to be rearranged, or information in 
one sentence needs to be moved to some other nearby sentence.

The difference between a clause and a full sentence is that a clause cannot be 
written alone on its own. Thus a “compound sentence” may look like a multi-clause 
sentence, but it actually consists of two “simple sentences” joined together into one 
sentence. Compound sentences are acceptable in medical scienti!c writing, if: A) 
there is some logical reason for joining the two simple sentences into one compound 
sentence, B) each simple sentence has no more than one additional subordinate or 
relative clause, and C) each of the two simple sentences is relatively short and clear. 
If a compound sentence does not meet all three of these criteria, then it is probably 
too long and complicated for medical scienti!c writing. In that case, it is preferable 
to just break the compound sentence into two separate simple sentences. (One 
exception is sentences with item lists, where numbering or lettering can enable 
readers to comprehend multiple clauses.)

Finally, some special guidance is needed for sentences in the Results section, 
because they often must report numerical data. First, if you are putting data in a 
sentence, try to write a sentence that summarizes the !nding and then move all the 
numbers to the end in parentheses [2 (p. 178)]. This enables the readers to compre-
hend the meaning !rst and then examine the numbers, instead of jumbling those two 
mental activities together. Here is an example:

Original: Mean recipient wait time was 1.8  ±  0.5  years for transplant 
recipients versus 4.1 ± 1.4 years for historical controls (p<0.001).
Better: Transplant recipients waited less than half as long as historical 
controls (mean (SD): 1.8 (0.5) vs. 4.1 (1.4) years, p<0.001).
Comment: Despite being one word shorter, the improved version gives a 
more meaningful account of the results and also makes it easier to com-
pare the numbers for the two groups. (Notice also how the ± sign has 
been replaced [3 (p. 103), 4 (pp. 42, 488)], and the numbers 0.5 and 1.4 
have been clearly identified as the SD.)

Second, if you have a sentence with many numbers or many sentences with related 
numbers, consider making a table or !gure for that data instead. It keeps everything 
neater, and makes your paper easier to read. Third, avoid using the words “table” or 
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“!gure” as the subject of a sentence [5]. Instead, put the !gure or table number in 
parentheses at the end of the sentence, and use the sentence to summarize what is 
found in the !gure or table. Here is an example:

Original: Table  1 shows the demographic characteristics of the study 
sample.
Better: The study sample consisted mainly of elderly women (table 1).
Comment: In this example, either sentence will make the readers look at 
the table. But the poor way of writing the sentence puts the emphasis on 
the table itself and adds nothing more to the readers’ understanding 
beyond what is already in the table itself. By contrast, the improved sen-
tence puts the emphasis on the  scientific information being presented in 
the table and adds a meaningful summary of the main numbers in the 
table.

Editing each sentence is an essential part of revising the !rst draft. This process 
enables the readers to focus on the scienti!c contents of your paper, rather than 
spending all their mental energy trying to make sense of convoluted writing. Just 
look at the editorials in the top medical journals, and you will see that most sen-
tences are simple and direct. That is how opinion leaders convey their message to as 
large an audience as possible.
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Chapter 39
Choose the Right Words

Scienti!c research requires precision and accuracy in everything you do. This is 
also true in regards to writing up your papers. It is essential that you choose the 
words that mean exactly what you want to say. If instead you use words that are 
close to what you mean, but not exactly what you mean, your readers will think 
about the topic somewhat differently than you intended.

Most words have other words with similar but different meanings, as any thesau-
rus will show. Do not write the patient was “tired” (physically fatigued), if you 
mean that the patient was “sleepy” (somnolent). Do not describe an illness as 
“chronic” (has a long-lasting continuous duration), if you mean that the illness is 
“recurrent” (occurs repeatedly but disappears between episodes). Do not write 
“study patients” (receiving bene!cial healthcare), if in fact you mean “study sub-
jects” (receiving experimental treatment of unknown value or even placebos). Do 
not describe the subjects’ mean blood-pressure as “increased” (higher than at a 
previous timepoint), if you mean that their blood pressure was “elevated” (high 
compared to normal levels of the population). Do not say that patients’ mental status 
was “measured” (precisely quanti!ed with an instrument), if you actually mean that 
it was “assessed” (clinically evaluated by categories). Further possible examples are 
endless.

After you are done writing your !rst draft, go back through it and look at each 
word, one by one. For each word, ask yourself: “Is this exactly what I mean? Or is 
there a better word, the meaning of which is closer to what I really want to say?” 
Here is an example of how your manuscript might be changed by this process:

Original: The patients were examined using several standard psychologi-
cal measures.
Meant to Say: The subjects were assessed using three validated quality-
of-life questionnaires.
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Explanation: A) The term “psychological measures” is vague, and the 
instruments used in this study were actually all questionnaires designed 
to measure  quality- of- life. B) The word “several” is also vague. How many 
is “several”? C) The word “standard” is meaningless here. There is nothing 
that makes a questionnaire either “standard” or “not standard” .

Here is another example of how your manuscript might be changed by improving 
the precision of word choices:

Original: All the records of patients with DMH were then analyzed in 
detail for the patients’ standard characteristics.
Meant to Say: The records of all patients with DMH were then reviewed 
for the patients’ demographic and clinical characteristics.
Explanation: A) The term “standard characteristics” is vague and mean-
ingless. These researchers were referring to variables such as age, sex, 
weight, blood pressure, etc., which are “demographic and clinical charac-
teristics”. B) Each patient would have a large file of medical records. We 
know that the researchers did not look at “all the records” , which would 
include all kinds of laboratory results, intake questionnaires, referral 
forms, etc. Instead, they merely looked at a few main sheets to find the 
specific demographic and clinical information they needed. But they did 
this for every patient diagnosed with DMH at their hospital. Thus they 
mean, “The records of all patients with DMH”, not “All the records of 
patients with DMH”. C) Again, we know that these records were not “ana-
lyzed in detail”. Instead, someone simply flipped through them as quickly 
as possible to find the information needed.

Two other general principles about proper word choices should also be observed. 
One, try to avoid using any abbreviations that are not part of the general English 
language (i.e. cannot be found in a normal college-level dictionary), unless the 
abbreviation is commonly used in other medical papers and your paper will use it 
several times. Otherwise, just write the words out in full every time. If you use an 
abbreviation, you must write it out in full the !rst time it appears in the Abstract and 
the !rst time it appears in the main body of the paper, putting the abbreviation in 
parentheses, so readers will know what it means. Thereafter, you should use just the 
abbreviation. Second, choose one single term to refer to any given thing, and then 
stick with that one term throughout the entire paper [1]. Do not use two or more 
different words to refer to the same single thing or process (“for the sake of vari-
ety”), because then the readers may become confused or start to wonder what the 
difference is between those two words/things or not even realize you are only refer-
ring to one single thing with both of those words. Similarly, avoid using general 
terms that conceivable refer to two or more different things or processes in the given 
context, because then the readers might not know which one you are referring to or 
might even assume you are referring to the other one. In so far as possible, you 
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should use terms such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the word 
you use and the thing or process to which it refers [2].

Taken one by one, these word choices may not seem so important sometimes. 
But poor word choices add up across a paper. If you are making poor word choices 
twice per sentence in every sentence, your paper will not be saying what you want 
to say. Readers will become confused about various aspects of your research, !nd-
ings, and ideas. Instead, each word you use should be the best choice to express your 
exact thoughts, so your entire paper will be clear and precise. This kind of extra 
effort gives you a better chance of being published in higher quality journals. 
Medical journal papers have very short word limits, so you really want to make 
every word count. Using words with exact precision is an essential feature of good 
scienti!c writing.
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Chapter 40
Use “Plain English”

Scienti!c research is inherently complex and dif!cult to understand. It talks about 
highly specialized topics that most people know nothing about and even specialists 
may not be entirely familiar with. Science involves methods and knowledge that 
require years of university education to learn. There is no need to make your paper 
even more complicated and dif!cult by writing in some obscure pedantic way. 
Instead, you should make every effort to write as simply as you can, in everyday 
plain English [1–5, 6 (pp. 76–78)]. Your goal is to make it as easy as possible for 
your readers to understand what you are saying.

So read through your !rst draft – slowly – word by word, and rewrite everything 
in plain English that any second-year medical student could understand. “Plain 
English” means that you write the same way you would talk in everyday life. Avoid 
using Latin (except when needed to specify anatomy or binomial nomenclature).  
Latin otherwise ceased to be a lingua franca of medicine and science about three 
centuries ago, and surely less than 1% of all medical doctors today have ever studied 
it. Writing phrases that no one else understands does not make you more intelligent. 
Similarly, avoid throwing in other foreign phrases [6 (p. 81)]; English is already 
foreign enough for most readers [7]. Do not use jargon (i.e. occupational slang ter-
minology and convoluted expressions commonly repeated in a medical setting but 
not easily decipherable to anyone unfamiliar with it) [2, 5, 6 (pp. 81–84), 8–11]. 
Jargon will only restrict the number of people who can understand you, thus reduc-
ing your readership. Replace jargon with normal words.

Similarly, avoid using obscure specialist terms if simple everyday words can be 
used instead. Of course, every !eld of science has its own specialized terminology, 
and it is often useful or even necessary to use this terminology, in order to discuss a 
topic accurately. But more often the use of specialist terminology is merely the 
thoughtless habit of a specialist who spends too many hours talking only with other 
specialists. Your paper will be read by many people who are not specialists for your 
topic or even your !eld. So look through your paper and every time you see a spe-
cialist term, ask yourself if a plain everyday word could be used instead. If so, 
replace it. If not, you should consider explaining what it refers to, if the word is not 
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well known, so readers outside your !eld will understand what you mean. Here is 
an example:

Original: The patient complained of intermittent cephalgia in the occipital 
cranium.
Better: The patient reported periods of pain in the back of her head.
Comment: In this example, it is clear that a patient would not complain of 
“cephalgia” , because patients never talk that technically. Also, there is no 
need to use medical anatomical terms here, because they imply more 
spatial precision than is likely to be the case for a patient report of a sub-
jective sensation, (and moreover pain is not experienced in bones).

Now look at your draft again, sentence by sentence. Do not try to make things 
sound more complicated than they actually are. Do not try to sound like the world’s 
most learned expert. And above all, do not use mumbo jumbo [4, 6 (pp. 81–84)]. 
“Mumbo jumbo” is when someone uses many big obscure words, and long convo-
luted sentences, in order to make their paper sound very sophisticated. Usually it is 
an attempt to cover up the fact that they do not really know what they are talking 
about. The problem with mumbo jumbo is that it makes it dif!cult for the readers to 
understand what is being said. A further consequence is that mumbo jumbo almost 
always makes the text somewhat illogical. Here is a mild instance of mumbo jumbo 
and how to correct it:

Original: The possibility of the development of recurrent respiratory pap-
illomatosis in the child is determined by the ability of the mother to develop 
an immune response and to provide the child with an adequate amount of 
antibodies.
Better: Recurrent respiratory papillomatosis in the child can be averted if 
the mother has an immune response and passes enough antibodies to 
the fetus.
Comment: Notice how the general wordiness of the sentence (e.g. “The 
possibility of the development”, “is determined by”, “the ability of the”, 
“adequate amount”, etc.) makes everything sound more complicated and 
erudite, without adding anything substantial. But this rhetorical effect then 
disturbs the intended meaning. For the use of the words “ability” and “pro-
vide” also makes it sound as if this is something that the mother is actively 
and consciously involved in making happen, rather than something that 
merely occurs or not, regardless of her will. Also the original sentence 
makes it seem that if the mother develops an immune response, then the 
child will develop recurrent respiratory illness; the intended sense that 
one event prevents or negates the other is lost in the original but restored 
with the word “averted”.

Exercise caution and restraint before using any abbreviations, because they can 
also hinder comprehension, much like jargon or mumbo jumbo. It is entirely accept-
able to use an abbreviation, if that abbreviation is: 1) commonly used in general 
English (e.g. “Dr.” or “et al.”), 2) commonly used in medical science (e.g. “DNA” 
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or “VAS”), 3) is a standard unit of measure (e.g. “mmol/L” or “mm Hg”), or 4) is a 
standard parameter of statistics (e.g. “p” or “r2”). If a set of three or more words will 
be used as a single term several times in your paper, it should also be easier for the 
readers if you abbreviate it. But if you are going to use a term only a few times in 
your paper, or if the full term is only one or two words anyway, then it is not helpful 
to invent a new abbreviation for it. Just write the full word(s) out every instance. If 
you are going to use an abbreviation, it should be written out in full the !rst time it 
appears, followed by the abbreviation in parentheses. Thereafter, use only the abbre-
viation; do not switch back sometimes to using the full words instead. Abbreviations 
should not be used in the Abstract [12], except for the four acceptable uses of 
 abbreviations listed earlier in this paragraph.

Many researchers have been trained to never say “I” or “We”. Instead, they write 
sentences in “third-person” (“It is believable that….”) or “passive voice” (“A further 
attempt to obtain missing data was not made by us, because…”). This avoidance of 
writing “I” or “We” is sometimes outdated and unjusti!ed [13 (pp. 263–264)]. In 
the Methods and Results sections of a paper, it is usually appropriate and preferable 
to avoid writing “I” or “We”, because the emphasis should be on the objects studied, 
the process of research, the outcomes, etc., rather than on you, the scientist doing 
the work. So for example, in a Methods section it is preferable to write “The sam-
ples were centrifuged…”, rather than “We centrifuged the samples…”. However, in 
the Introduction and Discussion, it is often preferable to write in “!rst person, active 
voice”, i.e., to use “I” or “We”, because the sentence will sound unnatural and cum-
bersome if these words are avoided, and because the emphasis of the sentence really 
is on the author(s). For example, in a Discussion, it is better to write, “We believe 
these results show…” rather than writing, “The belief is held by the present research 
group that these results show…” There is no need to avoid writing “I” or “We” in 
the Introduction or Discussion.

Medicine and science have their own writing styles, which are different from the 
ideal writing styles in other !elds, such as Law, Government, Literature, History, 
Philosophy, etc. Medicine uses a clean, direct, modern writing style. As a patient, 
you would not want to go to a hospital that was dirty, cluttered with outdated junk, 
cold, and lifeless. You would want to be in a hospital that was clean, well-organized, 
modern, warm, and vital. In the same way, readers of medical science do not want 
to struggle through a paper that is messy, cluttered, old-fashioned, cold, and lifeless. 
So go through your paper and give it a good scrubbing – make sure every sentence 
is written in a clean, direct, modern style, using “plain English”.

The reason medical researchers write in English is so that as many researchers 
and healthcare professionals as possible around the world can read the report [14]. 
But for many readers, English is not their !rst (or even second, or third) language. 
It requires extra effort for them to read English; some of them may even struggle 
considerably to read something in English. Do not make this process any more dif-
!cult for them than it already is [7]. Similarly, some readers may be patients with 
limited medical knowledge trying to learn more about their condition, so they can 
better understand what their doctors are telling them. Also, healthcare professionals 
and researchers in other specialties may also be reading your paper to learn more 
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about a topic that is outside their !eld but nonetheless relevant to their work. And 
even if the readers are native English speaking medical doctors in your !eld, they 
may be trying to read your paper quickly because of time pressures. If you write in 
simple, clear, plain English, then everyone will have an easier time reading and 
understanding your paper [15, 16]. When revising your manuscript, always ask 
yourself for each and every sentence, “Will my colleagues in Japan understand what 
this says?” If you write something so complicated that even native English speakers 
struggle to decipher it, then your colleagues in Japan will probably not understand 
it either. And if your colleagues in Japan do not understand what you write, then 
they will not cite your paper in their papers. If you say what you mean in plain 
English, more people will understand and remember what you wrote.
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Chapter 41
Cut It Down

The most widespread problem of medical writing is that authors write too much 
[1]. Either they use too many words to say something, or they write about more 
aspects of the subject than readers want to know. Often, both these problems co-
exist. There is no need to write everything you can possibly think of. There is no 
need to use 20 words to say something, if you could say it with only 15 words. 
There is no need to express the same idea three different ways. Brevity is better 
[2 (pp. xi–xiv), 3 (pp. 23–25), 4].

So now that you have your "rst draft, go back through it line by line, and boil it 
all down to the minimum necessary. Delete unnecessary information that no one 
needs to know. Delete unnecessary words. Do not write something in 20 words, if 
you could say it better in 15. Do not write something in 15 words, if you could say 
it better in 12. Do not write something in 12 words if you could say it better in 10. 
No one has the time or patience to read something that goes on and on and on. Get 
to the point; say it concisely, and stop [5, 6].

Here are four examples:

Original: Therefore, TGM appears promising as a therapeutic interven-
tion for the treatment of ALS.
Better: Therefore, TGM appears promising as therapy for ALS.

Original: It is clear that implementing an intervention before the deleteri-
ous insult has occurred affords the best opportunity for attenuating the 
course of DGF.
Better: Implementing an intervention before damage has occurred is the 
best way to attenuate DGF.
Comment: There is never any need to start by saying “It is clear that” or 
other similar such clauses. Those kinds of “...that...” clauses do not add 
anything. Also, “the course of” is unnecessarily wordy.
Even Better: Intervening before damage occurs is the best way to attenu-
ate DGF.
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Original: Therefore it is helpful to compare the given dose distribution 
with values for dose distributions of former patients to have a better basis 
for deciding whether the obtained results are within a normal range or 
reflect a significant deviation.
Better: Comparing the dose with values of former patients provides a better 
basis for determining where the results lie in relation to the normal range.
Comment: Clauses such as “it is helpful to” usually add several words 
without adding any meaning. So cutting them out rarely changes the 
essential meaning and usually increases the speed and clarity of com-
munication. Notice also that the original thoughtlessly used the words 
“significant” and “deviation” without having a clear understanding of what 
the intended meaning of these statistical terms would be here.
Even Shorter, So Perhaps Even Better: Comparing the dose with val-
ues of former patients illuminates the results’ relation to the normal range.

Original: The concentrations of Fel d 1 were high at the first sampling 
time point in spring with a significant difference to the second sampling 
time point in the summer (median: 1376 ng/g vs. 478 ng/g, p=0.03).
Better: The concentrations of Fel d 1 were statistically significantly higher 
in the spring than in the summer (median: 1376 ng/g vs. 478 ng/g, p=0.03).
Even Better: Fel d 1 concentrations were higher in the spring than in the 
summer (median: 1376 ng/g vs. 478 ng/g, p=0.03).

So print out your manuscript. Get a red pen. Cross out any unnecessary words.
However, be careful to not formulate a sentence in some way that sounds unusual 

or infringes on good grammar, merely to cut out more words. That is going too far, 
because the unusual style or bad grammar will distract readers away from the mean-
ing of the sentence.

Most journals have speci"c word limits for the various types of papers they pub-
lish. If your manuscript is over the word limit for your target journal, you need to 
boil it down further. If you and your co-authors cannot shorten your manuscript 
under the given word limit, you are probably looking at the wrong journal for your 
manuscript (or need more formal training in scienti"c writing).

Watson and Crick once wrote a paper titled “A Structure for Deoxyribose Nucleic 
Acid” [7]. That paper described their double-helix model of DNA. The word count 
for that paper was a mere 941 words. They won the 1962 Nobel Prize in Medicine 
for those 941 words. So cut your manuscript down, and maybe you too will win the 
Nobel Prize.
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Chapter 42
Revise the Abstract and the Title

The reason the abstract is the most important part of the paper is because most 
people will never read anything more than the abstract (unfortunately). Think about 
it: when you go looking for papers on a search engine or in a journal, how many 
times do you read the abstract and then quit and move on to the next paper? After 
reading the abstract, a reader often realizes that the paper is about some other topic 
that is not what he or she was looking for. But sometimes, even though the abstract 
seems to be on the topic a reader was looking for, he or she simply feels that that full 
paper would not be worth the time to read. This is usually because the abstract has 
been so poorly written that it fails to engage the readers’ interest and even warns the 
readers that the full paper will be equally tedious or worse. If you want people to 
read your full paper, you really must write an excellent abstract that will convince 
them to spend the time reading the rest of the paper.

So when you are done revising your !rst draft, invest at least two hours in revis-
ing the abstract. First, make sure that the abstract still faithfully summarizes the rest 
of the paper, despite all the revisions of your paper. The abstract should not say 
something different from the main paper [1, 2]. If it does, revise to make the two 
consistent.

Next, trim out the fat. A frequent problem in almost all published abstracts is that 
they contain sentences or information that are not important enough to warrant writ-
ing in the abstract. How can you decide if a sentence or piece of information is 
important enough to mention in the abstract? Simple: look at each sentence and ask 
yourself whether or not readers will need to know that information, in order to 
understand what the article is about and to decide whether or not they should read 
the full paper. If the answer is “No”, then that information is probably not important 
enough to be in the abstract and should be replaced with something else that is.

Make sure your abstract is as informative as possible [3]. It should state your 
study aim or question exactly. Its Methods subsection should tell the readers about 
the study design, the study setting, the kind of subjects, the interventions performed, 
and how the outcomes were measured and analyzed. The main outcomes should be 
presented in exact numbers, including the 95% CI and exact p-value. For clinical 
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studies, any major treatment-related harms should be stated clearly [4–6]. The 
abstract should end with a well-supported “take-home message”. Do not write any 
conclusions that are not !rmly supported by your data – that is completely unscien-
ti!c. Rein in your conclusions until they are standing on solid ground.

Re#ect on whether the abstract is compelling enough that readers will want to go 
read the full paper, (assuming its topic is relevant to their needs). Look again at each 
subsection of the abstract. Is the Background clear and convincing? Is the Methods 
subsection limited to the key features, rather than minor details? Is the Results sub-
section focused on the main !ndings that answer the study question? Does the 
Conclusion end with a clear take-home message?

Then look at each and every word. Are they all essential? Or could some of them 
be cut out or replaced? Because your abstract is usually limited to 250 words, you 
need to make every word count. The best way to ensure that every word is essential 
is to start by writing about 300–350 words and then boil it down until you are under 
the limit of 250 words, (see chapter 41, “Cut It Down”). For normal articles, your 
Abstract should always use 95–100% of its maximum word allowance (thus  238–250 
words if the limit is the standard 250). There should also be some balance between 
the four subsections. In general, no one subsection should be less than 50 words or 
more than 75. Do not waste those 250 words saying something extra that the readers 
do not need to know already in the abstract. But also do not write in ungrammatical 
or abnormal ways to !t the word limit; that is never necessary. Finally, double-check 
that each and every number in the abstract is the same as the corresponding number 
in the full paper [7–9].

For similar reasons, the title is even more important than the abstract. When 
people search for literature, the !rst set of results they see on most search engines is 
a list of citations with the titles but no abstracts. Many people will choose which 
abstracts to look at, using only the title to judge whether the paper is on their topic 
and looks interesting. Similarly, when people look at the table of contents of each 
journal issue, they use the titles to judge which abstracts to read. Also, whenever 
someone looks at the reference list of a paper, the title is all they can read. If the title 
does not make it clear what the paper is truly about, then people will not go though 
the effort of retrieving the abstract and full paper [10]. So you really need to get 
your title exactly right. It should be precise, accurate, and written in plain English 
[11]. The title is the absolute most important line of your entire paper. That is why 
journals write the title in big bold letters.

This process of revising the abstract and the title should take you at least two 
hours. If you invest less than two hours in this revision, then you are not really doing 
the work. You are doing a sloppy rush job. If you “!nish” in an hour, and you feel that 
there is nothing more to do, just commit yourself to staring at the abstract for another 
hour. If you know you cannot leave early anyway, and you sit still staring at it long 
enough, you will !nd more ways to improve the abstract, because every piece of 
writing can always be made even better. Remember: most people will read the 
abstract and then quit right there, unless it looks really good. Put extra time into per-
fecting the abstract and making maximum use of the allotted 250 words, so  people 
will be excited to go read the full paper. Your abstract should be a masterpiece of 
writing that clearly communicates all the essential knowledge from your paper.

42 Revise the Abstract and the Title
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Chapter 43
Do a Two-Week Follow-Up

Now you and your co-authors have spent countless hours revising your !rst draft. 
You have read through the paper dozens of times, replacing and reducing the mate-
rial there. You have rewritten every sentence a few times each. You have stared at 
every word and replaced many of them. Finally you feel “done” revising your !rst 
draft for good writing style. Now you may say that you have !nished your “second 
draft”.

Never rush to send your second draft off to the journal [1]. But are you not done 
yet? No, not quite yet. Put your second draft away for a couple weeks, and do not 
think about it [2]. Go do something else. Ideally, take a vacation. If you cannot take 
a vacation, go catch up on all the other activities you neglected while writing and 
revising your paper – lab work, reading, hobbies, social life, etc. – anything but that 
manuscript.

A few weeks later, take a new look at your second draft. It looks different than 
you remember, doesn’t it? It is not quite what you thought you said, nor is it quite 
what you wanted to say. So now that you have a fresh perspective, it is time to revise 
your paper again. Discuss it again with your co-authors. Mark up the parts that were 
not quite what you wanted to say. Insert notes on other important points you over-
looked. Then start rewriting those passages. In particular, look at your Introduction 
and Discussion. Your Methods and Results probably have not changed much, 
(though you might now realize that you did not present some aspects in the optimal 
way). But your Introduction and Discussion may not have been quite on target the 
!rst time you wrote them. Think again about what exactly you really want to say, 
and revise accordingly.

Never submit your second draft without “sleeping on it” a few weeks. If you wait 
a few weeks, you will see your paper in a different light, and you will want to 
improve it. If instead you rush to submit your second draft to the journal, you will 
see it again in a different light a few weeks later after the journal sends it back for 
major revision. So just put it away, take a break for a few weeks, and then read and 
revise it again.
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Chapter 44
Get Internal Peer Review

After taking a vacation and revising your paper again, but before sending it into the 
journal, you should ask three colleagues to read the manuscript and provide feed-
back on it. These can be any three people who were not involved in the study. 
(Needless to say, all your co-authors should have read and substantially revised the 
manuscript already [1]). The three new people can be other researchers at your insti-
tute, a colleague you used to work with somewhere else, someone you met at a 
conference once, or whomever. Most people, even if they are really busy, will be 
!attered that you are asking them for their candid opinion about your paper, and 
they will agree to tell you what they think of it. Ideally, you should try to get detailed 
written feedback from them, or at least some comments and edits typed in the manu-
script itself. In any case, it is important to get these people to say more than, “Oh 
yeah, I liked it; it’s really good.” You want them to tell you what is wrong with it and 
to make recommendations on how to improve it. If they are not forthcoming, ask 
them directly: “Please give me three speci"c suggestions about how to make the 
paper even better than it already is.” Most importantly, when they do tell you what 
is wrong with the paper and how to make it better, take that advice seriously. Do not 
simply brush it off or forget it. You do not have to make the changes they suggest, 
but you should give serious thought to why they are making those speci"c 
suggestions.

Think of this process as “internal peer review”. When you submit your paper to 
a journal, they will (hopefully) send it to three other anonymous researchers at other 
institutions for external peer review. Before you ask total strangers to criticize your 
paper from behind a shield of anonymity and one-way communication, it is a pru-
dent and wise idea to ask your colleagues to suggest improvements, face-to-face. 
This has four advantages. First, the internal peer review will, hopefully, remove all 
of the most obvious “stupid” mistakes in you paper. Many peer reviewers love to 
point out these kinds of stupid little mistakes because it helps prove that the paper is 
low quality, so they must be right about other more substantial points as well. 
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Second, no matter how well-polished your paper is, there will always be some small 
aspects that other people do not quite understand well in your paper, simply because 
they are not familiar with what you have been doing in your clinic or lab. So internal 
peer review can help you improve those areas of the paper that are not so clear to 
unfamiliar readers. Third, internal peer reviewers will hopefully point out some of 
the limitations of your work or present counterarguments to your conclusions. 
Hearing those criticisms will enable you to revise your paper accordingly, to modify 
or better justify your methods and arguments. Fourth, internal peer reviewers will 
tell you what they thought was most valuable about the paper. Oftentimes, they will 
be drawing attention to aspects that you thought were relatively minor. Depending 
on the ensuing discussion, you may realize that you want to develop or emphasize 
certain aspects of the paper more, so readers will see its full value. Altogether, get-
ting internal peer review will strengthen your paper and spare you some of the most 
painful criticism from the journal. Internal peer review will improve your chances 
for positive journal review and swift acceptance.

Unfortunately, when de"ciencies or shortcomings of a manuscript are pointed 
out to researchers, they often take this position: “Well let’s just submit it to the 
journal and see what they say,” especially if improving the manuscript for those 
de"ciencies would involve substantial work or change the conclusions of the paper. 
The implicit belief behind this attitude is that if their manuscript passes peer review 
and is published in the journal, then everything they wrote must be acceptable the 
way it is. That belief is terribly mistaken. Systematic reviews often grade original 
research papers as de"cient in substantial ways. Also, research papers routinely 
point out the de"ciencies of past studies on the same subject to explain why past 
results differed or could not be con"rmed. The fact is that most peer reviewers do 
not have the time and expertise to see every de"ciency in a manuscript, and even 
major errors can slip by them [2–7]. Peer reviewers are volunteering their time, and 
providing what expertise they do have, so they cannot be blamed for this in any 
way. This attitude of researchers (of just submitting questionable manuscripts to 
journals) has two troubling aspects. First, this attitude exhibits a fundamental lazi-
ness – an unwillingness to make extra efforts to do better quality work, even if the 
current work might be invalid. Second, by taking this attitude, researchers are 
essentially abdicating their responsibility to determine what is the best way to per-
form and report the study and then to take responsibility for it. Instead, they leave 
these judgments to the peer reviewers and/or journal Editors and displace the "nal 
responsibility to them. Fortunately, the consequence is often that the journals just 
reject the manuscript as shoddy, often without even wasting the reviewers’ time. 
Unfortunately, as mentioned above, shoddy manuscript do often snake their way 
past peer reviewers and get published. Researchers should make every effort 
 possible to improve their manuscripts themselves, prior to submitting them to the 
journals. Getting internal peer review is one key way to do that.

44 Get Internal Peer Review
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Chapter 45
Proof-Read the Manuscript

Many researchers believe that grammar and spelling is not really so important. But 
when journal Editors or peer reviewers see a manuscript with numerous errors of 
grammar, punctuation, or spelling, they quickly come to the conclusion that the 
manuscript is not ready to be published, regardless of what the contents are. These 
kinds of errors prove that the authors have not spent much time trying to write a 
good paper. These errors also suggest that the research itself was not done well 
either, because the authors appear to be the kind of people who do sloppy work 
without ever double- checking anything they do [1, 2]. If an Editor or reviewer is 
having a hectic day and has too many other things to do, numerous spelling and 
grammar errors will be suf!cient reason for him or her to stop reading the manu-
script and send it back to the authors. Reviewers may sometimes be more under-
standing if none of the authors is a native speaker of English (or if the review himself 
or herself is not), but nonetheless they never accept that as an excuse, (and some-
times they become even more critical, regrettably).

So before you submit your manuscript to the journal, you (or someone else) 
really should proof-read it, to ensure that all the grammar, punctuation, and spelling 
are correct, according to the established rules and norms of the English language. A 
scienti!c paper is a very formal piece of writing, so it must be written correctly. 
Most people make numerous errors of grammar, punctuation, and spelling when 
they write, regardless of whether or not English is their native language. So it is 
crucial to spend time focused only on searching out these errors and correcting 
them.

There are essentially two aspects of the basic language proof-reading. First, the 
manuscript should use correct standard grammar, including appropriate punctua-
tion. There are already many other comprehensive guidebooks on English grammar, 
syntax, punctuation, usage, style, and so on [3–6]. So the present book will not try 
to repeat or summarize all the detailed grammar rules of the English language. 
Anyone with a university level education doing scienti!c research should take the 
time, once in their life, to read at least one of those fundamental books about the 
English language itself. Further good books on the English language and grammar 
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are listed in the bibliography at the end of this book. Second, a manuscript should 
not contain spelling or typographical errors. Any dictionary will provide the neces-
sary guidance on spelling. The manuscript should use either American English or 
British English, not a mixture of both.

There are basically three steps to doing the proof-reading of a manuscript for 
correct grammar, punctuation, and spelling. First, simply re-read the paper without 
thinking about the scienti!c contents. Just look at everything slowly to con!rm that 
it is typed correctly and – to the best of your abilities and awareness – seems to use 
correct grammar. Manuscripts often contain obvious errors, especially when numer-
ous co-authors have been hastily revising a messy manuscript in all different direc-
tions. Even if you have little knowledge of English grammar rules, you should be 
able to see major typographical errors. Second, check the spelling. Every computer 
word-processing program has a built in spell-check function that will identify 95% 
of your misspelled words. It is amazing how many people never bother to use this 
simple, nearly automatic tool to clean up their manuscripts. Nonetheless, the auto-
matic “spelling check” feature of software, although helpful, will not identify spell-
ing errors that create another word, (e.g. writing “their” instead of “there” or “DAN” 
instead of “DNA”). So the manuscript should always also be read, sentence by 
sentence, by a human being. Third, have someone else proof-read your paper [7], 
preferably someone who has the special skills to do such work. Proof-reading 
requires both acquired knowledge of the formal rules of grammar and the ability to 
read texts in a certain unusual way to see any errors of grammar or punctuation. 
Most people – even most native speakers of English – do not have either of these 
capabilities, nor do they have much experience proof-reading. A professional proof- 
reader can help ensure that your manuscript is properly polished and sparkling 
clean.
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Chapter 46
Ethics of Scienti"c Publishing

 Introduction
Publishing is simply the process of making a paper available to the public. Today 
there are many ways to publish and disseminate reports, but most of them would not 
be considered scienti!c. In the present era, publication in a peer-reviewed journal is 
really the only form of scienti!c publication. (Publishing a book or conference 
abstract would also be scienti!c, when peer-review is involved, but usually it is not 
really. Academic theses are normally also scienti!c, but they are only rarely pub-
lished). Publications in peer-reviewed journals can be considered scienti!c, pre-
cisely because they have undergone a process of peer review and journal selection. 
This process weeds out much of the material that does not meet the prevailing stan-
dards of the scienti!c community for reliable knowledge. Compared to the ethical 
issues arising during the conduct, analysis, and write-up of medical research, the 
ethical issues of the publishing phase are rather minor. The ethical issues of publish-
ing all revolve around communicating honestly and transparently with the journal 
Editors and peer-reviewers, so they can evaluate the manuscript appropriately. 
Ethical scienti!c publishing mainly involves four different issues: 1) avoiding 
redundant publications, 2) being honest about who are the authors, 3) disclosing all 
potential con"icts of interest and sources of funding, and 4) notifying the journal of 
any errors or problems discovered after publication. Despite their names, the ethical 
problems of “salami publication” and “non-publication” are actually a consequence 
of writing too much or too little about a research study, and thus arise almost entirely 
prior to the phase of submitting and publishing the paper. Accordingly, they were 
discussed in chapter 21, “Ethics of Scienti!c Writing”.
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 No Redundant Publications
Redundant publication is the publishing of the same paper in two or more different 
journals or the reusing of substantial portions of a paper or database in another sub-
sequent publication. Redundant publication is a waste of the journals’ resources and 
the reviews’ volunteer efforts [1–3]. If the redundancy is not recognized as such, it 
will also bias the outcomes of any metaanalysis or systematic review [4]. Redundant 
publication is also in many cases a violation of copyright laws. Such conduct was 
already considered unethical before the internet era; the existence of internet search 
engines now also nulli!es the excuse that some readers might not !nd the paper if it 
were not published in multiple journals. Redundant publication reveals the authors’ 
laziness and greed to obtain more readers or more credit than their work actually 
merits; it is a form of misconduct. So you should not publish the same material more 
than once: neither publishing the same paper in two different journals, nor reusing 
substantial portions of the data or results in further papers [1–3, 5–10]. It is entirely 
permissible to publish translations of a paper into other languages, but the transla-
tions should always clearly state that they are translations and cite the original paper. 
If portions of a paper need to be republished for some legitimate reason, the original 
source should be cited and the journal Editor should be informed of the reuse at the 
time of submission. It may also be necessary to obtain permission from the original 
journal or their publisher, if they hold the copyright. Reuse of material from a con-
ference abstract in a subsequent journal publication is normally permitted, but the 
journal paper should cite the original conference and/or the publication of the con-
ference abstract.

 Honest Authorship Claims
One of the most widespread and serious ethical problems at the publishing phase is 
falsi!cation of the list of authors and acknowledged contributors. Nearly all jour-
nals in medicine and related subjects follow the recommendations of the International 
Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) about the criteria for authorship 
[5]. The ICMJE states:

The ICMJE recommends that authorship be based on the following 4 
criteria:

 1. Substantial contributions to the conception or design of the work; or the 
acquisition, analysis, or interpretation of data for the work; AND

 2. Drafting the work or revising it critically for important intellectual content; 
AND

 3. Final approval of the version to be published; AND
 4. Agreement to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring that 

questions related to the accuracy or integrity of any part of the work are 
appropriately investigated and resolved.

[…]
All those designated as authors should meet all four criteria of authorship, 
and all who meet the four criteria should be identified as authors [5].

46 Ethics of Scienti"c Publishing
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The technical aspects of determining the authorship of a paper according to these 
criteria are discussed in the next chapter on authorship. This chapter focuses on the 
larger ethical dimension of why it is so important to be honest about the listing of 
authors and contributors.

Listing someone as a co-author who clearly does not meet all four criteria of 
authorship is called “guest authorship” (or “gift authorship”) [11, 12]; it is unethi-
cal, and many journal Editors have denounced it [1, 10, 12–19]. Leaving out some-
one who did meet all four criteria of authorship makes that person into a ghost and 
amounts to stealing credit for their contributions [11, 20]; again, journal Editors 
have repeatedly denounced this as being unethical [1, 15, 17, 19]. (And as the 
ICMJE states, anyone who ful!lled criteria 1 should be given the opportunity to 
ful!ll the other three criteria [5].)

Falsi!cation of the list of co-authors of a paper is essentially a serious form of 
lying and theft. It is lying, because readers assume that the people listed as authors 
are in fact the people who did the research, wrote the paper, and take responsibility 
for it. Readers may often interpret the paper in light of who are listed as the authors. 
Falsi!cation of the list of co-authors is also theft, because anyone falsely listed as a 
co-author takes unearned credit for the publication and anyone falsely excluded 
from the list of co-authors loses the credit they deserved for the work they did. If the 
list of co-authors becomes shorter or longer as a consequence, or if the position of 
names in the list changes, then the amount of credit conferred to the co-authors 
listed will also change, inappropriately.

Some people might view such “changes” of the authorship list as relatively 
harmless exchanges among only the people involved, with no wider rami!cations. 
That viewpoint is seriously mistaken. Society’s allocation of research funding, aca-
demic appointments, and so on is based to a substantial degree on the publication 
track records of the people in question. The net macrosocial consequence of the 
widespread falsi!cation of authorship lists is that the socially precious resources of 
research funding, employment opportunities, and so on become misallocated. 
People who did the research and writing but received less credit than they deserved 
will receive fewer resources in the future to do further research or other related 
work. Instead, resources will be directed disproportionately to people who have less 
capability than their list of publications implies. The ultimate result is that society 
will receive less scienti!c progress for the amount of funding it directs toward 
research. That partial loss of progress then undermines society’s willingness to 
invest in research.

 Disclosures
Every co-author should report any potential con"icts of interest that he or she has in 
regards to the research publication. Primarily this means any !nancial relations they 
might have to any products studied in the research. But con"icts of interest can also 
refer to other non-!nancial issues that might have in"uenced what a co-author 
wrote. Most journals require that potential con"icts of interest be disclosed at the 
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time of submitting the manuscript [5]. Authors should not feel any hesitation to 
provide full disclosures [21–23]. The current best way to properly disclose all 
potential con"icts of interest is to just !ll out and submit the “ICMJE Form for 
Disclosure of Potential Con"icts of Interest” [5, 24], which is freely available on the 
internet. Nonetheless, disclosure of potential con"icts of interest does not absolve 
authors from the responsibility to make every effort to write a scienti!cally rigorous 
paper free of bias [25].

Furthermore, every paper should clearly state the source(s) of any funding 
(including donated supplies or services) and what involvement, if any, the funder(s) 
had in the study planning, conduct, analysis, and/or reporting [26]. If there was no 
funding at all, this should be stated explicitly, but it is rarely the case that there is 
truly no funding of a research study, unless everyone did the work as volunteers. 
When researchers state that there was no funding, what they usually mean is that no 
additional external funding was received. But if the researchers are receiving salary 
from their employer (e.g. a university or hospital) to do the research, or are using the 
employer’s facilities or materials, then effectively the employer is funding that 
research. Although it is not yet common practice, such funding should be explicitly 
stated, so readers can see clearly who actually paid for the research and what 
involvement they may have had in it. Only in some very rare situations (e.g. a physi-
cian recently retired from private practice writing up a case report) is there truly no 
funding of a research publication.

 Post-Publication Corrections
Finally, if you discover (or even suspect) errors or other problems in the paper after 
publication, you have a scienti!c and ethical obligation to inform the journal Editor 
about those errors or problems, so the Editor can correct the scienti!c literature. 
Depending on the extent of the errors and the reason for them, the journal will pub-
lish one of various types of correction notices or take whatever other steps may be 
needed to rectify the published literature [5, 27–30]. If the error was an innocent 
mistake, then you certainly want to !x your paper, so your readers have correct and 
clean information. If the “error” was not innocent, readers will notice it sooner or 
later, so you should notify the Editor before they do. The goal of corrections is to 
improve the quality of current scienti!c knowledge available to the research com-
munity, healthcare professionals, policy makers, and the general public.

 Conclusion
The four ethical issues discussed in this chapter all arise primarily during the phase 
of submitting and publishing papers with the journals. Despite the apparent diver-
sity of these four issues, they all have something quite speci!c in common: honesty 
with the Editors of the journals. And actually, their common feature is something 
even more speci!c than just honesty in general with the Editors. For the most part, 
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these ethical aspects during the publishing phase are not about not telling lies to the 
Editors; instead, they are about eliminating deceptive silences and omissions when 
communicating with the Editors. Thus we can posit one general golden rule of eth-
ics for the publishing phase: tell the Editors everything they need to know to make 
the right decisions about your manuscripts; do not keep silent about anything for the 
purpose of trying to boost your chances of publication. That golden rule should 
provide you suf!cient guidance for any other issues that arise during the publication 
phase that have not been explicitly discussed here.
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Chapter 47
Authorship

One thorny issue that often comes up with medical papers is deciding who to list as 
the authors. The larger ethical issues about authorship were discussed in the previ-
ous chapter; this chapter focuses more on the practicalities of determining author-
ship. The rules on authorship are quite clear-cut, so it should always be simple to 
!gure out who is or is not a co-author of a journal paper.

The “Recommendations for the Conduct, Reporting, Editing, and Publication of 
Scholarly Work in Medical Journals”, written by the International Committee of 
Medical Journal Editors, states:

The ICMJE recommends that authorship be based on the following 4 criteria:
 1. Substantial contributions to the conception or design of the work; or the 

acquisition, analysis, or interpretation of data for the work; AND
 2. Drafting the work or revising it critically for important intellectual content; 

AND
 3. Final approval of the version to be published; AND
 4. Agreement to be accountable for all aspects of the work in ensuring that 

questions related to the accuracy or integrity of any part of the work are 
appropriately investigated and resolved.

[…]
All those designated as authors should meet all four criteria of authorship, 
and all who meet the four criteria should be identified as authors [1].

These guidelines from the ICMJE leave little uncertainty about who really is or 
is not a co-author on a paper. Each co-author must somehow have had a substantial 
in"uence on the results being reported and must also have had meaningful involve-
ment in the write-up of the manuscript. If there are any genuine doubts about 
whether or not someone met both of those criteria, then he or she probably did not 
do enough to be considered a co-author. He or she should either do more work on 
the research or manuscript or should be moved to the Acknowledgments section. If 
an objective outside observer was familiar with the ICMJE guidelines and knew 
which persons made which contributions to a particular manuscript, then that 
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 outside observer could always quickly and reliably decide who does or does not 
meet the ICMJE criteria for authorship. There is rarely or never any real ambiguity 
or uncertainty about that assessment. When this decision is made by the potential 
co- authors of the paper themselves, two different types of problems can arise: either 
they all reach tacit consensus among themselves to falsify the authorship list in a 
particular way (usually by adding people who did not truly meet the authorship 
criteria, but sometimes by excluding people who did) or they get into disputes 
among themselves about who should or should not be listed as the co-authors.

The !rst type of authorship problem – consensus to falsify the list of co-authors – 
is regrettably widespread in medical science. Shamefully, many people in academia 
frequently add the names of their co-workers to the list of co-authors even though 
those people did not really ful!ll all the ICMJE criteria of authorship [2–10]. 
Sometimes this is based on pure fabrication of those persons’ involvement, but much 
more often it is based on exaggerating the relevance of their contributions. “Substantial 
contributions” in ICMJE criteria 1 means that if anyone else had done that work 
instead, the !nal published paper would probably be meaningfully different [11]. 
Work that would have been done essentially the same by anyone else or work that 
was too scant to have an in"uence on the !nal paper would not qualify for co-author-
ship and should be mentioned in the Acknowledgments instead. The growing ten-
dency to in"ate the list of co-authors should be rigorously avoided [8–10, 12–17].

For each person listed as a co-author, it should also be possible to identify sub-
stantial portions of the !nal manuscript that were written by that co-author. If no 
substantial portion of the !nal text was written by someone listed as a co-author, 
then that person does not meet criteria 2 for authorship. Simply reading the manu-
script and changing a few words does not equate to “revising it critically for impor-
tant intellectual content”. If someone does meet criteria 1, then he or she should be 
given the opportunity to add substantial content to the writing of the manuscript [1]. 
If he or she does not do that, then he or she should be moved from the list of co- 
authors to the list of acknowledged contributors. As a rough general guideline, there 
should probably be a maximum of one co-author for each 250 words in the manu-
script, because there simply is not enough text there to say that more than that num-
ber of people contributed substantially to the writing. One expert even made a good 
case for a limit of three co-authors [10].

The second type of authorship problem – disputes among the potential co-authors 
about whom to credit as a co-author or not – is less common but much more acri-
monious. Generally, the main reason such disputes ever arise is because people 
ignore the ICMJE guidelines and instead follow their own internal power politics 
[2–7, 10, 18–26]. It is quite rare that such disputes involve genuine protracted dif-
!culties interpreting and applying these criteria and nothing more. In many cases, 
disputes can be resolved by reminding everyone about these guidelines developed 
by the ICMJE and endorsed by nearly all reputable journals. Journals generally 
refuse to arbitrate such disputes and leave the responsibility for such decisions to 
the authors themselves [14, 27–31]. So if you !nd yourself in an irresolvable author-
ship dispute, your institution/employer – or a lawyer – is your only recourse.

As with health and many other aspects of life, taking measures to prevent author-
ship disputes from ever arising is better than passively waiting for problems to arise 
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and then trying to !x them. One good way to prevent authorship disputes is to estab-
lish an informal written agreement about what each person will contribute to a proj-
ect and who will or will not be the co-authors of the paper; this document should be 
written up and signed by everyone before the research ever begins and again before 
drafting the manuscript begins [26, 28, 31–35]. Such an authorship agreement may 
need some revisions or updates as the research project or manuscript evolves, but it 
is much easier to fairly negotiate those kinds of updates than it is to try to decide 
authorship for the !rst time at the last minute before submission to the journal, after 
everyone has already done their work or not.

The list of authors should honestly re"ect who did the work for the paper. The 
authors should be listed in the order of descending amount of contributions to that 
speci!c paper [26, 28, 36–40]. Thus the main researchers/writers are listed toward 
the beginning, specialists and assistants making contributions to speci!c aspects 
come in the middle, and senior authors who supervised the study and reviewed that 
paper come toward the end – if and only if they truly meet the ICMJE criteria for 
authorship, something which is often not the case [2–4, 6, 18, 21, 22, 24–26], disap-
pointingly. In order to better illuminate who did what, the paper should always 
include a section at the end “Author Contributions”, which describes the contribu-
tions of each co-author. These descriptions should be much more speci!c and 
detailed than they currently are: e.g. not “revised the manuscript for critical con-
tent”, but instead “substantially rewrote the Questionnaires subsection of the 
Methods, redesigned !gures 2 and 3, substantially revised the Discussion para-
graphs on study limitations and conclusions, and provided minor edits throughout 
the rest of the paper.” It is always possible to determine who contributed more or 
less to a given paper, so there should never be a footnote claiming that two or more 
authors contributed equally. That is untrue, illogical, and unethical.

The ICMJE criteria for authorship should always be followed for the ethical 
reasons mentioned in the previous chapter. But there is another strong reason for 
rigorously enforcing the authorship criteria: it will make the contents of the paper 
much better. When people can claim authorship credit without contributing much to 
a paper, then often they will not actually contribute much. Similarly, when people 
know that they will not get authorship credit for their contributions anyway, then 
they also will not contribute much. When instead the authorship criteria are rigor-
ously enforced, then most people start investing more time, effort, and brainpower 
into doing and discussing that research and writing and revising the manuscript. The 
ultimate outcome of that increased effort of all the co-authors is a better paper that 
will be published in a better journal.
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Chapter 48
Acknowledgments

At the end of every manuscript (just before the References), there should be an 
“Acknowledgments” section. This section allows the authors to give credit to all the 
people who contributed in various ways to generating the research paper without 
qualifying for authorship [1–3]. It is not the appropriate occasion for the authors to 
thank their families, former teachers, co-workers uninvolved in the research, patients 
who participated in the study, etc. For the Acknowledgments section has a very 
speci!c and important underlying function: to inform the readers about all the other 
people who in"uenced the research paper in various ways.

Foremost, the Acknowledgments section should name all the people who met 
one or more criteria of authorship but not all four [1]. This might include for exam-
ple: a clinician who delivered study treatment to the patients but did not participate 
substantially in writing this particular paper, a statistician who performed some data 
analysis but declined to get involved in writing the paper, a medical writer who 
edited the paper for better writing style but was not involved in data interpretation 
or developing substantial content of the paper, or a department chair who read and 
approved the !nal paper for submission but was not involved in the research or 
writing.

The Acknowledgments section should also mention people who contributed to 
the research or paper in other meaningful ways that do not match the authorship 
criteria. This might include a nurse who administered study questionnaires, lab 
technicians, a research assistant who did data entry, a department chair who helped 
acquire study funding, colleagues or anonymous peer reviewers whose advice led to 
substantial changes in the contents of the manuscript, a proof-reader at the journal, 
and so on. The litmus test to determine whether or not to mention someone in the 
Acknowledgments section is the following question: if that person made a mistake 
or did or said something differently, could that have changed some detail in the 
paper that people could point to and say, “This detail of the paper appears this way 
because so-and-so did such-and-such”? If so, then that person should be acknowl-
edged [3]. The acknowledgment should state as speci!cally as possible what the 
person actually contributed, for example not “help preparing the manuscript” but 
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“proof-reading the !nal manuscript and formatting the references”, or for another 
example, not “technical assistance” but “providing technical support for the EKG 
data collection and performing all data entry”.

If you would like to thank other people who had no real direct in"uence on the 
paper itself – such as your friends, family, patients, and cafeteria staff – thank them 
in person, not in the Acknowledgments section of the paper.

Finally, any and all sources of !nancial support for the research and paper should 
be clearly stated. Most journals list this under a separate heading (“Funding 
Sources”), but if not, the study sponsors must be named in the Acknowledgments 
section [4].
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Chapter 49
The References

The reference list provides the bibliographic information on all the works you cited. 
It enables readers to retrieve further literature supporting the assertions of your 
paper. No other works should appear in the reference list that you did not cite in 
your paper. Items that a librarian would be unable to retrieve (e.g. an email from a 
colleague or a poster presented at a conference but not otherwise published) should 
be cited directly in the text but never in the reference list. Above all, you should 
never cite something that neither you nor any of your co-authors have actually read 
in full. Always read your references, in full, to verify that they actually say what you 
claim they do.

In nearly all medical journals, the references are listed in the order they !rst 
appear in the paper, (not in alphabetical order). For the formatting of the references, 
most medical journals use the “Vancouver” style. Vancouver style for a few of the 
most common types of citations are illustrated here.

This is an example of how to format the reference for a journal paper, in 
Vancouver style:

Haynes RB, Mulrow CD, Huth EJ, Altman DG, Gardner MJ.  More 
Informative Abstracts Revisited. Ann Intern Med. 1990; 113: 69–76.

The reference starts with the list of author names (last name, then the initials of the 
!rst and middle names), with each author separated by a comma, yet no other punc-
tuation until a period at the end. Journals vary in policies about the maximum num-
ber of authors to list, but one standard recommendation is that if there are more than 
6 authors, the reference should list the !rst 3, followed by “et al.” [1 (pp. 44–45)]. 
Then the reference shows the title of the article (including the subtitle if there was 
one), followed by a period. If the work cited was written in a language other than 
English, it is best to just write that title in that other original language in which you 
read it; translating the title into English may lead someone to try to track down a 
citation that they are then unable to read. Next, the reference gives the title of the 
journal, using its standard abbreviation (the “MedAbbr” according to the “PubMed 
journal list” from the U.S. National Library of Medicine), followed by a period. 
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Finally the reference provides the year of publication, semi-colon, the volume num-
ber of the journal, colon, the page range, period. If you are citing a journal that 
restarts the page numbering at “1” for each issue, then the issue number should also 
be given, in parentheses, after the volume number. Otherwise, it is optional, because 
it is unnecessary but sometimes helpful.

Here is how to format the reference for a book chapter in Vancouver style:

DeAngelis CD.  Foreword. In: Iverson C, Christianse S, Flanagin A, 
Fontanarosa PB, Glass RM, Gregoline B, Lurie SJ, Meyer HS, Winker 
MA, Young RK, eds. AMA Manual of Style: A Guide for Authors and 
Editors, 10th ed. Oxford: Oxford University Press; 2007, pp. v–vi.

The reference starts with the name of the author of the chapter, and the title of the 
chapter (here, “Foreword”). It continues with “In:”, followed by the list of names of 
the editors of the book followed by “ed” (editor) or “eds” (editors), and then the 
title of the book. Finally, the reference provides the main city in which the book was 
published, colon, the name of the press that published the book, semi-colon, the 
year of publication, comma, “pp.” (for “pages”), and the page numbers of the chap-
ter (here, “v–vi” (the pages used Roman numbering, because it was a foreword)). 
There is lack of consensus about the exact formatting between the year and the page 
numbers, but the approach shown here should be acceptable and clear to readers.

Most webpages should be avoided as citations because the material they contain 
is usually neither scienti!c nor reliable (see chapter 27, “Citing the Literature”). 
But there are some instances when it is necessary and acceptable to cite webpages. 
For the reference, it is insuf!cient and unacceptable to simply write the webad-
dress; your readers need more complete information. Yet the recommendations 
from the US National Library of Medicine [2] and the American Medical Association 
[1 (pp. 68–69)] on how to write the reference for a standard webpage differ in many 
details and are both somewhat outdated, senseless, or cumbersome in other aspects, 
especially those from the NLM. Blending them together and revising a bit further, 
it should be acceptable to write the reference for a standard webpage as follows:

U.S. National Library of Medicine. Samples of Formatted References for 
Authors of Journal Articles. Published: 09 July 2003. Updated: 02 May 
2018. Accessed on 21 May 2018 at: https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/uniform_
requirements.html

The reference starts with the name of the author(s) of the webpage; (if no speci!c 
person is credited as the author, provide the name of the organization that “authors” 
the website, as in the example above). Next, the reference provides the title of the 
webpage; (if there is nothing resembling a title on that webpage, provide the name 
of the website overall). If available, the reference continues with: “Published:” 
and the date the page was published; (if such information is not available on the 
webpage, this part is omitted). If available, the reference continues with: 
“Updated:” and the date it was last updated; (again, if such information is not 
available, this part is omitted). Finally, the reference says: “Accessed on:”, the 
date you last looked at it, “at:”, and then the internet address of that speci!c page. 
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(It is best to check it again when you are writing up your reference list and then 
use that date.) The internet address should be dumped to the end of the reference 
as shown in the example above (in contrast to the AMA recommendation but con-
sistent with the NLM recommendation), because the internet address is often long 
and incomprehensible, and therefore disrupts the page layout and reading if it is 
placed anywhere else within the reference. It is preferable to omit the period that 
is usually placed at the end of a reference, so it will not accidentally become part 
of the internet address. Whenever you cite a webpage, you should save or print a 
copy, in case it disappears from the internet later [1 (p. 63)]. Indeed, this is why 
the recommendation from the NLM (to end the reference with “Available from” 
and then the web address) is wrong. The web-address can change, so there is no 
way to ensure that readers will !nd the document still “available from” the address 
provided in the reference.

The bibliography of this book is written in Vancouver style, so the references 
there serve as further examples of how to format references. The AMA’s Manual of 
Style [1 (pp. 39–79)], the NLM’s, “Samples of Formatted References for Authors of 
Journal Articles” [2], and most journals’ “Instructions to Authors” webpages also 
provide extensive reliable examples and explanations for all different kinds of 
sources that one might ever possibly cite.

Although most medical journals use the Vancouver style, it is sensible to double- 
check your target journal’s “Instructions to Authors”. Some journals use other styles 
or have their own quirky house rules for various details. If a journal has variant 
house rules or uses some other style instead of Vancouver style, their “Instructions 
to Authors” will provide examples of references in that style and/or point you to the 
reference book where that citation style is presented.

References should always be written in the citation style of your target journal 
according to their “Instructions for Authors”. In principle, medical journals are sup-
posed to always accept reference lists formatted in Vancouver style, and make any 
formatting changes for other styles or house style themselves [3]. But submitting a 
manuscript to a journal with references that are not formatted in that journal’s style 
implies that you wrote the manuscript for some other journal (which already rejected 
it) and you do not believe the current journal is actually going to accept and publish 
your manuscript. Therefore, it is preferable to format your references in the style of 
your target journal prior to ever submitting the manuscript to them. Various software 
programs can convert references from one formatting style to another and also keep 
your references properly numbered while you add and delete citations in the paper. 
Submitting a manuscript with references that are already formatted according to the 
journal’s instructions eliminates that work and brings your manuscript that much 
closer to publication.

It is important to proof-read your references carefully, especially for proper 
punctuation. Numerous errors in the references are a giveaway sign that the authors: 
A) do sloppy research, B) may not have actually read the references, and C) did not 
spend much time and care in writing the manuscript. Erroneous references are also 
irritating to readers who want to !nd and read those other articles [4]. A neatly ref-
erenced manuscript is a reassuring sign of careful, high-quality work.
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Chapter 50
Selecting the Target Journal(s)

Most journals accept only about one-third or fewer of the manuscripts they receive, 
so it is important to carefully choose an appropriate target journal. Usually it is 
preferable to choose your target journal early in the writing process, so you can 
custom-tailor your paper to the speci!c style of that journal [1, 2]. Yet manuscripts 
can evolve substantially during the write-up (or get rejected from the initial journal). 
Regardless of whether you are planning ahead or ready to submit, you will get your 
paper published much sooner and with less effort, if you invest some time reviewing 
all your options and carefully selecting the most appropriate target journal.

Instead of simply sending your manuscript to the !rst journal that comes to mind, 
give careful consideration to a half dozen journals or more, and then choose the 
journal that you believe will be best matched to your paper. First, look at the ranking 
lists for journals in the !eld(s) of your paper, based on impact factor, normalized 
Eigenfactor, or source-normalized impact per paper, for examples. But do not sim-
ply send your manuscript to the top-ranked journals, especially if you have not 
already published several papers [3]. Instead, use the list to identify other appropri-
ate journals that you might not have thought about already. Also, look through all 
the citations in your reference list, and notice which journals published them. 
Journals that have already published papers of similar caliber to your own and on 
the same (or similar) topics are more likely to be receptive to your manuscript. Look 
at recent issues of the journal to get a clear sense of what they publish. Think twice 
before sending a clinical paper to a journal that predominantly publishes basic sci-
ence papers, or vice versa [1, 4].

Generally speaking, unless you have already published several papers, it is prob-
ably preferable to select a modest journal in your !eld and get your paper published 
soon, rather than squandering a lot of time pitching your paper to several high cali-
ber journals [5]. Ultimately, the choice of journal is not really yours – it is the jour-
nal Editor’s choice. If you submit your manuscript to a journal that is mismatched, 
the decision from the journal Editor will be terse. Your goal should be to divine 
which journal will be eager to at least send your manuscript out for peer review. 
If the journal does not send your paper out for peer review at all, then in nearly all 
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cases you have simply wasted your time and theirs. If a journal sends your manu-
script out for peer review, then your choice of journal was plausible, and you will 
bene!t from the submission, even if the journal rejects your paper. The most appro-
priate target journal is the one that eventually publishes the manuscript after mean-
ingful peer review and revision, not the journal with the highest impact factor or the 
quickest acceptance.

Regrettably, a few words of warning about dubious journals are necessary. In the 
past few years there has been a proliferation of “predatory journals”: websites imi-
tating the appearance of scienti!c journals and publishing papers on the internet – 
usually for a fee – without exerting any quality control over the scienti!c contents 
[6–12]. Always be very careful to not send your manuscripts to any such predatory 
journal. Publishing with these predatory journals is worse than just posting the man-
uscript on your own personal website. If you publish your paper with a predatory 
journal, you will usually pay a fee and probably lose the copyright, yet very few 
people will ever see your paper, and almost no one in the scienti!c community will 
consider it a valid scienti!c publication. If you are unsure about a journal’s legiti-
macy, search online for current lists of predatory publishers and journals. Similarly, 
be cautious about sending your manuscript to new journals, even if they are being 
produced by a legitimate medical or scienti!c society. Speci!cally, you should 
avoid any journal that is not yet indexed in databases such as PubMed, does not yet 
have established journal metrics (such as an impact factor), or has not yet been in 
existence for at least !ve years. (Many predatory journals make false claims about 
being indexed and having journal metrics [13], so such information should always 
be veri!ed elsewhere.) Until journals meet these criteria, it is dif!cult to know how 
good they will be, or even whether they will still be in existence next year. There are 
already so many well-established journals that there should never be any need to 
turn to any of these kinds of dubious journals.
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Chapter 51
Submission to the Journal

Publishing your manuscript is an extremely important stage of writing a paper, 
because publication is what makes your work available to everyone else. There may 
sometimes be legitimate reasons to withhold or defer publication of research work. 
But studies on the further fate of conference abstracts and rejected journal papers 
seem to indicate that most often authors simply stop making efforts to publish a 
study that merits (or could merit) publication [1–3]. So it is important to keep mak-
ing efforts for any manuscript until it actually gets published. Getting papers pub-
lished involves an arduous process of submitting the manuscripts to journals and 
then diligently following through on the revisions they require. Fortunately, if you 
have done sensible research, written your paper carefully, and chosen your target 
journal appropriately, it usually should not be too dif!cult to get the paper pub-
lished. Just do not give up on the manuscript before it is published.

Before submitting your manuscript to the journal, read the “Recommendations 
for the Conduct, Reporting, Editing, and Publication of Scholarly Work in Medical 
Journals” from the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors, available 
on the internet [4]. It contains valuable guidance on the formalities of manuscript 
preparation and publication. You should also look at your target journal’s 
“Instructions to Authors”, which explains the formal details of how they want man-
uscripts to be prepared. Although most journals follow all the recommendations 
from the ICMJE, most journals provide substantial information about their own 
speci!c publishing formats and expectations, beyond what the ICMJE provides for 
journals in general. It is important that you follow your target journal’s “Instructions 
to Authors” meticulously in all details [5, 6]. If you do not prepare your manuscript 
exactly the way the journal has asked you to, there is a good chance that it will be 
sent back by the Managing Editor for corrections, thus delaying the review of your 
manuscript by however many days or weeks it takes him or her to check submitted 
manuscripts. If your manuscript was not formatted according to the journal’s 
instructions yet does not get rejected by the Managing Editor, then surely the Editor 
and/or peer reviewers will notice that you manuscript is not formatted correctly. 
They will then assume that the formatting is not correct because you previously 
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submitted it to another journal, which rejected your manuscript, and then you did 
not bother to change the formatting for the current journal [7]. Remember, journals 
only accept about 10–30% of the manuscripts they receive, so try not to give them 
one more reason to reject yours.

Normally, the “Corresponding Author” is responsible for actually submitting the 
manuscript to the journal. If that is you, be sure to get all your co-authors to reread 
and approve the !nal manuscript before you actually submit it to the journal. The 
best way to do this is to hold a mandatory meeting of all co-authors, read the manu-
script aloud, and discuss or revise it until everyone is ready to approve it [8].

Never submit a manuscript to more than one journal at a time [4, 5, 9]. In the end, 
only one journal can publish the manuscript. If more than one journal is reviewing 
your manuscript at the same time, you are wasting the time and efforts of the jour-
nals and their peer reviewers [5].
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Chapter 52
The Cover Letter

Many researchers make the mistake of submitting their manuscripts without a cover 
letter or with a useless one. When you submit a manuscript to a journal, the Editor 
will only read two pages before making a decision to either reject your manuscript 
or send it out for review: 1) the Abstract and 2) the cover letter [1–4]. If you write 
an inappropriate cover letter or none at all, then you lose half your chance to con-
vince the Editor to send your manuscript out for review.

There are three common ways of writing a cover letter that are wrong. 1) Do not 
write more than one single page (single-spaced, 12 point font, 1″ margins). The 
Editor does not want to spend that much time reading supplemental information 
from you. 2) Do not write a cover letter that repeats the Abstract in other words [3]. 
The Editor will read your Abstract, so there is no need to state anything more than 
the title (and maybe the capsule summary) in the cover letter. 3) Do not write a 
generic cover letter that could be sent to any journal. Your cover letter should always 
address the Editor by name (spelled correctly) [3], and the body of your cover letter 
should be obviously custom-written for that speci!c journal.

Instead of those wrong approaches, the cover letter should tell the Editor why 
you are sending your manuscript to his or her journal rather than to some other 
journal [3], and therefore why the Editor should publish your manuscript rather than 
someone else’s. The best way to do this is to tell the Editor that you read a recent 
editorial in his or her journal, calling for more research precisely on the topic your 
current manuscript addresses. If that is not possible, another way to explain why 
your manuscript is a good match to this journal is to brie"y compare it to the various 
other papers this journal recently published on the same topic. Alternately, you 
could try to explain why your manuscript is more suited to the readership of this 
particular journal, rather than to the readership of other plausible target journals.

There are three other pieces of information that authors often wonder whether or 
not they should include in their cover letter: 1) the history of which journals reviewed 
it previously and why they did not accept it; 2) statements that the manuscript has 
not been previously published, is not simultaneously under review elsewhere, and 
was approved by all co-authors; 3) the names of anyone you want or do not want to 
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be a reviewer. If the journal’s “Instructions to Authors” requests any of that informa-
tion, or if you believe it will increase the likelihood that your manuscript will be sent 
out for review, then include it. Otherwise, just skip it.

One !nal tip: always put your cover letter on of!cial letterhead from your insti-
tute, so it looks like the manuscript is being submitted by someone credible. If you 
have no such electronic stationary, arrange to have some made.

Whatever you write in the cover letter, imagine yourself in the shoes of the Editor 
for a moment. Does the cover letter give you the feeling that the manuscript has 
been carefully prepared speci!cally for this journal? If not, the chances are high that 
you will receive a generic decision letter from the Editor as soon as he or she gets 
around to it.
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Chapter 53
The Journal Decision-Making Process

Top-tier journals receive several thousand manuscripts per year and publish less 
than 10% of them [1]. Even run-of-the-mill journals receive at least several manu-
scripts per day and publish less than one-third of them. So journals start by triaging 
the manuscripts they receive. Each incoming manuscript will be assigned to an 
Associate Editor or Section Editor. That Editor will not read the entire manuscript. 
He or she will only read the manuscript’s title page, the Abstract, and maybe the 
cover letter. Based on just those two or three pages, that Editor will then make a 
decision either to send the manuscript out for peer review or (more often) to reject 
it without peer review [1–5]. The supply of peer reviewers’ volunteered time for a 
journal is not unlimited, so Editors try to avoid soliciting reviews for manuscripts 
that they know they will never publish anyway [6]. Some common reasons for rejec-
tion without peer review include: 1) the manuscript does not !t the scope of the 
journal, 2) the topic appears to be of low interest for the readership, 3) the quality of 
evidence (in terms of study design, sample size, etc.) appears clearly below the 
usual standards of the journal, 4) the manuscript itself is very poorly prepared [1, 7, 
8]. Any journal Editor who has been on the job for more than a month has already 
read hundreds of papers submitted to that journal, so his or her judgments about 
which manuscripts have no chance of ever being published at their journal are rarely 
to never wrong, especially if he or she is the Editor who actually makes that deci-
sion. So if your manuscript is rejected from a journal without peer review, just 
consult your co-authors and move on to the next journal; do not waste your time and 
energy feeling dejected or trying to dispute the journal’s decision [6, 9–14].

If the journal does send your paper out for peer review, then eventually they will 
send you a decision letter (along with the reviewer comments). Although the word-
ing of those letters is often a bit cryptic, the journal decision normally has one of 
four levels: 1) accept the manuscript as is without further revision, 2) offer to prob-
ably publish it if minor revisions are made, 3) offer to possibly publish or reconsider 
it if major revisions are made, 4) reject it. Legitimate scienti!c journals virtually 
never offer to accept a manuscript as is without further revision upon the !rst sub-
mission [7, 10, 11, 14–18]; that decision usually comes only after revision. On the 
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other end of the scale, rejection letters can be identi!ed as such because the Editor 
never expresses any interest in seeing a revised version of the manuscript and/or 
wishes you better success at another journal or with a future manuscript [9, 10]. 
Between those two ends of the decision scale is a broad gray zone where the Editor 
expresses a willingness to consider a revised version of the manuscript, without 
making any promises that revision will lead to publication. These letters can be 
worded in a variety of ambiguous ways, and journals usually exaggerate how much 
revision is needed while remaining aloof about your prospects. However unencour-
aging such a decision letter might seem, if the journal is leaving the door open for 
you, you should revise your manuscript and resubmit it to that journal, as explained 
in subsequent chapters. Do not give up and switch to another journal.

The peer reviewers will provide an assessment of your manuscript, but ultimately 
the decision to accept or reject your manuscript for publication is made, not by the 
peer reviewers, but by the Editor-in-Chief of the journal [1, 5, 18–20]. Editors rely 
upon the reviewers to get outside expert perspectives about the relevance and qual-
ity of the paper, especially if it is outside the Editor’s own personal areas of exper-
tise. Although Editors often base their decisions mainly on the feedback of the 
reviewers, their decisions are not always consistent with the contents and tone of the 
reviewers’ assessments. Editors always have more plausible manuscripts available 
than they can actually publish. If an Editor feels that your manuscript is not making 
the cut, there will always be at least some criticism in the reviews that the Editor can 
point to as justi!cation for rejecting your manuscript, even if the reviews were quite 
positive overall. In any case, Editors have no obligation to justify their decisions – 
publishing of scienti!c work currently remains autocratic, not democratic. On the 
other hand, if the Editor wants to publish your manuscript, he or she can overlook 
the criticisms of the reviewers. The Editor can even orchestrate the peer review to 
reach a desired outcome. If an Editor would like to publish your paper but is not 
fully satis!ed with your manuscript, all he or she has to do is send it out to (yet 
another) peer reviewer,… or two, or three. And if the Editor wants to see an espe-
cially supportive or critical review of your manuscript, he or she knows exactly 
which reviewers to contact to obtain such a review [18, 19]. In any case, even though 
the peer reviewers usually provide 95+% of the written feedback on your manu-
script, the Editor is indeed the only person who makes the decision about publica-
tion [1, 18–20].

It is important to have a realistic sense of the timeframe for this entire decision- 
making process, because inexperienced authors are sometimes a bit impatient, but 
more often because many journals are too slow and disorganized. Within one or two 
weeks after submitting your manuscript to a journal, that journal should have com-
pleted its initial triage and reached a decision to either reject the manuscript outright 
without peer review or send it out for peer review. If the journal does send the manu-
script out for peer review, the process can take much longer, because the journal staff 
has only limited in#uence on how quickly they can get feedback from the peer 
reviewers, most of whom are quite busy with many other responsibilities. Furthermore, 
a journal may have to go through a few rounds of soliciting reviews, so the process 
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can drag on, especially at lower quality journals. Although patience is a virtue, 
authors are not being unreasonable to expect that journals complete the review pro-
cess within a productive timeframe. So if you have not heard from a journal within 
two weeks of submission, feel free to contact the Managing Editor and ask if the 
manuscript has been sent out for peer review. And if you have not received a decision 
letter within two months after submission, feel free to ask the Managing Editor what 
is causing the delay [1, 21]. Regrettably, you often do need to remain politely vigilant 
that the process moves ahead in a timely manner, especially at lower level journals.

At any good journal, the majority of manuscripts will be rejected in the !rst deci-
sion letter from the Editor, most without external peer review [2, 6, 18]. With very 
rare exceptions, the rest will receive a decision letter somewhere in that gray zone 
calling for revision and resubmission [7, 10, 11, 14–17]. If you never resubmit your 
manuscript to that journal, then there is zero chance that that journal will publish it 
[7, 9]. If you resubmit your manuscript without seriously doing the revisions, your 
chances of publication at that journal are only in!nitesimally better. If you do the 
recommended revisions (as explained in subsequent chapters) and resubmit your 
manuscript, the journal review process will resume again, usually with the same 
peer reviewers and Editor. The evaluation cycle continues repeating until either you 
give up or the Editor-in-Chief reaches a black-or-white decision to either reject or 
accept the manuscript.
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Chapter 54
Peer Review

Peer review is the process of verifying that statements are true or reasonable, to the 
best of current human knowledge, before putting them into general circulation. 
Science is not scienti!c because researchers follow a formal methodology, or gather 
data, or perform statistical analysis, or report their !ndings in a special format. 
Many other kinds of non-scienti!c writings also contain those elements. Furthermore, 
anyone can write, print, and claim whatever they want, and there is plenty of junk 
science and pseudo-science out there. Epistemologically, peer review is what makes 
science scienti!c. Peer review is a process of intersubjective veri!cation, whereby 
other quali!ed scientists independently review the study conclusions (and all other 
assertions) and decide whether they appear to be valid knowledge, rather than mere 
personal opinion or mistaken “knowledge” not corresponding to external reality. 
This independent intersubjective expert veri!cation is what raises a report up to the 
level of scienti!c knowledge, …at least in theory.

In practice, peer review today is usually only a measure of quality improvement, 
and it is almost always shoddy and incomplete [1–3]. The fundamental problem is 
that peer reviewers are never paid for the time they devote to reviewing manuscripts, 
nor rewarded in any other meaningful way. The consequence is that they often do 
not spend as much time on the process as they know they could and should, under-
standably so, since they are volunteering their precious time to do a thankless task. 
If you are fortunate, your manuscript will be reviewed by kind colleagues, with a 
genuine interest in your topic, who therefore provide a fair and professional assess-
ment of your manuscript, along with an itemized list of constructive feedback for 
further improvement. If you are unfortunate, your manuscript will be reviewed by 
someone with more ego than competence, who begrudgingly accepts the task, skims 
your manuscript several weeks later, misconstrues it entirely, and then quickly !res 
off his or her “expert” review with half a dozen misspelled reasons why the journal 
should stop sending him or her such terrible manuscripts [3–6]. (And if you are 
completely cursed, he or she will then steal your manuscript’s ideas and publish 
them as his or her own or use them in a grant application [7–11].)
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For researchers who have not already seen peer review feedback on dozens of 
manuscripts, reading such peer review is often disorienting and dif!cult to interpret 
correctly. The feedback from a peer reviewer should normally contain three parts. 
First, professional reviewers will start their comments by providing a neutrally 
phrased capsule summary of the paper, to make it clear to the Editor and the authors 
what the study did and what the paper is about. If you receive peer review that does 
not start with such a summary (and often they do not), your paper was reviewed by 
an amateur. Truly competent reviewers will also explicitly state that they have no 
relevant con"icts-of-interests (or will disclose them if they do). Next, the peer 
reviewer normally provides an overall global assessment of the worth of the paper. 
Those remarks are usually brief but essentially amount to the reviewer’s opinion to 
the Editor about which of the four levels of decision the journal should issue, 
although it is never explicitly phrased in those terms. Finally, the reviewer will use 
the rest of the review to provide detailed feedback on speci!c points of the manu-
script, in the form of recommendations for improvement, questions, and criticism. 
In this !nal part, reviewers almost never waste time praising anything they !nd 
good, because that is not their assignment [1]. The review focuses entirely on what 
needs further improvement. So try to not become discouraged – the review is usu-
ally not nearly as bad as it !rst seems. Some reviewers hit all the big issues !rst and 
then provide a list of points on minor details. Other reviewers simply list all their 
comments together in the order they occur in the manuscript. Peer review can some-
times run up to a page of feedback per reviewer. If instead the feedback from a 
reviewer is brief (a single short paragraph or less), this usually indicates that the 
journal turned to someone without much experience or interest in providing peer 
review or that the reviewer did not want to spend much time on your manuscript. If 
you manuscript receives feedback from fewer than three reviewers, that is often a 
sign that either the Editor was not really interested in publishing your paper (and 
therefore did not want to consume the time of his or her pool of volunteer peer 
reviewers) or that several peer reviewers looked at it and declined the Editors’ 
request to provide peer review – thereby signaling what they felt the Editor should 
do too.

In any case, there are two important points to keep in mind. One, as explained in 
the previous chapter, the decision about publication is made by the Editor, not by the 
peer reviewers [12–15]. So regardless of how positive or negative the reviewer com-
ments are, the bottom line about how you should proceed is contained in the deci-
sion letter from the Editor, which may or may not be consistent with the viewpoints 
of the reviewers. Two, the intended purpose of peer review is to improve the quality 
of your manuscript [16], (and to weed out papers that cannot be considered suf!-
ciently scienti!c, due to un!xable major "aws). Unless a study is indeed irremedi-
ably unscienti!c, revising the manuscript in light of feedback from other experts can 
only make it better, regardless of how unpleasant the process might sometimes 
seem. So if you received peer review feedback, the next step is to get to work on 
improving your manuscript in light of that expert feedback, either for resubmission 
to the same journal or, if clearly rejected, to submit to a new journal.
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Chapter 55
Doing the Revisions

Many inexperienced researchers get discouraged and/or lazy when their paper is 
sent back with a long list of criticisms and an ambiguous decision letter from the 
Editor. Sometimes, they give up and simply submit the same (unchanged) manu-
script to another journal. That is usually a bad decision, because an opportunity 
to improve and publish the paper (with the previous journal) is thereby lost and 
the new journal is unlikely to offer a more positive assessment. A paper is not 
“done” until some journal actually publishes it, and part of the work for every 
paper is making revisions after peer review. Virtually no manuscript ever gets 
accepted as is on the !rst submission [1–8]. So no matter how good your paper 
is, the reviewers will !nd at least a few details that should be improved. More 
likely, they will !nd a long list of substantial de!ciencies in your manuscript. 
But if you are lucky, they will be insightful, speci!c, and constructive about how 
the paper should be improved. Revision often requires a substantial amount of 
time and effort [3]; (especially when insuf!cient time and effort was invested 
before submission). But the process of review and revision should increase the 
quality.

So when you are writing a paper, always plan ahead for the further work to 
improve the paper after review. Do not become demoralized by reviewer com-
ments; stay focused on the scienti!c contents in their comments and the ways your 
manuscript can be improved. And no matter how negative the reviewers were, do 
not let that deter you from resubmitting your manuscript to that same journal, if the 
Editor has permitted it. The !nal decision about publication rests only with the 
Editor, who would have already rejected your paper if there was little chance of 
publication after revision. Never submit the manuscript to another journal merely 
to avoid the work of revisions; that new journal would be equally demanding or 
might even just reject your manuscript [3]. So if the Editor allows you to resubmit 
the manuscript after revision, revise and resubmit to that same journal. Ideally, you 
should immediately stop everything else you are doing, so you can complete the 
revisions and resubmission promptly, while your manuscript is still fresh in the 
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memory of the Editors and peer reviewers [5–7]. But you should never rush the 
revision and resubmission [9], in the sense of sending in the manuscript without 
carefully doing every last bit of revision recommended.

In theory, journals distinguish between expecting “minor” revisions or “major” 
revisions, though the division line can seem blurry. “Minor” revisions usually mean 
just editing the manuscript in a variety of ways. “Major” revisions by contrast usu-
ally involve doing new statistical analyses, replacing !gures and tables, rewriting 
entire parts of the paper to include new content, or even reporting on additional data. 
When reviewers call for minor revisions, it is usually easier and faster to just com-
ply and do it than to resist and debate it, even if you are not entirely convinced that 
the reviewer is more right than you are. When reviewers call for major revisions, 
you must either do them or offer a solid scienti!c defense why not. If you do not do 
those revisions (and do not provide convincing explanations why not), then you sup-
ply the Editor with an easy justi!cation for rejecting your paper. At all legitimate 
journals, the number of manuscripts permitted to revise and resubmit substantially 
exceeds the number that the journal will eventually agree to publish [10, 11].

So if the reviewers’ recommendations are constructive attempts to help you 
make your report better, then you should follow their advice. You can even incorpo-
rate reviewer comments directly into your manuscript; reviewers will never com-
plain about that, especially if you also thank them in the Acknowledgments for that 
contribution. If a reviewer asks you to cite a speci!c paper, it is often because he or 
she is a co-author of that paper. Read that paper and if it is applicable to your topic, 
then try to work it in somewhere sensible if possible. (If it is really not relevant, do 
not cite it simply to please the reviewer [12–15].) If the Editor asks you to reduce 
your manuscript length, reread chapter 41, “Cut It Down”, and reduce the length of 
your manuscript [7]. Editors are virtually never wrong about that judgment. The 
only exception is when they offer to publish your manuscript if it is resubmitted as 
a mere letter. That is your choice – you can either reduce the manuscript down to a 
letter or you can resubmit the full manuscript elsewhere [3]. If your sample size is 
less than 20 or your topic is obscure, you should probably pursue the offer to pub-
lish as a letter.

If you really disagree with some point by one of the peer reviewers, you should 
solicit the viewpoint of your co-authors and other senior colleagues. There is no 
obligation to make every change the reviewers recommend, especially if you have a 
good scienti!c explanation why not. After all, it is your research and your paper, not 
theirs. Furthermore, reviewers do sometimes call for changes that would make the 
paper worse or would be wrong methodologically, and in those cases, their recom-
mendations should be politely declined with explanations. But mere laziness or 
stubbornness is never a legitimate reason to not do the revisions, and Editors are not 
fooled by resubmitting the same manuscript with mere cosmetic changes [4, 16 
(p. 210)]. If you decide to not do some major revision they recommended, you will 
need to provide good scienti!c reasons why not [7]. Furthermore, if more than one 
reviewer raises the same question or criticism, that is a clear indication that there is 
indeed a real problem in your manuscript, not merely an idiosyncratic opinion of a 
quirky reviewer. In those cases, you really should try to correct the problem; it is not 
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sensible to try to dispel such points in the reply-to-review without changing the 
manuscript [11]. Editors themselves rarely suggest changes to a manuscript. So 
when they do, the most prudent course of action is to follow their advice completely 
and gratefully [17].

There is one exception about doing revisions: if a peer reviewer called for you to 
collect additional new data, he or she is probably going too far. If you truly agree 
with him or her that more data needs to be collected, and you have the willingness 
and resources to collect that additional data, feel free to pursue that course. 
Otherwise, just write back in the reply-to-review letter that the reviewer’s sugges-
tion is a very good one but regrettably is not possible due to insuf!cient availability 
of research funding to do that additional work. The current viewpoint of most 
Editors is that calling for additional data collection is an unproductive position in 
peer review [5, 18]. It is always possible to think of further research that could be 
done, but additional research is usually neither feasible nor essential. If the journal 
believes that the current version of the manuscript is really not publishable without 
additional data collection, then they should just reject it [18, 19].

You can of course make additional revisions to your manuscript that the peer 
reviewers did not propose. But if those revisions are more than just minor editing of 
the writing, then you should point them out in the reply-to-review letter somewhere, 
so the Editor and peer reviewers are aware of those additional substantial revisions 
that you made. If possible, try to relate your additional changes somehow or other 
to the remarks of the reviewers.

If the journal Editor rejected your paper after peer review, then you should still 
revise the manuscript in light of any reviewer feedback [7, 17, 20–22]. Doing so will 
make your manuscript better. But no matter how supportive the reviewers were, do 
not waste the journal’s time resubmitting the manuscript to that journal, if the Editor 
has already turned it down [5, 7, 11, 15, 22, 23]. You will never convince the Editor 
to change his or her mind. And a review of studies on the subject shows that the 
majority of rejected manuscripts are subsequently published in another journal, 
(albeit more than a year later on average) [22]. So just chose another journal and 
move along. There are many good journals and all of them are available on the 
internet and indexed in all major databases. So there is never any reason to !xate on 
any one speci!c journal. The goal is to just get your paper published so people can 
read it.
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Chapter 56
The Reply-to-Review Letter

When journals express a willingness to see your manuscript again after revision, 
they always ask you to send in a “point-by-point” reply to the reviewer comments. 
At this stage, your manuscript is close to publication, but !nal acceptance is depen-
dent upon making your manuscript better, so it will meet the high standards of the 
peer reviewers and Editors. Acceptance of your manuscript depends primarily upon 
improving the quality of your manuscript. Yet the reply-to-review letter plays an 
essential supporting role, because it should show the peer reviewers and Editors that 
you took their feedback seriously and did everything possible to improve your man-
uscript. There is a certain art and style to the reply-to-review letter, which will help 
ensure that your manuscript is actually accepted for publication, rather than sent 
back to you again for more revisions, or worse.

Start by copying all the reviewer comments into a neat new document, and set 
them in bold font. You should then intersperse your replies, typed in normal font, to 
each little suggestion or comment the reviewers made. Do not skip a reviewer 
remark simply because you did not like it [1–3]. That will not work; they will notice, 
especially if they numbered their comments to you. If you made a change to your 
manuscript, you should usually quote the new version in the reply-to-review letter. 
If you are quoting the new revised version of your manuscript, put that quote in ital-
ics or red, so it can be quickly identi!ed as such.

If you look closely at the kinds of comments made by any one reviewer, it is usu-
ally possible to determine if he or she is primarily a clinician, a scientist, or a meth-
odologist (statisticians, epidemiologists, psychologists, and so on). That insight can 
be useful in thinking about how to respond to his or her feedback. In rare instances, 
one of the journal Editors might also add some brief remarks to the peer review. If 
so, those remarks should be taken very seriously.

Nearly all reviewer comments can be categorized into !ve kinds of comments: 
compliments, suggestions for improvement, collegial questions, off-topic opinions, 
or criticism. Each of these types of comments has its own corresponding way of 
responding in the reply-to-review letter.
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Whenever reviewers compliment your paper, thank them politely and humbly 
[1]. This shows diplomacy, builds positive rapport, and draws attention to the qual-
ity of your paper.

When reviewers make constructive suggestions for improvement, you should do 
the revision (if at all possible) and thank the reviewer for his or her (“insightful”, 
“helpful”, “expert”, “bene!cial”) recommendation. If the reviewer’s suggestion was 
necessary due to commonplace negligence on your part (e.g. misspelling, math 
errors in a table), then you should also humbly apologize for your negligence and 
thank the reviewer for pointing it out. If the reviewer asks you to address something 
that is already addressed in your manuscript, just politely point it out [1]. Reviewers 
are busy; they cannot always read every manuscript as if it were a newly discovered 
lost essay from Socrates.

Sometimes reviewers simply ask collegial questions. This usually occurs when 
the reviewer is not sure what other feedback to give. Always make a warm, collegial 
response. Do not skip the question or hurry past it with a too brief reply. And do not 
be pedantic or condescending (regardless of how ridiculous the question might 
seem). The reviewer spent precious time reading your paper, and now he or she is 
trying to discuss your work with you collegially, so your manuscript will seem 
attractive to the Editor. Be grateful that the reviewer is showing an interest in your 
work, and respond collegially.

Similarly, sometimes you paper makes a reviewer start thinking about something 
else, and he or she writes some opinions and comments about something that is not 
really part of your paper. It is important to read such remarks again closely (“between 
the lines”), because sometimes they do contain implicit calls for improvement or 
criticisms buried somewhere in the reviewer’s “thinking aloud to myself” remarks 
[4]. In that case, you probably should try to revise your paper accordingly. But if the 
reviewer really is talking about something else unrelated to your paper, just express 
your agreement and move on.

In contrast to “suggestions for improvement” (above), “criticism” simply asserts 
that what you did is invalid or low quality, without making any recommendations 
for correction. When reviewers make criticisms, you can either !nd ways to revise 
your paper or you can defend it. You and your co-authors must decide for yourselves 
whether you !nd the reviewer’s criticism justi!ed. If it is justi!ed, then you should 
revise your paper and reply as you would to a suggestion for improvement. If instead 
you disagree with the criticism, then you should just defend your manuscript in the 
reply-to-review letter [1, 3, 5–7]. But you must do this in a scienti!c and collegial 
way [1, 3, 7]. This is not the occasion to argue unprofessionally with the reviewer. 
You should acknowledge the reviewer’s point as best you can. Then you should 
explain why you did your research the way that you did. Respond with evidence [1]. 
Cite the published scienti!c literature that supports your approach and perspective. 
If you cannot !nd any such literature to cite, you should probably reconsider your 
opinion that the reviewer is wrong. If needed, you should present further data and 
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statistical analysis that was not presented in your paper. Oftentimes, a reviewer’s 
criticism is simply due to insuf!cient information about your research and thinking, 
and he or she simply needs to hear more about what you did and why. Other times, 
reviewers will still disagree with you, but they – or the Editor – will accept your 
defense as a scienti!cally legitimate difference of opinion. If you present your 
defense in an unprofessional way though, the reviewer may be provoked to !re back 
further criticism. That does not bring you closer to your goal of a published paper, 
especially if the reviewer is a personal friend of the Editor.

The entire reply-to-review is an exercise in diplomacy. Every reply you make 
should take a positive, appreciative, collegial tone. If you are going to tell the 
reviewers that you disagree with them, start by !rst telling them that they are right 
and you agree with them, and then explain why nonetheless your view diverges 
just a little bit from theirs [1]. You should repeatedly thank the reviewers for their 
helpful expert guidance. The reviewers do not get rewarded for their service. They 
have volunteered their precious time to help you make your paper better. So you 
should always be genuinely grateful to them, even if you disagree with them [3]. 
Moreover, your goal is to get your paper accepted for publication. If your reply 
letter is unprofessional or argumentative, you will only make your own life more 
dif!cult. But if you write your reply-to-review letter in a collegial and diplomatic 
way, you will maximize your chances of getting your paper accepted without fur-
ther revision.

Finally, remain aware that some reviewers are, regrettably, arrogant jerks (or 
simply having a bad day) [1, 8, 9]. Emboldened by the anonymity of peer review, 
they do sometimes make obnoxious comments or unnecessarily harsh criticism. 
Avoid taking such remarks to heart. Furthermore, the reply-to-review is not the 
place to pick a !ght. If a reviewer writes something that seems clearly rude, unpro-
fessional, too personally critical, or otherwise inappropriate, double-check your 
interpretation with your co-authors or other colleagues. If they agree with your 
interpretation, just politely contact the journal Editor-in-Chief directly to take note 
of the reviewer’s unacceptable conduct, and ask the Editor to not send your manu-
script to that reviewer again. There is no place in modern research for any such 
unprofessional personal hostility [10, 11].

One !nal suggestion. Before you send your reply-to-review letter to the journal, 
consider the fact that you might never get another chance to revise your manuscript 
again for that journal. No matter how great your research is, the reviewers and 
Editor can live just !ne without it ever being published. You get one chance to do 
your best revision and write your best reply-to-review. Even if you do all the revi-
sion the peer reviewers recommend, the Editor might still reject your manuscript 
[3]. If you only do 80% of the revisions, haggle pointlessly about 10%, and simply 
ignore another 10%, the journal decision will be swift and painful. So do it com-
pletely the !rst time [1, 2, 12]. And use the reply-to-review to show them that you 
are serious about meeting the high standards of the journal.
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Chapter 57
Correcting the Printer’s Proofs

After the journal !nally accepts your paper, they will send you printer’s proofs to 
double-check and approve. You should read those carefully, because small errors 
can often still be found in a manuscript even at this late stage. In particular, you 
should double-check that every statement and number in the Abstract still matches 
the main paper. Many papers undergo substantial revision for peer review. If you 
made changes to the main paper but did not change the Abstract accordingly, then 
the !nal Abstract will not accurately re"ect the !nal paper. That lack of consistency 
occurs frequently [1–7], surely because authors do not bother to check the printer’s 
proofs.

Furthermore, many journals have copy-editors, and they often make numerous 
small changes to a manuscript. Oftentimes that is helpful, especially if English 
grammar is not your forte, because the copy-editors generally have a strong com-
mand of grammar and an attentive eye for details. Unfortunately, most of them have 
no training in medicine or science, and their edits can often change the sense of 
what your paper says – sometimes quite substantially. (In particular, major biomedi-
cal publishers based in the Netherlands have a reputation for copy-editing over 
aggressively – a point worth considering prior to submitting your manuscript.) Do 
not hesitate to correct their corrections  – copy-editors do not have the scienti!c 
competence or legal right to make meaningful changes without your approval. 
Above all, you should also verify that the typeset version of your !gures and tables 
are still readable and correctly formed, because the published versions often appear 
quite different than the manuscript versions [8].

But you should not make any new changes beyond correcting objective errors, 
(or reversing undesired changes made by the journal). Correcting the printer’s 
proofs is not an opportunity to make new revisions, however tempting. If something 
substantial truly must be revised at this stage, you need to ask the Editor’s permis-
sion and explain why.

Meticulously checking the printer’s proofs and making tiny corrections can often 
feel tedious, but it is your last chance to do so in a way that eliminates the error from 
sight. After your paper is published, any further corrections will only be published 
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as an additional Correction or Erratum in some other issue of the journal, while 
leaving the original error intact [9–12] – a “solution” that is virtually useless. So 
!nd the time to check the printer’s proofs carefully.
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Chapter 58
Rereading the Published Paper

Generally, your paper will become available on the internet as an “in press” pre-
print within about a month after you con!rm the !nal printer’s proofs. Depending 
on how unmodern and unprofessional the publisher is, it can be up to several months 
before the !nal print version of your paper becomes available. But when it does, you 
should read it again. At this point, it is too late to make any further corrections to the 
printed version, and most publishers will therefore also not alter the electronic ver-
sion (except in cases of serious ethical, safety, or legal concerns). But journals can 
and will print a Corrigendum (your fault) or an Erratum (their fault), even for tiny 
details, especially if an error has meaningful implications [1–4]. So it is worth the 
effort to check the quality of your !nal paper, because that is the only version any-
one else is ever going to read. Moreover, reading the !nal printed version (months 
later) may give you a different impression and/or a feel of satisfaction for your 
work.
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Chapter 59
Dissemination

So now your paper has been published in the latest issue of the journal. At this point, 
you must be done writing your paper, right? Your paper is already published. What 
else could there possibly be to do now? There is one more thing to do: disseminate 
your paper to the scienti!c community and possibly the general public too. After all, 
you did not go through all that work only to have your paper remain rarely read and 
never cited.

Start !rst by posting the capsule summary of your paper and links to the full 
publication on your website, your institute’s webpage, and/or any online pro!les 
you use. If permitted by your agreements with the journal publisher, post the full 
paper to those sites and any repositories you use. Second, you should compile a list 
of all your colleagues who would have an interest in the paper, and you should send 
them a link to the paper with a brief personal note. Third, if your paper would be of 
interest to a particular non-scienti!c audience (e.g. a particular patient population), 
send links to the organizations that work with them. Similarly, if you believe your 
paper might be of interest to the general public, work together with your institute’s 
communication of!cer to prepare a press release for journalists.

Disseminating your published paper enables you to strengthen your professional 
networks and to better ensure that your papers are widely read.
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Chapter 60
Conclusion

The Introduction of this book stated that the published journal literature of medi-
cine, including the related life and health sciences, is plagued with substantial 
errors, nonsensical statements, lethal omissions, illogical reasoning, false discover-
ies, and misleading conclusions [1–11]. Furthermore, over half the research studies 
that are completed are never published in a scienti!c journal at all [12–15]. The 
Introduction of this book then asserted that there were two closely related reasons 
for the low quality of the medical scienti!c literature, and explained that one of 
those two reasons is that the university system does not provide medical researchers 
with suf!cient education and training in the speci!c subjects and skills needed to 
report medical research. No one single book can substitute for years of education 
and training, but hopefully this book has provided you with enough practical knowl-
edge to fully justify the time you have spent reading it.

The catchphrase, “Publish or perish”, is often heard in the world of academic 
medical research [16–19]. The idea expressed by this phrase is that job appoint-
ments in medical schools (and related settings) and research funding are both 
strongly dependent on the candidates’ track record of scienti!c publications, and 
therefore, anyone who does not publish enough papers will be out of work with no 
chance of returning. In the world of medical research, there seems to be no doubt 
that this phrase accurately re"ects the current occupational atmosphere. And medi-
cal researchers often quote this phrase with a note of sadomasochistic glee in their 
voices.

In the medical literature, the “publish or perish” atmosphere in medical research 
is often viewed as the root cause of the low quality of the published medical litera-
ture [5–7, 9, 20–23], as well as transgressions of research ethics [24–33]. (The 
explanation is that everyone is under pressure to publish as many papers as possible, 
regardless of their quality. So the proposed solution is to encourage hiring/promo-
tion committees and grant-awarding agencies to limit the number of publications 
considered and focus on their importance instead.) But the “publish or perish” ori-
entation does not and cannot explain the low quality of the medical literature if we 
simply take “publish or perish” at face value, as those past commentaries have done. 
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We need to critically dissect the notion of “publish or perish” before it is able to 
shed any light on the real cause for the low quality of the medical literature.

The phrase, “publish or perish” has caught on as a popular catchphrase in medi-
cal academia, because almost everyone who starts exploring a career in medical 
research (including the life and health sciences) soon realizes that there is a sparsity 
of funding and positions, despite all the major opportunities to improve the popula-
tion’s health through medical research. Aside from research reports in high-impact 
journals, most published papers declare “None” as their “Source of Funding”, even 
though they do usually contain useful new knowledge. Most medical doctors are not 
provided with suf!cient protected time to do research [34, 35]. Even when a resi-
dent or junior faculty member is expected to do some research as part of their 
appointment at a university hospital, they often will receive only one day per week 
of protected time for academic development [35–37]. That amounts to about 
400 hours per year – perhaps enough to write and publish 2–4 papers – if all the data 
was already collected and ready to analyze and all the protected time could be 
directed to that research work. For most medical doctors there is neither protected 
time nor funding to write up scienti!c journal articles, so there is very little incen-
tive to do it [38]. Thus the “publish or perish” phrase expresses the occupational 
situation resulting from the woefully inadequate levels of funding that society pro-
vides for the medical research it craves.

In the Introduction of this book it was asserted that there are two closely related 
reasons for the low quality of the medical research literature. One of those reasons 
is that society does not provide adequate education and training speci!cally on 
medical research to most of the people actually involved in doing that work, as 
discussed already in the Introduction. The other reason for the poor quality of the 
medical literature is simply what is being discussed here – that most research has 
inadequate funding to be performed and reported well. Or more precisely: society 
fails to provide even a fraction of the funding needed to ensure that all this medical 
research is performed and reported at an appropriate level of quality. The vastly 
insuf!cient funding to do the research leads to projects being abandoned, or per-
formed and reported hastily with low quality, or handed over to other people (stu-
dents, research assistants, etc.) with insuf!cient education and training to do it 
properly.

The inadequate funding of medical research creates the “publish or perish” 
atmosphere. The consequence is that many people who gain some initial training 
and experience in medical research do indeed exit from the world of medical 
research. But it is nonsensical to imagine that they “perish”. Anyone who is working 
in medical research must already have a substantial amount of education and skills, 
compared to most other people of their same age. So when they start to notice the 
“publish or perish” climate in medical research, they often just start looking into 
other career pathways that will make more rewarding use of their many talents and 
abilities. And even if they never publish anything at all, they will normally !nd 
many other good opportunities to use their education and skills in other well-paid 
careers – in patient care, government, business, and so on.

60 Conclusion
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The people who “perish” (or suffer for years) are instead the patients who have 
medical problems for which there is no cure or inadequate prevention, therapy, or 
care-provision. If there was more funding for medical research, better quality 
research could be performed and reported, and more progress could be made on 
improving the population’s medical care and health. So the medical community 
ought to be telling society, “If you want better progress in medical treatment, soci-
ety needs to provide the funding to do the research – and to better train and retain 
more specialists to do it well.”

But instead, the “publish or perish” catchphrase mindlessly accepts society’s 
failure to direct its resources toward the vital medical research that will improve 
their health. Compared to past centuries, the developed world is not poor these days. 
But society wastes a lot of its money on other things and activities, such as enter-
tainment, wars, gadgets, advertising, and bureaucracy. Expenditures in these areas 
do not improve anyone’s lives, nor the future of human life on earth.

If societies want better medical care and better health, they need to invest into it. 
That includes paying to train all medical researchers better in methodology, ethics, 
statistics, logic, and communication. Medical researchers need to improve the qual-
ity of their scienti!c writings. But we also need to communicate better with the 
general lay public about the role that medical research plays in improving their 
healthcare – and therefore their lives.
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